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HISTORICAL COiMDITIOflS IN PATRIARCHAL
IX THE LIGHT OF 

RECEJNT ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESEARCH.

CHAPTER I. 

Tne Evidence.

Slues ever Western interest in tne material remains 

of tne ancient East was aroused by the discoveries and rec-
*  

ords of the French savants on i^poleon' t* staff in his luckless 

Egyptian adventure,there has been an eager desire to relate 

such evidence to the Scriptural record.Pur the greater part 

of the following century suchlrelics of the past were sought 

and found throughout the &ear E«*st and interest was sustained
* '

by sensation.B^ the last quarter of the century,however, 

Sir Flinders P<=trie,that eminent Egyptologist and practical 

genius,had turned his keen eye away from the sensational 

and impressive to what had been so long rejected.Omitting 

notice o± notning,however apparently commonplace,and care 

fully surveying and recording each object in its context, 

he was able to evolve a .method of scientific excavation which 

is now in general use.

Under Turkish administration for various .reasons excav-.* 

ation was possible only on a limited scale so that in Syria, 

Palestine and Mwbopotamia the pioneer work of Pctrie coula 

not oe I'uiiy developed..uiliiculties,however,did not prevent 

such giants as Bliss,Mackenzie and I,i.icalister applying tne 

new method at Ttell el Hoay ,B»tnshemesh and Gazer nor t,he 

Dominican Pfcre Hugues Vincent from developing the study 

of the all-important pottery types.Tuus at the end of the 

Great W«-.r,the way was open for scientific exploration and 

for the perfection of the scientific method of Sir Flinders 

Petrie.Iu Palestine and Syria under British and ^rench man 

date,Departments of Antiquities were established which
 

strictly controlled exploration in their respective areas, 

working harmoniously with responsible institutions from 

Europe or America or localized in the land itself. lu. the



period between the World Wars the scientific excavation 

of sites proceeded from the mile to the Euphrates and beyond 

and reports appeared in books and journals in often bewilder 

ing frequency and volume.Tnen all field work and initial 

reports ceased with the outbreak of war and has^since not 

been generally resumed on any comparable scale.Tuis is,of 

course,to be regretted but it does afford a not unwelcome 

breathing space in which we may digest the results of field 

archaeology and the opportunity was seized even in the midst 

of urgent military duties by the excavator of R«.s Shamra,

O.F.-A.Schaeffer whose monumental first volume,!*. Strati-> *? 
fgraphie Comparee fct Chronologic d'Aaie Cocidentale,was

published in 1948,

Not least significant among the discoveries of the last
i

two decades are the documentary remains especially from 

Has Snamra where,it may fairly be said,that the bulk of 

the indigenous literature of Canaan in tne patriarchal age 

was recovered.H^re again the allurement of the sensational 

proved strong and the relation of that literature to ........

Scriptural events and personalities has been,we believe,un 

duly emphasized even in works otherwise sober and creditable. 

Tne time is therefore ripe for a more critical appreciation 

of those documentary remains which it is hoped here to 

correlate with other discoveries of the same nature,with 

the Biblical data and with the material evidence from from 

the various archaeological fields in the Hear E^st.The latter 

evidence will be adduced and discussed in our investigation 

of the races of Palestine in the second millennium.Oi the
"«

new documantary evidence,particularly that pertaining directly 

to Syria and Palestine in the patriarchal period such as 

the Egyptian JtUecratory Texts and the Bas SLamra Tablets, 

we must now discuss certain outstanding problems so that 

it may be clearly understood how we intend to control and 

apply that evidence.



At Luxor in 1925 a local antique-dealer offered to H.Sohaf- 

er of the National Museum of Berlin a collection of >pottery 

fragments 217 of which were inscribed in an old form of , 

hieratic and reported to nave come from a tomb West of the 

ancient «ite of ti^ebes. bonaier bought the pieces which were 

eventually submitted to the expert examination of Professor 

Kurt Setne of Berlin.

So tne immediately perceived'their significance.A regular 

formula was used listing various chiefs and their followers 

according to their localities and characterizing them as 

rebels to the* authority of the Pharaoh. The sherds were not 

these already familiar in Aramaic and G-reek from later times 

which were complete texts in themselves but showed definite 

traces of having formed part of inscriptions on complete pots 

which were then ceremonially broken probably with incantation 

as an act of sympathetic magic directed against the enemies 

of the Pharaoh,

Since the pieces which were thus acquired did not suffice 

to form complete pots bethe naturally concluded that the 

fragments were but: a fraction of the total find which would 

probably be a joint possession of several natives.A search 

was initiated and in fact 64 more fragments were recovered 

from the widow of a fellah in TJae-bes.Tiiere was the further
i

possibility that other fragments had been bought up in Egypt
/ 

as Schafer had bought his lot,or others,again,might be lying

unidentified in Museums.in Berlin itself 7 such pieces were 

recovered in the Museum which had lain undisturbed for an 

indefinite period.Thus 289 pieces were ultimately discovered 

representing some 100 pots,

Oij. these fragments the names of chiefs and localities 

are mentioned in iigypt itself and in wubia and,most important 

for our purpose,in Palestine and Southern Syria. Since the chiefs



at such places as A^calon and Jerusalem are actually named 

those texts are first-hand documents for; racial conditions 

in Palestine and Syria of the period if, as has actually trans 

pired, we may establish linguistic affinity between .the names 

on the texts and others better known in their context. T

question then arises as to the date of the Aechtungstexte 

as bethe's documents are called.

Suthe himself dated them to the lltn Dynasty. in this de 

cision he seems to be influenced not so much by palaeographic 

and linguistic considerations but rather by tfee general polit 

ical conditions implied. Sucn a method of dating is, of course, 

inconclusive in itself and is, in fact, but a secondary criterion. 

The apparent fact that the Pharaoh was limited to this magical 

means of dealing with his adversaries even in iigypt - a poor 

substitute for force of arms - suggested to be the the con 

fused period when Jigypt was still suffering from the effects 

of Asiatic invasion in the last quarter of the 3rd millennium 

oefore her rehabilitation was complete under the strong 

Pharaohs o± the Allth Dynasty (2000-17db B.C.) wno made their 

power effective in Palestine and at least on the coast ot 

Syria where there are cultural traces of agypt in this period

as far north as (Jgarit and as far inland as Qatna a dozen miles
o

iiast 01 Jioms on the Urontesvuertainly the inability of the

Pharaoh to deal more summarily with 'his enemies than by 

cursing them ceremonially from a distance of a thousand miles 

does suggest some time other than the zenith of Egyptian
9

power in the AH th Dynasty. On tne other hand the fact that 

the Asiatic enemies of the Pnaraoh are characterized by the 

sign for rebels indicates a period after the ascendancy of

1.K.SethejDie Aechtung feindlicher Fur st en, V8 liter und Di^ge 
auf altagyptisehen i'ongef&sscherben des Mittleren Keiches, 
Abhandlungen der preussischertfAkademie der wissenschaf t, 
Philo sop. -ilis t.iLlasse, 1926. '

2. vide infra p. 24. /
S.M.VincentjLes Pays hibii^ues et 1'Egypte "a la fin de la 

JLlIe aynastie egyptienue, vivre et .Tenser, Part II ,



the Alltn Dynasty rather than before uigypt nad extended iier 
power beyond the Delta.This,of course,is to take the designat 

ion \ re Dels'quite literally which we might not be quite 

entitled to do.still the comparatively accurate knowle&ge of 

Syria and Palestine which the texts imply does suggest a per 

iod after rather than before the strong Pnaraohs of the Middle 

Kingdom.A later date than the Xllth Dynaety. hardly comes 

into the reckoning since that should clash with the Hy&sos 

period when conditions in Palestine and Syria were totally 

different from those indicated in the Kxecratory Texts.Thus 

it is supposed that the texts must be after all dated to the 

period of the lllth Dynasty.There is every evidence,as Stock 

has recently demonstrated ,of a certain decline in the power   

of H'tfypt both at nome and aoroad in the latter half of the XII tn 

DyanMty.Tut; Tale of Sinuhe indicates that domestic troubles 

were not uncommon in H'gypt even under such a strong ruler as 

Sesostris I (19bO-1935 B.C.),so that there might be no lack 

of enemies to curse in isgypt,while the fact that Sinuhe could 

live securely in jealestinejor Syria suggests that the power 

of Jsgypt was not really effective beyond the Phoenician coast. 

Yet the fact that Sinuhe nad to tiee tne country a solitary
*

refugee does suggest that the Pharaoh nad more effective 

means of dealing with his adversaries at home than merely 

cursing them and it is,somewhat ironically,the prestige of 

. -Egypt in Asia which secures Sinuhe the protection and hospit 

ality of the Syrian chief.Our conclusion must be that on 

the basis of the political conditions ̂ implied in the iixecratory 

Texts a later date tha$ the Alth Dynasty must be sought and 

while a period between the end of the XHuh Dynasty and the 

nyKSOS Invasion might suit,there is nothing against dating 

the texts in the period of the decline of the XIItn Dynasty

I.E.Stock;Studien zur (ieschichte und Archaeologie der 15 bis 
17 Dynastie Aegyptens,1942, 
S.SmithjAialakh and uhronology,194Q,p.2 note.



from c.1850 B.C.

Here -we must reckon with other texts so similar - though 

with significant differences - that we may not consider 

Setue'ft texts apart from them . I'ue s£ are published by .rosener

and like bcthe's texts were found^out of their context 

hence the outstanding problem is that of date.

The practice of dealing with enemies by magical ceremon 

ies performed with their models in clay was not unknown in 

ancient Ulgypt and is, in fact attested as early as the VI th 

Dynasty at baq.qa.ra in the vicinity oi Cairo wnere certain
s

stone statues were found in 1951 or prisoners kneeling bound

ready ±or slaughter, a modification, it is supposed, of actual
2human a^fcrifiee of an earlier age. Further evidence of such

practices is available from sculpture in iL'gypt.Iu 1938 the 

Belgian scholar Gapart found a number of clay figurines of 

bound prisoners in the store of an antiq.ue-dealer in Jfaris. 

i'hey were inscribed in hieratic script and at once excited 

his interest.Kjaowijag that .rosener had already reported on
 z

similar inscribed figurines in the Museum ol Cairo o apart ar 

ranged for the purchase of the figurines which were then 

studied by -fosener.

.rending a more detailed study of this new material and 

other related texts on figurines of clay and alabaster which 

he had seen and transcribed on the eve of his departure from

Cairo in 1937 loosener published a temporary study of the texts 

in 194of -4

.The provenance of the texts is, of course, a matter of 

doubt since they were recovered so far from theif context 

in the Museum in Cairo and in the store of a dealer in Paris. 

is convinced, however, that both lots are of the same

1.tf.PosenerjPrinces et pays d'Asie et de flubie, textes hierat- 
iq.ues sur des figurines d'envoutement du Moyen Empire, 1940.

2.J .Capart; Preface to Posener:Princes et. Pays. ., p. 5.
3..rosener;JNOuveaux Textes hieratiq.ues de proscription, Melanges 

syriens offerts a M.B.Pusaaud,1939,I pp.i>i3-317.
4. fosener; Princes et fays...
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deposit^By the aid of the bervice o± Antiquities in Egypt

together with some of the field staff from ba<ja.ara and by 

the help of repprts and photographs.tie was able was able to 

trace the Uuiro figurines to a certain stage of the excavations 

at baccara in 1922.He would associate them,too,with the texts 

of bethe on stylistic groundsTthe same formulae being used 

in both lots.In the texts which deal with ixubia fosener notes 

that in the figurines certain chiefs appear as the sons of 

fathers mentioned in bathe's texts referring to isubia.He would 

thus separate the figurines from the sherds by about a 

generation.

He is able to date the texts by various means.First he 

can demonstrate that the hieratic script is that of certain 

papyrus manuscripts of the Allth .Dynasty as late as the time 

of besostris III (Ioo7-1849 £.C.) which he fixes as a terminus 

post quem?l'Jae orthography of the texts is a less reliable 

criterion since here we must reckon with stereotyped formulae 

used in such texts over a considerable period thus resulting 

in a tendency to archaism in language and spelling.

Thus the texts of Setiie and fosener may be considered 

as documents from the latter half of the 19th century.lt is 

with the texts listing the enemies of the Bharaoh in Palestine 

and Syria that we are immediately concerned for here chiefs 

and localities are named.IT is true that the localities 

cannot always be certainly identified but many/can be fixed 

beyond doubt.In the present study the place-names will be 

considered as of less importance than the personal names 

which by their distinctive character provide us with an ad 

mirable documentation for the racial,social,political and 

religious condition of **lestine of the period.

l..fosener;op.cit. ,p. 
2.ibidem,p.17. 
3.ibidem,p.29.
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it is not proposed to give here a detailed study of the 

names of the Asiatic chiefs listed in these texts nor of their 

localities but rather to indicate their date and to character 

ize them braadly according to the internal evidence of the 

texts, so that when there is occasion to use this evidence, 

their peculiar significance to the writer may be understood.

in form the names of the chiefs are generally tneophoric , 

being compounds of divine names and predicates which may 

be verbs, adjectives or participles, or nouns indicating the 

attributes of the divinities named. buch names as 

strikes', 'Ibshddw, 'Hadad fattens' fiiwjn'ibw, 'Huron is father', 

*Ammw ykn, 'Uncle (patron) establishes', illustrate this point. 

In other cases we find names truncated, the divine name having 

disappeared leaving only the attribute as in the case of 

Ymwrw and possibly Mwri and *prw, ! the fertilizer Ji'he names, 

then, conform to a regular pattern and are preponderantly 

Semitic. nence the pattern of tha names and the date of the 

texts having been determined, it sh*tli not be difficult to establ 

ish the affinity of.* the bearers with other peoples in the 

i*ear .hast in the 2nd millennium it there is documentary 

evidence available. Actually the names on the .Egyptian texts 

reproduce the language and form of names collected and exam-
£ined by Th.B^uer covering the same period. Bauertindeed, 

regarded the Mesopotamia*! fc/idence as names of'jiaat Ca.naanites'

who had,ne supposed, invaded Mesopotamia from the Jflorth-JiuSt.
 z 

i»horme,on the other hand, in a penetrating study of the same

material finds no reason to derive the 'Amorixes' wno occupied 

Mesopotamia at trie end of the 3rd millennium from elsewhere 

than the West. here it is not only the form of the names which
»

is a clue to the racial affinity o£ the chiefs named in the

E*ecratory Texts with those of the Mesopotamian texts

1.Dussaudjbyria JLXI,1940,p.l72.
2.Tii.Bauer;i>ie Ostkanaanaer. Ji;ine philologisch-historishe

Uiitersuchung liber die ^nderschicht der sogennanten 'Amoriter' 
in Babylonien,1926,.

3.i>horme;LcS Amorrheens,itB jujcvii, 1928, pp. 63-79, DD 161-179 
xxxix,193U, pp. 161-178. '** '



but the gods named serve as an even surer clue to the solution 

of the problem. In the case of the personalities in the fijLecrat- 

ory Texts we have a close if not absolute correspndence 

with the names of the period of the First Babylonian Dynasty 

of Amorites,not only in the matter of the deities but also 

of their attributes.Thus we are led to identify the Asiatic 

chiefs named in the Kxecratory '.Texts as 'Amorites 1 ,an element 

in the Semitic people who occupied the settled lands of Syria, 

.Palestine and Mesopotamia in the last quarter of the 3rd 

millennium and penetrated to the Delta of the Nile.The cultur 

al decadence which has been noted as a feature of this period 

at various sites in Mesopotamia,Syria and Palestine corresponds 

with such a movement in which Arab elements from the desert 

hinterland probably played a conspicuous part.

Tiiis aspect of the 'Amorite'occupation the writer would
o

particularly emphasize.Dhorme notes certain Arab names

among those associated with the First Babylonian Dynasty and 

they are attested again,it seems,in the Execratory Texts. 

The kin-predicates of the deities in the latter names indicate 

tribal constitution and desert affinities and certain tribes
w

are actually named .Of these we may mention the Swtw familiar 

from Egyptian inscriptions both of an earlier and later period

and the K.WSW who are probably to be identified with the Kasi 

who appear as allies of the SA GAZ in the Aiaarna correspondence
ry A

of Biridya of Mcgiddo and noai-Khida of Jerusalem and eventually
c

settled between Midian and Mom where Hebrew tradition loosely 

associated with them the Ke^ites Jfche?:daughter of whose chief 

was probably the 'Cushite woman 1 ,Zipporah,the wife of Moses.
*

l.i)horme;nB,xxxvii,69-79.
2. Dhorme; KB, xl, iy^i, p.
3.Kauatzon;246,8. 
4.ibidemj287,33,72,74.
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Otner documentary sources wnicn cover the area from 

which the patriarchs are derived are the Old Assyrian 

tablets of a trading community from Assur found at Kul Tepe 

in the interior of Anatolia in ancient Ouppadocia.Over 3000 

easiness documents,letters and contracts,they reflect not 

only the commerce and industry of ancielit Anatolia but the 

social structure and religious situation in the Semitic 

motherland of the colony in Upper Mesopotamia.

An even larger body of evidence comes from M^ri,the Amorite
p

city on the mid-Euphrates where over 20,000 tablets were found,

many of them contemporary with nammurabi of Baoylon whose date
<i 

we accept in this work as 1790-1750 B.C. Besides documents of

a commercial and legal nature there are religious texts both 

in Akfcadian and nurrian and letters o±' political significance 

winGU iniorm us not only ox conditions ia Mesopotamia out 

also iii nortn Syria and the Upper Orontes where we find the 

kingdoms 01 Ga.rchemish,Yamknad (Aleppo) ,Ugarit,Qatna and By bios 

in correspondence with the Mesopotamian powers.The political 

situation,however,is not tnat 01 a Babylonian empire embracing 

the West as Franz Delitssch once imagined but an uneasy peace

between very powerful city-states of which hummurabi woni
gradually the hegemony in the nust by subtle diplomacy and 

judiciously-timed force of arms.laaides tne political and 

commercial intercourse between the Meaopotamian and Syrian 

city-states and commercial contacts with Cyprus and O'rete, 

the texts indicate the presence of Hurrians at M*ri and refer 

to tne constant unrest 01 the tribes _ ;: ; :- to the West of

XXXVIII '
1.J JuewysZariaM0riterfrage,2A - ,1929,pp.'^2 ff.

Les textes paleo-assyriens et I'Ancien Testament,KHR,ex,1954. 
pp.41 ff. '

2.(j.Dossin;Ltes archives e'pistoiaires du palais de Mari,Syria 
All, 1956,pp. 105-126.LOS arcnives economiq.ues du palais de 
Mari, by r ia, JLI, 19&9, pp. 9 v -115.
0.P.Jean; 'Hammurapi 1 d'apres les lettres inedites de Mari, 
xiA,JUJCV, 1958-39, pp. luV-114.

3.vide infra,pp.80-82.
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the city.01 these certain Beniamimi are mentioned and have 

been heralded as the Benjamites of the Israelite confederacy. 

The reference,however,is quite general referring to the nomads 

from the South as distinct from the enemies from the North 

who are called the Benisamali.Though we are not entitled to 

make the particular identification with the Scriptural 

-benjamites,the reference is useful as indicating that the 

movement from the desert which nad brought the Amorites to 

power in Mesopotamia had not subsided by the 18tn century 

out there was a continuous unrest along the desert edge on 

tne West or Mesopotamia in tne district that Abraham and his 

kin traversed on their migration rrom Or to H*aran and Palestine. 

Here too the £habiru are mentioned once more.

Anotner source o± information from upper Mesopotamia
O 2)

are the tablets from Yorghan Tepe (ancient imzu) and tcirkuk 

(ancient Arrap&ha) which date from the 15th century when the 

district was part of the kingdom of Mitanni,the Human-indo- 

Aryan x state wnose icings corresponded with the Pharaohs of the
 i  

JLVTIIth Dynasty in the Amarna Age.These tablets in Akkadian 

but with Hurrian glosses give us the fullest evidence 01 

Hurrian nomenclature that we yet possess.Their political 

significance is small since they are business and legal 

documents from private family-records.As sucn,however,tney 

have a peculiar significance as illustrating legal peculiarities 

which are found in Hebrew law in Palestine and are reflected 

in the P«.triachal narratives.Tnis fact has been emphasized,
A ' c-

perhaps unduly*by tt.A.Speiser and is elaborated by O.H.Gordon.

1.Dosbin;Btonjamites dans les textes de Marl,Melanges syriens,!!, 
pp.yol-996. ^
Dussaud;Lw8 Decouvertes de Kas Shamra et 1'Ancien Testament,2nd 
ed.,1941,p.176.

2. JS.Ghiera; Publications of the American school oi Oriental 
fiesearch at B**gJiftad,vols.I-III,Harvard Semitic Series.V, 
fi.Pfeiffer;HSS,II.

3.U.J.GaddjT~Dlets from K.irkuk,itA xxiii,pp.49-161. 
4.is.A.Speiser;Ji1thnic Movements in the wear East in the second
Millennium £.C.,AASOB xiii,1933,p.44. 

5.UH.Gordon5Paralleles aouziens aux lois et aux coutumes de
1'Ancien Testament,KB,xiiv,1955.Biblical Customs and the nuzi
Tablets,tJiHiical Arcnaeologist III ̂ .,1940,p. 10



The tablets from Has Silamra,ancient Ugarit,found by 

the .Frenchmen, bohaeffer and Usenet in their annual campaigns 

between 1929 and 1939 fall into several categories.According 

to the script used we may difide them into two main classes;> . 

those in which the familiar Mesopotamian cuneiform was used 

and others again written in a simpler type of cuneiform which 

at me time 01 tne discovery was new to schoiars.'rnis had all 

tne appearance of a simplification of the syllabic system 

oi cuneiform consisting of a limited number of signs,29 as 

it ultimately proved with other two probably variants on

A and y.The suspicion at once arose that this represented 

a new alphabet.Tne work of decipherment was achieved in a re-
i

markably short time by three scholars working independently
1 2 the late haiis Bauer of Balletthe Dominican Euouard unorme and

«z
Cnarj.es Virolleaud^who was able to publish the texts from 

1929 onwards.Tne initial work of these scholars has been modi- 

lied and supplemented in details but in the main it stands and 

we have the clear evidence that this comparatively simple 

cuneiform alphabet was used at Ugarit on the aurth Syrian 

coast certainly in the 15th-14th centuries B.C.Thai/ it was

not confined to Usarit is indicated by a fragment from
4 Bethfihemesh in Palestine and by another fragment in the same

script on a dagger blade from the plateau between Beisan and
gHawKab el Haw a in Lower U~J.iiee.in each case the most likely

1.n.Bauer;Die Entzifferung einer neuen tuilschrift,vossische 
Zeitung,no.l82,«june 4th,1930.

2.J!l.jJliorme:Un nouvel alphabet semitique,KB xxxix, 1930pp.571-577.
Le cteohiffrement des tablettes de Kas Snamra,«jPOS x!i, 1931,pp. 1-6. 

S.O.VirolieaudjLcttre du ler octobre,1930 auiioncant le dechiffremen!
des tablettes de Kas Shamra,uBAIBL,1930,p.'265. 

4.JS.Grajit;BASOH,52,1933,pp.|3 ff. 
5.S.Yeivin;An Ugaritic inscription from Palestine,Qedem

pps-52-*!.
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date is the beginning oi the Late Bronze Age, c. 1500 B.C. The 

alphabet which has thus emerged consists of 29 signs with two 

variants which may be local representations of 6 and y 

peculiar to North Syria or Anatolia.TJais is a much richer 

range of signs than in we Drew which has only 23 letters 

and is more akin to Arabic which has 28. The significance of 

this fact will become more obvious when we study the language 

of the texts.

I'he texts may be further classified according to the 

language used. There are schoolleopy-texts and vocabularies 

in Akkadian and Somerian, the latter being usedbresumably \. 

in ritual and incantation, the 'priest's? L^tin'of tne time* 

Akkadian, as the Amarna Tablets indicate, was the lingua franca 

of diplomacy in the IN ear £~st and is used at U&arit in the

correspondence between i*iqmad,the king of Ugarit and the King

of the Hittites and in certain business documents from
o

the townTTJaere are other texts which have been taken as

Hurrian?but are still to a large extent in doubt. Nothing 

much, however, is lost by the comparative uncertainty in the 

matter of these texts since they are few and short. One, however, 

the 'Proclamation of S^leg 1 might possibly elucidate historical 

contacts between U&arit and the north and Kast. There are 

other administrative texts which enumerate districts, families 

and guilds in the town and kingdom of U^arit for purposes
gof conscription and taxation and domestic archives from the

g palace which are of vital importance for research on the races

1. Gordon, 118. Virolleaud;Sur les nouveaux textes de Pis Snamra ,
; -. ^ES, 1940, pp. 68-69. 

thittite King is buDiluliuma as appears from a letter in 
alphabetic cuneiform,Sciiaefferj Syria JlX,l*39,p.287,f ig.10. 

g.Jf.Iuureau-.^ttnginjUja oomptoir de laine pourpre a u^arit d'apres 
une tabletAe de &*s bnamra,byria JLV,i934,pp.l37-146*

3. Syria JL,1929,nos.4,7,28,34,35,45 f (jordon,Ug»ritic handbook, 19 47. 
no. 50, 61, 106.

4.Virolleaud,byria JLV, 1934, pp. 147-154. 
5 . Thureau-Dangin j RA ,xxxvii , 1940 , pp . y V-

Yirolieaud ; SA ,xxxvii , I9<t0 , pp . ii»^^ .
Virolieaud ; byria JLV, 1934 ,pp . 244-249 .
Virollaaudj Syria AlX,iy38, 

6. cordon, 305 .
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of the land in the middle of the 2nd millenium.Tnere are 

other tablets containing lists of offerings appropriate to the 

various deities of the place in which it has been claimed 

that the sacrificial system of the fe^tateuch is largely

implied*

Over against these shorter texts,which to a large ex- v 

tent deal with contemporary history and administration, 

stand longer texts in alphabetic cuneiform.Tiiese may be group 

ed,as u;isbieldt2has recently classified them,according to the 

nature of the dramatis personae.in the first place the prot 

agonists are £tivine,in the second they are human*

Briefly it may be stated that the theme of the texts of 

the first category,the dramatis personae of which are divine, 

is the perpetual struggle between the physical powers of

life and death, specif ically of Ba.**! and Jfit' , the humidity
*

of the Syrian wirifcer and the heat and drought of summer.

when the. crops come to maturity B*Cai is done to death by 

Mfct- and consigned to the underworld.ne is nevertheless
»

championed by his sister cAnat wno eventually prevails over

MVv-whose discomfiture is complete when the crop is reaped and
4 thresned.A t«m*>l& is then built for Ba* Mi in anticipation

of his rehabilitation and being completed is consecrated by 

generous sacrifices recalling the hecatombs of Solomon on 

the building of the 1'empie at «)erusalem«Ba<ai,thus revived,

l.(jor<ion,l,3,5,9,17,19, ,22,25,41,42.Syria A,1929. 
S.U.Eibbf eldtjMytuus and s»ga in den tfaa Suamra 1'ex ten,

Arabistik,bemitistifc and islamswissenscnaft,1944,pp.275 ft.
3.These texts belong to the cycle AB (the initials of 'Al'eyn 

Ba<al)With them may be classified £H (Ba*al-had(ad)), 
Gordon,75,whicn deals witn the death^or Ba<<*l.Other purely 
mythological texts are bS(Sa£ar and S*iem),Gordon,52,which 
is probably a relic of a different mythology,and aK 
(Nikal and Kot.*rot),Gordon,77,the marriage of wifckal with 
Yarea£,again outwith the AB lertility-cycle.

4.cordon;51,cols.v-vi.
5.Gordon,51,vi,40-43.



takes his place in the temple on his royal throne and with 

the early autumn rains the aew Year begins. 1'his is the main 

subject of the mythological texts though there are sundry 

variations of the theme and even vestiges of an older mytho 

logy adapted to later conditions,as in the case probably of 

the texts S3 and NK.

There are other texts where the chief actors are human*

uf these the first is a text on three,possibly four,fragment-
2 ary tablets yielding some 400 lines out of an original 1200,

concerning a hero Dan)el and his son >Aqnat.T.ae latter is actu 

ally the protagonist and has certain features in common 

with U!ammuz-Aaonis,the action of the myth being on the 

supernatural rather than on the historical plane.

The second is somewhat better preserved on three tablets.lt 

deals with an ancient Phoenician king K.eret,his marriage and 

his progeny.Unlike the Daniel or >Aqhat text,which,though 

possibly going back to a historical source,has become more 

myth than legend,the latter,though perhaps adapted for recit 

ation at appropriate seasonal festivals at ancient Ugarit, 

preserves more clearly the characteristics of saga.

Since our appreciation of the bearing o± these texts 

on contemporary conditions in Syria and Palestine must of 

necessity depend on our interpretation of the contents,it 

is of vital importance that we should determine their linguist 

ic affinities.

B*uer,i>horme and Tirolleaud worked on the texts on 

the assumption tnat tne language was a Semitic dialect, 

highly probable considering the field in which they were 

found and the common triliteral form of the words.nuch ol" 

tne text,in fact,may be read as passages of unpointed Hebrew*

l.i*oraon,5l,coi.vii.
2. Virolleaua;La le'genae pne'nicieune ae i)anel,iyab,p.8b.
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Virolleaud,who first edited and translated the texts,was 

obviously impressed by this resemblance to Hebrew and to 

tne .fnoenieian inscriptions of the 1st millennium.ne thus 

classified the language as 'proto-Phoenician'.In fact,however, 

he appears unduly to force the correspondence with Biblical 

Hebrew which leads to various errors of interpretation.This 

is perhaps a natural error.since Hebrew is the most fully 

attested language in literary form in ancient Oujaaan,it is 

but natural that we should look there for analogies to the 

next most complete literary remains,the texts of KO.S SJaamra. 

Such native fragments as the Oanaanite glosses on the Amarna 

tablets and the Phoenician inscriptions such as that of Ahi- 

ram and his successors at Byblos and other epigraphical 

remains from the sphere of Phoenician influence in the Medi 

terranean basin and even such a complete text as the Moab- 

ite stone give us little more than a certain lexical correspond 

ence. Tiie same is true also of the earlier data,the proper names 

in contracts,letters and name-lists from the Amorite period 

in Babylon,the Mari Texts-,the Egyptian jsxecratory Texts and 

lists of Syrian and Palestinian place-names in inscriptions 

of the AVIIIth and AlXth Dynasties where many verbal forms,ad 

jectives and nouns are used*In the Old Testament,on the other 

hand,we have as in the Kas Snamra Texts continuous poetic 

passages where the main poetic conventions such as parallelism 

of thought,phrase and strophe,climactic progression and group 

ing of colons are employed though on a less elaborate and 

developed scale than in the Ugaritic texts?J-'his similarity, 

however,becomes less striking when we remember that the

1. VirolleaudjLa le^ende phenicienne de uanel,pp.83-84. 
K.Dussaudji.es decouvertes de Kas Snamra et 1'Ancien 
Testament,2nd ed.,1941,pp.68-73.A.Guerinotsifc«arques sur 
la pnone'tiq.ue de Kas Shamra,Syria JLlX,193«,pp45-46. 
(rinsberg classifies it as jtfortn .rnoenician, Orient alia V,193t>. 
pp.179-180.

2.w.Baumgartlier;Ugaritische Proolerne una ihre Tragweite tftr 
das Aite Testament ,Theoiogische Zeitschrift iii,1947,p.94.
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Hebrews had in those Uanaanite myths and liturgies a mould 

ready made into which they might pour more or less of their 

own substance.we must nevertheless remember that artificial 

form in literature is one matter and spontaneously developing 

language another.In the £salms,jfrophets and the Book of Job, 

for instance,where this similarity is strongest,we have to 

reckon with two very great difficulties,that of the time 

interval in a region which was peculiarly exposed to cultural 

influence and development and that of conscious borrowing and 

adaptation.in the earliest documents which we may distinguish 

in the O-td Testament,as,for instance,the bong of jjcoorah 

and the Blessings of Jacob and Moses,there is no very signif 

icant correspondence in vocabulary and in form and content 

there is no parallel in the literature of K~s bnamra.

Utner scholars have emphasized the difference between 

the Has Shamra dialect and Biblical Hebrew.h.Bauer,to whom 

we owe so much in the decipherment of the script and in early 

work on the texts,maintained that we have a new language 

hitherto unattested which lies between Biblical nebrew and
1 23Afetadiantin this he was followed by Uantineau,AistleitnerY 

J?riedrich and (jfitze^Certainly in the vocabulary /there is many 

a passage where the Akkadian derivation seems to yield the 

best sense and notably in the various ifiofeap? ^e verb of 

which there are ten,we seem to have Akkadian affinities in the
*

case of the ahaphel (Causative) and the Iphteal (Reflexive) 

as against Hebrew where the Hiphil is used for the. Causative 

and the iphteal does not appearln ugaritic there is a

l.Bauer; aafonisches ,OLZ,xxxviii ,1938 ,col. 129-J.33. 
S.Oantineau;!** Langue de KaS Shamra,Syria .X.IIl,1932,p.l69. 

byria 1X1,1940,pp.59-61.
3.J.Ai8tleitner:2um Verstandnis dee Kas-bchamra Textes,! D f 

Dissertationes in honorem Dr Ea.Manler,Budapest,1937,pp.38-39
4.J.2lriedrich;fias Schamra,eine Ueberblick liber Punde und 
Forschungen,per Alte Orient,33,1-2,1933,p.27.

5.A.Gr6tze;Hethiter,Churrlter und Assyrer,1936,p.l42.(r6i;ze 
takes Ugaritic to be a dialect of Amorite.
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variant to the uausative Snaphel in the Aphel which is 

the regular uausative in northern Arabic. 1'ne Iphteal of 

the verb is not peculiarly Akkadian but is a regular form 

in Northern Arabic ..and appears in the Mesha inscription 

of the 9th century. We should expect certain Akkadian 

traces in the dialect of Ugaritic owing to the geographical 

situation of the place which we know, moreover, from the TUt; 

Mfcjdn *exts to have been in close touch with Mesopotamia in 

the first half of the 2nd millennium.!^ Amarna tablets, 

again, indicate the wide- spread use of Akkadian as the language
  *

of diplomacy in the ancient JNear East in the Middle and 

Late uronze A&es.±u the language of the longer texts of 

oiiamra, however, there seems to be a certain affinity
pwith Arabic , particularly in vocabulary. Nxelsen emphasizes

certain features common to Ugaritic and the dialects of 

bouth Arabia and oftin Gaster has been able to render an

obscure passage intelligible in the light of bouth Arabic
«z 

and £thiopic.

in his study 'L«s Amorrhe'ens 1 nas given a 

fairly j-ulx picture of the Auiorites who occupied the 

jNOrthcjcn ape^ DJ. the Arauian desert and tne adjacent lands 

o±' oyrJLa and worth iLeaopotamia founding the jjirst Babylonian 

dynasty and providing a bloc of resistance to %ypt in 

Syria in the Amarjia period. Tiic uivine element* in the theo- 

phoric names of the Mxuuie Bxonze Age from Mesopotamia re- 

ilect a pantheon similar, if ntrt exactly corresponding, to
«

that of ±tais bnamra.iu oetms, then, that we must reckon with 

an element in the racial constitution of usarit which 

was closely akin to the ruling caste in Mesopotamia 

during the period of the Amorite iry^asty of .Babylon 

and to tne cniefs of .tuiestine and Dyria who bore similar 

name& in the £6yptian u^e oratory texts in the 19th century.

l.e.g.
2«i>.i^xelsen;itbis bnamra M^ tnologie und uiblische T^eologie

Abhandlangen flir die &unde- des Murgenlandes,^na
1956, pp. 8 ff. 

S.i'.h.OrasterjActa urientalia,xvi . pp. 41-48.
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Not^recognises this fact' tnougn he is reluctant to admit 

the term 'Amorite' ,preferring to use 'fTroto-AramaeanJThis 

term does,indeed,suggest the provenance of the bearers 

of the names just noted from the desert-marches or oases 

of the interio* and thus makes possible an explanation of 

the Arapic elements ,iinJ the language,nomenclature and
2mythology of Kas ShamraTi^evertheless woth argues convincing 

ly that this racial element in byria was but a thin 'Herren- 

schic$t} S sO that while certain Akkadian,Arabic and Aramaean 

features of u t aritic may be thus explained,it is unlikely 

that the language should be assigned exclusively to the category 

of one or other of these dialects.

bo iar,then,there is no doubt as to the main conclusion 

that l^aritic is a Semitic dialect.We are thus prepared to 

find elements in the grammar,syntax and vocabulary which 

belong to the common stock of the bemitic mother-tongue.As we 

seek to particularize and determine the affinity of ugaritic 

with any one bemitic dialect,the difficulty increases and 

keen controversy has turned on the problem of the kinship 

of Ugaritic with the Akkadian,Arabic,Aramaean or Amorite of 

the interior or with the u^naanitish.of byria and Palestine 

on the Asiatic foreland* i'he weight of opinion-at least numer-

ically-declares for the latter solution and both Ugaritic
4 grammars so far produced are based on this assumption.

i>ts Langhe in defence of this view notes that all the affinities 

of Kas Snamra,political,historical,cultural and religious are

with byria and jealestine rather than with Mesopotamia and
g bchaeffer emphasizes the political and economic relations of

1.M.Uotii;i>ie syrisch-paiastiiiiache bevBifcerung aes zweiten 
dahrtausends vor uhristus im Lichte ueuer Quellen,2DPV Ixv, 
1942,pp.9-67.

2.Mielsen,op.cit.,pp.o II.,21,ff.,59 ff.aoth demonstrates thftt 
. there was a community of nomenclature in the Middle Bronze 
Age between byria,Mesopotamia and bouth Arabia,jjie israeiit- 
ische .t'ersonennamenjigStijpp.bu ff.JJhorme"finds Arab elements 
among Amorite names of the .rirst Babylonian i>vnastv.i(B xxxvii 

- I92b,pp.b0 ff.,166 ff. ' Jf '
3.jwoth;Die syrisafc-pal&stiniscne ±JevBlkerung,p.b3.
4.Z.S.HarrisjA Grammar of the Phoenician Language,1936. 
u.H.Goraon;Ugaritic handbook,1947.

5.K.De Langjae;ue Taal van Kas Shamra-
6.U.P.-A.Schaeffer;La Stratxgraphie
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ugarit with the Aegean ana agypt rather than with the wortn 

and aastf indeed, it is most significant that the cuneiform 

script or Kas Shamra is attested nowhere else beyond Kas Shamra 

than at Bethshemesh2ana in the vicinity or ttetnshan^iii Palestine. 

 ue Ljihgfie in his recent study of the language of Has Snamra 

undertakes a critical examination of the thesis of G6tze*that 

that Ugaritic is an Amorite dialect with JM or tn-B* stern affinities. 

GBtze cites 20 cases of ugaritic peculiarities of which 3 cases 

only are clearly paralleled in Uanaanite dialects,3 more being 

possible but indecisive and the remaining 14 being without 

parallel in the west. Confining , h^mseliv*. to to these 20 cases 

of tt&tze - where nothing is said of -such significant features 

or ugaritic and Uanaanitish as the 3rd masculine plural with 

prefix t and the enclitic m at the end of nouns as the equiv 

alent to the prepositions b,l and min -i>e Lunghe is able to
*

demonstrate that there are actually 13 cases of correspondence 

between Ugaritic and Oanaanitish, another possible case ana the 

rest conceivable in the development of tne language , allowing
c

for differences or time and place. This is convincing evidence
/ 

against the case or (J-Btze who is actually able to demonstrate

7 cases or Ugaritic features corresponding witn Amoritish, 

one indecisive ana o not sufficiently documented.
i

we must certainly aerer to the fact tnat the construct 

ive wort of Harris ana (Jordan on the basis or Oanaanitish 

has given us at least a working knowledge or the text. At the 

same time the caution of UQ Langhe is warranted that the 

geographical situation or Kas Snamra in the ' rar worth 1 of 

Canaajd,witii contacts with Mesopotamia ana tne Syrian desert should 

prepare us to admit a certain dialectic peculiarity especially

excluding, of course, inetrcourse with Mesopotamia. 
2.Ji.&rant;BASOR,52,iVtoo,pp.3 ff.
o.b.Yeivin;An Ugaritic inscription from P*iestiiie,Uedem II. 

194'Bf pp. 32-41.
4. A. Gr8tze; Language xvii,i«4l, 127-138.
5..ue Ianghe;i>e Taal van Kas Shamra-Ugarit,p.24.
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» *

in tne presence of Akfcadian and Arabic elements.'line latter 

element particularly nas been justly emphasized by Aistleit- 

ner and it is here submitted that the boutn Arabian afUnity 

in the verbal system of Ugaritic must go deeper than the 

mere geographical contiguity of Ugarit to the jaortn Syrian 

desert with the possibility of trading relations with the oases, 

Such a pnenomenon seems explicable only on the assumption of 

a racial settlement such as that indicated by Moth who con 

tends for the presence of proto-Aramaeans at Ugarit limited
»

indeed in number but politically powerful with affinities, 

as their names indieate,with Arab peoples deep into the Penin 

sula.



GHAPTEfi II.

f.

The Races of Palestine.

what tne aboriginal race 01 Palestine and Syria may 

nave Been remains a mystery tor lack of documentary 

evidence.t£he land,owing to its geographical situation 

between Africa and Asia,wile and Euphrates,was traversed 

and occupied by many races in the historical period and 

the same was probably true of the earlier ages.it is, 

however,not unlikely that the stock of the land was con 

tinually replenished from the reservoir of the Semites 

in the desert hinterland.So it was in historical times,t

this continual Semitic influence eventually effacing the 

racial and cultural features of non-Semites who 'occupied 

the land from tne nurrians and other invading races in 

the 2nd millennium to the urusaders in the llth century A.D. 

in the neolithic and Onaicolithic Ages at the archaeo 

logical station of 1'eleiiat ;. <rnassul,the cluster of 

villages £~st of the Lower Jordan just before it flows into 

tne uead Sea,traces of a peculiar culture were found by 

.fere Alexis Mellon in 1929-1*32* in tnis site occupied in 

the 5tn and 4th- millennia B.C. ana characterized by polisn- 

ed stone-ware,pottery and striking stylistic and geometric 

wall-painttags,the only affinities which have been suggested

l.Olhis is suggested by the discoveries of McUown and Miss 
£arrod in caves by Athlit on the west side of the u^rmel 
ridge of specimens of Palaeolithic man at various stages 
of development,quite remarkable in view of the fact that 
that the individuals are roughly contemporary.±he posit 
ion is stated by MeGown and sir Arthur &eith.'H^d the 
Mount u«rmel people been discovered not collectively in 
one place but individually in diverse localities each 
excavator would have been convinced that a new and separate 
form of humanity had been unearthed so greatly does one 
u*rmelite individual differ from another!On this situation 
they speculate and seriously consider the possibility of 
'Palaeo-anthropas meeting ueo-anthropos on the slopes of 
C arm el 1, but reject this theory in favour of the hypo tne sis 
that here man is found in a plastic stage of the process 
of evolution.n*uown and Keiths The btone Age 01 Mount uarmel, 
TOl«lI 9 pp.J.2 ir.,iway.

2,A.Mallon;i*es Poallies de Teleilat Gtaassul,Syria JLlI,iy^2. 
A.Mullon,k.Koeppel and K.fleuvilieji'eleilat Unas sal' 1,1934 
H.Vincent;KB XLIV,1935.



are with the Iranian plateau near Susa and this is in itself 

not improbable since the human remains at 1'eleilat ,1 (jhassul 

indicate a brachyeepnalic type probably of Turanian stock. 

Other stations of this culture have been discovered and 

investigated in Palestine and Syria1 but offer nothing beside 

stone artifects to suggest a connection with Teleiiat • . 

(rhassul and this is inlitself no sufficient evidence that 

the race of that site was widely distributed through Palestine 

at any time*

in the Jfiarly Bronze Age,in the 3rd millennium,thetw 

is a vague reference in the Omen Texts of oargon of Afckad 

and aaram-Sin to the westward penetration of these rulers
Q

to the 'Mountains of cedar 1 which may be the Lebanon? tthis, 

however,was not conquest or occupation and whatever the 

permanent population of Syria and f&lestine may nave been, 

tnere is no question of it naving been racially influenced 

by the Semitic Akkadians though the ceramics of the first 

naif 01 tne SKd millennium ,as in tne Ilira Level at Has

Shamra,show a. definite affinity with the burner!an wares of
o 

jemdet fl*sr and Jill Ubaid in tne vicinity o± Ur. There are

fewer traces 01 the same influence in tne ceramics of 

Palestine in the few sites where tnere was sufficient 

urban development in tnis period^tJaougn it may be noted

tnat at Megiddo even oefore the isiarly Bronze Age bumerian
5 seals were xound impressed on pottery;At Qatna,j&*st 01 tne

i.i»a8rallah;Une Station (jhassoulienne au hauran,KB LV,1948,pp.bl-
103. 

2.The texts are extant in a neo-Babylonian version published
by L.W.King:Chronicles concerning Iwrly Babylonian Kings,1997.
especially xexts II,IV,V,Til,pp.27 ii. 

S.O.P.-A.SchaefferjUgaritica I,pp.ll-15,19S9. 
4.A.P.BarroisjMttnuel d'Archieologie Bibliqctej^^ttitt if. 19x9 ̂ 
o.K.M.Engberg ana (r.H.Shipton;Another Sumerian Seal Impression

from Megiddo,PEPQS,19o^,pp.9U ff.
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Urontes in Central Syria there was a temple of a in- e- gal, 

the SumerooAkkadian goddess, which continued in use from the 

end of the 3rd millennium until the latter half of the 2nd. 

millennium which seems to suggest more than a mere reflect* 

ion of the culture of Mesopotamia especially as we find one 

Lullu named as Sakkanaku or viceroy in one of nine Akkadian 

tablets from the 20th century.it is possible to trace the 

political and cultural influence of the illrct Dynasty of Dr 

up the Euphrates to Mari where certain Sumerian texts were 

found from the pre-Amonte period together with other def-
o

i&ite burner ian features. In Syria itself, besides the evidence
2 from Qatna in the interior a tablet was found at By bios

contemporary with or perhaps just before the 1.11th Egyptian

Dynasty ana in a deposit at Toa in Egypt from the same period
4 there is material evidence of the same nature. i'he traces of

Mesopotamian influence in Syria and Palestine at this period, 

however, are otherwise slight. There was apparently a temple
I Q*Uu .</i ft*-l

of the Mesopotamia!! uinurta, otherwise read as j*inib,at By bios 

in tne 16 tn century and in the Amarna 1'ablets we read 01 a 

certain place in the vicinity of Jerusalem which nas been

read as Bit Mnib ana Bit Ninurta. Those, however, a^e'isoiaTea
g cases ana ue Vaux in* a recent study admits that there parts

of Syria and .Palestine entirely immune from the sligntest

1.Du Mesnil du Buisson; Syria iX,192b,pp.fc ff . ,Al,lyao,pp;146 it.
2. A. Parrot; Lea fouilles de MarijUinquiemjiie Uampagne, Syria Ai,lyo9,

p. 4.
S.m.Dunand^ouilles de By IOJ.OS A 1,1959, no. 4183.
4.«i.VaBdier:A Propos d'un Dtpot de Provenance Asiatique trouvex

a l'od;byria JLVIII,lS57,p.i r/4 ff. 
&.«f.Knudtzon;Die El-Amarna ±afeln,p.l573.Dnorme questions this

reading of the text and suggests the reading Beth-Anat,
KB,v ,l»Ott f p.517,KB,vi f l»0» > p;26. 

b.K.De Yaux:Lea Patriarches hebreux et les Decouvertes Modernes.
KB 1111,1^46, p. 33»« .



sumerian iiuiuence.i'xom faanacfe in tne miuaie or the 2nd 

milleniam comes the seal or one wno Dears tne Akkadian name, 

Atanan-iii,wno aesignates himself the worshipper of the god
w

tergal, tne Mesopotamia* deity of pestilence and the underworld. 

Taanach, however, was a town on tne edge of the ttreat Central 

flain of flsaraelon which bore the great trunk roads between 

liile and Euphrates, so that Atanah-ili may Jiave been at Taanach 

purely in a private capacity as ito$h suggestaion the other hand 

it should be noted that at aethshan at the iwst end of tne 

.flain at about the same period there was found a double panel 

depicting a fight between a dog, tne local temple-guardian, and 

a lion which bears on ita shoulder a star. Tne lion thus de 

picted is found as an emblem of tergal *Tnat thib deity, 

however, was not local to uetnshan is indicated by the fact

that the lower panel depicts the lion in ignominious retreat
2with his tail between his legs 7 11 wo names in the £xecratory

Texts ,'prw cnw and '(w)dw inw seem to contain the names

of two Mesopotamian goat, ana the SKy-god and possibly bin tne

moon-goa,Dut tnos«* are isolated examples ana not oeyona
«

doubtlln the Kas bnamra texts we cannot admit the evidence
*.cju*^y -    - 

or .uussaud,viroiieaud and i>norme fer/Sin and ftiktcai in tne

text I £ but in the administrative texts there are certain 

apparent cases of Akkadian names.in an Akkadian business- 

contract of a firm of purple-dyers there are two names, 

Yatar-ftergal and Abdi-istergal.tergal,however-,appears in

l.M.Nothjuie syrisch-palastinische £ev6lkerung des zweiten 
Janrtausends vor Christus im Lionte neuer 

lxv,1942,pp.44 ff,
2. A. Ho we topography and History of betnshan, 1930, frontispiece.
3.^.1'hureau-Dangin uites tne name ii-sin xrom tne las 

Snamra conscription-list,(joraon d21 9 III,d« and 3o^>,3. 
Hotn suggests that sin here is a verb,op.cit.pp.44 ff.

4.jr.Thureau-i>anginjUn comptoir de laine pourpre a Ugarit
d'apres une tablette de Kas bhamra,Syria .^Y,U934,pp.137-146



ideogram and in the first case the element Y«*tar is not, 

according to Noth,a feature of Aiutadian names.Tne two names 

cited,if Akkadian,are those of individual merchants,possibly 

foreign representatives.noth points out that there is only 

pneiclearly Akkadian name in the personnel in those texts, 

warad-Sin,written in ideogram,hence possibly Abdi-Yerah.The 

individual is,however,a proiessional scnoe hence, at a time 

when Akkadian was tne lingua franca,quite possibly a foreign* 

er from Mesopotamia.Among tne deities mentioned in the Kas 

Shamra texts nans Bauer has pointyd out tnat tnere are only
ytwo deities from Mesopotamia,nikkal and isnara,mentioned in

o
offering-lists and ; in the case of the former, in a mythological

3 4 text and in a theophoric name*

Thus the evidence for the political and racial influence 

of Mesopotamia on .Palestine of the jji^rly bronze Age is not 

convincing.An exceptional 'case seems to be that of Qatna 

with its sakkanaku,Lullu,and its temple of min-ega1.This, 

however,seems in every sense an anomaly.The temple takes its ' 

origin from the beginning of the 23rd century?This was a 

period of general disruption of culture in Syria and Mesopotamia 

and it may that the settlement of Qatna was due to refugees 

from the jsuat.wo other settlement,however,has been found 

so strongly impressed with Sumerian culture as Qatna,though 

the aumerian language is attested among the K~S Snamra tablets?

1.n.Bauer;2AW li,1933,p.lOO.
2.Gordon Ijl4,l7|2 , 5Q;7 (?),o;^6.
3.(iordon 77;lY,o2.
4.Jon nkl,(xordon o^l 1)40.
o. tt.au Me anil ue J3iiisson,byria XI,195U,pp»l^b II.
6.ijangsLQn' s suggestion can hardly oe seriously considered tntlt 

Jjoe divine name bin is implied in tne place-name oinai, 
Semitic Mytnology,1931,p.6.Jserdmans seems nearer tne trutn 
waen ne connects the name witn tne Hebrew /).//,tnorns.Keligion \/ 

Israel,1947,p.12. I—— L^j ^ X
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Of Palestine at tnis time little ia fcnown of her cuit-

27

urai contacts and progress though the Dumerian seal-impressions 

from Megioldo do indicate some intercourse with Mesopotamia 

while at 'fell Ai by Bethel Egyptian alabasters demonstrate 

that there w«s cultural contact with jsgypt in the great 

Pyramid Age*i'hough the remains of the fortifications and 

the sanctuary , however, were excavated and sufficient evidence 

brought to light to enable the palace to be reconstructed, there
*

is still no clue to the racial identity of the inhabitants.

Midway through the 3rd millenium this cultural develop 

ment was rudely arrested. in Mesopotamia a temporary decay is 

characterized by the collapse 01 the brilliant Tnira Dynasty 

01 ur in the boutn.At Has Shamra the tine decorated ceramics 

ox Mesopotamianj@ty.Le cease ana their piace is ta£«n itere 

as in oiner sites in .rales tine ana byria by crude native 

wait a.

'.Though the patriarchal period may hardly be pusned oacfc 

beyond tne beginning 01 tne 8na millennium it is necessary 

lor a full una ers tana ing 01 tne racial ana cultural develop 

ment in tne period to go back: to the 3rd millennium ana here 

*' ^convenient starting-point ±'or our investigation of the 

archaeological evidence is the date 2400 B.C.Tnen or in tne 

succeeding century a definite period, is marked by a stratum 

of asnes at Bethshan in ^alestiae and at Has Shamra, By bios, 

nama and most 01 tne sites in byria ana by a change in tne
>.

material remains at other sites in tne south, such as 'fell
s

Beit Mirsim,Megiddo and JeriQho«bchaef±er4notes similar

J .Marq.uet-ii.rau.se ; jja sieuxieme campagne de fouilles "a Ai, 
l.by ria,AV, 1955 ,fip. 332-553.

3. (j.M. Fitzgerald j excavation or Bethshan inf% 
p. 129. /

4.6.ll.^A.Schaeffer;La Stratigraphie oompar»e et Uhronologie 
d'Asie Oooiden tale, 1948, pp. 555 ff.



evidence at various sites in Anatolia,Persia ana Cyprus ana
< 

woula associate those strata 01 destruction witn a great

earthquake whicn aevastatea tne wnoie or tne wear East,one 

oi the notoriously unstable areas of tne world.whether or 

not this view is correct,it is certain tnat something occurr 

ed to interrupt the development ox urban culture at this time 

and the fact that the destruction over such a wide area 

was rougnly simultaneous makes schaeffer's explanation more 

probable that the evidence suggests an earthquake or series 

of such disturbances rather than racial invasion.M*cial 

movements,however,do seem to have been motivated by the disturb 

ances, partly ,no doubt by refugees seeking a safer home,but to 

a greater extent perhaps by nomads from the desert marches 

infiltrating to the fatter pastures of the settled land now 

largely deserted.schaefier assumes a movement or peoples 

Southward from Anatolia to the south or Mesopotamia ana through 

Syria to the Delta.such an occupation of at least part of
 

grigypt is supposed by A.H.Gkirdiner who suggests that only on

this assumption could we explain the prominence or the Asiatics, 

Aamu,in the instruction or the Pharaoh to his son merykera in 

the Papyrus Petersburg lllo A,a conclusion which is corrobor 

ated by jrrankiort who adduces mainly tne evidence or seals d 

wnicn show worth. Syrian afiiiiities ana may be traced beyond 

tne Taurus.That this movement,not,indeed,an organized invas 

ion but perhaps directed by a military element,was xrom worth

1.stratigraphie uomparee...,p.53V.
2.A.H.Gardiner;jjiew Literary works from Ancient Egypt,JEA 1.191*. 

pp.29-52.
3.M.Frankfort;studies in Early Pottery or the wear East 1,192*, 

p.ttb.Egypt and Syria in the first intermediate r«riod, 
JBA,XII,192b,pp.bU-99.j»'rankrort supposes tnat the racial 
movements whicn culminated in tne collapse of the Vlth Dynasty 
in the reign oi repi II started in Anatolia with Jsortn Syria 
as a seconaary centre.li'he seal designs,nowever,may nave 
been original in aortn Syria wneuce they may have spread to 
Anatolia.



to south,specincally irom Anatolia,achaerfer takes to oe in 

dicated oy the fact that whereas conditions in Syria ana

Palestine ana Mesopotamia lor the next few centuries were
   

very unstable,there was   state or comparative stability 

in the north,particularized by the culture of iiissarlik- 

±roy (Lwvei^ill)Tarsus ana Alaca Huyuk where a complex oi 

royal graves were discovered with rich remains and abundance 

of well-wrought precious metals*

This theory,nowever,has certain ditriculties.il such a 

movement from Anatolia to Syria and jr^iestine took: place 

we snould expect to find in the south a reflection of the 

culture from beyond the i'aurus,especially in the art of metal- 

working. At Alaca Muyuk iron is already jmown in tne form of 

a long tiagger-blade^in a royal tomb though in all probability 

it was still a precious metalWna the object a sacred one. 

Instead oi a reflection of the high Anatolian culture we find 

in the South decided poverty and every evidence that Syria 

ana Palestine were sparsely populated.the conditions,in lact, 

are just such as we snould expect as a result of infiltration 

from the deserts Soutn ana £«*st of Palestine.

bchaeffer has apparently a stronger case for sucn a 

theory in the second sucn period wnion ended the uiarly Bronze 

culture in Palestine ana the neighbouring lands about 2100 B.C 

The levels or destruction o± this period he connects again 

with an earthquake which ne supposes to have occasioned an 

other exodus from Asia Minor when many craftsmen and metal-
Q

workers migrated boutn possibly as tne result of the ruin oi 

the urban centres which had been their markets or possibly,

1.bchaefrer;Stratigraphie Oomparee...p.atfv,rig.ieu (a).
2.K.de Yaux also suggests tne northern provenance of metal 

workers whose work distinguisned the/new period.La Palest 
ine elk la 'fransjordanie au lime milienaire et les origines 
Israelites.ZAW lvi,^.1938,p.2fcV.
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as schaeffer suggests,through geological and atmospheric 

changes in the'mines 01 tue area.uertainly tn* succeeaing 

pnase ot culturejin Syria and Palestine ±a mar tea by a devel 

opment in bronze-working ana now more stable conditions
*

obtained in the south contrasting wxth continued disturbances 

in Anatolia*The material evidence from Syrian and Palestinian 

sites,however,is not sufficient to bear out Schaeffer'a 

tneory.On the contrary,tnough conditions in the south were 

sufficiently stabilized by the end of the 3rd millennium 

to permit of a new phase of urban civilization in such sites 

as Jericho,itegiddo,Bethsnan,Teli el tiesy,the founding of such 

hill-fortress towns as Tell Belt Mirsim,Betnshemesh ana 

bheohem,Bethel and i'ell en Jsusbeh ana tne building of the 

temples of £a*al and uagon at Kas Shamra,tnere is notning to 

support the theory ox a southward trend of culture from Ana- 

toiia.On tne contrary the nomenclature of tne persons and 

localities in Palestine in the subsequent period as evidenced 

in the js.*.ecratory Texts J.B wholly Semitic;the temples which 

were built at las Shamra at the beginning of the 2nd millennium

were dedicated to the Semitic auities Ba'ai and i>*gon and the
/

Old Assyrian Texts from K&ltepe in u»ppadocia indicate a trend 

of culture from the Semitic world of the south northwards to

Anatolia rather than the reverse process.The derivation of
i

the Semites from the iiortn seems ruled out by the linguistic

affinity of the Semitic tongue of Mesopotamia,Syria and   *
Palestine in the historical period with the language and

l.The only possible evidence is Genesis xiv where,however,
Tiaal is the only apparent Ana toll a/Bower. Even it tnis pasaage 
is taken at its face value and lidai^Ldentiiied with the 
Hittite Tudhalias" I the period would fall after the cultural 
phase indicated by archaeology.tfluecfc maintains that the 
archaeological evidence from Transjordan,inaieating a break 
in the sedentary civilization of the land from the first 
phase of the Middle Bionze Age to the eve of the Iron Age 
supports the data of ttenesis xiv.Kecently (ilueck'& theory 
has .been somewhat impaired by harding'a aiscovery of a family 
tomb at Amman v with characteristic pottery of the early nyfcsos 
period or even of the Allth -Uynasty,tt.L. Bar ding ;Kecent discoveries 
in Tran3jordan,PEQ,iu48,pp.lld-iitf,
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nomenclature of soutn Arabiailt is not conceivable tnat a 

fol It-movement from in* north iroald penetrate tue deserts 

to the aouth 01 tne great Arabian jreninsuia.On tne other nand, 

Mesopotamian religion from the end 01 tne 3rd millennium 

shows tne influence of Arabia in tne intrusion of the 

deities of the moon,sun and Venus-star,Attar into the sumerian 

pantneenfxhere seems,thus,good reason lor the view that the 

population oi Syria and .Talestine in tne first two centuries 

of the 2nd millennium were akin to the Semitic people who 

founded the .first dynasty of Babylon and to the south Arabian 

stock together classified by notn as * pro to-Aramaean'. Actually 

the new phase of civilization which the period inaugurated 

was probably due to the abatement of the influx from the des 

ert and the settling of the nomads to sedentary life i. j>
~^

which is indicated by the foundation of the fortress-towns

in .Palestine already noted and by the building of the temples

of £&'*! and Uwgon at Has Snamra which bchaeffer dates o.

2000 B.ofIndeed,the tradition of tne building of the temple

of Ba ( al as that may oe reflected in the K~s Shamra texts suggests

the solution of the problem of the new cultural;, influence

in Syria in the early Middle .bronze Age*The divine craftsman '

of the house of Ba^ttl.jtiian,alias fctr wHss,'the skilful and
~~~ H

percipient one \ and cunning metal-worker,is invariably associ 

ated not with the ix^rth but with Jigypt.it was probably the

political influence of jsgypt so well attested at ±tybios,Mas

1.much later attested,of course.
2.b.Langdon jSemitic My thology,1951,p.2.
3.notn;i>ifc i*raelitische Personennamen, 1928,pp.50-51.

iJie syrisch-palastiniscne 6ev51kerung,2DPV,lxv,l942,pp.3* ff.
4.scnaeffer;stratigraphie uomparee...,p.2b.



Shamra ana at ^atna by the end of the 19th century ,that mainly 

accounted for the cultural development in Palestine ana Syria 

after the disturbances of the preceding half-millennium*

Having cleared the .Delta of the Asiatic invaders, the 

fharaohs of the XII th dynasty followed up their victories by 

extending the power of Egypt to Asia. The influence of £gypt 

was naturally strongest on the coast at jtyblos and Kas Snamra 

and was at least claimed if not enforced in the interior. bo 

much is indicated by the knowledge of the land implied in the 

ixecratory 1'exts of the 19th century, by the tale of Sinuhe and 

by the scarabs of besostris I (iybu-1935 £.0.) which have been 

found at 1'wli Jteit Mirsim?feil ed Duweir?Tell el
6 7 Megiddo and ifeisan in Palestine as well as at S~s Snamra in

Syria. AS far aurth as Has shamra we find monuments of the 

Pharaoh Amenamnet HI (18)10-1801 li.G.) and the princess 

Kmiumet ttofr tieaj who became the wife of the Pharaoh aesostris 

II (1906-ib87 B.C.) and at Qatna in the interior a sphinx of 

the princess Ita,tne wife of Amenemhet II (l*o6-1906 B.u.). 

ihat evidence has bee^ taken as indicating a policy of inter 

marriage with native princesses as a means of securing the land 

as a sphere of influence rather as evidence of actual con 

quest and occupation. i'his is quite a feasiole theory and there 

is notning to suggest the alternative*

It is a.t this period tnat we begin to nave more precise 

information in tne Egyptian records of r ale & tine ana its
u

peopj.0. ±n« 'fa It? ox Sinuhe, a xu^iiive irom oesostns i is

acceptea as bearing all tne evidence ox a genuine 

Historical source, im & describes tne adventures af tne noole

I.We snoula probably reckon with a cultural stimulus from the 
«est at this perioa.ocnaeffer attests a fragment of miaule 
Minoan *are (Iyuu-i70u) tegetner viritn nyksos remains at nas~. 
onttmra,u^aritica,p.25,fig.4o,Dut suggest s{p. 54^ tnat Aegean 
contacts go back even earlier than the find suggests,

2.ocnaeffer;otratigraphie oomparve. . .p. 124.
3. ibidem, pjltid.
4* ibidem p.l£>3.
5. ibidem p. 199.
6. (T.LoudjMo^iaao 11,1948, pi. 149, no. 32. 
V.acnaeff er;op.cit.p.l92
b.n.ijres&mann;Altorientalishe Texte und wilder zum Aiten Testa 

ment^. ,19U9, pp. 210-217.



refugee with a nomad tribe possibly in .r^iestine but more 

probably in the Lebanon, xiie document seems to bear directly 

on the political situation in .fuiestine.we read, for instance, 

of the wall of the ±uince .c^st of the uelta and conclude that 

the menace from beyond the desert was still a very real one 

even in the JLLlth ityna sty. rules tine and by ria, too, seem com 

paratively thinly populated. The chief who gave binuhe asylum 

is apparently a tribal chief of no fixed allegiance yet his 

habitat is a land rich in crops, fruit-trees, vines and olives* 

There are, however, regular spheres of authority which indicates 

that the tribes were already in the process of settling down 

to a sedentary life and the reference to binuhe 'o entertain 

ment of envoys passing to amljfro agypt indicates at once tnat 

£gypt already had a bridgenead in Asia, probably on the coast 

but not in the interior where oinune was safe. Whatever we may 

think of this Xlltn dynasty document as an authoritative
>

picture of &yria in the beginning of the 2nd millennium, it 

does correspond with the findings of archaeology and when we 

consider the racial, social and political conditions in ayria 

and Palestine implied in the jsjtecfcatory Texts of the following 

period, we must admit that if the T«.le of ainuhe was fiction 

its setting has the stamp of verisimilitude and certainly 

reflects firsthand knowledge of the state of hither Asia in 

the juitn itynasty when the tale was current.jj'rom the jjjL«*eratory 

Texts we see that the picture is realistic even to the detail 

of the name of the chief who harboured oinuhe.he is called 

Amaii-jfcnsni,a type of name very common in these texts which 

^ressmann has compared with the south Arabian name fmy >ns,

Uncle (Pa iron) is

flj.th the Aiecratory Texts we have the first really

l.viressmannjop.cit. ,p.212 note. 
2   n eber \ uiiZ , 19u7 , ep. 146 .
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reliable evidence for the racial constitution of Palestine 

in what may be the patriarchal age or at least the eve of 

the patriarchal period*

It is established beyond doubt that the peculiar types 

of theophoric names of the axecratory Texts closely correspond 

to those of the same period in the First Babylonian dynasty, 

usually called the Amorite Dynasty.nence the bearers of those 

names in Syria and ralestine have been called the Amorites. 

NotJa,however,would stress the affinity of many of the names 

with the earliest attested names in bouth Arabia as well as 

with those from Mesopotamia and prefers to use the term-proto- 

Aramaean -to designate the bearers.This term seems better to 

suggest the desert antecedents of the people who occupied 

Palestine at this time*

AIbright in his study of the texts published by Sotue has 

noted two names of places or tribes in ralestine,AiJaaku or 

Athabu and Aihanu vt$&$L are found as names of south Arabian 

tribes,but whether or not this is a matter of coincidence 

cannot be clearly established.There are other features, 

however,which indicate a* desert origin and the survival of
o

tribal conditions.ixielsen has emphasized the astral element 

in desert religion and there is no doubt that in a stock- 

raising community the moon as the determinant of the months 

of pregnancy was observed diligently and revered,likewise the 

Venus-star as the guide of the caravan and ghazzu.ln ralestine 

and Syria in documentary sources astral worship is not so 

prominent as to suggest that it was native to the settled 

land,so that,apart from the later direct influence of Assyria, 

we may regard the undoubted traces of astral worship as a sur 

vival of the desert cult.ui this cult it must be frankly admitted

1. w.jr.Aibright5The Egyptian uinpire in Asia in the 21st ocntury a 0 
-  VIii 9 1928,pp.241 9 24V.iv mis evidence we may add the name" *' 

- 1-* wnicja may'reproduce Ilumqt oi tne suutii Arauj.au pantneon 
»">   *"*»»«* des altarabiscaen Aitertumsfcunae,l*2V,pp.l92 ff
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there is little conclusive evidence in tn* 

In the name m£ K 'ilw, there may oe a reference to the the 

star called mlk in ooutn Arabian inscriptions and imsw'ilw 

indicates the divinity 01 sms,the sun^ym'ilw may suggest the 

same if we vocalize ym as yom, which means in the M&hri dialect
o

'day 1 or'sunjas n. .saner has pointed outfand may have this 

significance in the nas bhamra texts. me name, incident ally, is 

mentioned in the axecratory ±exts in connection with

tiie oouwi Arabian affinities of whion have already been 

conjee tared . i;here are other names wnere tue predicate suggests 

desert conditions. Ymw.<:w ana M»xy might be explained as 

hypocoristioa,the imperfect and the perfect of a verb mwr 

whicn appears in classical Arabic meaning 'to raise a dust- 

stormi Alternatively it might be connected with the root >/# 

in ncDrew meaning' to change 1 , refer ring to tne pnases ox the 

are other predicates again such as *pr and y'pr, 

make fertile' wnich may seem to suggest cultivation. ihis, 

however , might refer to oasis cultivation. xne root meaning 

o± ( pr is apparently 'to dust '.we might, then, have a reference 

to tne pollination ox palms, an operation or whicn the Arabs 

are particularly careful to the present day.

ouch evidence , however, is very exiguous and the clearest 

indication of desert origins and affinities in the texts is 

the conception of kinship which is predicated of the gods in
 "/

such names as hjwbrhj (maternal) uncle is no bl e } rmwy kn , « (paternal 

unuie establishes \ ana hw?nf ibi, 'noron is my latheriThe predic 

ates in such cases generally indicate a personal, etnicai 

relationship 01 god and worshipper and the kin- relationship
*  

is, as vnorme has shown0, a marked feature or tribal life before 

nomads have adapted themselves to the conditions of the settled

/ *
l.sms is feminine in Araoic and the sun-deity in south- Arabian 

inscriptions as in the fcas bhamra texts is feminine.
2.n. isauerj^ie urottheiten von ,,,,,
3.ji.A/norme;ij6 j>ieu rarent et le Dieu Maitre,jxnn,cv,l»32.

pp. 229-24*. '
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land.

une 01 tne most notable fea*«re« 01 religious conditions 

in ralebtine as revealed in the theophorie names in tne .aiecrat 

ory .texts is the absence oi tne deities wnicn we associate 

with the fertility-cult at xtas ahamra ana in the uid ieetament. 

'ihere is no iemale deity mentioned and Ba'al is never so *u*<^U 

named.-this latter fact,however,snouia not unauiy surprise us 

since ua cal was not primarily a proper name but a title gener 

ally qualified by some locality or spnere of activity,as 

ua 4ai aapnon or ,0a*&JL iterith.in tne .fta* onamra I'extb 

tnere is good ground for the assumption that x>a c^±,meaning 

thereby the .oa ( ai par excellence,was assimilated to n*dad 

tne god of storm and violent autumn and winter rain whose name 

probably appears^^Hparallel to Ba*al in the abbreviated form 

hd^ow hdd figures prominently in the texts on the figurines 

of rosener and in two cases at least,'ibshddw and rwrhddw, 

'Hadad fattens 1 ,seems to be associated with agriculture.xnis, 

however,is not necessarily so and the reference might equally 

well be to stock-raising.Babylonian sources indicate that 

Hadad was primarily a storm-god ox the Amorites and was only 

secondarily associated with vegetation in the nypostasis of 

the £a'*i wnu annually died ana rose again as i.n the £as onamra 

myths.Besides the haaad-compounds just cited we find tne names 

'itnhddw}tta4ad gives^ yt^nddw,'nttaad gathers 1 ,tbjnddi which 

nas been explained as 'the nooiiity ox K£daa' but might better 

perhaps,be connected with the Arabic J^t,^to beat a drum', 

referring to Hadad as the god of thunder,and finally yndmhddw, 

nadad pierces 1 ,which might refer to the piercing of the clouds, 

the punctuation of the year into seasons,or the piercing of 

the earth with wells.There is thus no predicate of nadad in

l.trordon;ugaritic nandbook,51,vi,39,vii,36,38,67.
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the jsxecratory Texts which cannot be explained with reference 

to the desert rather than the cultivable land.««vertheless we 

do seem to see n^dad in the process of becoming a ba'al and 

his devotees settling down to the life of the settled land, 

it is one of the major differences between between the 

texts of Sethe and those of Pusener that this deity,so con 

spicuous in the proper names in the latter texts , is never 

found in the former.J.MS is a fact which might in itself 

suggest that Sethe 1 & date of c. 2000 B.C. was after all the

right one for his texts,for if the compounds of Hadad suggest
  

a change in the direction of the fertility-cult,then a generation

seems too short an interval for such a change to be effected. 

The change,however,was at the most merely in process of being 

effected.

The political and social situation implied in the respect 

ive documents is apparently quite different and significantly
»

so.in bethe's texts several chiefs are named in the same 

locality.There are seven cases of a place with two chiefs, 

among them Jerusalem,five cases of a place with three,among 

them Ascalon, and one case of a place with four while once there 

is an unspecified number of chiefs.Tnis situation has been 

variously explained.Sethe himself took it as an indication 

of collegiate rule af£er the pattern of the oligarchy of 

the suffetes in tne late rnoenician ana .runic communities or

even as tne joint consulate in tne Homan republic.Du&saud
ptninks"tnat it indicates a division of the territories

attached to tne various places mentioned,a view which finds 

a certain degree of corroboration from the later texts of 

.fosener where there are notably fewer cases of plurality of

1.bethe;i>ie Aechtung... .p.43.
2.Dus8aud;Sjria



chiefs in the several localities and where there are more 

thai* one chief, the localities are mentioned twice, indicating 

a division into North and South regions or upper and jjower. 

±-0 saner himself, on the other hand would attach little 

significance to this feature, presuming that the scribes 

knew, perhaps, fewer localities than personalities in the case 

of oethe's* texts while on the figurines, though they might have 

a large repertoire of personal names they were limited by 

the space on the figurines in a way that the earlier scribes, 

who wrote on jars, were not. There seems a certain amount of 

substance in this observation though, if indeed the scribes 

were thus limited, it seems strange that they should waste 

valuable space by naming the same region twice with differ 

ent chief s.xhub we are inclined to the opinion that we have

here a reflection of the political and social conditions in 

the land.Albright maintained2that the plurality of chiefs in 

oethe'0 texts points to a tribal constitution while the later 

texts of rusener would indicate a tendency to political uni 

fication. such a process mignt seem to demand a longer period 

tnan one generation between tne two sets of texts and, in tact, 

would seem to substantiate the early dating of owthe.-xiiib, 

however, seems excluded by palaeographic considerations, so that 

Albright is probably going too far in his theory of political 

unification implied in rosener's texts. Alt h*s suggested3 that 

that the situation in oetne'* texts may be the result of a 

fresn influx of Amorites who preserved their tribal organization 

and the comparatively simple situation in rosener's texts 

might indicate the process of the unification of the older 

and the younger strata of peoples, .this is the view which seems

» -
1.rosener;rxinces et rays...p.4u.
2. Al bright ;u rub viii, 1928, pp. 223-256.
3. A. Ait; nerren und nerrensitze r*lastinas im Anfang des zweiten 
jahrtausends vor uhr. , a.yr v ,ljLiv»P»38.
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best to suit the facts of the case.

in his study of the nomenclature of the period 1*0 In 

emphasizes the unity between the peoples of Mesopotamia ana 

r<a.ie&tine wno bore such names as we find in the jiAecratory 

i&jwts and would wee in them a new element in the fertile 

v>xe scent wnicn came in in the 19 tn century or perhaps the 

20tnlnt rejects the term ' Amorite' ,nowever, preferring tnat 01 

1 pro to-Aramaean ', leaving tne question of their identity open 

in the hope tnat it may be settled by the full publication 

of the M*tri xexts,the fullest documentation of the people 

themselves which is yet available.

in limiting the influx of 'pro to- Aramaeans' to the period 

noted, woth seems to ignore the archaeological evidence which
»

is unanimous in attesting the destruction of tne jc.:rly Bronze 

culture in o^na and raj. col me in tne ^a at quarter oi . wae 

jfliiiennium.'ine movement whicn ne posites in the 2u»»jj. or 

century is quite possible ana wouia admirably account

±ox me ue^truction 01 tne ^ariy x>ion2ie culture in iians^oraan
2witn whicn >tit wisnes to associate it.j.^±b wab prooably the

culmination of greater and less movements along the verge of 

the jjertile v/re scent which had kept oyria and Palestine in a 

state of political fluidity for half a millennium.inat this 

process reached its culmination at the period noted is indic 

ated by the fact that now the majority of hill-fortress with 

their heavy fortifications were founded throughout the interior 

of rale s tine. A &> to the affinities of the ' ^ro to- Aramaeans : 

and their provenance,notn himself suggests what seems the
JL

most likely solution in a footnote where he notes the correspond 

ence of the name-forms in tne jauLecratory lexis witn ouutn-Arao- 

ian names, particularly tnose with divine names and verbal

syrisch-palaatmische 
jtxvijiy4u,p.3fc,note 3. 
israeiiiibche
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predicates and kin-name s.'lhi& desert atrinity xa oi vital 

importance in the development of religion in jr~j.es tine, always 

more primitive and conservative than oyiia where the fertiliity- 

cult superseded the colt of the kin-gods. it is in such a 

milieu though not perhaps in the same period as the £,^e oratory 

xexts that Abraham and i&aac are cast.xn their relations with 

Attimelech of ^Orar,as neighbours and potential rivals, we have 

a political situation exactly implied in the jsu.ecratory icxts 

in the plurality of chiefs in the various localities.

in his masterly study of the nomenclature in the 

business documents and administrative lists from n~s ohamra 

uuth analyses these documents with special reference to the
0 I

Ideality where each was found or to which each applies* one 

text, for instance, obviously a conscription-list, refers to the 

quota ox men due from each family and district of u^arityboth 

town ana country. xhib list yiexas j.34 names o± *nicii '/* may 

be ciassiiiea with certainty, t>9 ux tnwu o«in# oemitio.nere the 

ratio or oemltes to non-Semites in the mixea population oi 

u gar it in the middle of the 2nd millennium is much higher
Qthan in other texts referring exclusively to the town. no re 

the proportion of names demons trably oemitic to those demons tr- 

ably non-o<=fflitic is broadly 1:1, as in the case of three busi 

ness documents from private houses in the town? in a certain 

text from the palace itself , again, referring to the personnel 

of the royal establishment tnere are seven names, three ox 

which are demonstrably non-Semitic and none oi the rest 

bearing the appearance oi Semitic tormationsf jsotn finds certain 

elements, hither to undetermined, which mignt be related to

syriscn-palaatinische B«vai*erun'g. . .ZDPV 
2. ibidem; pp. 55 -3tt.
3.ibidem;p.39-4B. 
4. ibidem;?. 43.
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uyprus and the Aegean, quite a conceivable situation at 

oxiamra in the worth of Syria. Others, again, he would relate to 

Anatolia convincingly comparing certain names with names cited 

by aundwall from ancient Greek inscriptions from *&atoiia, 

ui the nurrians whose literary traces have survived at Bas 

Dnamra in- ritual texts and syllabaries and wno were probably 

represented on the throne of ugarit,floth concludes that they 

were only a minority in the land, .the names demonstrably 

nurrian amount to only one eighth of the total number of names

found at Kas onamra and of these it is noteworthy that the
p

great majority occur in texts from the palace-complex. indeed,

«oth suggests that the ruling caste itself was not purely 

Murrian.This is indeed a striking conclusion in view of the 

iiiirrian occupation of the neighbouring land of Upper Mesopotamia 

and their presence in Palestine attested, though not strongly,

according to £ioth,in the nmarna tablets. perhaps he does tend
« 

to minimise the nurrian element, as DQ Juanghe maintains, and

certainly tooth's conclusion based on his numerical ratios 

seems to give a wrong impression in view of the many names 

which he is obliged to leave undetermined. One thing, however, 

fioth has succeeded in establishing in his study of those 

non-Semitic names and that id that the movements of the preced 

ing period associated with the nyksos involved many races which 

may now be determined more precisely. we might have expected 

such information on the non-bemitic population of byria in 

the 2nd millennium from such a site as &as onamra exposed as 

it was to influence from the adjacent island of Cyprus and 

the Aegean, from northern Mesopotamia and the kingdom of Mitanni 

and the interior of Asia Minor. mo j.ess important is the

.d .D and wall; j^ie einheimischen jiiumen 1 aer ijy*ier nebst einem 
verzeichnis kleinasiatischer xmmenstamme,Klio Jbeiheft

2.i»uth;op.cit. ,p.58.
^anghe;Les Textes de Ko. . .et. . . .1' Ai,Ii,p.333.



information on the uemitic population of ancient Ugarit.

Here woth emphasises the importance of the conscription 

list.in this document which refers to all parts of the king 

dom both town and country,as distinct from the business 

documents found in the private houses of the town and the 

domestic tablet found in the palace-complex,we have a much 

larger proportion of Semitic names by which ftoth concludes that 

in the country as distinct from the town we have the basic 

racial element in the kingdom of ugarit which was Semitic, 

a conclusion justified by the fact that the great majority 

of the considerable texts from Has bkamra are in the native 

Semitic language and the local cuneiform script.Among the 

Semitic names jsoth finds certain definite categories.He notes 

certain names apparently Akkadian which might possibly point
v

to an older Semitic stock going back to the 3rd millennium 

and indicating the occupation of Syria and meJsepdtamia by a 

common stock. 1'his hypothesis,however,is raised simply to be 

rejected.The apparently Akkadian names are too few.iJaey are 

written in ideogram and may not have read precisely as the

ideogram would have /ead in Mesopotamia.me persons so named,
(r\^/ 
ve area

again, are in two cases merchants since they are mentioned in a 

business document; and in one case a professional scribe, so 

that they are probably foreigners from Mesopotamia or, in the 

case of the scribe if he were a native, one so conscious of his 

clerkly calling that he affected an Akkadian manner of writing 

his name as the Mediaeval humanists who transformed German names 

like Sohwt«zeerdeand Hausschein into Mfelanchthon and Obcolampadius, 

nib btudy of the names of chiefs in r^iestine and seuth

Syria in the j^ecratory Texts woth distinguishes thrse main

categories, those compounded of the imperfect of a verb with 

the divine name, the theophorics vstoicn have as the divine name

1. i*oth; op. cit.pp •21-24.
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* 

or as predicate of a deity a kin- name, name a compounded with 

hadad and finally those which are not so characterized bat are 

attested in contemporary Babylonian records compounded with 

>el or *ilu. Those characteristics connect the bearers of the 

names with the bemites .? who were the ruling race in Mesopotamia 

in the beginning of the 2nd millennium of whom the best- 

known dynasty is the jrirst Babylonian xrynasty ,the House of
«

which nammurabi was the sixth king.^-Jae bearers of those names, 

ivoth,as we have seen, regards as a new racial element in Meso 

potamia and the west in this period whom he terms proto-Aramae- 

ans.ihis element is represented in the nomenclature of Jias bhamra, 

oucii names are well attested , it is true, but in insisting on 

the correspondence with similar elements in Mesopotamia and
-  (   

.r<alestine,woth seems to minimise local differences. XL ib note 

worthy, for instance that i^gan who figures so prominently in . 

the nomenclature of Mesopotamia and ixus oJo.amra,is never mention

ed at all in the axecratfcry lexts.i'his fact is noticed Jpj
o

ttoth who suggests that this is a mere matter of chajaceVdue 

more than anything to the fragmentary nature of the evidence. 

There aoes seem substance in «oth'i. explanation since if 

absent in the texts Dagan was nevertheless worshipped in 

Palestine presumably from this early time since we find his 

cult established at A§aod in the time of. the Philistines 

and in the same yicinity his name appaars to the present day 

in the place-name Bt*it Dajan.

Another main category of Semitic names at £as Sham r a .are 

those names which are compounded with the names of the deities 

familiar to us in the fertility-cult of Palestine and oyxia 

and most prominent in the mythological texts and offering-lists 

of fias biiamra.iiiose are most notably the gods B&'al and

does not Regard the persons named in the axecratory Texts 
as representative of the basic population but rather as a 
<H«rrenschicht of invaders, op. cit. , pp. 32-34. 

2.i»Gth,op.oit. , pp. 45-46.
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bps,Bap,and in this category moth would include Milt wnicii tne 

writer would rather associate with the nomenclature of tne 

people of the tfxeeratory Texts though it is feiiiy once found 

there. 1*0tn emphasizes the frequency of tnese names in the 

later Canaanite documents,the Amarna Tablets,where they are 

quite a distinctive feature,and in Phoenician inscriptions. 

I'nougn such names confront us later in the records of Syria ' 

and .falefatine,$oth makes tne suggestion,somewhat startling 

at lirst sight,that they represent the oldest Semitic stock 

at Has Snamra.I'he obvious objection to this theory is that 

those deities are.never mentioned in a single theophoric name 

in the Kiecratory Texts.flotu,however,anticipates this object 

ion by insisting that those Sexts are not representative of 

the population but of a ruling caste,a'Herrenschicht' ul 

fresh invaders,in itself quite a possible explanation,or, 

at least,one incapable of direct refutation.Another approach 

to this subject,and one,we believe,more fruitful,is from the 

side of the mythological texts of Has S&amra.

Mere we must signify our agreement in the main with 

mieisen in seeing two different strata of religion at Has 

Shamra eacn ox wnicn nas its appropriate mythology. 1'he texts 

leave no doubt that the cult which held the field was the 

fertility-cult of the agriculturist where Ba^aliand *Anat were 

the most active deities.fielics or an outmoded cult are notable 

in the text t>S,Tiie .birth of the Ur^cious ana beautiful tfods,
  V

where alone fil is really active,begetting bhr and Sim.such

a text as bS,presupposing,as it does,apparently,an astral cult

syrisch-palaatiiiische Uevblkerung.. .p.53.
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associated with the desert where we hare the cult of the Venus- 

twins or *lttr most fully attested, suggests an earlier stage 

of religious development than the oult of the agriculturist. The 

same is suggested by the activity of j£l who in the mythology of 

the fertility cult is known as the father of gods and men only 

by name. It is still possible^however, that the £1 mythology as 

distinct from the Befal mythology may represent the religion of an 

invading stock socially nearer nomadic conditions, which left its 

trace on the oult and mythology of the composite population of 

Ugarit. It is, there fore, in itself quite conceivable that Ba'al- 

iam as the older, better established cult absorbed and survived 

the impact of the more primitive religion of the invaders just as

in the case of the Hebrews whA invaded Palestine under the fresh
, \ 

impulse of a fanatical new faith,fahwism was almost obliterated

by the Ba%lism of Palestine and at Ras Shamra itself where the 

Semitic fertility cult survived the still greater racial and 

cultural upheayal of the Hy&sos Invasion. r

There arey however, certain indications that Baklism was a 

later development than the cult or cults presupposed in the theo- 

phoric names in the fixeoratory Texts which seem to connect with 

the desert rather whan with the sown. One of the prominent themes 

in the mythology is that of the building of a house for Baal. 1'his 

is done by the permission of Bl and at first sight it does appear 

that Baal who thus needed a house is a new god. The theme, how 

ever, is capable of various explanations. The magnificent temple 

described in the text may be no more than the ideal, mythical
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counterpart to the booths or tabernacles which the Ugaritic

deTOteea possibly erected as the Hebrews and their Canaanite
1 

neighbours at the Autumn fea£ of the Ingathering. Obermann

has emphasised the association between the building of the 

house of Bflfal and the consummation of his marriage with his 

three brides each of whom bear names suggestire of dew or rain, 

hence there is no doubt as to the season of year in which the 

ceremony fell. Such activity of Bafal would certainly have its
*

counterpart in the rites of sympathetic magic at that season 

which in primitiTe agricultural communities is. marked by a large 

degree of licence. Again, Obermann notes the wealth of prec 

ious metal used in the building and ornamentation of the house

of Ba'al and suggests that we may hare a reference here to some
£ cultural or technological crisis in the history of Ugarit. It

may well be thai the accommodation of a more primitiTe shrine 

of Ba'al to new economic conditions was the occasion of the theme 

of the building of the house of Bafal. That this was indeed a 

significant step and as such worthy of a myth in itself is in 

dicated by the specific Mosaic prohibition against the erection 

to Jahweh of any altar hewn wiih iron tools. Thus the theme of 

the building of a temple for BaSal if taken literally may refer 

to renovation rather than new building to a new deity.

The early rather than later period for the cult of Ba'al 

and *Anat seems to be more natural. If we suppose that the 

cult did not precede the period of the Execratory Texts in the 

latter half of the nineteenth century there does not seem any

1»J.Obermann; Ugaritic iviytnology, 1948,pp. 1-20. 
2.ibidem;
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time or room for such an influx of Semites between 1800 B.O. 

and the Hyfcsos invasion.Certainly there were Aramaean move 

ments between the Hyksos invasion and the time of the Sas 

bhamra Texts,bat we do not associate the fertility-cult 

with the Aramaeans nor was there sufficient time for their 

gods to become localized as B-.**.! and 4Anat with their 

ritual and mythology localiied in the settled land.Again, 

the highly-finished form of the texts indicates a long 

period of [literary development and elaboration. i>e L~nghe, 

indeed,reminds us that between the first appearance of Semites 

at Ugarit and the time when the texts were last lu use there 

was a period of a round millennium^:.

Tne question of the antiquity of the worsnip of B***! at 

Ugarit,however,is simply solved Dy the archaeological evidence 

of bchaerfer who found two temples,one of i>ugon' and the other 

of i5a<al,both identifiable by votive in script ions. The former 

temple,identical with the latter in plan and dimensions,snows 

certain irregularities in construction which have been avoid 

ed in the latter,which suggests that the temple of JJugon

is the older building.Tlie temple of Ba<&l has been dated about
2 2000 B.C.,a terminus ante quern being the reign of the Pharaoh

Sesostris II (1906-1887 B.C.) and a statue of his wife, 

Hioflumet Nolr Mej,being found in the temple. A more precise date 

of the building cannot be fixed and the date indicated is 

suggested by the comparative evidence of temple architecture 

from the old Assyrian period*

It must not be forgotten that the arcnaeological evidence 

at Kas Snamra points to tne middle of the 3rd millennium as the

Irt4ngheji.es ttextes de ±us Snamra et...l'AT, I.p 43 
2.acnaeffer;Ugaritica,pp.l5,30.
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beginning of the deaay of the £~rly .bronze culture of the place 

and presumably to the beginning of the invasion by a ruder race 

probably from the desert.0!he El mythology may be a relic of 

that time adapted as in the case of the text SS to the needs 

of a settled community as time elapsed.Again it may be part 

of the mythology of the invaders whose names are distinguished 

at Bus Snamra by their correspondence with those of the .First 

Babylonian uynasty and of the Kxecratory Texts.ii we take 

the origins of the Ba'al temple at H-a Susanra as c.2000 B.C. 

we have a period of half a millennium during which the 

development was effected from the old desert conception of an 

astral deity or a tribal kin-god to that of a B-*al who was 

essentially localized.

isioth'to theory that the theophoric compounds of Bac »l 

and kindred fertility deities are those of the Semitic stock 

of the land before rather than after th- e coming of the new 

element whose distinctive names at Has Siiamra,in Mesopotamia 

and in ^alefttine are indicated in the J&ecratory Texts bear 

no suggestion of Ba«-al or his cult-associates is further 

corroborated,in our judgment,by the relation of Ba'al to 

hadad who is represented in those names.Madad is apparently
/

a storm-god but not specifically associated with cultivation 

as Ba«-al.Ao such he is a warrior,thundering in the clouds 

andr prompt to strike.Since his power was particularly mani 

fest in the, autumn storms which accompany the heavy former rains 

at the rtfcw Year season,it was natural f»r this warrior-god 

of the invaders to be associated with the local ite**! who
*

rose again to reign at this very season.hence we find 

l.i)iiOrme;L& Uieubarent et le Dieu ma£tre,£HR cv, 1932,pp.234 ff.
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that the two are assimilated as appears plainly in the text 

l*H,the hunting of Ba'al,where hd stands in parallel to MJL 

and it* synonym? bn dgn.In the mythological texts another 

name appears,)a.1* t*yn,which seems to be in parallel with
 »

b c l as a title. Ik one passage,however,we read *al>cyn bn b f l 

which has suggested that >al-»eyn was distinct from b^l.The 

name *uij eyn has been explained as a title,an adjective or 

participle from Py,'to be strong,prevail!It is found qualified 

by a noun gram,and is generally translated 'the wielder of the 

axe.'i'Le writer would take this as specifically the designation 

of the warrior-god Madad,one of the gods of the invaders 

named in the jeuecratory i'exts and contemporary sources in the 

19th-18th centuries.in the passage which speaks of 'al'eyn 

bn b*l we have probably a reminiscence of the first step in 

this process of assimilation where &adad,the parvenu,was 

adopted by the older Ba cal of the settled land.The consummation 

of this process is indicated by the stereotyped representation 

of J&* cal on the stelae and figurines of the god clad in the
 

warrior's Kilt with left arm advanced holding a spear or 

thunderbolt and right arm raised wielding a scimitar.

2?lie main thesis of woth seems thus sound that the nomen 

clature of Has SJaamra and other similar evidence from Mesopot 

amia and iieiypt does enable us to distinguish a Semitic and
#

a non-Semitic strain in the population in the middle of the 

Sad mi£±ej!2£ium,and further to distinguish an earlier and a 3 

later stain of Semites,the latter being those represented in

the chiefs

l.DussaudjLe vrai nom de Ba«*l,BHH cxiii,1936,pp.a ff.
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in Palestine and Southern Syria cursed in the Egyptian Jixecrat- 

ory Texts whom isotn characterizes provisionally as*proto? 

Aramaeans] It seems, however, that iMOtn uoes not bring out 

sufficiently clearly that the influx of Semites to Syria 

began about half a millennium before the first definite trace
^f

of the fertility-cult in the shape of the temple of Ba*al 

which is dated c.2000 B.C. The cult of the Semites of U&arit 

as it was established then gives us no clue as to what the 

cult of the first invaders may fcave been.TJaat the earlier 

cult may have resembled that implied in the names in the tfx- 

ecratory Texts and similar names at Rua Siiamra and in Meoopot- 

amia is q.uite possible, since the archaeological evidence from
i

various Palestinian sites indicates that the position was 

fluid and the land never settled from the middle of the 3rd 

millenium to the beginning of the 2nd.T^« invasion of jwotn'o 

1 pro to- Aramaeans ', tnen,is probably to be regarded as the 

culmination of a series of folk-movements from the desert to 

the sown in Mesopotamia, Syria and Palestine, an aspect of the 

case which flotn seems to overlook.

TJaus having distinguished two main categories of Semites 

by the criterion of names, as those of the invaders of the 19th- 

18th centuried and the earlier stock whose names were com 

pounded with the gods of the fertility-cult, we should emphasize 

another category which Uuth lists as common West-Semitic. These 

are distinct in form and content from the theophoric compounds 

ol the Kx.ecratory Texts and kindred and contemporary documents 

as well as from those just mentioned. 1'iiey would seem,

is noticed by bchaeffer as a general situation in Syria 

and Palestine at the period which he would date more 

precisely c. 2300-2100 B.C. , stability being reached in 

the flortn sooner than in the South. btratigraphie compared...

p. 537.
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therefore, to be survivals from the time before the development 

of the fertifity.cult and may thus afford a clue to the original 

Semitic stratum of the population of Ras Shamra and the West to-
'Vr

wards the beginning of the Semitic settlement in the land. Be

Langhe, though he is not sanguine of any concrete result from the
1

study of such names, goes on to quote all Noth's examples of

such names together with others, some listed by Noth as non- Semit 

ic, to the number of 162, which have parallels in south Arabian
2

names in the lists of Ryckmans. Here we may have the real found 

ation for the theory of Nielsen, apparently contradicted by that 

of Both, that the first strata^ of religion at Ras Shamra was the 

astral cult of the desert as exemplified in south Arabia where 

the chief figures of the pantheon were the lunar *B1, the solar 

JAtirat,his consort, and their first-born ftttar.

The evidence of racial developments at Ras Shamra lias a 

definite bearing on the situation in Palestine where again three 

main racial categories may be traced in the Kseoratory texts of 

the latter :: : :' 19th century and the Imarna tablets from the 

end of 15th ana the beginning of the 14th centuries. The latter 

documents are especially valuable as corroborating the evidence 

of the contemporary Ras Shamra tablets for the presence of non- 

Semitic elements in the population along with the Semitic stock. 

Of the latter,however, we find that the theophoric compounds 

with the names of the deities of the fertility-cult are notably 

fewer than at Ras Shamra. Of the clearly Semitic names in the 

Affi&rna correspondence from Palestine thftre are,in fact, only 

four compounds of Ba<al, Mutba*lu (Kn,-256), Pu-ba clu (Kn,315,316),

1.L>e Langhe;Les Textes de ... ,,..
2.fcr.Byckmans;Les noms propres sud-semitiques,1954-1955.
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(Kn 257-260) and Sipti-ba clu (Kn 330-332), none of 

which reflects the agrarian activity of Ba*al , while there are 

nine clear cases of theophoric compounds of precisely the type 

in the jfixecratory £exts and contemporary texts from Mesopot 

amia, such as.the Hadad compounds Sumu-Adda of Samhuna (Kn224-
1 " 2 

225), Milkilu (Kn 267-291), Dagan-takala (kn 317-318), Aiab

(Kn 256}, lahzib-adda (Kn 275-276), laptih-adda (Kn288y :335),

lahtiri (Kh 296), lapahi (Kn 297 - 301), labni-ilu (Kn 328),« *
This,of course,may be due to the fact that that whereas the 

business and administrative documents of Ras Shamra give us 

a representative cross-section of the population,the Amarna Tablets, 

as the ^xeoratory Texts name only chiefs in Palestine. This 

significant difference in the sources of evidence cannot be 

disputed but other factors must be taken into the reckoning as 

we seek no assess the situation. The fertility cult is certain 

ly attested in Palestine in the much later Scriptural documents 

and in material remains such as the temple of Mekal at Bethshan,
 X

c.1400 B.C., and in a figurine of Bafel-Hadad at Tell ed Duweir
«

somewhat earlier. There is no evidence, however,that the cult was 

as highly developed as that at Ras Shamra and on the contrary 

there is a considerable amount of evidence that the astral cult 

of the desert was strong and persistent, as indeed we might ex 

pect considering the geographic ; position of Palestine in relat 

ion to the desert. Thus while Palestine as Syria seems to have 

felt the first considerable impact of the Semites in the second 

half qf the 3rd millenium and that again of tfoth's pro^o-Aramaeans

l.cf.inj^m or'Die Aechtungstexte*.
2.of.'ybm* 01 'Die Aechtuagstextejchier of bwtw.
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in the 19th century and that of the various races in the nyksos 

invasion a century later,she was more open than worth Syria to 

continuous infiltration from the desert owing to her broken 

contour which isolated her communities and weakened their resist 

ance. fi'his fact and the political and cultural poverty of the 

land meant that Palestine had not the same mitigating influence 

on her invaders as Ugarit obviously had.The history of Palestine 

cannot be adequately understood unless we regard the greater 

part of the land as the foreland of the great Arabian desert.

As far as concerns Palestine in the strictly geographical 

sense,we are fortunate in possessing such considerable document 

ary evidence as tne jsxecratory Texts and tine Amarna Tablets,tnougn 

the limitation 01 both sets ox documents has been noted in that 

they JJcooably do not give us a fair cross-section of the populat 

ion but only name the. chiefs.btill,even a cursory comparison of 

the two sets of documents is revealing.In the earlier texts there 

is no suggestion of any other racial element than the Semites; 

in the Amarna Texts there are both Semites and non-Semites.The 

difference justifies us in supposing some great political change 

in Palestine between the 19th and the 15th centuries.This coin 

cides with the 2nd Intermediate Period of Egyptian history,more 

precisely from 1750 to 1580 B.C. when Jfigypt was invaded and ruled 

from the itelta by foreign rulers called the Hyksos.The title as 

well as the period is a vague one and recent research on tne sub 

ject has perhaps ratner complicated tnan simplified tne problem. 

It is,however,agreed that whatever was the main racial element 

among tne invaders,Palestine and agypt were opened by tn« invas 

ion to the influx of non-bemitic elements^!1 wnich we find traces 

in tne subsequent period in sucn documents as the Amarna Tablets, 

and tablets from Taanacn in Palestine and Qatna and Kas Shamra 

in byria and in certain material remains which point beyond the 

Semitic field to Anatolia and even beyond the Caucasus.
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1'he problem of the provenance and racial identity 01 the 

ttyksos is one 01 notorious complexity and it is only by recogniz 

ing this fact at the outset that we may hope for any positive 

result in our investigation.An examination of the material remains 

of the period in ±>»lestine and JSgypt from the end of the 18th to 

the beginning of the 16th centuries together with the study of 

the nomenclature of the Amarna i'ablets in the light of increasing 

knowledge from other sites in Syria and northern Mesopotamia reveal 

certain significant common factors.

The traditional theory of the racial identity of the Jdyksos 

conquerors,which really traces its origin to M«netho as interpreted 

by «losephu8,is that they were a rude,barbaric horde of Semitic 

nomads who swept into the Delta ravaging as they went.Though the
o

period is not uniformly well attested by material remains,still less' 

by inscriptional and documentary material,such features as are 

most distinctive or the Myksos occupation are not those of barbar 

ians bent on mere destruction,though we may pause to notice that
» *

tjfie features of the Jfnaraohs of the JLlItn Dynasty on the spninxes 

found at Mas Snamra were mutilated though the inscriptions were 

untouched,a fact that suggests to Sonaeffer that this was the 

work of a power hostile to Jsigypt but too barbaric to appreciate 

the significance of the inscriptions;it might be suggested that 

the vandals were too superstitious to destroy the mystical written 

word.

«JOttephus quotes m«netho as giving the term Myitsos the meaning 

'Shepherd kingsiTne term,however,has been explained as a compound 

of two JSgyptian words 'hyk* ana 'khwst 1 meaning 'rulers of 1'oreign 

lands 1 or simply'foreigners'in general with specific reference to 

Asiatics.

In a recent stud/ Galling has traced the usage ot this

i.Josephus;Uontra Apionem 1,75.
Z.bchaeifer complains of the poverty of remains of this period,

stratigraphie uomparee...passim. 
5.oohaeffer;Ugaritica,p.2o. 
*.K..Galllag;nykso8 nerrschaft und Myksos &ultur,£l)PY liii,i9o9,pp.

B9-115.
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appellative and has fofrnd it applied first to Absha the Semitic 

chief who is depicted with his thirty-seven followers in the Beni- 

fiasau tomb-painting of Khnumhotep,an officer of Sosostris II 

(1906-ibo7 B.C.). It is used in the 'lale of Sinoheiwnere it is 

applied to various chiefs of Palestine ana Syria against whose 

oppression Sin one champions the cause of his Beaouin hosts. Here 

falling pauses to suggest that this may be a specific reference 

to the foreigners who were later to invade Kgypt but were settled 

in Palestine and Syria in the 19th and loth centuries. In this he

agrees with Otto** ana Bngberg4 out against this view, which has little 

positive evidence to support it, we may cite the evidence of the
9

mutilation of the sphinxes at K~S Shamra which can only be dated 

to the end of the JLlIth .uy nasty. The sphinxes of Amenemhet III 

(1049-1801 B.C.) give us a terminus post quern. Until that time or 

later there cfeuld have been no penetration in force from the 

w or th-£ast. filing notes further the appellative on three royal 

scarabs from Egypt which suggests that the term like ^'7^ 

was later adopted by the people themselves to whom it had been 

originally applied by their enemies as a term of opprobrium. 'inis 

appellative, however, indicates nothing as to the racial affinity 

or provenance of the Jiyttsos.

M. Stock in a study of the scarabs of the Myksos period would 

distinguish on linguistic and glyptic grounds between earlier and 

later ayitsos rulers, the former associated with Syria, the latter

specifically with worth Mesopotamia.Tnere is a growing consensus
/ 

among specialists in the period that the hyksos Invasion was not

quite so catastrophic as Mauetho suggests but that it was rather
/

internal dissensions at the end of the Altn Dynasty that weakened 

Egypt. and invited infiltration by her nearest neighbours in i^lestin

l«ttreasMann;AOT and B aum AT,l»u«,p.2id,$/ 95-110.
2. trailing; op. cit. ,p.9v.
3.0tto;studien zur Keramik der inittleren Bronzezeit in i^lastina,

iiDPY Ixi,193b,pp.l47 ff.
4*K.M.Engberg; (£ne Myksos Reconsidered, 1959. 
5.n.Stock;btudien zur uescnichte and Arcnaeologie der 15 bis 17

.uynastie Aegypt ens, 1942.
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about the end of the 18th century. Whether these were Semites 

as certain names suggest or were of another stock, non-Semites

soon appear.it is generally accepted that they were the ruling
2 3 class but von .biasing denies this maintaining that the move

ment was that of Arabs from the direction of .tvlestine who 

did no more than bring in quite incidentally certain non- 

Semitic cultural features and racial elements among them poss

ibly Hurrians who were not, however, the raling caste. kere
4 Galling maintains that after six generations the non-Semitic

minority may well have been swamped but the feudal structure 

of Hyksos society was definitely not Semitic.

Thus a carefully analysis of the scarabs points to a 

racial conglomeration but brings us little further to a solution 

of the problem of the precise provenance of the fiyksos.

in comparison with the monuments of the JLlIth and XVIIIth 

Egyptian Dynasties ILL .cgypt and Syria, the rryitaos have left 

almost no cultural trace behind tnem.l'nis has led Gulling to 

declare that there is no such thing as a specifically Myksos 

culture, though there are in this period certain features 

common to Syria and iigypt which indicate that bofch areas were 

under the same political influence. in this Galling is support

ed by Otto°and scnaeffer who writes 'Ni Has snamra-Ugarit ,ni 

aucun autre site sur la cote syro-palestinienne,n'a jusgu'ici 

restitue des trouvailles qui puissent avec certitude etre
s &

attribuees aux fameux nyksos.

It is nevertheless true that during this period certain 

significant features make their appearance in Palestine^ 

The most conspicuous monument of the period is the camp or

1. Galling DLZ,lxvi/ljLViii,Meft 1/2, oct. /Nov. 1947, col. 15.
2. ibidem, col. 16.
S.W.von £issing;Zur tteschichte der My*.sos,oLZ zlvii,1944,col.87. 

wolf 'd conclusion was that the evidmce for the racial 
identity of the Hyksos is not conclusive.Tnsy were mainly 
Semitic but with a certain non-Semitic admixture, probably 
from Anatolia, D«r Stand der iiykaosf rage,ZDMG ijuuiiii,l929,pp.70,7c

4. Galling jZDPV ixii,l939, p. 107.
5.0tto;op.cit, , pp. 147 ff. ,
6.Schaeffer;Stratigraphie Comparee. . .p. 156.
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fortified town strengthened by a steep,even slope of beaten

earth smoothed with limestone chips and piaster as at teix 

tod Du»*ir or faced with stones as at Jericho*This glacis is
/

crowned with a redoubtable revetted wall surmounted by brick 

battlements.The formidable scarp is occasionally,as at 1'eil 

ed i^uweir * strengthened by a fosse and counter scarp. This striking 

feature of defence-work is paralleled by similar earthworks 

at Tell el Ajjui at the mouth of the W<~di Ghazzeh,Tell tfaj^a 

fifteen miles South of &aza,'fell el assy,once identified with 

L~chish,T«ll Belt Mirsim,Tell el Qedah in the vicinity of Muleh, 

and Tell J«risheh at the ford of the Auja,worth of Jaffa,This 

is thought to be the development of a more primitive earthwork 

such as Putrie explored at fell el Jehudiyeh,a little tfc the 

JMorth of Oo.iro.The «ports of Pumpelly have been cited in this 

connection to demonstrate that there is a certain affinity between

these ramparts and these of the kurgans in Turkestan;The giafcis
o

is further noted by Barrois as a feature of north-Syrian fort 

resses whire it endured into Turkish times and may be still 

noted in the citadel of Aleppo and at the Crusaders' castle 

of urac des uhevaliers*

A certain modification 01 this feature appears at Tell 

far*a in the W*di (jhazzeh f in the lorm ox a tunnel tnrougnfc

tne base of the glacis to the city wall.This,with a similar
at A-tn ea imweir 

tunuel/was taken by Starkey fco be a sapper's tunnel driven

in from tne outside to undermine the walls. B*rro is ̂ however, 

sees evidence in tne case 01 that of Tell Far^a that tne tunnel 

was cut not from the outside but from the inside.certain vertic 

al shafts for evacuation of earth and admission of air and the 

narrowness of the tunnel suggest that it was the work of the

Wcgeb,JPOS,II,1922,
1.Albright;A Colony of Cretan Mercenaries on the Coast of the  
2.A.Barrois;Manuel d'Arcn eologie .biblique,1929,pp.2U6-207,
3.8tarkey;.PtfFQS,1934,p.l69.
4.i5arrois;op.cit.,pp.136-137.
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occupants of the city rather than of any assailants.'l'his view

is strongly supported by similar works in the glacis of the
i 2 palace of K»s Shamraiand at the Hittite capital at Boghaz-fceui

where beyond doubt it served as a sally-tunnel and postern 

for the defenders.Tnis feature,so well illustrated at Boghaz- 

keui and at Kus Shamra,seems highly important in view of 

the problem of tne provenance of the nykaos.La «najunction 

with the talus and rampart it is new to Palestine,though it 

must be admitted that there is the possibility that the idea 

may have been borrowed from the Uanaanites who had a similar 

feature in connection with the water-supply of the fortresses 

as at Jerusalem,Megiddo and (iezer.This tunnel of egress may 

have been adapted to military needs by the Hyksos and have 

thus been applied somewhat later at Boghaz-keui in the 15-14th 

century.tfniortunately Anatolian archaeology has not been able 

so far to find any other case but the fact remains that we 

have here a distinctive feature of the Midale to i^te Bronze

Age common to Bughaz-keui in Central Anatolia and one at least
/  * 

of the vital Hyfcsos strongholds in South Palestine.

it nas been thought that the purpose of the glacis-defence 

was to hold the enemy at long range and expose him to the 

greater fire-power of the composite bow in which the Hyksos 

excelled and introduced to Syria and Jigypt.T^is theory,however, 

is demolished by the Ueni hasan panel where Absha and his 

followers appear already in the 19th century in passession of 

such a bow.The limited number of this company,their obvious 

Semitic features and their submissive mission would at once 

dissociate then from invaders from beyond the Semitic orbit.

l.Schaeffer;Syria iX,19S9,pp.289-291,pi.xiii,xlii.
2.Bittel and flaumann>JBoghaz-keui^Li,p.l4,cited by tichaeffer; 

btratigraphie uomparee..p.SlU.
3.1'he feature at Bognaz-keui,however,falls barely into the 

period of hyksos domination of Palestine,being dated by the 
excavators to the end of the 15th and beginning of the 14th 
century and by bcnaeffer at fias Snamra c.1450-1350 B.C.Tne 
perfection of the work,however,indicates that it was part 
of a defensive system already well-developed over a consider 
able period of time.

4.bchaeffer suggests that this feature may have been peculiar to 
isiorth Syria,cf.the citadel of Aleppo and Orac des Cnevaliers, 
t>yria H f 1959,p.292.
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 ay -Car the most significant feature oi this period is 

the appearance of the horse and two-wheeled chariot. Potratz

in a study of the horse in antiquity1 and of the distribution

2o:f the metal bit associates the horse and chariot with the

inuo-Aryan influx to the iMear i^ast in the 18th century.He 

uoejs suggest , that -the aiyttsos invasion of K&ypt through byria

and ^aiestine may be connected with this movement though he
2 he admits ^hat^. the evidence is vague, lue material evidence

seems strongest from Twj.1 el Ajjul where r^urie found two
'

bronze bits an4 certain tombs wnich he assigned to this

4 period, i^ese are in the form of niches around a vertical

shaft in 1jh.e midst of which were the skeletons of quadrupeds 

quite obviously slain as a funerary rite. similar burials 

have been found also at Xcll ed jjuweir and dated to tne
c

same period but here Starkey regarded the animals as asses. 

Tii is doubtful evidence is the first possible trace of the 

horse in Palestine though it was known in worth syria and

Mesopotamia somewhat earlier. Tae horse and chariot is mention-
fi "• 

ed in the Ma-ri t-exts. in the 18th century and again in the.
• £4 V " !"«* "• • * 

rj

tablets from Uiiagar Bazar on the Hu.bur at a period somewhat 

later, li. view of the fact that it was on the steppes of
 

south itussia rather than in Syria that the horse was at home 

are we entitled to suppose that it is from here *^th*t
3 nyitsos must be derived Y it has been indicated by Speiser

that the words for chariot and its equipment in J%yptian texts 

are Aryan hence he is inclined to emphasize the

.rierd in der Jrrdhzeit ,1939. 
2.idem;.uie nerdegebisse des Zwischenstromlandischen jx

Aiu,Aivr ,1941,pp;l-39. 
3. ibidem, p. 35. 
4 «w. jr. .fsitrle, Ancient ^«iza,lv ,1934,pl.xxxv,no.535.
5.d ,L.b'tarkey;±'J!;.t!QS,1937,pp.233.
6.kj.i»ossiajKA,AAAv ,1938, p. 12u.
7. u. ̂ .Oraad; Tablets from u^agar B«zar and feil j^rak, Iraq, vii, 

194u, pp. 22-66.
S.ji.bpeiser^'Bhnio Movements in the w^ar flast in the sccand 

jviiilennium B.u. ,AAbuit, Ain,1933, pp. 49-50. £auphasized more 
recently^ K.T.U'uallaghan;Aram' waharaim,1948,pp.63 ff.
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rile of the fturrians and their Indo-iranian rulers in the 

hyitsos Invasion,as is also GBtze^l'nere is,however,scanty 

evidence,as we have seen,for the use of the horse and two-
(

wheeled chariot in Palestine and JKgypt before^ the L«.te Bronze 

Age.Tne only possible evidence for the horse in the Middle 

Bronze Age is from 'fell el Ajjul and Tell ed Duweir.lf tne 

animals found in the graves just mentioned are indeed horses 

we might have the trace of one of the racial elements who 

followed the tiyfcsos to JSgypt but the data,so doubtful and con 

fined to two sites in the same vicinity,is by no means impress 

ive.Yon Bissing would not associate the horse and chariot with
gthe ttyfcsos at all.Me notes that they are first mentioned in 

Egyptian records only in the time of Tnothmes I,the third
*

Pharaoh of the JLVIIIth Dyuasty;Then in a campaign in the direct 

ion of the £uphrates,Ahmes the son of gbana captured a chariot 

and its team and presented them to tne Pharaoh whicn suggests 

to von Biasing that the chariot and ^horses were still novelt-
n' 'iC

ies to the Egyptians*ne further notes that there is no refer 

ence to chariots and horses in the description of the siege 

of Avaris and he suggests that not only were they not used by 

the Egyptians but were not used by the hyksos either,a conclus 

ion which,if established,would seriously modify the view of 

a Murrian penetration to Palestine and Egypt at the period 

of the nyksos invasion.mis,however is but an argument e 

silentio.irranted that the Egyptians did not use the horee and 

chariot till the time of Thothmes i,tnat might signify no more 

than a superstitious prejudice against the armament of the 

foreign usurper.Again it is possible that the uyksos invaders 

may have been a mixed multitude of Hurrians and Semites 

displaced from northern Mesopotamia and Syria before the
t

l.A.Gr6tze;nethiter,Ohurriter und Assyrer,uslo,ly56.j. • .a. V7U?ze;netn:LTer, I/number uua H.S
2.von Bissing;ULZ,xlvii,1944,col|91.
3.J.H.Breasted;ARE II,p.55,^79.
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indo-Iranians wno arrived witn their norses and cnariots 

in that region in the 18th century.Tnis view vsould account 

for the nurrian element among the nyksos names and would 

also explain the lack of evidence for the horse and chariot.

Or the pottery of the period there is nothing which 

gives any clue to the provenance of the Hyksos from any more 

distant point than jsiorth Syria.what is generally accepted 

as the most distinctive ware of the period ia the black 

ware with punctured geometric design,filled with white,and 

finished generally in a button-base.Tiiis pottery,however,pre 

sents its own problems.lt is round from n~s Shamra to Upper 

Egypt and even into the Sudan and is called Tell el Yehudiyeh 

ware from tne station in the i>elta where it is most abundant* 

It is,however,comparatively scarce in Palestine ana byria 

wnich suggests tnat it made its way not from Asia to Africa

vv it hit he Hyksos but was distrioutetl from Africa.lt has, indeed,
o 

already been contended by Junker that |his pottery was really

of flubian origin,a theory which gains in probability when we 

find that the ware was used in the worth actually before the 

Myksos period.it is possible that in the weakness of Egypt 

at the end of the JULIth Dynasty wubian mercenaries were extens 

ively employed in internal dissensions and even settled in 

the Delta.Another ware,later rather than earlier in the 

nyksos period and continuing after their expulsion from 

Egypt,is the bi-chrome painted pottery in red and black on 

a pale buff ground.in discussing this ware which is a novelty 

in Jigypt and Palestine at the time of the HyKsos invasion 

Frankfort notes that evidence from aortn Syria and Anatolia 

indicates that there was an interpenetration of cultures 

JNorth and boutn of tne 1'aurus.ne regards tne evidence as

1.M.Waliter notes the scarcity of pottery evidence for a south 
ward penetration of races from the nurrian-Aryan centre in 
Upper Mesopotamia.i'he P*in$&& tottery of tne wear aast in 
the bocond Millennium ti.O. and its Chronological .background, 
Transactions of the American Jfnilosophical Society,vol.3b, 
part 2,1948,p.217.

2.dunker;i)er Jiubische Ursprung der sogennanten Tell el Yenudiveh 
Vasen,*evue Arch*eologiq.ue II,1922,pp.44 ff.
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sufficient to prove the presence of Anatolian elements 

among the Hyfcsos but according to his own thesis there 

would be as much ground for deriving the Hyksos from 

florth Syria as from Ajaatolia. There seems to be a lineal

connection,however,between this ware and the later'Ajjul
gware 1 «nich has parallels at Tarsus and the Aegean.Thus

the pottery of the period does not enable us to associate 

the MyK.sos with one race or locality more than another, 

though the bi-chrome pottery would lead us beyond .North 

Syria in our investigation,a conclusion which is supported 

by the destruction at R-iS Shamra which marks the inaugur 

ation of the HyK.sos period.

More decisive evidence is that found by De V^ux and 

Steve at Toll el Far 1 * by flablus in a tomb of the Middle

Bronze Age where they found a dagger with a limestone
 z 

pommel and a bronze belt,the latter being paralleled by
4 objects from the hyksos stratum at Kas Shamra.This

evidence,however,quite valid as far as it goes,is limited 

and goes only to suggest the provenance of some of the 

people who occupied Palestine at this time.lu this connect 

ion it is significant that even such a conservative scholar 

as von Bissing cannot avoid the mention of the Burristns 

among the Hyksos invaders,although,to be sure,he hesitates 

to assign them the role which is usually given to them 

as the directing power behind the movement..!*,'. A. 

Speiser , who is not inclined to minimise the 

significance of the Murrians in Palestine and .Egypt still 

admits that 'the tiyfcsos were composed of several disparate 

groups.They were not simply Semites or Hurrians but definitely

1.Frankfort;Studies in Early Pottery,..II,pp.164-170.
2.W.A.Heurtley;T^e Relationship between 'Philistine' and 
Mycenaean Pottery,QDAP,V,1936,pp.168-169.idemjA Palestin-

t. «ian V»se Pointer of the 16th Century B.C. ,QDAP,VIII, 
1938,pp.21 ff.
H.Goldman;A flote on Two Pointed Snerds from T«.rsus with 
Representations of Birds.BASOfi,76,1939,pp.2-5.

3.])e Vtux and Steve;RB,liv, 1947,pp.431-433.
4.Schaeffer;btaratigraphie Comparee.. .p.27 ,fig.63 and from 

the Caucasus,ibidem,pp.430,433,figs.232,233,21 and 30.
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a conglomeration of Semites and Hurrians witn an admixture 

of other strains which defy identification for the present! 

Tnis conclusion is wholly in agreement ifcLth the archaeologic-
* r'J

al evidence. The Hurrians were a much less significant 

element in .Palestine than has lately been supposed.

The Jlurriams until a few years ago were barely known 

through the mention of their peculiar proper names in 

cuneiform texts from Mesopotamia where they were associated 

with the kingdom of ^itanni in the jsorth.iney next emerged 

in the 15th century in the documents of the old Hittite 

Capital at |k>ghaz-keui where they are seen to be not isolated 

individuals but a definite ethnic element playing an import 

ant pa-rt in the life of the Middle East from the vicinity 

o± Lake Van .worth- East of tne Tigris, over to Syria and south 

wards.

The obscurity hitherto surrounding the hurrians was
2elucidated by certain tablets from kCirkuk in Iraq. ana oy

the discoveries ox Chiera and speiser at Yorghan Tepe, ancient 

imzu,100 miles i^ortn ox Baghdad. There certain documents con 

cerning life in a nurrian community in tne I5tn century 

were iouna literally in thousands and published in five volum-
3 4es f|;9'^i£&££.tturrian tablets are found among the Mari texts

R
ana from Syria itselx comes the evidence from Has Shamra" 

where iiurrian is round in vocabularies ana complete texts 

ana notably in the nomenclature in the Administrative texts 

while it even intrudes itself into the longer Semitic texts 

in single words and variant orthography , especially in the

l.Speiser;op.eit. ,p.51.
2. O.J.Gaddj Tablets from KirkuK,iiA xxviii,i926,pp.4y-iol.
3*JS. Chiera ; .Publications 01 American bchoolox Oriental Kesearch 

at Baghdad, vol. l-III, Harvard Semitic Series, Vol. V, 1929 , 
R.J?feif±erjiiarvara Semitic Series, IX, 1932.

4.Do88in;jbes Archives ^conomiques au JPa.lais de M^ri, Syria H, 
193V, pp. 102-103.

&. Syria 1, 1929, no. 4, V ,2o,d4k,3&, 45. Gordon, 50 (a Hurrian list 
ox gods), Gordon, oi,lOb. The longest text which is possibly 
Harrian is liordon,t>0, first publisnea by Virolleaua under 
the title 'Proclamation ae seleg,0her ctes Cinq. Peuples' ,and 
taken as a historical text, Virolleaua, Syria XV, 1954, pp« 147-

154.
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lidilant consonants. in the' light ol this mcreasea knowledge 

01 the names we can better appraise tne evidence of the names
 

of no n- Somites in the Amarna Tablets ana tne similar tablets
I Q

from I'aanacn in tne same perioatoBtze has investigated the 

architecture and glyptic art ascribed by .u.G. Hogarth to tne 

 Kings of the Hittites' 3in wortn Syria and Upper Mesopotamia, 

notably at Tell Halaf,and has demonstrated it to be really 

fiurrian.De Vaux has iistea documents in Akkadian where. 

nurrian glosses betray tne racial character of the writers. 

In the Amarna Tablets we naturally expect sucn glosses in tne 

correspondence 01 the King ox mitanni.lne correspondence

from Qatna,j«jast of the Orontes,wnose cnief Akizzi bore a Hurrian
AC 

name, yields more sucn glosses, thus corroborating the evidence
7 of the texts found on the site itself where the donors in

V

certain temple-inventories bear Hurrian names. From Tunip 

comes another text with Hurrian glosses. To this list must be

adaed tne non- Semitic names in Palestine in tne T«anacn
o 

Tab lets, tne Amarna Tablets ana tne names Uriah ana Araunan

at Jerusalem in the time 01 L»avid. lu

Thus we gain a picture of the distribution of the Hurrian 

race from northern Mesopotamia to worth Syria and Southwards 

to Palestine. As to the role tney may nave playea in the nyksse 

invasion we cannot particularize. noting tne fact that tne Egypt

ian counter-attack after the expulsion of the ayksos was push-
« i1 

ea as far jgortn as tne £,uphrates,ijot2^ would argue tor a

Hurrian empire in the time of the Hyksos of wnicn the centre

1.A.(Ju8taV8;ZDPV,l,1927,pp.l-b.l.i,1926,pp.lby-21a.
2.<i8tze;nethiter,ohurriter una Aissyrer n> . 80 ff.
3. D.G. Hogarth; The Kings of the Hittites,1926.
4.De VauxjEtudes sur les Hurrites,vivre et denser I, 1941, pp. 204 ff, 
t>.J .Knudtzon

Mesnil ae BuissonjL' Ancienne Qatna,2me uampagne, Syria Till, 
192V, pp. 293 ff .VirolleauajLes T^biettes uuneiformes ae 
Misrife-Qatna, Syria iX,192b,pp.94 ff.

8. Kn. 59, 11. 8, 9, 11.
9 .Conveniently listed by 0'Callagnan;Aram N«.naraim,pp.5y-oo.

10. These may be one and the same name, probably the Hurrian 
title jswir-ni, found in tne &as Shanra texts.

11.(j5tze;op.cit.,pp.32 fi. l.Geib,too,posites a Hurrian
migration about 1*00 B.C.lrom L*Ke V^n Westwards into Anatolia 
and Syria and Southwards through Palestine to .Egypt . 
Hurrians and Subarians,1944,p.70.
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was in upper Mesopotamia in the region later known as 

Mitanni or Manigalbat.Tne material evidence , however, as nas 

been pointed out, is not sufficient or conclusive and the lingu 

istic and oncmastic evidence just cited is at the earliest 

two centuries after the expulsion of the tiyksos from Egypt when 

the political relationship between jsgypt and Mitanni was sucn 

as to encourage the free passage of nurrians through Palestine.>

These documents, however, clearly indicate that the nurrian 

element is more sparsely represented as we move boutnwards.
  2lu the Shechem tablets irom tne I4ti* century woth nas found

/

clear evidence 01 a mixed race but not a single hurrian uame, 

while in the Taanacn texts, though hurrian names are attested, 

it is Semitic names wnien predominate. ±nere are, indeed, 

many considerations which prevent us irom concluding forthwith 

that the non- Semitic peoples named in the Amarna and 1'aanach 

texts were necessarily either survivors of the Hyfcsos or 

wholly Human.

in his vital study ox the names on tne administrative texts 

from Has Shamra ftoth has demonstrated that the greatest 

proportion of Hurrian names occur in texts from tne immediate 

vicinity of the palace. Such names constitute only one eighth 

Qt the whole nomenclature of the Has Smamra texts, a fact which , 

is somewhat surprising considering the settlement of nurrians 

in itortnern Mesopotamia particularly in the kingdom of Mit 

anni and the abundant evidence of nurrian as obviously one 

of the official languages at K*s Shamra.it is further indic 

ated by floth tnat at least one of the Icings at Ogarit at this

period bore a n on- nurrian name. mis is j»iqmad who is named in/
a colophon to certain mythological texts and in correspondence 

with Subilfcliuma.The name has been variously explained.

- xlix,1926,pp,322 ff. 
2.j*oth;j)ie syrish-palistinische Bevtilkerung. . .p. 66. 
3.ibid*K;pp.55 ff.
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Dossij^takes it as purely Amorite.Albright2 takes it as a form
, m

oi Hi-iq-me-das and regards it as Mittite.Mrozny,on the otner 

hand,equates it with Nitowtf which occurs as the name of an 

Ionian king.whatever the explanation may be,the opinion of 

Hrozny is valuable that n|md is neither Semitic nor uurrian 

nor nittite but Ionian, being the local form or 

Thus it appears that not even the ruling caste at Has Shamra 

was purely tturrian.This,however,may only be true in the l£th 

eentury,Ji(imd appearing in a certain letter as a vassal oi the 

Hittite king Subiiuliuma who might very well have changed the 

succession in his own interests,though the contemporary 

evidence of Kib-addi of Bybios in the Amarna Tablets gives 

no such indication in reporting on events in Ugarit in his
\

time.The facts thus seem to suggest that the Hurrian element 

in Syria was limited*

The same is true of the evidence of the Amarna Tablets.*

Here,where only the chiefs are named,we might have expected 

a greater proportion of Murrian names but in effect in the 

46 proper names whien occur in the tablets trom .Palestine ] 

20 are beyond doubt Semitic but oi the rest only a fraction

are possibly Murrian,tne others being either doubtful or
4 non-bemitic but not nurrian.uiting the authority oi bunawall

g Noth classifies many oi the non-Semitic names at R*s Shamra

as Anatolian or specifically west-Anatolian,a feasible view 

considering tne geographical position of Ugarit and her cultur 

al affinities with the Aegean so well attested in her golden 

age.we have to reckon,of course,with the possibility of 

previous nurrian penetration or Anatolia but even so,there does 

seem to be a West-Anatolian element in the population of

l.iJ08sin;ftqmd et Mqme-Mad,Syria AX, 1939 ,pp 169-176.
2.Albright BASOB,b3,1936,p.24.
S.B.Hrozny;AO IV,l»32,pp.iYo-r/V.
4.Sundwaii;op.cit.
5.jsotnjDie syriscn-palastinische iievBlkerung.. .p.61.
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Kas Snamra which is clearly distinguished in nomenclature 

from the Hurrians.The same situation is depicted in the Amarna 

Tablets.01 the 26 apparently non-Semitic names of persons 

in .Palestine no less than lu contain essential elements of 

proper names noted by baudwall as peculiar to west Auatolia. 

Of the remaining 16 names it is far from certain that they are 

all Hurrian.Bearing in mind that in the Amarna Tablets only 

the chiefs are named and admitting the probability that such 

documents are not such a fair index of the native population 

as the conscription list from K*s Snamra which has no 

parallel in Palestine,our conclusion must be that the nurrian 

element in the population, of Palestine in the Amarna period 

was comparatively slight.There is a danger,however,in taking 

the Amarna Tablets and the Has biiamra documents as an index 

to the situation in Western Asia in the Hyksos period two 

centuries before.we must allow for the changes wrought by 

the Egyptian reaction under the militant Pharaohs of the 

JLVIIIth Dynasty.The Megiddo campaign of Tnothmes III in 1479 

B.C. must have reduced in numbers and certainly in political 

significance such remnants of the nytsos and their northern 

adherents as remained in the land.We have furthermore to reckon 

with the possibility that through intermarriage the Hurrians 

underwent a certain aemitization,especially in their names. 

Again it is quite possible that the non^Semitic,non-Hurrian 

element may nave been introduced as mercenaries by the 

 Egyptians after their expulsion of the Hy&sos from the Delta. 

I'iiis view,indeed,is supported by considerable archaeological 

evidence.

" Tiie pottery of the post-Hyfcsos period shows an increas 

ing influx of Aegean wares notably froi^Uyprus and Mycenae via

l.H.L.ttinsberg and B.MaislerjSemitised Hurrians in Syria 
and j^iestine^POS XIV, 1934,pp.243-267.
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the coast of Anatolia.We cannot,it is true,postulate a racial 

influx in corresponding proportion but it is known that from 

the Aaarna period onwards the Pharaohs of the XVIIIth Dynasty

used mercenaries from among the  S«a-P«oplesJthe Lukfcu,D«nunu,
v
Sardanu and others.Ui the presence of such elements in the land

as early as the 15th century at least we have some evidence 

in the hitherto strange practice of cremation which is attested 

at Atchana and Hurna in Syria and at Jericho and Tell Bait Mirsim 

in Pal estine.Schaeffer suggests that the practice may be 

associated with a racial influx to Palestine and Syria about 

this-time but the paucity of the evidence suggests that it is 

not to be associated with, an invading race but garrisons of 

foreign mercenaries planted at the various sites above mention 

ed. At Atchana it is associated with Mycenaean pottery or at 

least a local imitation of that ware.It is here submitted that 

the chiefs of Palestine in the Amarna Tablets were mercenary 

commandants of JSgypt drawn from various quarters of the Levant 

and were not at all representative of the native population*

it has been suggested that the norites of the Ola Testa 

ment were actually nurrians.i'ne conventional solution of 

the problem of the Horites nad oeen to take the term as an 

appellative from )//7 ,a cave. Then with the emergence of the 

Humans as a racial element in Syria,Winckler connected 

the Horites with them and the position is generally accepted 

today.lt is further thought that Kharu,the Egyptian designation 

for Palestine from the time of the JLVTIIth Dynasty is like 

wise related to the hurrians as the dominant race in Palestine. 

'i'he evidence,however,is scanty.such evidence as we have of the

Jaurrians in Pale&tine is comparatively late in the 2nd

millennium and is limited,while tne HOrites were apparently
2~

confined in historical times to Edom.This,however,may reflect

/
1.Schaeffer5 Stratigraphie Oomparee..,..p p.78,112,128,148. 

xiv,6.xxxvi,20,21,22,29-30.Deuteronomy ii,12,22.



later conditions,the aorites of jfiuom possibly being political 

refugees from Palestine after the rise of the IVIIItu Dynasty 

leaving behind them a mere remnant which would soon be absorb 

ed in the Semitic population of Palestine*In tnis case we 

should expect the civilization of j&oLom to show tturrian traces 

if the Morites and hurrians were identical.bo far such evidence 

is not forthcoming.ttlueck^has noted a lacuna in the sedent 

ary civilization of TransJordan between the beginning of the 

Middle Bronze Age and the eve of the Iron Age.Recently,indeed,

this finding was modified by the discovery of a family tomb
2 with Middle Bronze pottery at Amman?but this is so far an

isolated case and is not from Mom but from Ammon. Trie social 

constitution of H&om under her  dukes 1 seems to refer to an
2order rather different from that in Palestine.In this connect 

ion it is noteworthy that the title occurs in a text from Has 

Shamra where it applies to the chiefs of various peoples 

on the Anatolian marches,so that it may be evidence for the
V

Hurrians in Euom and even in Juuah.Another link between these 

localities and the Hurrians may be the Kenizzites whose name 

is a well-known Htirrian type.The Kenizzites who were metal 

workers may have been immigrants from the jsorth who were 

partly responsible for the industrial development in Palestine 

at the turn of the 3rd-2nd millennium or later between the 17th 

and 18th centuries.in the latter case they mights be associated

1.(*lueck;PEQ,l939,p,189.BASOR 71,1938,p.9.
2.(r.L.Harding;Kecent Discoveries in Transjordan,PEQ 1948,pp.lld- 
5.2echariah xii,5-b,does speak oi /*}~''/V '£/£,* j.j.9. 

Judah, however,marched witn jsidom and had certain common racial 
elements in the Kenites,Kenizzites and Jcrahmeelites,

4. }ij*
5.This text,however,is very much IB dispute.Virolieaud who 
published it under the title Proclamation de Seleg,Uhef des 
Cinq. Pfruples, regarded it as an admixture of hurrian and 
Semitic.Bork terms it u&irutische,i)a.s Ukirutische die unbe- 
kannte bprache von Kas Snamra,die Orundlage der u;ntzl:eferung,l93£ 
1938.(xuSter|A new Asianic Language,Orient and Occidsfcfct,1936.
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with the ttyfcsos towards the end of the period.Mere we note 

that in the genealogies of the uhronicles1there is reference

to nur as the father of Caleb,tne conqueror of Meoron and
g the Southern Mignlands or Judah.nur is also related to jsphrathah,

tne eponymous ancestor of the people of Bethlehem.With Hur is

associated OA£uaiel the son of iLenaz the brother of Caleb

and the ancestor of'the Kenizzites whose name suggests Hurrian

affinities.Again,it is noteworthy that Othniel and the &enizz-
v

ites are associated with £dOB?

'.There is the further possibility that the nurrians in

Palestine may be denoted by some other term.In tne narrative
4 5 of Dinah and bheohem,for instance,bpeiser notes that the

Septuagint version reads norite for Hivite in v.2.Indeed, 

the majority of passages where Hivite is read without question 

are the familiar reiterated lists of the peoples of pre-israel- 

ite Palestine and in the passages which treat of the hivites 

independently it is significant that only one &s read without 

question 'as nivite in both the Massoretic text and the Septua- 

giiit.That passage concerns the father-in-law of JSsau who is 

immediately associated with Jslaom and the norites.

Another people in pre-israeiite Palestine,the Perizzites,

are taken as aurrian.This conclusion is supported by a refer-
a

ence in the Amarna Tabletsvto a certain Perizzi as a delegate

ot lusnratta or Mitanni.in tne hill-country between Sheenem 

and Uetnsnan,which is indioated in the Old Testament as tne
Qnabitat or tne Perizzites,there are,though not apparently

^ . -;•
lilphronicies iI 9 50. 
S.'iDiaem iv,4.
3.Judges i,lo.
4.tjenesis xxxiv,2.
5.£»peiserjMeaopotamian origins, 1930,pp. 132 ff.
6.genesis xxxiv,2jxxxvi,2,20.Joshua ix,7 (13 in LZX where 
MUi^f is read,cf,(jen.xxvi,34 where 'Hittite 1 applied to 
Esau's father-in-law in MT is read 'Hivite 1 in LJJ. ana 
in the bamaritan ^entateacn^jJosnua xi,3|Judges iii,3.

7.Kn.i,27
S.Grenesis xxxiv,30;Josnua xvii,14-;16.
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generally recognized, clear traces of iiurrian influence. At 

Snechem Abei^-notes the palace-fort of the Middle aronze Age 

the entrance of which refroduces that of the hurrian 'bit 

hillani 1 01 Tell Halaf ,Zenjirli and other northern sites. 

Recent excavation by .Ue Vaux and Stseve at T«ll el £ar c a JHorth- 

East of ancient Shechem revealed that this strategically 

important site was occupied in the Middle Bronze Age. The 

typical scarped fortification associated with the Hyfcsos 

was not, indeed, found but the weapons and equipment from the 

tomb of a warrior show definite affinities with the Hyfcsos 

remains at lias bnamra , Tell el AJJU! and Jericho. A notable

feature id a bronze girdle which the arcnaeologists nave no 

hesitation in tracing to the region of the UuucasusTi'hus

tne pre-israelite population o± this district were probably
z partly tturrian as the name ferizzite would suggest.

Ija tne frequently-repeated lists ox peoples encountered 

by the Hebrews in their invasion of Palestine as well as in 

certain variant readings of Mivites-Jiorites in the beptuagint and 

Massoretic Texts it is significant that the nittites play a 

regular part.l'liere is, however, no record of the historical 

hittites of Anatolia at any time occupying or even extending 

their political influence as far South as Palestine. indeed, in 

the days otf bubiluliuma in the early 14th century when the 

ttittite Jsmpire was most aggressive in this direction, the king 

confined himself to weakening the power of u.gypt in her 

northern provinces by intrigue rathet than by open force of 

arms and there is no evidence that his influence extended 

beyond byria.jforrer has adduced the evidence of certain

de la -Palestine, 1938, il, p. 25, note.
2..ue Vaux and Steve;i*B liv, 1947, pp. 431-433. cf .acnaeffer; 

Ugaritica,p.27,fig.b3.stratigraphie oompare'e... .pp.430. 
45o, 437, 505, ligs. 232, 233, 21, 30.

3.(zinsberg ana Maisier;»emitized iiurnans, . . ,JPOS 1IV.1934 
PB259 ff. '

4. especially Josnua xi,3.
5.A,Forrer;'i'ne hittites in i^ales tine, ±«EQ, 1936, pp!90- 203
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nittite texts of the period of Mursiliis il to account for 

an Anatolian community in Palestine in the middle of the 14th 

century as fugitives from a district in Asia Minor recently 

annexed to the Mittite Empire. .Even admitting Forrer'fr case, 

however, there seems no historical event or conditions which 

would account for the Mittites of Anatolia as more than a 

negligible factor in the population of Palestine and would 

still fail to explain the presence of Hittites at nebron in 

the time of Abraham. Maisler' s view is that the jtiittites were 

an element in the folk-movement into Palestine associated with 

the Philistines and the 'sea- Peoples' in the first decade of 

  the 12th century.lt was the 1 Sea-Peoples' , however, as i*5hl points 

out, who, far from allying themselves with the Mi ttites, actually 

dealt the nittite .empire its death-blow. nittites may have 

come with the 'Sea-Peoples' as mercenaries as the defeated 

Philistines found employment in jjuvid's bodyguard but this 

is hardly likely since the ' Sea-peoples 'came not as a regular, 

organized army but as a whole people on migration. in any case 

an influx of nittites at this time would still fail to account 

for their presence in Palestine at the time fef the jaebrew in 

vasion in the time of Joshua and the part which is assigned 

to them as an ethnic vlement in the land in the patriarchal

narratives.
PFurther evidence is adduced by Oars tang in the form ofc 

certain seals on jar-handles from Uphel and weapons of Hittite 

design found before the altar of a temple of .bethshan dating

to the 14th century and taken by (rarstang to indicate 'a big
\movement, almost an organized invasion 1 by 'Knabiru-nittite  

mercenaries! It can hardly be said that this amounts to an 

invasion or occupation and in any case pest-dates the time 

of Abraham.li&rstang himself suggests the solution of the 

problem of the Hittite objects at tiethshan in hinting at the

i^s Zeitalter Abrahams, 1930, p. 26. 
2. J. G^rs tang: The Hittite JSmpire,1929 , pp. 331 ff. 

The heritage of Solomon, 1934, pp. 224-225.
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presence of mercenaries in the land.In the inscriptions of 

Ramses II describing the battle of Qaaesh on the Orontes sever 

al contingents are named whom we know by other Egyptian 

inscriptions as the f Sea-peoples'.They fight as mercenaries 

of the tiittites as well as the Egyptians.La the Amarna Tab 

lets they appear again in the correspondence of Eib-Addi

of Byblos as~mercenaries of this loyal vassal helping him to *> 

hold the town in the interests of Jigypt.An examination of the 

non-Semitic names in the Amarna Tablets reveals many elements 

which are paralleled in the West-Anatolian names in the 

lists of Sundwall,so that here we have probably the condottieri 

who were supposed to police the land for Egypt.The provenance 

©f those people,their change 01 ttittite ror Egyptian service, 

or perhaps their spoiling of the nittite enemies of their 

Egyptian masters might easily account for the scanty deposites 

of Jiittite objects in Palestine which inftheir entirety ao not 

nearly match in extent the collection of African and Indian 

weapons and curiosities which the writer has seen in the 

billet of a certain sergeant of police during the British 

Mandate.scientific archaeology too seldom allows for such 

individual whims as that of the collector of trophies.

A more probable explanation of the use of the term 

'Hittite 1 iii patriarchal Palestine is that it is applied

loosely to denote a race from the worth beyond the sphere of
o

Amorite occupation in Central SyriaTTiie name seems to be
/ 

used in this vague sense in 1 Kings x,29,to denote the peoples

who lived in the vicinity of the land-bridge between
^

Mesopotamia and Syria who were loosely federated with the 

iiittites at the height of their power,perhaps originally
 z 

related to them in the remote past ,and sharing with them

1.JLa.123.
2.bpeiser;M6S~potamian Origins,pp.134 ff.
De Vuux;ZAW ivi, 1938,p.230. f simply non-Semites!

3.G8tze;M&thiter,Ghurriter und Assyrer,pp.38 ff.
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certain fundamental elements of culture. Tnus the term Hittite 

in the Old Testament seems a geographic rather than an ethnic 

one in which sense it was used also by; the Assyrians in the 

8th century to denote Syria and Palestine as well as Anatolia

without any particular ethnic application. In the Old Testament 

usage, however, there is probably some ethnic significance in 

the designation which covers the identity of the non-Semitic 

Hurrians in the population of Palestine familiar to us in 

the Amarna Tablets. in this connection it is not without 

significance that the Hittites are located at H«bron,a place 

whose foundation tradition connects closely witn the foundation 

01 z/oan-Tanis in the Delta whicn has been ia en tilled with
Q

Avaris tne ttyksos capital. In Genesis £sau is said to have 

taken to wite at least one of the daughters of Ht?*h,from which 

union were descended the 'dukes of jidom 1 where .biblical trad 

ition is unanimous in locating the Jiorites.This seems to corrob 

orate the theory that in the Hittites the Old Testament refers 

loosely to 'Northerners} specif ically hurrians or related 

peoples from worth Syria and Upper Mesopotamia. Trie names 

Abai-KJaioa and Uriah and Araunah in Jerusalem are perhaps 

the strongest evidence for Murrians in Palestine. Of those

makes the alternative suggestion that at the fall of 
the jigyptiari- Asia tic empire of the iiyksos .bigypt from the 
South and the nittites from Anatolia asserted their right 
to succeed to the position of the nurrians,tnis oeing tne 
beginning of the rivalry between the Egyptians and the nitt- 
ites which was to last until the end of the 13th century. B8hl
would associate this southern trend of the nittites with 

'A'ad^alias il whom he identifies with 1 Tidal king of nations 1 
in Genesis xiv,i)as Zeitaiter Abrahams, pp. 26 ft. At first sight 
this theory is attractive though .B8hi admits it rests on 
scanty evidence. TuAhalials il,nowever,was contemporary with 
I'hotnmes III under wnom Egyptian power was tirmly established 
; in Palestine. in tne numerous Egyptian inscriptions 01 tne 
JLTIIItn Dynasty there is no hint of conflict with the witt- 
ites in rctlestine and archaeology has discovered no .traces 
of their presence in the land at this time. Indeed, even before 
the time of Tnotnmes ill,lnotnmes i seems to nave penetrated 
to the Jiupn rates, the 'inverted river 'of the Tombos inscript- 
ion, ̂ reasted ABE II, ̂ 70, 75, as seems to be indicated oy tne 
inscriptions of Ahmes,the son or iibana, breasted ABE II, I 79, 
ana Ineni, Breasted ABE II I 101. where a^narin is named as the 
region where Tho times set up a oounaary stone as the limit 
of his empire.

2. genesis ziii,2g.
3. Irene sis xxxvi,2.
4. lienesis xxxvi^ff.



names the first indicates the worship of the uurrian goddess 

Kniba wnile the second t*o names probably reflect the

tiurrian title jtfwir-ni,meaning 'chief which is attested in
o 

the Mas Snamra texts.^nus in his indictment of Jerusalem,
Q Thy father was an Amorite,and thy mother a HittiteJEzekiel

seems to be retaining the term nittite in its traditional 

^ense using it in a wide geographical and cultural applic 

ation as the Celtic population 01 Scotland,Ireland and wales 

are often called 1 English!

Anotner hint or the aortnern influx to Palestine seems 

to oe given la the biessiug 01 j*pheth in ttenesis ix,27 (J), 

'God shall enlarge Japheth and he snail dwell in the tents 

.or bhemJThe concluding ciause'and C«.naan snail be his servant 1 , 

seems to suggest that no mere local expansion is indicated 

but rather the occupation or at least the political domination 

or Palestine.

I'hus our position is that such documentary and material 

evidence as we have for the mixture or Semitic and non- 

Semitic races in Palestine is generally later than the nyksos 

occupation or at least towards the end of that period.lt is 

natural to connect those conditions with the hyksos Invasion 

yet we must beware of the faitiacy of arguing post hoc ergo 

propter hoc,the more especially as there is evidence for a 

non-bemitic influx into Palestine later than the Myksos 

period. 1'he material evidence of tne nyksos period does not 

seem conclusive prool of the racial affinity or provenence

of tne invaders whose nomenclature suggests that they were
4 a mixed race.certain names,however,seem human though this

is not beyond dispute.The presence of Humans among the

1.G8tze;tit»thiter,uhurriter und Assyrer,p.i08.
2.d.A.Montgomery;JAOS Iv,1*35,p.94,note. 
S.uzekiei xvi,3.
4.falling;hyksos Merrsohaft una nyksos K.ultur,ZDPV ixii ,l*sy ,p.

106,
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nyksos,nowever, seems to be confirmed by the evidence of 

scarab designs whereby Stock1claims to be able to distinguish 

between two strata 0f nyksos rulers,the earlier Semitic and 

the later non-Semitic from worth Mesopotamia.The Hurrians, 

then,were at the most but one element among the ttyksos and 

though latterly they may have occupied occupied places of 

trust in fortresses on the Jiyksos life-line such as Tell el 

Ajjul,Tell Jter'a and Tell ed Duweir in Palestine, they were

never such a dominant ethnic element in the land that .Palestine
Q 

should oe called specifically 'the Hurrian land!

One group of peculiar significance in the racial devel 

opment of -Palestine in the 2nd millennium is the ithabiru.They 

are named in the Amarna correspondence in the letters 01
•iL

Abdi-Khiba or Jerusalem and there is more frequent mention

of a people of similar nature and habits in Syria.These are
/ 

entitled SA G-AZ in ideogram which may be read in certain

passages as 'Habatu' , f brigands' .The SA GAZ like the Khabiru 

of Abdi-fchiba 1 & correspondence are notorious plunderers and 

mercenaries who sell their swords without scruple to the 

conflicting elements in the land.In the worth,however,the SA 

GAZ apparently remain content with mercenary service whereas 

in the Soutn they seem to seek a nome.Tnis,nowever,is probably 

Aae not so much to any racial or social difference between 

the unaDiru and the SA GAZ as to the respective political 

conditions of Palestine and Syria.In the mountains of Syria 

more remote from Egyptian control there was a fairly solid
A

Amorlte confederacy under Abdi-Ashirta and his sons
i_ g 

Pubahlu and Aziru wno seem to have cherished definitely

nationalist aspirations.In the Soutn there was no sacn polit 

ical oloc to resist either the authority of JSgypt or the

1. stock; btuctien zur Geschiuhte und Archaeoiogie...,
2.£haru 01 the Egyptian inscriptions from the AVIIItn Dynasty 

onwards lirst connected with the hurrians by H.Winckler.
3.UL2»6,56;288,38;290,13,24 etc.
4.Kn* 08,60,61 ff.
5.in.' 104,7.
6. Kja. 107,27; 147,68; 149,36.



penetration and settlement of such as the fcLnabiru.

Tnere seems no longer any ground for do not that the SA 

(JAZ ana the Knabiru were bat different groups or the same 

people. 'JJhe cuneiform tablets from the archives of the old 

nittite capital of Bognaz-&eui equate them, referring to the 

'gods ol the KJaabiru'in syllabic cuneiform and to the 'gods 

of the SA G-AZ'in ideogram. The same identification is suggest 

ed by evi dance from Has S ham r a. in certain administrative texts 

referring to various districts in the kingdom of Ugarit, 

probably in the 15th-14th centuries, we find a certain district
s

nib which apparently had four sub-districts. Tnese are noted 

in the local alphabetic cuneiform and language and in 

Akkadian syllabary and ideogram in which we find that hlb *prm 

must correspond to aluMalbi amelllt:L SA GAZ1 .Hfere it will be noted
4r

that *prm corresponds to fchabiru of the Boghaz-Keui texts. 

Tnus the equation kLnabiru- J'^^X is advanced one step nearer?

The Khabiru, thus well-attested in the land in the middle
<

of the 2nd millennium, have been equated with the iiiDlical 

Hebrews and it must be admitted that etymologicaliy tLnabiru 

might correspond to ^'^l^f Again in the cuneiform texts 

relating to the Knabiru coll ec tea by Uniera at fiuzu many of 

the subjects have Semitic names.lt is true that there are 

many names which are not Semitic but these mighi/ well oe 

adopted by Semites in the land where they sojourned, a phen 

omenon not uncommon in our own days.nence on grounds ol names 

alone it is not possible to deny that the Knaoiru of the 

imzu texts were mainly Semitic*

1.VirroleaudjLbS Vilies et les Corporations du^Soyaume d 1 Ugarit, 
Syria JLXI, 19^0, pp. 125-151. itevue des Etudes semitiques,194U, 
pp.74 ff.

2. At tne same time it is indicated that &nabiru is not to be 
derived, a,s Dnorme suggests, from 7^-7'to bind 1 ,RHR,cxviii, 1938, 
pp.117 ff .similarly if we are to equate tprm and ^'")J? v 
latter cannot be derived from 7JV ' vo cross, as the »'YT 

assumes.ii.H.Bowley;iieiS Snamra and the Knabiru

S.It is well known that £h is used in Akkadian for the west- 
Semitic y while in the K~s Snamra texts p a.Hd>o are often 
interohangable ,cf. Arabic Bulus = jfauius.
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On tlie examination of evidaace from cuneiform texts 

from southern ana jxortuerm Mesopotamia,from Anatolia,j>iortn ayria 

and from the Amarua 1'ablets and hieroglyphic monuments and 

papyri of Jfigypt we find that the khabiru or *Apiriw are 

widely distributed both geographically and in point of time. 

The records of Qr mention them in the 2ist century,the nitrites 

refer to them in the 14th,they appear in the Amarna Tablets, 

the stele of Seti i (1313-1292 B.C.) at jtfetnshan,in Egyptian 

papyri from the time of beti I to that of K«mses III (1198- 

1167 B.C.) and ,again,in an inscription from the time of 

Kamses IV (Iib7-li61 B.C.) 2in the wadi H^mmamat.TJaus the term 

Khabiru is widely diffused and as such can hardly refer to

one homogeneous people,the descendants of £ber,as J.W.Jack
2 has contended.

bpeiser cites the evidence of the fluzu texts to demonstrate 

that the KJaabiru were a class rather than a race.They are 

found there in the capacity of mercenaries,of servants,even 

of slaves.lu Mesopotamia,they had special bye-laws to secure 

their rights and at imzu they had an overseer to maintain their 

privileges.At Nuzu and later in £gypt they were mainly 

menials. TJae ttxttites used them as mercenaries, lu Syria they 

were employed by the aspiring chiefs of the Amorites and in 

Palestine they apparently acted on their own initiative.

In the Khabiru we are apparently dealing with a people 

landless and of loose social structure,infiltrating into the 

settled land in search of livelihood,land or plunder.Tnis 

group,a class rather than a race,would in the general course 

of nature be recruited from the Semitic tribes of the desert 

hinterland and probably did include many if not most of the 

ancestors of the historical Hebrews.The term KitaDiru,however,

1.Harris Papyrus 500 (Seti l),Lcyden Papyrus 1,^48 ^Ramses II), 
Great Harris Papyrus 31,8 (Ramses ill) ,Speiser;Jfitniiic Move 
ment s....p 3b.

2.uouyat-Montetjinscriptions..,du Ouadi ti~mmamat,l2,17 (Ramses IV) 
S.J ,W.JacK.;.bigxit on the UnaDiru-tieDrew wuestion,PEQ,l940,p.98.



is obviously far wider in application than the particular
f

ethnic group which we term Hebrews,a fact which was indeed 

recognized by the webrews themselves who admit six generations 

of collateral lines descended from the eponymous ancestor Jiber,
o

extending deep into Arabia. 1*0 the inhabitants of the settled 

land at the time of Joshua'a invasion the Hebrews would be 

just another wave of the £u.abiru who were a permanent scourge 

in the second half of the 2nd millennium after the break-up 

of the emyLre of the ttyfcsos and the decline of the XVIIItu. Egyptian 

Dynasty under Amenhotep III and his successors.lt is possible 

that tfcis term was given in opprobrium and later became the 

designation of the race which invaded Palestine from the desert, 

gathered up into itself kindred elements already in the land 

and eventually emerged as the Hebrew nation in the sovereign 

state of l*ales£ine.

1.Genesis xi,16-26 (F).
2.Genesis x,26 (J).De Yaux;L*s P«triarches he b re ox et les 
couvertes modernes,KB,lv,1948,p.344.



CHAi^Eki 111.

The Age of the Patriarchs.

Tne traditional method of determining the date 

of the Hebrew patriarchs was to reckon on the basis 

of tne statement in I Kings vi,l that the building of 

the i'emple in Solomon 1 a fourth year (foV .b.C.) took 

place 480 years sifter the iitoaus which was thus dated 

in 1*47 b.C.in tne reign of Aiaenhotep II U*<*B-1420 B.C.). 

lii Exodus xii,40 (P) it is stated that the sojourn of the 

Hebrews in Egypt was 430 years.THUS the descent of J*.cob 

and his sons would-fall in 1877 B.C. in the time of tne 

.XII tn Dynasty before the Hyfcsos Invasion.By reckoning on 

the basis of statements of the length of the life of 

Jacob,150 years,of the age of Isaac at the birth of
Q 2

JVcob,bO years,of Auraham at the birth of Isaac,100 years
.    »

one may arrive at the date c.2160 B.C. ±or the birth of 

Abraiiam.By way of corroboration Genesis xiv was generally 

cited where Abraham is associated with Amnrapfrel of bhinar 

who was identified with Hammurabi of Babylon.

H^re,however,difficulties are encountered.Hammurabi 

of Babylon proves to have flourished much later than 

was once supposed.On the evidence of the historical 

tablets from Mari he is shown to have been the younger 

contemporary of Snamsi-Aaad I of Aosur.'f^e date of 

Snamsi-Aaad has been considerably lowered from the end 

of the 3rd millennium to the 18th century on the double

1.Genesis xlvii,9 (P).
2.Genesis xxv,26 b (P).
o.Genesis xjtv,o (P).
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evidence of astronomical reckoning based on observations of 

the Venus planet recorded in B*bylon and a new and almost 

complete king-list fromn Knorsabad.Sidney Smith,who bases 

his reckoning on the astronomical evidence corroborated by

archaeological evidence of the general cultural development
g of north byria and Upper Mesopotamia,concludes that

 z

Hammurabi ruled from 1792 to 1750 B.C?ln|this he is support-
4 

ed by the findings of Schaeffer at Has Shamra.Tne Knorsabad,
g king-list,however,suggests to Poebel that the reign of

Shamsi-Adad was from 1726 to 1674 B.C. which is the conclus 

ion,with slight modifications,of 'Yeidner who dates Shamsi- 

Adad from 1729 to 16915 B.C. and hummurabi from 1728 to 

1686 B.cVtiere,however, there is a diff iculty .Tiie Kixorsabad list 

though generally well-preserved is damaged in such a way 

as to give no indication of the length of the reigns of 

two of the kings Assur-rabi I and Assur-nadin-ahhi I.Poebel 

arrives at his conclusion by postulating that these two 

kings and their predecessor between them did not reign a 

whole year,a fairly large assumption which,however,in the 

state of the evidence cannot be controlled.lt is just 

this lacuna that constitutes the difference of 

80 years in the dating of Weidner and Poebel and that of 

Smith on independent evidence.i'lius even if we accept the

1.A.PoebeljThe Assyrian King-list from Knorsabad,JNES,1, 
1942,pp.247 ff.

2. Trie situation is reviewed by M.E.L.M^llowan in Iraq, ill, 
1956 ,pp.l ff., IV,1937 ,pp.91 ff.and in a paper on 'Tne 
Wnite-painted Subartu Pottery 1 ILL Melanges byriens.. . ,11, 
pp.887-894.

S.Sidney bmith;Alalakh and Ctaronology,1940,pp.2V-28.
4.Schaeffer;Lu Stratigraphie Comparee... ,pp.30-34.
5.Poebeljop.cit.,p.289.
6. weidner;A±0,XIV, 1944, pp. 362-369. cf.E.Cavaignac:EAv,JLL, 1945-19

46,pp.17-18,who takes the date of Hammurabi's death as.
between 1635 and 1677* E.G.,probably nearer the latter date.
Bflhl suggests the period 170^-1662 B.J. with the qualif 

ication that the reign of H-tmmurabi fell for the most part
after rather than before 1700 B.C.,King h*mmurabi in
the Setting of his Time,1946,p.12.
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view that Genesis xiv is historically reliable and make the 

questionable equation Amraphel-H*tmmurabi we cannot arrive 

at a date in the 3rd millennium which would correspond with 

the data of V and the statement in I Kings vi,l.

As far^as there is any internal evidence in the Old 

Testament for the date of Abraham,Genesis xiv seems at first 

sight to offer us the plainest clue.Ol the four kings of the 

worth and h'ast,Amraphel of bninar is generally identified 

with Hammurabi of Babylon.Arioah of Ej.lasar is not so easily 

identified but on the assumption that E^lasar was Larsa he 

has been identified with Rim-Sin the king of that town who
 

was contemporary with h*mmurabi of Babylon.Tidal, f King of 

nations 1 is thought to be Tudhalias King of the Hittites.
w

Cnedorlaomer,or Kutiur-Lagamar,King of Eiam is unknown but 

the name is of true .tilamite type and. incorporates the name 

of the Eiamite goddess L~gamar.Certain scholars still maintain 

that this is a genuine historiacal document from which it is 

possible to date Abraham according to the dates of the foreign 

kings and in a recent study J36hl seriously endeavours to 

work out the problem on this assumption . However, 

even if we do accept the passage as referring to 

actual events and historical personalities it is full of 

difficultiee.Tnere is no record of a king Arioch of Larsa

which is a doubtful identification with Ellasar.B8nl,in
p

fact,had already suggested that it might be identified

with Til-Assur on the Upper Euphrates and i)« V

Hammurabi in the Setting of his Time,pp.17-18. 
Zeitalter Aorahams,1930,p.lO.
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suggests Ilanzura mentioned in a nittite text between

Carchemish ana Harran.xiie name Arioch suggests to .

the name Arriwufcu now *J3.uttA4 iruiu tne duxi texts as a

of Zimri-iim, tne King of txiat cityTOhedorlaomer,whose name

does not actually occur in tnis iorm,is taken by Albrignt

to indicate tne .glamite king £udur-na&aunte wno is mention** *
ed in tne spartoli texts but is later tnan tne time oi 

Hammurabi even on tne low dating oi BShl.Lewyton the otner 

hand thinks of Kudur-mabug,an amorite who over-ran lower 

Mesopotamia and Jfilam ana assumea there an .Islamite name,call 

ing nimseli in addition 'Father oi Ammrru*,a title which 

mignt refer to suzerainty over the west.His date,however, 

was earlier tnan tne time oi Hammurabi.Here tne nudur element 

in tne name and tne fact tnat tne name is Islamite in type 

are the only links with uheaoriaomer arid it is obvious that 

'kuaurj meaning 'servant* or*devotee'is no more distinctive 

in J&amitish tnan ( ebed would be in Semitic proper names. 

I'idal was identilled oy BShl with Tudhalias II,c. 1550- 

i480 B.C.,the Hittite king who ruled in the loth century,

but ne has since revised tnis view ana now regards Tidal
&

as Tudhalias I,c,l'/20-16bO B.C.The phonetic correspond 

ence 'Amraphel-Mammurabi,if not q.uite impossible,is hignly 

improbable ana even if we do make this identification we 

now know from tne Mari texts tnat tnere were at least 

tnree Hammuraois roughly oontemporary.Shinarytoo^ay be

/ /
Y*.ux;Les Fatriirches kebreux et les Deeouvertes 

Modernes,KB lv,194k«i^p.335.
2.b6hl;King Hammurabi in the setting....p.17. 
5.W.P.Albright:BASOS *:Ba,/;'H f 19*a f p.3a.
4.J .LewysLes Textes Pale"o-assynens et 1'Ancien Testament, 

*HR,<*£,19o4,p.67 li.
5.B6hl;jUas Zeitalter Abrahams,pp.io-19.
6.J36hl;Kihg Hammurabi in the Set ting... p. 17.
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the tiebel San}ar,ancient Sangar to tne west or Mosul,just~ 

as well as Southern Mesopotamia. tfBhl suggests that 

Amraphel may be tne Amut-pi-el mentioned in tne Mari

texts as king or Qatana,possibly Qatna in Syria, 1'ne ident-
2ification with Hammurabi 01 Babylon he quite rejects;

bach pre-Qccupation with tne identixication of those 

kings wno,even if they do suggest the names of nistorieal 

personalities,are difficult and indeed impossible to 

synchronise', seems particularly pointless while there is 

so much in Genesis xiv to suggest tnat tnis is anytning 

but a record ox actual historical events.

The combination of Islamite,Mesopotamian and Mittite
 

Kings ana their expedition so far west has hardly the ring 

or truth,nor,with the possible exception of dericno which 

is un-named in the passage,was there any town in the lihor 

Horth or South 01 the Dead Sea wnicn mignt nave been at 

all wortny ox their arms,Actually we read ox tne smiting 

ox the Kephaim,£uzzim ana jsmim in i'ransJordan,none of which 

we can treat seriously as historical races. 1'he towns,too,
 

Sodom and Gomorrah,Belong rather to folk-lore than nistory, 

tne story ox tneir destruction in genesis xix being an ampli 

fication of the theme wnicn occasionally comes to light in 

the prophets.OX the other towns niyberg has shown clearly^ 

that Adma and £eboim were but doublets ox sodom and uomorrah 

and were like them associated with summary destruction in 

local fcy~wor(u'i'he names 01 the local kings too nave an arti 

ficial appea ranee. Be ra* and Birana 1",' In Evil 1 ana 'In Wicked 

ness 1 ,tne names ox the kings ox sodom ana Gomorrah,are too

i*£Shl;.Uas Zeitalter Abrahams,p« 14,
2.tf6hi;King hammurabi in the betting...
3.H.S*Iyberg:Stuaien aum fieligionsKampf imlAlteu Testament, 

ASW,XXXy,l»38,p.342,
4.Hosea xi,8*Deuteronomy
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appropriate to be genuine^

The historical interpretation has recently been derended 

toy ue Vauz who emphasises the significance of the localities

mentioned as stages on trade-routes between Mesopotamia and
o

the West.Crlueck again would closely associate the episode with

the collapse of the Jiiarly Bronze civilization for which he 

has found ceramic evidence in i'ransjordan^it is q.uite con- 

oeivkble tnat there is a reminiscence in Genesis ziv 01 such 

an invasion which,however,we WOUJ.Q separate rrom the story 

01 Abraham. 1'he story of the pursuit 01 tne foreign kings to 

tne flortn and tne recovery o± the captives and the spoils 

may be an echo of the retreat o± the nyfcsos after their 

expulsion from JKgypt in lobu and the fall of ttharuhen,tn@ir 

fortress in the wegeb.Or ggain tne whole episode may be tne
A-^0

ezaggeration 01 an unsuccessful slave-trading ghazzu.borne sucn 

historical nucleus seems possible but tne combined operation 

of the Rings 01 the iiittites,o± £lam and other Mesopotamian 

peoples against five miserable .Palestinian towns is ludicrous 

and Abraham's successful; counter-attach witn obU men even more 

so.fne patriarch who had to save his own skin by abandoning 

his wife to tne lust of A Dime lech ox G-erar would be but a sorry 

unampion or u*naan against tne armed alliance of the great 

kings of the tiittites and the East.

Actually the passage has long beea recognised as standing 

apart from the other sources of the Book of Genesis and has been 

taken by flyberg as a production of the early monarchic period 

and particularly of the time of .u*via*being specifically composed

names may,of course,be editorial substitutions. OZ tne others 
Eela* is found as the name of a king of Jtsidom,(ienesis zzzvi,32, 
but may also mean 1 anninilationlShemabar may be a corruption 01 
2f 2«/'*Tne name of his father* and Shinab a dissonant lorm 01 

the same name rather tnan tne theophoric'Sin is his father;
2.i)e Vaiii;Les Patriarchies h^oreuz.. .KB I^v,ly4o,pp^27 fx.
o.K.&lueck:fhe Other Side of the Jordan,1^*0,pp. 114 n.
«.nyberg;btudien zum Heligionskampf...AHW IXXV,ly^b,p.57o.

i)e Taux's judgment that tne language or the passage indicates a 
genuine early source,far fro establishing his contention tor tne 
historicity of the episode,actually corroborates the view of 
ayuerg.il tne piece is ascribed to the reign of David it would 
still antedate in literary form most of the Pentateuch.
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to authenticate his title to Jerusalem which is presumably the 

balem of the passagef*liiere are certain notable features 

which reflect the political events and conditions in the

early monarchy, in v.14 Dan is mentioned apparently as the
P northern limit of the land and ay berg supposes that the

pursuit north of Damascus is a reflection of David's defeat 

of the Aramaean allies called in by the king of Ammonflbraham s 

rescue of Lot the ancestor of Ammon and Moab may thus be 

viewed as a precedent for the protectorate which David 

apparently established over those regions iu TransJordan, 

'inese are,however,secondary themes.±he chief object 

according to ayberg was the occupation of Jerusalem as a 

cult-centre and political capital.aere we must bear in mind 

the place which aebron had occupied as a cult-centre in 

juaah hallowed by association with the patriarchs and partic 

ularly with Abraham.iiere David had been king for seven years 

and here Absalom rallied the forces of revolt.lt was therefore 

not lightly to be superseded as a political and religious 

centre.nence we may discern a note of apologetic in Genesis 

JLIV which tells now Aoraham came from Hebron to pursue the 

foreign kings and on his return did not disdain to pay a tithe 

to Meichisedeq,the royal priest of the local god of dalem.There 

is no doubt that David's occupation of Jerusalem was a crit 

ical step in the history of the Hebrew people just as nis 

reign marked a great constitutional development in the polity 

of the tribes.^or very good reason David sought to represent 

this step as no innovation.meichiseaevi became tne link between 

tne past ana tne present.

1.Salem may be in the vicinity oi ahecnem or even anecnem itself. 
Herzberg again attempts to snow,on tne basis or Christian ana iat< 
Jewish tradition that balem ox Genesis may be l'c*Dor,JPOS 
VIII, 1928, ppj.7*-i79.

2.*ybergsStudien sum fieligionskampf.. .AHW XXXV,193b,p.SVt>.
o.il Sam.x,6 ff.
4.II Sam.i1,1-11 
6.II Sam.xv,7 ff.
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Melchisedeq is represented as tue royal priest of 

tne pre-Israelite god of Jerusalem named in Genesis xiv 

as jjil * Ely on. «y berg adduces a certain amount of evidence - 

out not,we t,nink,sufficient-for a god $y as tne god in 

question to whom he would ascribe the other names of 

bedeq ana Salem.beaeq seems well attested as a divine 

name at Jerusalem,two of the pre-israeiite kings being

nameu Melenibedeq and Aaonisedeq.M.H.Rowley nas made out
2 "H a very strong case for the view suggested by Mowincfcel*

that baaoq was the priest of this cult,his name being 

a hypocoristicon of a theophoric compound with the divine 

name Badoq or Bedeq.Widengren with Ay berg regards Sadoq 

as king as well as priest,the last priest-king of Jerusalem 

before the Hebrew occupation.Mis view is that JJ-vid assumed 

the royal status of Sadoq confining him to priestly office. 

David,according to Widengren,adopted with the political 

office of Sadoq the royal ideology of Canaan.tfor both 

measures Genesis xiv was an authentication together with 

Psalm 110 which Widengren regards as a cultic oracle. 

Eowley agrees that Genesis xiv ana Psatm 110 are closely 

associated in this way but prefers to regard Sadoq only as 

priest of the pre-israelite cult at Jerusalem and not as 

a king.in his view u-enesis xiv has as its primary object 

tne justification of uavia'a adoption of the cult and 

priest of the local sanctuary on tne grounds of the pre-, 

cedent of Abraham 1 a recognition of Melchibedeq by paying 

him a tithe.

1.1'he writer has suggested that Sadeq was the god of a 
healing cult at Jerusalem,possibly identical with horon 
and symbolized by the brazen serpent.J .Grzay;Thb uanaan- 
ite God hoxon,JIES Till,19*9,pp.51-56.

2.n.H.Bowley;Zadoq and *ehushtan,JBL LYIII,ltt&*,pp.l23 ft.
5.S.Mowinckel;J£zra deft bkriftlaetde,1916,p.lO» note. "
4.IT.Widengren;Psalm no och det Sanrala Kungaaomet i Israel, 

UUA,ltf*i,pp.21-22.Kowley regards it as inconceivable tnat 
Bavia would have continued in any influential office the 
king whom he superseded.lt is the opinion of the writer 
that Uriah and not Sadoq was the predecessor of D^vid. 
hi* name is found as a title of honour Jfiwir-ni,probably 
Harrian,at Has Snamra and Qatna and the writer suggests 
that tne marriage of uavia ana Btttnsneoa was really a 
diplomatic alliance as is suggested by tne fact that 
David's successor was bolomon.
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If we may leave aside for the moment the various modi 

fications 01 tniB view, we may say that -it fairly explains 

the peculiarities ox the passage in question whicn is so 

notoriously out of line with the rest of the patriarchal
*

traditions. A historical nucleus there may be but that is 

probably more closely bound up with the traditions of 

Jerusalem than with the Hebrew patriarchs and may re 

echo the iffff)' J-ff of the sanctuary there in a form which

we cannot recognise now that it has been torn out of its 

proper context and incorporated into Hebrew tradition.l'hus 

we cannot regard the story of the invasion of the kings as 

having any bearing on* the problem of the date of Abraham. 

£heir names do suggest great historical figures of the past 

but rather as racial types than as individuals. Tidal suggests 

3?udhalias,a name borne by at least five Mittite kings, 

Chedorlaomer suggests the power of J$lam,Arioch though attest 

ed as the name Arriwuku, the son of the Amorite king of 

M*ri in the 18th century is also Indo- Iranian and may 

typify the power of Mitanni in Upper Mesopotamia and 

Amraphel,with whatever we may equate the name indicates 

the Amorites. With this, which is the conclusion of fly berg, 

we remain in agreement, refusing to particularize at all an 

the identity of the foreign kings.

A date at the end of the 3rd millennium for the period 

of Abraham would injitself fit in very well with circumstances 

in the near E«st at that time. The first movement of the 

Hebrew fathers Westwards to Palestine might then be associated 

as Dhormefiewy^and wright*inaieate,witn tne expansion of

l.*yberg;Studien zum Keligionskampi. . .ABW XXXV, 1958, pp.3ott-a{>9. 
. Abraham dans le Cadre de l'Histoire,£B X2£vli,192b,pp,5t>7-3do,
-.,,.-,-.

5.1iewy;les Textes Paleo-assyriennes et 1 ( AT,RHR,tfk,1934,pp.4t> ff. 
4.&.E.fright:Chronology of Palestinian Pottery in Middle 
Bronze 1,BASOB, J$$3 t 19d6,p.34.
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the Amorites and kinared elements from the desert. These are 

known to have made inroads on the city-states of Southern
«

Mesopotamia,bringing the Third Dynasty of Ur to an end in 

the beginning of the 2nd millennium;Abraham likewise is 

associated by long-standing Scriptural tradition with Ur. 

The Amorites at the same time or somewhat later invaded 

Palestine and JS^ypt;Abraham 1 a migration follows the same 

line,thoug& it is only the J source that locates him 

actually in EgyptTThe Aaarites apparently brought Arab 

elements in their train to judge from the names in the 

lists given by unorme from Mesopotamia*! documents of the
Q

period and those in the Egyptian jgxecratory texts of Sethe 

ana fosener. In the latter the plurality of cniefs in tnelaame 

locality suggests tne position ox Abraham and Isaac as clients 

or as rivals or A Dime lech oi £erar.in the lignt or sucn 

evidence,tnougn not in itself conclusive,it does seem con 

ceivable that tne period or Amorite penetration witnessed 

the arrival in .Palestine of the Hebrew patriarchs.The archaeo 

logical evidence,however,indicates a long period of unrest 

with repeated phases of racial influx bit. into Syria and 

.Palestine from c.2400 B.C. to the 19th century,so that the 

phrase 'Amorite invasion 1 must remain hopelessly vague*

Reckoning again on the basis or tne statement in l Kings 

vi,l that the foundation of the Temple took place 4bU years 

after the ttxodus and that of J&OCLUS xii,40 (P) tnat tne 

sojourn in JJigypt was 460 years tue activity or «Jw.cob and 

nis sons wouia fall in the same period when .Palestine and 

Syria were occupied mainly by a Semitic or Amorite populat 

ion. The information we have of Syria and .Palestine at this

1.Genesis xii,10-20.This looks suspiciously like a doublet or 
the ^ narrative of the abduction of S*.rah by A b in el e en of 
lierar,Genesis x*,i-io.

2.jjnorme;Les Amorrhe'ens,^ Ixicviii: ,192b,pp.l62 ff.
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time, in the Tale of Sinuhe and the Execratory Texts, does in 

dicate in afgeneral way the conditions which permitted comparative- 

ley free r,ange to. the'.patriarchs, particularly Abraham.

On the other hand these are not the only circumstances 

which would fit the narrative of the patriarchs.

BOhl has pointed out that the chronological scheme which 

reckons back 480 years from the building of the Temple and arrives 

at a period 2160-1880 B.C. for the patriarchs has all the appear 

ance of artificiality and is, indeed, just what we should expect 

in the late Pentateuchal source P and the late redaction of the 

booK of Kings of the same period and tradition. Actually in the 

earlier sources which are more faithful to tribal tradition there 

are statements which are at variance with the statements of the 

priestly source P and the priestly redaction of Kings Rp . Gene 

sis xv, 16 (E^for instance, in the form of prophecy states that 

the Exodus should take place in the fourth generation. Thus Moses

is to be dated four generations after Joseph and the sons of Jacob 
i

or six generations-:, after Abraham. This period of four generations
/

would amount most naturally to about 120 years. Again, the most 

natural reading of the conclusion of Genesis 1,23-M(E) is that 

Joseph T s descendants of the third generation lived to take part

in the Exodus, a fact which is borne out by the statement in Ex-.I-'
odus vi, 16-20 (E) that Moses lived in the third generation after 

Levi. Now these latter statements are all from the E source, 

half a millenium earlier than P. They are not part of a conscious, 

artificial reconstruction of time reckoned in multiples of 12, 40

and 100 for want of an era of date-reckoning, but are apparentlytradition
fragments of genuine tribal/which is cherished in primitive Semitic 

l.B8kl;Das Zeitalter ADrahams,p.20.



communities as faithfully as life itself. Thus it seems that we 

should reckon about a century and a half between the Exodus and 

the descent of Jacob and his sons to Egypt.

In this scheme of reckoning the date of the Exodus is of 

vital importance, and here, though we must take scriptural state 

ments into account, we have thejadvantage of external evidence. The 

frontier fortresses of Palestine in the South and East show signs 

of violence pointing to irruption from the adjacent desert. Of 

these Jericho, Lachish-Tell ed Duweir and Kiryath-Sepher-Tell Beit 

Mirsim are especially noteworthy. Jericho, according to Garstang, 

fell about 1400, in the beginning of the last phase of the Bronze 

age, though apparently life still continued for a period on the 

unwalled site. He was led to this conclusion by the absence of

any inscribed scarabs after the time of imenhotep III and by the
2 

lack of Mycenean pottery which is a feature of the late Bronze

Age in Palestine (1400 - 1200). The latter argument however has 

all the weakness of an argument e silentio. The very situation 

of Jericho, isolated in the deep trough of the Jordan Valley, and 

the disorders of the times to which the Amarna tablets bear witness 

should lead us to expect little trade with Jericho from the Med 

iterranean sea-board. Moreover, Garstangfe argument on the basis of 

the absence of Mycenean pottery is vitiated by the presence of a

few specimens of local imitation of that very ware from a certain
3 tomb at Jericho. Garstang's argument based on the scarabs of Amen-

i \t

hotep III is just as weak. Scarabs'of the Pharaoh (1411 - 1375 BC) 

in a comparatively remote place like Jericho need not be contempor 

aneous with the Pharaoh. They constitute a terminus post quemnot
4

ante quern. In his positive findings on the pottery, all-important

1.Garstang;Annals of Archaeology and Anthropology,xix,1932,D
2. Gars tang; PEFQS,1930,p.l32. n ** fii.
3.Albright;BASOK,58,1935,pp.l2 ff.
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for dating Garstang £as been contradicted by no less an 

expert in tiiat field than H-.Vincent who has repeatedly 

stated his opinion that the pottery which he personally 

examined daring the actual operations indicated that the
  " '  -  -

walls of the town fell about the last   generation of the 

13th century.

A date c.1225 B.C.for the invasion of Jushua fits in 

very well with the evidence which Giueck has adduced from 

TransJordan.On the evidence of surface depositis of pottery 

Giueck has demonstrated that the kingdom of Edom with

clearly demarcated frontiers came into being some time
o

about 1300 B.C. Since the presence of t.iis consolidated

power played a vital part in the Ephraimite tradition of
2 the migration of the $ebrew tribes to Palestine it follows

that that movement must be dated after 1300 B.C.Here B&nl
   

cites the statement of Genesis xxxvi,31-39 (J) that there
 

were eight kings in Euom before there was a king in Israel. 

Thus if we date Saul c.1050 B.C. and reckon an average of 

30 years for each king of Edom we arrive at a date c.1290 B.J. 

for the establishment of the kingdom of Edom.This corroborates
c

Giueck 1 s findings and agrees with the fact noted by De Vaux 

that the Egyptian inscriptions make no mention of Edom until 

the time of E-.mses II (1292-1225 jd.C.).Ao to the duration of 

the desert sojourn the traditional period of forty years 

cannot be pressed too closely.The number forty is used 

repeatedly both in the Old and new Testaments and in general
* A

Oriental tradition to cover an indefinite period of time.

Hence the date c.1225 B.C.,as suggested by Vincent's finding
 

on the pottery of Jericho,would be most suitable as the 

date of the invasion of Joshua by way of Jericho.
*

1.VincentjPEFQS,1931,pp.10^-108.Vincent'b dating is accepted 
by Schaeffer,btratigraphie Comparee..,p,149.Schaeffer, 
however,associates the fall of Jericho,c.1200 B.C. with 
the coming of the Sea Peoples and not with the Hebrews.

2.Giueck; Tiie Other bide of the Jordan,pp.15 ff. 
3.lumbers xx,14 (E).
4.Bb"hl;D*s' Zditalter Abrahams ,p.21.
5.j)e V«ux;RB,xlvi,1937,p.540.
6.Stephan;^tt.aies in Palestinian Customs and Folklore,JPOS, 
VIII,1928,pp.214-222.
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*'rom Lachish there comes the evidence that the city was 

attacked perhaps earlier than the attack on Jericho.Tne town 

was destroyed in the last phase of the .Bronze Age but that
 

may have been somewhat later than the destruction of the 

third temple in the dry fosse below the glacis outside the 

walls.The destruction of this shrine has been dated c.1260 B.c 

which would agree very vvell. with t&e Scriptural trudition of 

an invasion from the South by way of Arad,Suuth-East of 

Hebron,which in a variant form finds an echo in the 

Deuteronomic schematization of the Conquest in Judges i,15 ff. 

Albright,on the other hand,would date the destruction of the
p .- -:     *-"

third temple at Lachich some thirty years later at the 

same time as the destruction of the late Bronze Age town 

of Tell Bcit Mirsim?

However,this last question may be decided,the invasion 

of the Hebrews c.1225 B.C. explains how it comes ajjout 

that in the narrative of the settlement in Palestine there 

is no mention of conflict with the Egyptians.Ii the Hebrew 

invasion had taken place in 1^00 B. rJ.as Gars tang suggests 

the Hebrews would certainly have come into conflict with 

Swti 1 (1313-2:292 B.C.) and. Rconses II (j.292-1225 B;C.) 

both of whom record punitive expeditions to Palestine.

Accepting the invasion of Palestine from the East under 

Joshua in 1225 B.C.and from the South whease Judah with 

Caleb and Othniel operated separately,perhaps a generation 

earlier,we may date the exodus from Egypt roughly about 

1290 in the earlier part of the reign of K*mses II who 

would thus be the Pfcraoh of the Oppression.

l.Starkey;PEFQS,1934,p,174.Starkey has suggested,however, 
that this* date might be lowered to '^ear the close of 
the JLlXth dynasty I ,PEFQS, 1937, p. 239, L^chish II ,1940, p. 22.

2.Albright;T«ll Beit ifcirsim II ,AASOH,JlVII,1936-37,p.78.
3.ibidem,p.66.
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iri his estimate of the period of tne sojourn in Egypt 

howley1justly appraises the authority of certain genealog 

ies which reckon two generations between Levi and Muses2
2 and between Keuben and D»tlian the contemporary of Moses

and three between Judah and Achan in tne next generation. 

Those statements'are all,indeed,from the P source but 

must be taken from older tribal traditions which are most 

jealously guarded in such a community as that of ancient 

Israel.Against this evidence we have the statement or 

exodus ii,40 that the sojourn in iigypt was 450 years and 

01 Genesis xv,13(E) where the sojourn is given prophetic 

ally as 400 years.In the last passage,nowever,at verse 16(E) 

one K».ouus is spoken 01 as in tne lourth generation,thus 

agreeing with the statements from the tribal genealogies
4

just cited from P that two generations intervened between 

the sons of Jacob and the generation of Muses.The 400 

years of G-enesis xv,13 may be explained as due perhaps 

to the conception that in patriarchal times a generation 

was 100 years;In any case it does seem that with ftowley 

we should accept the reckoning by generations rather than 

bu numbers. in tne absence of a definite era of reckoning

430 years would be a difficult period to estimate,especially
5a millennium after the age described.lx we reckon 30 years

as the average span of a generation we may date Levi,for
,'aj fc

instance,90 years before Moses.Thus it Muses and the Israel 

ites left Egypt c.1290 B.C. Levi would flourish c.1380 uud

1.RowieyjBJRL,vol.22,no.1,1938.
2.Exodus vi,lb-ltt,20.Numbers xxvi,57-59.
3.Exodus vi,20.Numbers xxvi,59.
4»Jo&hua vii,1.
5.i)e Vaux reckons 430 years forward from c.1700 B.C., 

having associated Jacob and Joseph with the HyKsos, 
and declares for a date in the first half of the 
13th century.This view,however probable the main con 
clusion as to the date of the Exodus,ignores the other 
Scriptural evidence of the duration of the foetus which 
contradicts the statement of Exodus ii,40 inat the 
period was 430 years.
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Jacob would be active in Palestine c.1420-1*00 E.G. in tne
  ,  

1 2 A-marna age.Tnis cone las ion, which is that of Btthl,Kittel and

Rowley^is borne out by another genealogical note in Ruth iv, 

18-22 where i)«*vid is in the ninth generation after Perez the 

«on of Judah who would thus flourish c.1300 B.C.

Tnus we may place Jacob and his sons in the Amarna age and 

this fits in very well with the facts recorded of them in 

Scripture.In the case of the earlier patriarchs there is little
*

to suggest that the Hebrew sojourn in Palestine assumed any 

greater proportions than peaceful infiltra-tion by comparatively 

small septs.There are,indeed,echoes of clashes but these are 

local squabbles of herdsmen over welle while the martial exploit 

of Abraham in Genesis xiv is quite anomalous and in every 

respect stands outside the patriarchal tradition.Iu short,there

is nothing in the tradition of Abraham and Isaac to indicate
5 tha-t tribes rather than individuals are denoted.Tne case of

Jacob,however,is quite different.He and his brother Esau are 

regarded from the outset as representatives of nations in the
c

oracle to Rebekah through whom they are thus derived,like the 

Knabiru and the tSA GAZ of the Amarna Tablets,directly from

from the worth-East.Jacob'a life of conflict with alternative
7supplanting and displacement,his clashes with Es»au in the Kegeb,

8 9and .East of the Jordan and with L~ban in Giiead indicate

something larger than the peaceful infiltration of Abraham

and the same is suggested by the tradition of the violence of

Jacob an< 
his sons

his sons Simeon and Levi at Shechem .In the saga of Jacob and

l*Bohl;i)as Zeitalter Abrahams,pp.30-31.
2.Kittel; 5th-6th ed.,1923,pp.234 ff.
3.Kowley;Israel's Sojourn in Egypt,p.39.
4.Albright would associate J~cob with the H^ksos and Joseph 
with the K&abiru of the Amarna Tablets,a view which cannot be 
reconciled with the Amarna data nor with Scripture where 
Joseph reached Egypt before J~cob.Archaeology and the date of 
the Hebrew Conquest of Palestine,BASOR,58,1935,pp.10 f±.

5.B8hl;i>*s Zeitalter Abrahams,p. 7. Tne narrative of the birth of 
Moab and Ammon from the daughters' of Lot seems to modify this 
view.

6.Genesis xxv,23 (J).
7.Genesis xxv,29-34 (E),xxvii,42-43 (J),xxviii,10(J).
8.Genesis xxxii(J and £).
9.Genesis xxxi,17 ff.(J and E). 

10.Genesis xxxiv,25-26 (J).
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who are in fact the historical tribes of Israel there is 

no longer any doubt that we are dealing with tribes rather 

than with individuals though the tradition has retained the 

convention of treating the various folk-elements as individu 

als. The stirring life of J*xcob and his sons, and particularly
  A

the episodes about bnechem,do^a suggest very strongly the 

disorders of the Amarna period when, in fact, the Khabiru 

gained control of that town.Tnis exploit may indeed be 

denoted in Genesis xlviii,22 (E) where J^cob assigns to 

Joseph 'one Sixechem above they brothers which I took from 

the hand of the Amorite with my sword and my bow! Furthermore 

the fact that the next occasion on which we encounter Simeon 

is as a tribe in the iMegeb does suggest the historicity of 

the tradition of the declension of t&e power of the Jacob 

tribes in Palestine and the descent of some at least of them 

at least as refugfes southwards to the Egyptian marches. 

Indeed, we are prepared to find such displacement, whether or 

not as the result of famine, after such conditions as those 

described in the Amarna Tablets. We do, in fact find reference

to the admission of Asiatics in t^e time of Huremheb
2 v (1550-1315 B.C.). I * ./alb ^abt instance there may have been

as much policy as philanthropy in the action of the Pharaoh. 

Horemheb was not of the royal line of the'XVIIIth Dynasty

but a usurper who might be glad of external 'support. Such
/

conditions might explain the elevation of Joseph is Egypt. 

Thus if we place Jacob between the Amarna age and the
*

reign of Horemheb, c. 1400-1550 B.C. we might reckon back two 

generations of 30 years to arrive at a date c.1460 lor the 

floruit of Aoraham who would thus be contemporary with 

Tnothmes III (1501-1447 B.C. ) .Tnis would be some 19 yeacs 

after the battle of Megiddo when the remnants of the Northern 

powers and their local allies were finally liquidated

as a political power in Palestine. ir Abraham flourished at
this

1.Knudtzon;289, 23-24. .
2. Breasted; ABE III, W 10 ff.
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time,the trend of folk-movement was not North-East to 

South but vice versa,hence v«: e could hardly associate 

the'patriarch with any significant movement of peoples 

into Palestine.On the other hand,there is nothing in 

Scripture to suggest that Abraham is to be connected 

with any general foik-movement.Circumstances at this 

time would be quite conducive to the free wandering of 

an individual chief and his family such as Abraham is 

represented to be in the various passages in Genesis 

with the exception of the problematical chapter xiv.

Ii instead of reckoning back two normal generations 

of thirty years from Abraham to Ju.cob we adopt the

Scriptural statements that Jacob was 150 ;years old at
1 Phis deathjlsaac 60 at the birth of J«cob and Abraham

«z 
100 at the birth of Isaac,we arrive at t-e date 1540 B.C.

for Abraham at the age of 100.Ou this reckoning 

Abraham 1 & movement into Palestine v>,ould fall in the 

period of the Hyksos domination when Palestine was

part of an empire which stretched from the Euphrates
   - » 

to the wile.lu this case if we were disposedt to admit

the historicity of Abraham 1 * exploit narrated in

Genesis xiv,that might be connected fcith the expulsion

of the htyksos which was begum under Ahmes I (1580-1557 B.C.).
*

Tne statements of the ages of the patriarchs,however, 

are all from the late P source and the info-rmation is 

somewhat too precise and lacking verisimilitude. 

Moreover,while we might treat Abraham and I-aaac as 

individuals,father and son,J<*cob is in a different 

category . In this ca'se we are obviously dealing
'i

1.Genesis xlvii,9 (P).
2.Genesis xxy,26 b (P).
5.Genesis xxi,5 (P).
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not with an individual purely and simply but with a tribe 

.and probably not even with a single tribe but with two 

groups, as seems to be indicated by the tradition which 

bears plain evidence of conflation. Tne subject, as E&nl 

points out, is assigned two wives, Lean and Rachel, two 

concubines, ziipah and Bilhah,and two or even four groups 

of sons;he spends two sojourns in Gs.naan;he has two names, 

Jacob and Israel; there "'are two traditions concerning his 

burial-place, one which refers to his being buried with 

his fathers at the ancestral burying-place at Ifebron? 

where Moslem and Jewish tradition still locates his tomb,

and , again, to the burial rites at the threshing-floor of
3 *

A tad beyond Jordan. Tnus the period covered by the two

tribal groups, Jacob and Israel, and the related tribes, and
 

the process of fusion would in all probability be longer 

than the life of a single individual as the Scriptural narrat 

ive so naively suggests, and may be, in fact, a very long per 

iod since the tribal groups were. not necessarily contemp 

orary.

Htnce while the combined evidence of archaeology and 

the tribal genealogies of Scripture lead us to locate the 

activity of the Jacob-Israel group in the Aiaarna Age, c. 1400
«

B.C. and the descent to Egypt o.i350 B.C. there is no further 

reliable guidance as we seek to probe further back into 

Hebrew Origins and place Abraham and I^aac in their histor 

ical setting since we cannot tell how long J^cob-Israel held 

the field. It seems feasible , however, to relate the movement 

of this group with their close affinities with the Aramaean 

tribes of Mesopotamia to -the movement of peoples after the 

break-up of the Hyksos Empire and the decline of the XVIIIth 

Egyptian Dynasty. Tne activity of J~cob-I..rael in Palestine 

can hardly antedate the Amarna Age but we should remember 

that that group had had a considerable history in Upper 

Mesopotamia where all Jacob's sons except Benjamin are 

bornflikewise certain important phases of

Zeitalter Aorahams »P
2. Genesis xlvii, 30 (J) ,xlix, 29-33 (P) .
3. Genesis 1, 10-11 (J and 3)
i.ften sit jcxx,25(,n,x*..v.l6-?0(Rl.
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the history of the group were enacted last of the Jordan. It 

was here that Jacob, according to the Scriptural narrative, 

received the name Israel which probably indicates the main 

fusion of the various related groups took place there between

the desert and the sown.
23

The French scholars, Lewy and Dhorme associate the west 

ward movement of Abraham and the Hebrew fathers with the Amorite 

movement in the end of the third millenium and there is a certain 

amount of support in the Scriptural narrative for this view. The 

name Abraham and the hypocoristicon Isaac reflect the names of the 

1st Amorite dynasty of Babylon and those of the Egyptian Bxeorat 

ory texts referring to chiefs in Palestine at the end of the 19th
4 " 

century. Lewy cites the old Assyrian texts from Kul Tepe to

show that in the patriarchs 1 worship of the 'god of Abraham 1 or 

f the god of Isaac 1 the Hebrew fathers stood on common ground with 

other Amorite groups in the 20th century who appear from the Kul 

Tepe texts to have maintained this private or tribal worship along 

side that of a great national god such as Assur. Abraham, as has
*\

already been pointed out, has, like the Amorites in the last quar 

ter of the third millenium, contacts with Ur, Harran in Upper Meso 

potamia, and Egypt. Like the Amorite chiefs in Sethe f s f Aechtungs- 

texte f of the 19th century, he shares power with Abiinelech of 

Gerar in the Negeb. Thus as far as the patriarchal narratives may 

reflect the conditions of the time, Abraham may quite well be loc 

ated between the Early and Middle Bronze Age, c.2000- .

On thebther hand, taking our starting-point from the date 

of the Exodus c. 1290 and reckoning back on the basis of the age 

of the patriarch* we may arrive at a period in the early XVIIIth 

dynasty of Egypt or the end of the Hyksos domination for the time
*

of Abraham;

1.Genesis xxxii,24-30(J and JS).
2.Lewy;Les textes paleo-assyriennes et I 1 AT,HHR,ox,1934,pp.28-65. 
3.i)horme;L'Evolution Religieuse d'Ibrael;L~ Religion des h^bretix
nomades,pp.87-95. 

4.Lewy;op.cit.,pp.50 if.
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To support this dating opeiser sees in t:ie patriarchal 

narratives certain statements which seem to reflect

nurrian law as it is known from the Nu.au documents. Sac tie 1' b
2 theft of the teraphim,for instance,is now seen in the light

of that evidence to have been her means to secure to Jacob
 z 

the.right to inherit the property of La.ban.Lu the same

uarrian community provision was made for licensed concubin 

age in the event of sterility of the legal wife,the rights 

of the wife,the concubine and her offspring all being

secured. The case of Abraham and riagar is covered by iMuzian
4 law.When Hagar is driven away with her lad lohmael Abraham't

reluctance is intelligible when we realize that he was 

called upon to decide between trie law which safe-guarded 

the rights of his concubine and her son and that which
»

safe-guarded his wife against the contumacy of the servant. 

In the case of the possession of the teraphim as a title 

to inheritance,we are quite prepared to admit that it may 

reflect Hurrian law since it applies to J^cob whom on 

other grounds we have placed in the Auarna A^e.It is note 

worthy , too, that the incident is located on t.ie marches of
+

the Hurrian area in the North-E^st.Tnis,however,does not 

apply to Abraham or liaac and while the case of Hagar is
«

covered by the legislation of Nuzu it is not certain that 

that part* of the law was specifically Hurrian. Indeed,it 

is found in the ^earlier code of the Amorite Hammurabi
r- *-*

of "Babylon and is supposed by Woolley0 to go back to

1.Speiser;Etnic Movements... ,p.44 , so G.H.Gordon;? -.ralleles 
nouziennes aiix c'outumes de I 1 AT,HB,xliv,1955 ,pp.35 f f. , 
Biblical Customs and the JNuzi i-.olets ,Biolical Arcnaeologist, 
iii,1940,pp.lO rf.

2.Genesis xxxi,14-18 (E),19b (E).
3.G«uid; Tablets from !U A KUk, HA, XXVII ,1926, pp. 49-161, Tablet 51. 

Galling maintains that any correspondence between condit- 
.iont in Genesis and Hurrian law may be otherwise explained 
than by associating the patriarchs with the HyKsos, 
ZDPV Ixii,1939,p.l08.

4.Genesis xxi,9-18 (E).
5.11.144-147,3.A.Cooke;Tne L*ws of k^ses and the Code of

Hammurabi,1903,pp.115-118,140-141. 
6.Woolley;Abraham,1956,pp.151-156.



a Sumerian origin.

A passage which seems to suggest that Abraham is to be dat£d

during or even after the Hyksos period is that concerning his
1 purchase of the cave of Haohpelah at Hebron, where his dealings

are with the'Hittites'. How from the personal and topographic 

names as attested in the Exeeratory Texts there is no suggestion 

of any non-Semitic element in the land before the invasion of the 

Hyksos. After the invasion of the Hyksos, however, as the proper
 

names of the Amarna Texts indicate, there was an influx of North-
them 

ern peoples, among/the Hurrians. It is those that are probably

indicated here as elsewhere by the title 'Hittite'. This passage,
/

however,is from the late P source, at least a millenium after the
/

events described, hence we can hardly expect accuracy in histori-
2 cal detail. It has been pointed out that even the Assyrians in

the 8th century, who had the opportunity of more accurate hist 

orical knowledge than the writer of P, spoke loosely of Syria and 

Palestine as'the land of the Hittitcs', meaning thereby nothing 

more than 'the West 1 . Hence in the case of P, which was probably 

written from the stand-point of Jews in Babylonia, we can hardly

expect more historical accuracy v,t*n the use of the term 'Hittite'
« 

to indicate the non-Hebrew inhabitants of Palestine. In fact,

the individual Ephron , from whom*? Abraham buys the land, bears 

a name which is attested among the Amorite names in the Eicorat 

ory texts applied to the chiefs of 'Jhbw«,Arhob (?), Rwbj, Rabbath 

and Qnj, Qana (?), and appears probably in the theophoric comp 

ounds *piir *anw, the chief of PihJwm,Peila(?) ,J*pJnw of 'Ikspi, 

Achzib (?) arid *prw Isipi of 'I&ipi.Oa the other hand the name
/

might be a variant of the non-Semitic West-Anatolian names cited 

by bundwall among which JjO^/' is attested and other names with 

..,., as a distinctive element.
IT*

1.Genesis xxiii(P).
2.BBhl;Das Zeitalter At)ranams,p.26. v
3.De Vaux;La Palestine et la Transjordanie a la Ilieme millenaire 

et les origines israelites,RB,liii»1946,p.230.
4.Genesis xxiii,8.
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Ix we werje disposed to stress the statements concerning 

Aoraham'b association with various places in Palestine which 

are named in Scripture we might seek archaeological evidence

for a terminus post ciuem.ADraham is found at Suechem which
p 

according t» Vincent, took its origin as a fortified town

c.2000 B.C.As there is nothing in the narrative to suggest
 

that the place was a fortified town in Abraham's time he

might still be placed in the Amorite occupation before the
2 end of the 3rd millennium.On the other hand Hebron is said

A
to have been built seven years befor Zoan in Egypt,identified

with San el Hajar,Tanis,Avaris and Pi-B^mses,the Hyksos
K 

capital in the North-East of the Delta,hence one might be
*  

inclined to date Abraham'& appearance at Hcbron after the 

Hyk&os Invasion.Again,however,there is nothing in the narrat 

ive to suggest that -it the time of Abraham's sojourn Hebron 

was any more than an open settlement.Tne regular transaction 

of land-conveyance might seem to indicate a regular urban
*

settlement at Hebron but here we kave to reckon v»ith the 

tendency of the late P source to anachronism.The preference 

of Abraham for the cave of Machpelah as a burial-place for 

his family was not arbitrary jit was determined by the prox-
,   

imity of a sacred place,possibly the -oak of Mamre.Thus the 

^narrative of the regular purchase of the cave may have been 

the device of the late hand of P to obscure the fact, that 

Abraham sought * resting-place for hi& family in the pre 

cinct of a non-Hebrew sanctuary.Tne fact that he built an

7 altar to Jahweh seems to indicate that Abraham's sojourn

must be dated before the urban settlement of Hebron.

1.Genesis xii,6 (J).
S.Vincent RB,xxxvi , 1927 ,p. -121. x .
5.De Vaux;Les patriarches hlbreux et les decouvertes modernes,
RJ3 Iv, 1948 ,p.325.De Vuux notes that th,e Suechemites, according 

to the statement of Genesis xxxiv,14 ff,did not practise 
circumcision.He concludes that they were not Semites.This 
incident,however,does not concern Abraham but Jacob,hence 
falls after the Hyksos Invasion in our view.

4.Numbers xiii,22.
5.Montet;TL,nis,Avaris et Pi- namses, RB,xxxix,193C,pp.5-28. 
e.Altjier Gott der Vater, 1929 ,pp.7,3 ,r>5,58. 
7.Genesis ̂ xiii,18 (J).
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buch a statement as t&at of Genesis xiii,7 ( J ) that 

the Canaanite and the Perizzite TV ere then in tjie land might, 

so far as the second term is concerned, be taken to refer 

to thelHyksos occupation or later. Again, however, it might 

be a loose reference to the non-Israelite population before 

the Conquest. As far as historical accuracy may be looked

for in such statements, the J narrative locates Aoraham at
2 Shechem when 'the Canaanite was then in the landj Jhhus re

ferring ostensibly to the time before the non-bemitic

elements had entered the land with the Hyksos.
 

A stronger case for locating Abraham in the Hyksos age 

or the immediate post-tiyksos period in the XVIII th Dynasty 

might be made on the basis of his association with Hagar, 

the Egyptian slave-girl. In Aoraham' t> association with Egypt 

we are quite prepared to find him in the role of the 

oppressed as when his wife Sarah is abducted into an Egyptian 1
 z

harem. '/ye are less prepared to find an Egyptian slave in 

a poor nomad tribe. There are two periods when the latter 

relationship might be possible, first at the end of the

3rd millennium when the power of iigypt even in the Delta
4 succumbed to the Amorite invaders and then in the period

of the Hyksos domination, 1750-1580 B.G.Ii we are to account
5 for the humiliation of Sarah in Egypt as well as for the

enslavement of the Egyptian Hagar to Abraham the latter 

period would better suit the ease^it might better account

for the fact that Hagar herself took an Egyptian w&£e>:'for

7her son Ibhmael.On the other hand, it is questionable if we

may press the significance of the term 'Egyptian' too

closely as applied to Hagar -and the wife she takes for
Ishm&el.

1.vide supra, p^). 70-71.
2. Genesis xii,6.
3. Genesis xii, 10-20 ( J ) .
4.Albright;The Egyptian Empire in \sia in the 21st Century 

B.C., JPOS , VIII ,1928 , p . 251 .
5. Genesis xii, 14-15.
6.Galling;HyK.sos Herrschaft und Hyksos Kultur, ZDPV, I:<;ii , 

1939, p. 93.
7. Genesis xxi,21 (E) .
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Egypt may be. conceived of as extending into Asia as far

as the 'Waai of; Egypt', t/ie V*adi el Arish.KtAgar may thus
  

have Seen a woman of the Bedouin of the wortn Sinai desert.

In tuis connection it is noteworthy that in all ages affin 

ities between the ITegeb and Egypt have been 'strong. "i£ far 

Worth as Lachish in the I3th-l2th century a system of dat 

ing was in use which had reference to the Inundation of 

the iMile,and in the vicinity of U»za and even as far as 

the Snephelah one may still note E&yptian peculiarities 

in the local dialect of Arabic.Again there was a continual 

ebband flow between Palestine and the Dcitx as is clearly 

implied in the inscription of tiuremheb,the first Pnaraoh 

of the *IXth Dynasty (1550-1315 B.C.)recording his relief

of Asiatic nomads by admitting them into the D«lta 'after
p 

the tanner of their fathers from the beginning! Again,one

must bear in mind that Egypt consists in a narrow green 

strip along the Nile with the desert,the home of the Bed 

ouin, very near.Territorially tge greater part of Egypt is 

desert.Tnus the term Egyptian applied to Hagar may have 

a local rather than an ethnic significance.The whole incid 

ent of Sarahi and the Priaraoh must strike us as strange.

It seems,however,too obviously a doublet of the E narrat-
3 ive of Sarah and Abimelech at Gerar to be authentic and,

in fact,tending as it does to rank Abraham,the father of 

the race,with PAaraoh,it strongly suggests the apologetic 

ofa Jcsephus when he seeks to vindicate the claim of the

Jews to a place among the nations of the JeUst by identify-
4 ing. them with the Hyksos.

IVe fact,however,that the story thus reiterated does not 

reflect any moral credit upon Abraham but the positive

l.Starkey;PEFQS,1937,p.238.
2.Breasted;ARE,III, $ f!0.
3.Genesis xx,1-18.
4. Josephus;COixtra Apionem , i ,33-94.
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reverse may be taken as the strongest authentication of 

the narrative,though not in the J version but in the cor 

responding version in E wnere the abductor of S-.rah is 

#ot the Pnaraoh but AJaimelech of Gerar.Tnis passage has 

every aspect of a genuine tradition.Tue story is so 

discreditable to Abraham that there seems no point in its 

introduction here and its reproduction in the Isaac saga 

in Genesis xxvi,6-l2 (J) if it were not genuine.lt is not 

even subservient to political pjyofcageibic as in the passage 

which'attributes the abduction to Puaraoh.Again,while we 

might suspect that the appearance of Abraham at Shechem, 

Bethel,Hebron and Beersheba might have been devised in 

later times to authenticate tbose places as sanctuaries 

dating from pre-Israelite times,the same cannot be said 

of his association with Gerar.Gerar plays no part in the 

religious life of the Hebrews in any period or in any 

tradition.The significance of Gerar,as the patriarchal narr 

ative suggests,is purely political or strategic.Tne town 

was an Egyptian frontier-post.

Gerar has been variously identified.Sir Flinders Petrie 

identified the place with Tell Jemmeh,a considerable mound 

which is now being fast undermined by the winter floods 

of the Wadi Ghazzeh.Iii its location we may suppose that it 

was one of the three fortresses defending the line of the 

Wadi Gnazzeh on which we find Tell el F^r 1 * some eight miles 

to the South-East and Tell Ajju.1 six miles to the North- 

West* at the mouth .of the Wadi.Trie first determinate period 

of the occupation of this site is early in the Icite Bronze 

Age (1600-1200 B.C.),being associated with the XVIIIth 

Dynasty after the expulsion of the Hyksos in 1580 B.C. 

Unfortunately there is no means of conclusively identifying

1.Petrie;Gerar,1928,p.1.
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this site withn Gerar except the proximity of a small ruin 

Knirbet Umm Jeriar some two miles to the l^othwest on the 

other" side oft the Wadi.lt is presumed that this name sig 

nifies some place the mother of which was Gerar.Gerar,it 

is presumed,must be sought in the vicinity.This method of 

identification,however,is notoriously uncertain.

Abel,on the other hand,accepts the arguments of Alt, 

Galling and Olermont-Ganneau who identify Gerar with
\

Tell esh Sheri*ah fifteen miles further East.Tnis is actu 

ally more in agreement with the statement in Eusebius Onoin-
o 

asticon that Gerar was 25 Roman miles from KLeutheropolis.

Between Eleuthropolis-Bcit Jibrin and Tell esh Sneri c ah

the distance is actually 22 English miles as the crow flies.

Tnis location,moreover,would better suit the description
2 of the campaign of Asa who smote Gerar and the surrounding

places after the raid of Zerah the Gushite.Ii is question 

able $f Asa would be strong enough to carry war so far 

into the country of the Pnilistines as Tell Jemmeh six 

miles from Gaza,one of their principal cities or that,pre 

suming he did so,the Pnilistines should not have retaliated.

tnij. we could indeed accept Tell Jemmeh as the site of 

Gerar the fact that organized occupation of the place 

be^an in the XVIIIth Dynasty would enable us to date Ab 

raham with*relative precision to that period,though it 

must be admitted that Petrie does acknowledge that there 

are traces of an indeterminate nature of previous occupat 

ion of Tell Jemmeh.Hence in the present state of uncertainty 

as to*the identification of Gerar we cannot use th* 

archaeological evidence from Tell Jemmeh to fix tha date

of ADraham.

Indepently,however,"of the identification of Gerar, the 

narrative which centres about this place does indicate 

that Abraham's sojourn is to be placed in the period of 

the XVIII t/h Dynasty after the expulsion of the Hyksos. 

There in addition to Aoimelech the local chief of the place

1.Abel:Ge'ographie de la Palestine ,11,pp.350-551
2.Eusebius:Onomasticon,ed.Klostermann.60 l fl 
.3.II Gnronicles,xiv,12. ' v,i.«.
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we hear of a professional soldier,head of a. regular garrison 

The conditions are just what we find in the communities in 

Syria and Palestine in the Amarna Period and are what we 

should expect in a frontier fortress in the Wcgeb after the 

expulsion of the Hyksos.i'ne name,or ratjier the title of 

the commandant is highly significantjit is Pnicol which 

is surely the Egyptian Pe-Knur,'the Hurrian 1 . Txxis title 1- 

would be impossible before the Hyksos Invasion;it would 

be pointless during the hyksos occupation.lt must be a local, 

not ethnic title dating from the time when the Egyptians 

knew Palestine as Knur.Oi the use of this term there is 

no evidence before the time of the XVIIIth Dynasty.

In hesitating to assign an accurate date to Aoraham we 

are so far in agreement with HEh.Howley who writes:'We 

have no means of knowing.....how far the Amarna Age was 

from the age of Abraham]There does,however,seem to be
 

evidence that Abraham 1 a age did endure until the expulsion 
of the ttyksos and the establishment of the XVIIIth Dynasty. 

At the same time we are not prepared to dissociate 

Aoraham entirely from the Amorite penetration at the end

of the 3rd millennium.This would preclude the view of Bnhl
2 that Aoraham is to be treated purely as an individual and

that of Alt whose view of Abraham as a receiver of revelation 

and a founder pf a cult,'Oifenbarungsempfanger und
 z

Kultstiffter 1, amounts to the same.BBiil 1 ~ contention holds
!

good that if tribal history were being consciously recorded 

and the narrative of the patriarchs compiled after the 

Hebrew invasion in order to give them a title to the land

we should have a definite attempt to glorify the patriarchs" 4 
and make of them not shepherds but warriors and heroes.Our

view is that v.e have a case of telescoping of various trad 

itions of the earliest Hebrew sojourn subsumed under the

1.Bowley;Israel's Sojourn inh Bgypt,p.45.
2.Btthl;Das Zeitaltef Aurahams,pp.37-38. 
S.AltjDer Gott der Vater,p.51. 
4.B8hl;op.cit.,p.39.
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naoie of .iDrsihaoi :ind Isaac and covering the r.erioa from 

from the Amorite penetration at the end 01 the 3rd ail.: 

ennium or the beginning of the 2nd until the rise of 

the rvilith Dynasty in the loth century.
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IV.

The ReJtligion of Palestine in the Second Millennium 

as a clue to the Racial and social affinities of the inhab 

itants.   .,;

i.The Deities.

The material evidence for the religious situation in 

Palestine before the Hebrew Invasion cannot be said to be 

abundant or impressive.Until quite recently there was no 

documentary evidence except the later sources,the Old Testa 

ment, which was openly inimical to unorthodox beliefs and 

practices,Phoenician inscriptions,generally from the latter 

half of the 1st millennium,Lucian of S*mosata,whose inform 

ation relates to little more than the T»mmuz-Aaonis cult, 

and Pnilo of Byblos who claimed the authority of S*nchunia- 

thon who lived at the time of the Trojan War,Therefore 

about 1200 B.C.,but handled his source rather tendenviously, 

Now,however,our knowledge of the religion of Canaan has 

vastly increased as the result of archaeological research. 

The material evidence from Palestine is still comparatively 

scanty but such matter as has come to light may be better 

appraised in the light of such rich documentary evidence 

as the Ras Shamra texts and the Egyptian EUecratory texts, 

neither,indeed,from Palestine but both intimately connected 

with the land and its culture. Iu the theophoric names of 

the Palestinian chiefs in the EjLecratory texts and in the 

mythological texts of R«*s Shamra we have first-hand evidence 

of religious conditions in C»naan in the 2nd millennium B.C.

l.lt is not of course,suggested that the R*s Snamra texts 
emanate from Palestine,as Virolleaud and Dussaud maintain. 
Nevertheless the reflection of their imagery and themes 
in the poetical portions of the 0-i.d Testament indicate 
that they were representative of a general 0*naanite 
tradition known in Palestine as well as Syria.
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The view was held by Baudissin that there was no system 

atic Phoenician pantheon,each autonomous town on the Syrian
' - O

coast worshipping its own particular deity.The Has Shamra Texts 

explode this theory.There was,in fact,a highly-organized pan 

theon with regular ritual and mythology,the elaborate literary 

form of which presupposes centuries of development.The later 

political development in Syria may have brought about a 

certain tendency to local variations with emphasis on the 

worship and conception of the several deities but such archaeo 

logical and documentary evidence as we possess does point to 

a comparatively uniform religious system,the most prominent 

aspect of which in the 15th-14th century was the fertility 

theme.We believe that the mythological and liturgical texts 

from Eas Shamra reproduce in the fullest form so far available 

the essentials of a picture of the general religious situation 

in the Ancient Near East of which we have possessed hitherto 

.but a sketchy outline.

A detailed study of the religious situation at Ras Shamra 

should thus serve not only to supplement and fill out our 

scanty information of the condition of patriarchal Palestine 

but will also induce us to seek for an explanation of differ 

ences which,we maintain,are as significant and obvious as the 

correspondences.Moreover,we may be enabled by such an investigat 

ion not only to control other evidence of the religious situat 

ion in contemporary Palestine but also to assess the value of

the later f Phoenician inscriptions as evidence and illustration
2 of such conditions.A case in point is Dussaud's use of the

Phoenician tariffs of sacrifice from Marseilles and Carthage 

to prove the antiquity of the sacrificial system of the Penta 

teuch which in its literary form is a product of the Exilic or

1.W.von BaudissinjZDMG, lix,1905,p.498,note 2.ef.Dussaud;BHR,civ, 
1931,p.357. ^ ,

2.Dussaud;Les Origines cana^neennes du Sacrifice; Israelite., 
2nd ed.1941,pp.62 ff.
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even of the post-Exilic period.

The senior god in the Ugaritic pantheon was El.This app 

ears in the texts as the proper name of a particular deity 

and is not merely a common noun., for the divine.This is 

apparent from the mythological texts and most notably from the 

offering lists where El is named with his appropriate offering 

together with the other deities of Ugarit.

In the mythological texts there are certain traces of a 

double stratum of religion at Ugarit with an earlier and later 

pantheon,not indeed always quite distinct since there was nat 

urally a community of function which led to assimilation as

well as conflict.This aspect of the'religion of Ras Shamra is
o 

brought out most clearly by Nielsen who uses his knowledge

of South Arabian antiquity to demonstrate that as distinct 

from the fertility deities of Syria,notably Ba*al-Hadad and 

CAnat,the more primitive pantheon is to be associated with 

the desert hinterland with which the Amorite element in the 

population of Ugarit once had close affinities.With this 

theory in the main we should agree since the findings of field 

archaeology in Syria and Palestine do,in fact,unanimously att 

est an irruption of a ruder race into the sedentary civilization 

of the land and a distinct deterioration of culture in the last 

quarter of the second millennium.When life resumed its normal 

tenour the population,on the evidence of personal and place- 

names,is akin to the Amorite names of the First Babylonian Dyn 

asty. Their social constitution is apparently tribal and there
2 are other indications of their desert affinities.

It is to this more primitive stratum of religion that 

El belongs.In spite of later developments,however,the Semites

I.It woulcl be more accurate to speak of a primitive and a 
developed stratum of religion,since the former may have 
been introduced by invaders in the 19th century represented 
by the chiefs named in the Execratory Texts but socially 
and culturally more primitive hence'earlier'than the sedentary 
population of Ugarit who had a temple to Ba cal by c.2000 B.C.

2.NielsenjRas Shamra Mythologie und tiblische Theologie,1936.
3.vide supra,pp.54 ff.
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of Ugarit were so far true to their primitive tradition that 

they still in the 14th century regarded El as the senior 

deity though his position,broadly speaking,is rather an honor 

ary one,the most active deity being Ba^al-Hadad.

The dignity of El is indicated by the titles given to
 i 

him.He is termed 'ab sam} 'the father of years,a title

reminiscent of f the ancient of days' in the Book of Daniel. 

Dussaud would explain this title as referring to the function 

of El in regulating the seasons.This conclusion is suggested

to him by the fact that the sun is not otherwise represented
3in due proportion in the texts.Nielsenjhowever,is much nearer

the truth in taking El as a lunar deity and 'Ajbrt his consort 

as a sun-goddess.It is noteworthy that sps,the Ras Shamra 

term for the sun,is feminine as in Arabic.That Uielsen is 

right in distinguishing between El and the sun is indicated

by the Aramaic inscription o£ the 8th century of Panammu
4and Bar Rekub where El takes precedence over Shamash.Insofar

as Dussaud may be right in explaining the title Jab snm as re 

ferring to El f s regulation of the seasons,it is just as likely

that the moon should regulate the seasons as the sun.In fact
5the Babylonian Creation myth Enuma elish assigns to the moon- 

god the function of 'determining days' and the Semites without 

exception had,as the Arabs still have,not a solar but a lunar 

year.He is also mlk,' king 1,a title which,applied to Jahweh, 

has been thought to have a ritual sense reflecting the condit 

ions of the Hebrew monarchy,a view which must surely be very

1 B Gordon,49,col.i,1.8.
2!Dussaud;RHR,civ,193l,p.358.
S.NielsenjRas Shamra Kythologie....,pp.27 ff.
4.G.A.CookejNSI,61,62,pp.l59 ff.
5.Enuma elish,tablet v,11.15-18.Gressmann,AOT,1909,p.20.
6.Mowinckel;Das Thronbestfeigungsfest Jahwls und der Ursprung 

der Eschatologie,Psalmenstudien 11,1922. 
H.SchmidtjDie Thronfahrt Jahwehs,1927.
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seriously modified1^ the light of evidence from Pas Shamra. 

He is often spoken of as El the Bull,j;r 1 el,which may refer 

to his strength or to his procreative vigour or to his origin 

al character as the deity manifest in the moon of which Nielsen 

points out that the bull is the symbol in South Arabian

mythology.However we may explain the title _tr ''el,it is remark-
Pable that the $od of Jacob is spoken of as TZ% which means

also 'bull!Since we find the fertility god Ba c al in the Ras
2 Shamra mythology mating with a heifer presumably as a bull,

this may be a point in which £1 and Ba c al were assimilated,as 

Jahweh and Ba*al were at Dan in the time of Jeroboam and 

possibly earlier.Hence the title tx 'el probably indicates 

the procreative power which in primitive thought was the 

prerogative of El.This view gains ground when we find El 

characterized as *ab 'admjthe Father of Man 1 and as the head
A

of the divine family who are called bn 'el or mphrt bn * el ,
5the fathering of the sons of Ell In the only text in the

Has Shamra literature where El plays a really active part 

other than advisory or consultative,he begets offspring of whom
/

the first are the divine twins Shr and Sim,the two hypostases 

of *Attar of South Arabian mythology,the morning and evening 

star.Here we seem to be moving definitely in the atmosphere 

of Genesis vi,l-4 (J) which describes the amours of the ! sons 

of Sod'with the daughters of men.The same tradition again makes

its appearance in Job xxxviii,7 which mentions the T sons of
gGod f *» parallel with 'morning-stars!

In the main,however,El gives place to Ba c al as an active
i

1.As has already been admirably cone before the Has bhamri
discoveries by iJissfaldt:Jahweh als K8nig,ZAW,xlvi,1928,pp.84 ff. 
N.W.Porteous,The Kingship of Adonai in Pre-Exilic Hebrew 
Religion, Lectiones in vetere Testamento... ,5,1938.

2.Genesis xlix,24 (J). 
5.Gordon,67,col.v,1.17.
4.Gordon,2,11.17,54 etc.
5.Gordon,52. .
6.In both of these passages,however, £'/>7* is used and not
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deity at Ugarit.He is still consulted and gives his final 

consent in crises in the fertility drama, as when, for instance, 

he agrees to the suggestion of >A_trt that her son *A_ttr 

should reign in place of Ba*al who has been overcome and

has not yet risen from the underworld. Again he is consulted
o

by 'A_trt in the question of building a temple to Ba^alTIn

another passage he allows himself to be wheedled into acquiescence
v

by the redoubtable virgin *Anat who wins his consent by the
3gift of rejuvenation. He is, however, always respectfully address

ed by gods and men. He is mlk,the king,bny bnwt, Creator of Created 

Things, 'ab >adm,the Father of Manjbefore him the gods prostrate 

"^aemselves and acknowledge his word to be eternal wisdom,

thmk 'el tykm A 
hkmt % '1m... 

'Thy word,0 El is wise, 
Thou art eternally wise...'

In the Keret text we see the relationship of 31 to man.
*

While we should probably take the title *ab >adm, Father of Man, 

in a physical sense, there is probably some ritual bond between 

El «md the king who addresses him as his father. Again there 

is a definite ethical aspect of the nature of El who is re 

peatedly termed Ltpn 'el dp>ed,The Kindly One, El, the Merciful, 

which corresponds to Arabic

and recalls * n / *f\ *JJl of the Qur'an.We seem to

be very close to the God of the patriarchs who called Abraham

5to be his friend.Quite as in the patriarchal narratives, too,
CL

El reveals his purpose to Keret in a dream and the final
»

purport of that revelation was, as in the case of the .patriarchs, 

the promise of progeny. The moral aspect of the character of
/

El "is seen again in his directive to Keret to do no violence

I.Gordon, 49. 
2.ibidem,51,col.iv.
3. ibidem, *nt, col. v, 11. 32-33.
4. ibidem, 51, col. iv, 1.41; <nt, col. v, 1.39..
5. The expression is not actually found in the patriarchal 

narratives but in Isaiah xli,8.
6.bhlm//bshrt,I K, 11. 35-36.
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to the town of *udm}This suggests the forbearance of God who 

allows himself to be entreated by Abraham to spare the cities 

of the plain if but a quantum of just men should be found 

there.In the Ras Shamra texts as in the patriarchal narratives 

there is^kindly tolerant note with no suggestion of the fierce, 

uncompromising faith of the Hebrew invaders which laid Arad 

and Jericho in total ruin ad maiorem dei gloriam.

The clear evidence of the Ras Shamra texts that El was 

not the general conception of divinity but a particular deity 

opens up the whole question of the significance of the *el 

or Mlu element in theophoric names.In the data of this nature 

from Mesopotamia it emerges now as probable that,though 'ilu 

is found as a general term,as,indeed,it occurs also at Ras 

Shamra,there are undoubted cases of its use as the proper name 

of a particular deity,specifically the supreme god of the old 

Amorite pantheon.In Palestine too the Egyptian Execratory Texts 

attest the worship of El,though it must be admitted that the
*

'el element as a proper name in the theophoric names in those 

texts { is less frequent than we should imagine considering the 

affinities of the people name*.There are cases here too of the 

generic use of 'el but,on the other hand,in such cases as 

Ynki-ilu or Tjpi-ilu where >el appears with a verbal predicate 

the noun is almost certainly to be read as a proper name.Those 

instances,however,tell us very little about men T s conceptions 

of El,nothing being predicated of him which might not be sAid 

of any other god.Indeed,in the later lot of Execratory Texts 

deciphered by Posener the field is already being occupied by 

Hadad who appears in the Ras Shamra Texts as the hypostasis of 

Ba«al.

In the Old Testament in personal names where 'el appears 

with the afformative y,we may have the noun as a generic term 

with the possessive suffix.Where it appears,however,in place-

1.1 K,11.116-117.
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names and proper noftns without; such a suffix arid with the other 

element a verb or predicate we are probably justified in treating 

>el as a proper naun.Such cases are the place-names Yibne'el, 

Yizre\el,Yiphtah*el,Yirpe*el and >E1 ro'i and the personal 

naaes Yishma c ->el,Palti'el,fie*u>el and Israfel.Another case 

of II used as a proper neon; which might be established even 

without the heip of the new evidence is that of ^Xtl* O>* £*
!  r / ' *' *   

where the common noun \?£# is obviously used t'o define the 

proper noun 7*.Such instances definitely relate the worship 

of the patriarchs and their contemporaries in Palestine to the 

particular deity El whom we now know more fully as the supreme 

god of the pantheon of ancient Ugarit.How much El may have origin 

ally had in common with Jahweh is still obscure but we note that 

the father-in law of Moses who mediated so much $o his son-in- 

law of the worship of Jahweh whose priest he was,was named 

Ee^u^eljthe Friend of El.Certainly El of the Has Shamra Texts 

as Ltpn,the Kindly One,was a god who might give a father 

confidence to name his son Re*u*el and it'does seem that in 

this belief in El we have already in the 2nd millennium a 

belief in a rational and moral deity in distinction to the 

impersonal forces of nature or vague local numina attached to 

springs,rocks and trees,such a deity in fact,who brought 

cosmos out of chaos and f saw what he had made and behold 

it was very good!(P)

Ba*al,known in his various local manifestations in the Old 

Testament as the fertility-god par excellence,is the deified 

principle of fertility at Bas Shamra,his pre-eminence being signi 

fied by the fact that one of the two temples discovered there 

was dedicated to him,the other being to Dagon whose son Ba<al . 

is termed,bn dgn.In the mythology of Has Shamra Ba c al reigned

l.'Al'eyn b cl//bn dgn,Gordon,76,col.iii,11.11-15 etc.
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supreme from the beginning of the agricultural year in the 

autumn when the early rains fell until the drought of summer 

when the verdure wilted and the corn ripened to harvest. 

Then Mt,to whom we believe the older god *A,ttr was in a measure 

assimilated, challenged his supremacy , engaged him in conflict, 

overpowered him and consigned him to the underworld. The vac 

ant throne of Ba eal was then filled temprarily by *A_ttr, 

the son of JAfrrt the consort of El. He is nevertheless champ-
/ *

ioned by his sister the goddess ^Anat who eventually pre 

vails over Mt whose discomfiture is complete when the corn 

is reaped and threshed,

bn 'elm mt 
bfyrb tbq tnn 
bhtr tdry nn 
b*e§t tSrpnn 
brhm tthnn 
bsd tdr*nn 
s'erh It'Akl <srm 
mnth

! She siezes Mt the son of El 5
She cuts him with the sickle;
She scatters him with the shovel;
She parches him with fire;
She grinds him with the mill- stone,
She scatters him in the field;
His flesh shall the birds eat;
His fate shall be complete....'

o 
A temple is then built for Ba'al in anticipation of his reviv

al and being completed is consecrated by generous sacrifices 

recalling the hecatombs of Solomon on the building of the Temple 

at Jerusalem. A notable feature of this house of Ba*al is an 

aperture, *urb//hln which is opened in the roof in connection
 z

with the early rainsYprobably a rite of sympathetic magic

to prompt the opening of the windows of heaven which is ass-
4 ociated with rain in the Fldod narrative. We thus know the

season at which the temple of Ba'al was completed, the season 

of the early rains, October, when the New Year Festival fell.

1. Gordon, 49, col. ii, 11. 50-56. cf .Leviticus ii, 14, vide infra, p.
2. ibidem, 51.
5. ibidem, col. v, 11. 126-127, col. vii, 11. 17-51.
4. Genesis vii, 11.
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We recollect here that it was precisely at this season,in the 

seventh month,Ethanim,that the Temple at Jerusalem was ready 

to receive the Ark^Here we may detect the process of syncret 

ism in the worship 6f Jahweh and that of Ba'al in Palestine. 

Ba (al is eventually revived and takes his place in his temple 

on his royal throne and with the early') rains of autumn the 

New Year begins.

As we study the attributes and function of Ba cal,especi 

ally in his hypostasis as Hadad,the god of storm and rain- 

cloud who utters his voice in the heavens,who mounts the
2clouds,rkb fcrpt, and when we consider the close correspondence

between the circumstances of the dedication of the temple 

of Ba cal at Ras Shamra and that of the Temple at Jerusalem, 

we conclude that the cult of the Syrian Ba cal as attested at 

Ras Shamra must also have been practised in Palestine.lt is 

possible,of course,that the alliance between Solomon and the 

Phoenicians,who built the Temple,may account for some of the 

common elements in the cult of Ba cal and that 0& Jahweh.There 

is reason to suppose,however,that Solomon was no innovator 

in this particular.All through the period of the Judges there 

was a tendency to go f a-whoring after the Ba calim ! ,language 

which is not mere invective but seems to reflect the nature 

of the cult to which the Hebrews were seduced.
X

Much of what we have just said of Ba cal and his cult 

presupposes the identity of 'Al*eyn with Ba cal in the Ras 

Shamra texts.This is not universally accepted and it is 

contended that ^Al'eyn Ba*al is not a composite title but 

means *Al'eyn the son of Ba c al,a theory which really relies
rM

on the support of only one passage where the ptase >Al*eyn
 » / 

bn b c l occurs .This at first sight means *Al>eyn the son of

I.I Kings viii,2. 
.2.So De Langhe who demonstrates that rkb does not necessarily

imply a chariot,Handelingen van het zwentiende Flaamse
Pilologencongres,Louvain, 1948,pp.96-97.However -fr/bpy-S .10?
of Ps.lxviii,5 and />/0} a'J? St*) of Ps.civ,3 certainly"
reflect the imagery of the Has'Shamra poems. 

3.Gordon,67,c o1.ii,11.17-18.
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Ba**l.H.JtJ«uerthowever,as early as 1933 suspected that not 

two figures but one might be denoted.He would explain >Al>eyn 

as a derivative of the verb l'y, f i/o be strong,ablelWe take 

'Al*eyn as an adjective with prosthetic aleph and energic 

final nun.The significance of the title 'Al*eyn Ba c al is 

elucidated along the lines suggested by B«.uer in several

passages where 'Al'eyn Ba c al occurs in parallel to >al*ey
fj 

qrdm, f the Weilder of the axel.The phrase 'Al'eyn ton'b*!.'..is

unusual perhaps but not impossible in the sense 'the mighty 

son,Ba c alJOn the other hand,the phrase may be suspect as 

a hapax legomenon. Textual corruption in the Bas SJaamra texts 

is rare,indeed,but not unknown.lt is possible that the 

copyist wrote b of b c l then raising his eyes to the original 

wrote in error the n of the previous word 'Al*eyn or it may 

even be that the original from which the copy was made ran 

not from left to right as the text we possess but from right 

to left as the alphabetic cuneiform inscription on the 

knife-blade from the vicinity of Bethshan.Tids would increase 

the possibility of such a scribal error/as we tentatively 

suggest.On the other hand,if the corruption occurred in this 

way more errors would be found than exist in the texts. 

Anothet explanation of the phrase,that which appeals most
 *

to us,is that here we have a trace of the process of assimil 

ation of the mighty warrior H«.dad,the storm-god,to Ba <al, 

the fertility-god of the settled land.

The title ,'Al'eyn applied to Ba'al in the way indicated 

seems to give us a definite connection with patriarchal 

Palestine.In a temple of the L*te Bronze Age at Bethshan
t

dated c.1400 B.C.in the latter period of the Egyptian XVIIlTh 

Dynasty a stele was found depicting in relief with hieroglyphic

1.H.Bauer;ZAW,li,1933,p.86,note.
2.Gordon,51,col.viii,34-35;67,col.ii,10-11; tnt,col.iii,ll.

This militates seriously against the view of Birkeland 
that 'Al'eyn is associated with )'$* and refers to the 
aspect of the god as a vegetation deity,specifically a 
Taramuz figure,Zur Erklarung von >Ai>cyn in den Texten von 
Has aiamra,Norsk Tidsskrift for bprogvidenskap,IX,1933, 
pp.338-345.
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inscription a god named MekalTThe name has been derived 

from the root fe* ,'to eat 1 and it has been thought that 

the god was Besef,the god of pestilence,'the Great Devocrerl 

This theory seemed to be supported by a double panelled 

relief in black basalt depicting the conflict of a dog,taken
t

to be the temple guardian,and a lion, the animal of ITergal, 

the Mesopotamian counterpart of the West-Semitic Besef.The 

stone of this relief is basalt which indicates that it might 

be native to the district but the art is evidently North- 

Eastern and not native,so that the piece is probably an 

importation,a trophy of the Hittite wars,perhaps,and there 

fore no argument in favour.of the identification of Mekal 

with ReSef.In his study of this stele,however,Vincent
o

notes characteristics of Ba*al militant.He explains the name 

as a derivative not of 73% but rather of 5j*,'to be potent \ 

a more probable explanation.In this case it seems to us that 

we have a close correspondence with ?Al*eyn Ba*al of Has Shamra. 

This conclusion is confirmed by a stele found in an adjacent 

temple to Antit,the Egyptian form of cAnat,the sister of 

Ba*al in the Bas Shamra texts.

The cult of Ba*al as a fertility deity is well enough 

attested in Palestine where he was worshipped in various 

local manifestations throughout the period of the Hebrew 

occupation.As we trace the cult of Ba c al back beyond this 

period we have the abundant evidence of proper names in 

the Amarna Texts for the cult of Ba*-al or Addu-Hadad in Palest 

ine as early as the end of the 15th century to which we should 

add the Mekal stele fronBeisan.There are other traces in 

the shape of copper statuettes of the god in a conical 

horned cap and short kilt,the right hand raised to brandish 

a mace or perhaps battle-axe and the left holding a second 

weapon.Such figurines have been found at Tell'ed Duweir in
»

the ruins of the first temple in the fosse outside the wall

1.A.Bowe;The Topography and, History of Bethshan,1930,p.l4,P1.33.
2.H.Vincent;Le dieu cana^neen,,,et sa paredre,BB,xxxvii,1928.
3.Dated by Starkeylc. 1480-1420 B.C. ,PEFQS,1936,p.l85,
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and at Megiddo1 .The significance of these figurines is that 

they reproduce exactly in every feature Similar figurines 

and reliefs of Ba<al from Ras Shamra2and the seaward settle 

ment of Minet el Beida?This is the representation of Ba'al 

militant, Hl*eyn Ba*al.
A

Dussaud has noticed the total absence of Bac al from the 

patriarchal legends -in Genesis which otherwise are held to 

produce so faithfully the conditions of an early age which 

could scarcely nave been dne to the imagination of later 

writers. Thus Dussaud would argue that the absence of Ba*al 

in those narratives is a definite sign that they reproduce 

very fully and faithfully earlier sources.lt further suggests 

to him that Ba cal was a stranger to patriarchal Palestine. 

Maintaining his theory of the Northward migration of the an 

cestors of the Phoenicians through Palestine, Dussaud explains 

the phenomenon of a double pantheon at Ugarit by the supposit 

ion that not until the Phoenicians reached the Lebanon did 

they know Ba'al and 'Anat.This theory appears to be support 

ed by the evidence of the Execratory Texts from the 19th cent*. 

ury where Ba^al as a divine element never enters into the theo- 

phoric names of chiefs of Palestine. This, however, should not 

astonish us since Ba*al was not a proper name. but a title 

originally used with some qualifying noun, usually a place-

name. A god became the Ba<-al of such and such a place ,as

5 Dhomie has shown, when his worshippers had quitted the nomad

stage for the settled life. There are various indications 

in the Execratory Texts, particularly the earlier pottery 

fragments of Sethe,that the Amorites of Palestine and their 

desert allies had not quite settled down to the sedentary life,

l.Loud;Megiddo II, 1948 , pi. 235 ,no.::
*.Schaeffer; Syria, XIV, 1933, pi. XVI. 
S.idem,Ugaritica,,p.ll6,pl.XXV.
4.Dussaud;Les decouvertes de RaS Shamra . . . . 2nd ed. ,1941, p. 174.
5.Dhorme;Le dieu parent et le dieu maitre,RHR,cv,1952,p.229- 

244.



possibly due to the fact that Palestine was so much exposed 

to the desert on two flanks and as such was slow to develope 

culturally and politically.In this particular,incidentally, 

the XIIth Dynasty Egyptian Tale of Sinuhe bears out the evid 

ence of the Execratory Texts.We may,however,note a development 

in the direction of the Ba^al-cult in Palestine in the theo- 

phoric names especially in the later texts of Posener where 

the element Hadad is very common.In many cases there is 

nothing to suggest that Hadad was other than a warrior^god, 

the god of storms,but certain names such as 'Ibshddw, 

'Hadad fattens' and Jwjhddi, f Hadad makes sappy',suggest that
i

Hadad was already beginning to be associated with fertility, 

a process which we find completed at Eas Shamra by the 

beginning of the 14th century at the latest where Hadad is

the Ba'al par excellence,as is clearly indicated in the
' p 

text,the Hunting of Ba c al,BH7Thus the theophoric names in
/

Addu in the Amarna Tablets are really evidence of the fertil 

ity-cult in Palestine in the same period,and the absence of

any 'reference to Ba*al or Hadad in the patriarchal narratives
•v

far from reflecting 'actual- conditions in the land is due<.\.

rather to the nature of the evidence,neither the nationalist 

source P,the reforming document D,nor the earlier prophetic 

sources E and J having any interest in even naming the offensive 

Ba*al in-what was,after all,a somewhat idyllic reconstruction 

of Israel's past.

it must be admitted,however,that there is nothing in the 

Execratory Texts which conclusively proves the development 

of the fertility-cult in Palestine such as that indicated in 

the Eas Shamra texts and it is noteworthy that no female deities 

are mentioned in the theophoric compounds.On the contrary 

those deities play a decided part in the so-called 'historical*
\

texts of Keret,Dn*el-*Aqht,SS and IV AB.In Keret the beafcty

1. Dus saud; SyJfia, XXI, 1940 ,p. 172.
2.Gordon,75.



of Keret's bride is compared to the beauty of cAnat

and the king makes a vow to 'Ajtrt.In'Aqht <Anat is the 'villain

of the piece'whose jealousy causes the death of 'Aqht.In SS
V %

the infant deities Shr and Sim are nourished on the breast
*

of 'A^trt ^i&nd..-^;. ^, in IV AB the protagonist is *Anat. 

This is but another fact which militates very strongly against 

any theory that the Ras Shamra texts indicate a community 

of habitat and culture of the Phoenicians and the Hebrew 

patriarchs in Palestine.

One of the most interesting figures in the Ugaritic pan 

theon is that of ^A^ttr who appears as the rival of Ba*al 

or at least a substitute on his throne during his absence in 

the underworld. He is the son of 'AJirt the consortf of El 

and at her suggestion he rules by consent of El in the place 

of Baf-al.He bears the stock epithet *rz, T the terrible 1 

and mlk,*the king' in which character he is the natural 

substitute for Ba*al.

His relation to El is not immediately apparent but he 

is definitely the son of 'A_trt,the consort of El and thus 

belongs to the older category of gods at Ugarit and as such 

seems to bear an astral character.lt is remarkable that in 

the astral cult of South Arabia cAjttar appears as the deity
*

manifest in the morning and evening star and is the first 

born of II or Sin the moon-god and. lAJbirat his daughter-con 

sort, the deity of the sdn,a conception explaining the assoc

iation of the morning and evening star with the sun at its
2 rising and setting. Nielsen would identify cA_ttr of the Eas

Shamra texts with this South Arabian astral deity. On the 

data at our disposal from South Arabian inscriptions, from 

Byzantine sources and from the Has Shamra evidence, a good 

case can be made out in spite of the apparent difficulty of

1.cf. Hebrew
2.NielsenjBas Shamra Mythologie und Biblische Theologie,p.39 ff.
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correlating evidence from periods so widely separated.The leap 

from the 14th century B.C.,the date of the Has Shamra texts, 

to the Byzantine Life of St Nilus in the 5th century is 

not greater than that which Alt makes from the time of 

Abraham to the Byzantine Age in the Hauran in citing the 

evidence of inscriptions in Aramaic and Greek for the worship 

of the god of the fathers 'in the patriarchal age.While 

disagreeing with Alt's main thefts in view of the obvious 

cultural contacts of the Hauran with the West evidenced by 

the use of Greek,we accept Nielsen 1 s thesis on the grounds 

that the lapse of time in this case is discounted by the 

isolation and natural conservatism of the Semitic communities
* 

of South Arabia and the oases where life throughout the fcges 

has been lived immune from extraneous influences and condit 

ioned by the same physical environment.This is borne out by 

the phenomenon of the Arabic language which though so much
f

later attested as a literary tongue yet represents a much
*

earlier stage of linguistic development than the earlier 

Biblical Hebrew.

In his Schweich lectures of 1921 D.S.Margoliouthfimpressed 

with the similarity in cultic terminology between the Old 

Tastamerit and the South Arabian inscriptions,ventured to 

suggest that if more documentary evidence were available 

for conditions in ancient Canaan the affinity between Canaan 

and South Arabia would prove to be very close.Now the 

documents have been found in the Ras Shamra texts and if 

the affinity is not so strong as Margoliouth conjectured, 

there do seem to be points of contact between Canaan and South 

Arabia which are in themselves very striking.Of these not 

the least remarkable is than of *A_ttr.

1.Alt;Gott der Vater,1929,pp.34-48.
2.Margoliouth actually hoped for a series of South Arabian 

texts from Palestine,The Belations between Arabs and Israel 
ites prior to the rise of Islam,1924,p.27.
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In the Has Shamra texts the god *Attr is not conspicuous 

«xcept in .the text where he occupies for a season the vacant 

throne of Ba c al. This, however, is a most significant appearance. 

The astral character of <A,ttr which the South Arabian analogy 

would demand is not immediately apparent unless we may except 

the statement that he is the son of *A_trt the mother-goddess 

of the primitive religious stratum whom Nielsen would identify 

with the sun-goddess, as H.Bauer tentatively suggested. Apart 

from this indirect evidence we may cite the role which 

*A^tr plays in the negotiations for the marriage of "£»h,the

moon-god, and the moon-goddeid Nikkal, Here, however , *Ajttr f s astr 

al character is suggestion rather by his association than by 

his activity.

At this point we may ask if it is not possible that the

deity may appear under some other name. Actually we have
o 

already contended that he appears in the text SS as the twin

deities Shr and Sim who are begotten by El and suckled on 

the breast of JAjtrt and reared on the confines of the 

desert. This text, a collection of rubrics and mnemonics from 

longer poems^perhaps^f&r liturgical chanting, is exceedingly 

difficult, especially in the shorter pieces. Thus on such pieces, 

whose meaning may be ambiguous, we must be careful not to base 

too much.

In the first line of the text we read

*eq.r*a 'elm n < (mm) wysmm 
bn sr(m ) 
ytnm qrt 1*1 (y) )

Here we must take note of the lacunae before we commit our 

selves to any positive translation of bn srm which might mean 

f sons of kings ̂ accusative or vocative> or 'sons of songlln the 

former case it might refer to the heroes of the poem

1.H.Bauer;ZAW,li,1933,p.92.
2. J. Gray: The Desert God <-A_ttar in the Literature and religion 

of Canaan, JNES, VIII, 1949, pp. 72-83.
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*elm n'mwwysmm,'the gracious and beautiful gods}Shr and Sim 

whose birth is celebrated in the long passage towards the end 

of the poem.In 1.7 we read

slm tmlk slm mlkt *rbm wtnnm.

This again seems most naturally,but not necessarily,to refer 

to the kingly rule of slm,the benificent star of evening.Thus 

the evidence from this text is by no means eonclusive but it
V V'

does seem that the twin-gods Shr and Slm were regarded as
i

royal and as at least the foster-sons of 'Atrt.This much they 

have in common with *A_ttr.

It is noteworthy that in the offering-lists from Has 

Shamra *Attr is never mentioned by name,though it must be 

remembered that many of these texts are badly damaged and 

the name of cAt,tr may have perished.In one such textfhowever, 

which is more or less complete slm occurs among names of gods 

immediately after mlkm, f the king f which may be an epithet 

for tAt.tr, the natural substitute for Ba'al on his vacant 

throne.In this connection we may note in another offering-list; 

unfortunately fragmentary,the association of mlk 1, the king f,

and sb>u sps, f the host of the sun 1 and the occasion of the new
2 moon,ym hdjb.

Such fragmentary evidence as is available suggests to 

us that this deity *AJttr, second only to his mother 'Atart 

and to El and still exalted for a season to his old position 

on the throne of Bacal,is called 'the king' and is hypostatized 

as Shr and Slm,the morning and the evening star.As a member
»

of the more primitive 'astral pantheon he with his mother 

'Al^rt is opposed to Ba < al.who has usurped his power and 

as such cA_ttr may have been assimilated to Mt,the god of the 

fierce heat and summer drought and the inveterate enemy of 

Ba*-al over whom he prevails until the end of harvest.This

I.Gordon,17.
2.ibidem,3,11.48-53.
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assimilation would be more apparent if we vocalized Mt of the 

Ras Shamra texts as Methjthe virile one^In the hypos tasis 

of Mt whose stock epithet is bn 'e^m/the son of El f and 

ydd 'el*' and mdd 'el,. 'the favourite son of El;,we may have 

a trace of the former significance of MIrfcr-Shr-SIm, the first 

born of El ,as in the South Arabian mythology.

The loous classicus for the character and cult of £At.tar 

in the desert is a passage in 5th century Byzantine Life 

of St Nilus.Here there is a vivid description af a Bedouin 

raid on the monasteries of Sinai. Nilus and his son Theodulas 

'are taken and the lad is reserved as a sacrifice to the 

Venus star. He escapes providentially through the raiders 

having overslept until the Morning-star had faded after sun 

rise. The practice of child-sacrifice to *Ajttr,the Venus-star 

.is particularly significant. In the light of this practice 

we may divine the significance of the epithet c rz, f the 

terrible' , applied to *AVbr in the Ras Shamra texts. It should, 

however, be noted that there is no reference to human sacrif 

ice to *-AJttr at Ugarit.This may be an indication of the
 3

progress of civilization or may be due to the fact that by 

the 1 time of the texts conscious worship of the deity was 

outmoded. Again it may be that this aspect of the cult of 

*AVtr had been transferred to the cult of <Anat,the warrior 

and fertility goddess, which is , indeed, suggested by a

certain text which describes the goddess indulging in a verit-
2 

able blood-bath.

Of the cult of ^A^ttr in Palestine there is no direct 

evidence in the Old Testament though it is our belief that 

the deity passed over from the desert to the sown land
«

in Palestine as in Syria partly as the female deity Tvttrt

as at Bethshan where she seems to have preserved the character

1.H.Bauer would see this divine name in fiJo-.'Xii, .>/?/;, .)' #v , 
in the Old Testament as well as^ in certain Akkadian names, 
ZAW,li,1933,p.95.Dussaud;!es decouvertes de RS,2nd ed.p.104.

2.Gordon;*nt II.
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of the male original *Ajttr the warrior until the period

of the Philistines who dedicated the weapons of Saul and his
T>

sons to her aflter the field of Gilboa^There are,however, 

definite traces of the male *A_ttr,the king,mlk,manifest in 

the evening and morning star in Palestine and the neighbour 

hood.

The inscription of Mesha,king of Moab,gives us clear evid 

ence for the worship of *AJttr beyond Jordan in the middle 

of the 9th century.The king of Moab in his war of independence 

reduced certain Israelite fortresses and shrines and dragged 

his tro$ihies before his god EemoalL;'-is found here compounded 

with t-AJttr.Kemosh is the most familiar form of the name of 

the national god of Moab but it may be that this is only an 

epithet of  Ajttr or perhaps the most common hypostasis of that 

god.In any case the passage in the Moabite inscription sugg 

ests that c A.ttr and Kemosh,if not identical, could be 

assimilated without difficulty.In view of the hypothesis of 

the astral character of 'Ajttr and his identity with the leuus
v v 2

star,Shr and Slm,Nielsen notes as significant the fact that
t

the dedication to ^A^ttr-Kemosh followed the reduction of the
A

Israelite fortress of Nebo after a night-marchTFurther we may

note that in an inscription of Tiglathpileser III the King

^ 5 of Moab is named Salamanu a hyppcoristic form of a theophoric
V

name containing the name of the god Sim.Farther North in the 

kindred state of Ammon the national god was Milcom,which 

was probably not a proper name but a title mlk with the 

suffix m which appears thus in South Arabian dialects as the 

definite article.The identity of the god Iviilcom with Kemosh

I.I Samuel xxxi,10.
2.G.A.Oooke;NSI,l.pp.l-12.
S.Rielsen;Ras Shamra Mythologie und Biblische Theologie,p.51.
4.Mesha Inscription, 11-. 14-15.
5.Schrader;Keillnschriften und das Alte Testament,1903,p.475.
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of L.oab is implied in the reply of Jephthah.to the 

Ammonites,'Wilt thou not possess that which Kemosh 

god giveth thee to possess^Thus we arrive at the identific 

ation 'A_ttr-Kemosh-Mlk-m which which the Has Shamra data 

already cited is in agreement.lt is submitted that *Ajttr 

was worshipped in one or other of these forms in Israel 

in the time of the monarchy and probably earlier.

In the Amafcna Tablets there are comparatively few traces

of mlk,and these,in fact,confined to four names.The king of
o 

Tyre is named Abi-milki,and his envoy to the Egyptian court

3is called Ili-milki. The name Abi-milki occurs again in the

case of a citizen of Gebala (By bios) and as the name of the
5chief of Shashimi while Ili-milki, as well as being the name

of the Tyrian ambassador just mentioned, is found as the name
6 7

of another man, possibly the notorious Uilkilu. These names

^ significant insofar as they are all theophoric. While it 

is possible that the mlk-element may refer to the divine king, 

the Pharaoh, whom all address as ' sarri, beli-ia,ilani-ia,

samsi-iajone is nevertheless more inclined to take it as
a 

referring to/native Semitic deity om the analogy of such
<d

names as Abdi-Asirta,Dagan-takala,and Yaphtih-Adda.In the case
Q

of Milkilu his town is mentioned though not by name. Prom 

tha part he plays, however , in the correspondence of Abdi-Kheba 

of Jerusalem we may assume that his home was in the 

neighbourhood where, in fact, Old Testament tradition locates 

the Amorites.lt is in Jerusalem that we find the most distinct
' V

traces of the worship of Mlk- tA>ttr-Shr-Slm in Palestine.

1.Judges xi,24.
2.Knudtzon;146,2;152,2 etc.
3*ibidemjl51,45.
4. ibidem; 123, 37.
5.ibidem;203,3.
6 . ibidem ; 286 , 36 ,pp . 1324 , 1337 .
7. ibidem; 249, 5, 6; 254, 2, 9, -267,4; etc.
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Turning to the Old Testament we read that Solomon 

built high places for Kemosh of Moab and Molech of Ammon 

! in the hill that is before Jerusalem; probably the Mount of 

Olives East of the city.Here.of course,no more might be meant 

thn private chapels of Solomon's wives from Moab and Ammon,

and he is reported to have done no less for his other foreign
2wives.It seems significant,however,that only Kemosh and Milcom

are actually named in the passage.We may well suppose,there 

fore, that Milcom and Kemosh,probably hypostases of one and 

the same deity,were not now for the first time introduced to
3the land but already domiciled there.

The next reference to the worship of mlk is in the acc 

ount of Josiah's reformation describing how he f defiled 

Tophet which is in the Valley of the sons of Hinnom,that no 

man might make his son or his daughter to pass through the
4fire to Molech! In this passage we may note further that 

there is reference to the worship of the sun,moon and 

stars,while a certain official who had his chamber in the

Temple adjacent to the portion dedicated to astral worship
g is named Nathan-Melech.The same passage notes the desecration

of the precincts of Kemosh and Milcom which had apparently 

survived from the time of Solomon.

Nielsen has demonstrated that human sacrifice was a 

feature of the worship of *AVtar,the Venus star of the

I.I Kings xi,7.
2.1 Kings xi,8.
"3.There is further reference in Judges x,6 to the worship

of the gods of Ammon and Moab by the Israelites,but as the 
> gods of Syria, ̂ j'Sidon,and the Philistines are included and 
the whole passage bears the obvious traces of Deuteronomic 
revision,it cannot be treated as authoritative.

4.We note in passing the view of Eissfeldt that in this phrase
,T^< means f for a sacrificial vowJMolk als Opferbegriff 

imjpunischen und hebraischen und das Ende des Gott Moloch, 1935; 
DussaudjLes origines cana^neennes du sacrifice Israelite, 
2nd ed.In view of the local evidence of a deity mlk in the 
Near East,Eissfeldt f s late evidence must be regarded as not 
conclusive.See Albright;Archaeology and the Eeligion of Israel, 
1942,pp.162-164.

5.II Kings xxiii,5.
6.II Kings xxiii,10.
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Desert cult in the Christian era.Among the Hebrews too human 

sacrifice was apparently quite a regular sacrifice in the 

monarchic periodHt is first explicitly attested in Judah
p q»

under Ahaz and in Israel under Hosheafand,though Molech is
4not named,the parallel passage in Chronicles adds that the

scene of this sacrifice was the Valley of the sons of Hinnom, 

specifically Tophet,which is associated with I.:lk in Jeremiah, 

xxxii,35.Prom Moab-comes the classic case of the sacrifice
c

of the eldest son of Mesha which would certainly be made to 

Zemosh,the national god of Moab with whom cA_ttr is associated 

or identified in the inscription from Diban while in Judges 

xi,24 Kemosh is spoken of as the god of Ammon whom we know 

to have been Milcom.

There is ajcertain amount of evidence for the localiz 

ation of the worship of this deity at Jerusalem.In the late
c

period of the monarchy Zephaniah stigmatizes the inhabitants 

of Jerusalem, f they that worship the host of heaven upon the 

housetops....and they that swear by MalehamInhere are certain 

physical features,too,which are designated as 'the king's,
7 Rsuch as 'the King's gardens' which the Book of Nehemiah 

locates more precisely by the Pool of Siloam.As this is near 

the confluence of the Kidron Valley and the Valley of Hinnom, 

the scene of human sacrifice to'Molech',it is possible that

the Gardens of the King were the precinct of the god Melech
. *   9 

whom we would identify with cA^tr and Shr-Slm,the Venus-star.

Similarly the King's Dale which was in the same vicinity, 

as is suggested by the account of Absalom's monument,may
i

l.The evidence of infants and young children from various sites 
in Palestine such as Gezer,Jericho and Megiddo is here reeer-

.x , *ved as doubtful though the writer has no doubt that some of 
those cases notably ffcom Gezer and Megiddo do indicate found 
ation sacrifice.

2.II Zings xvi,3.
3.II Zings xvii,17.
4.II Chronicles xxviii,3.
5.II Zings iii,27.
6.Zephaniah i,5.
7.II Zings xxv,4.
S.Nehemiah iii,3.
9.This feature may be identical with 'the garden ofMlzzalnJzza 

was a later title of the Venus-star,cf.Wellhausen;Reste 
Arabischen Heidentums,1897,pp.40-45.
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be associated with the same deity. Here in fact the principle
i

of the substitution of a pillar for a son may have a signific 

ance of its own. Had Absalom had a son he might have made 

the supreme sacrifice like Mesha of Moab and like Mesha he 

might have sacrificed his son to Melech or rAttr in whose 

Dale he raised the pillar. The fact that the names of the two 

favourite sons of David, Absalom and Solomon should both have

contained the name Salem which appears again in the name of
^ 

the city suggests the probability that Salem was the local

god of Jerusalem domiciled there since the time of the Egypt 

ian Execratory Texts in the 19th century and specifically

associated with the Anorites or their confederates from
v 

the direction of the desert. Salem we maintain is one and the

same with Melech or *AJttr.

'Anat, though apparently one of the younger deities in 

the Ugaritic pantheon, is actually the most active goddess in 

the agrarian ritual and mythology of Has Shamra.She is closely 

associated with the vegetation-god Bafcl and is designated as 

his sister in the passage dealing with his confinement in the 

underworld where she goes and demands of Mt,

mt tn *ahy. . . 2 
! Thou,0 Mt,give me my brother 1

In every text from Bas Shamra where *Anat is mentioned
* /- -\

she is the Intimate associate of Ba^-al.As the counterpart 

of Ba<al in the hypostasis of Hadad the god of violent storms 

who raars in thunder and hurls the lightning, 'Ana t appears as 

the warrior-goddess and shows her mettle both on gods and men.

She cuts to pieces Mt the god of summer heat and drought,
~" * 3 
winnows, parches and grinds him and scatters him to the birds.

1.Por fuller treatment of this question see the writer's 
ptper The Desert God *A_ttar in the Literature and Religion 
of Canaan, JNES, VIII, 1949, pp. 72-83.

2. Gordon, 49, col. ii, 11. 12 ff.
3. ibidem, 11. 50-56.
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She rounds up human victims and in a scene reminiscent of 

Jehu's massacre of the scions of the House of Omri in the 

temple of Ba^al in Samaria,she lops ofi heads and limbs and 

bathes in the blood of the slain^Thus we are not surprised 

to find 'Anat adopted into Egypt as one of the Syrian deities 

affected by the warrior-Pharaoh Ramses II (1292-1225 B.C.) 

as a memorial of his exploits in Syria,notably against the 

Hittites at Qadesh on the Orontes.There *Anat appears as

a warfior-goddess at Tanis,his capital in the North-East of

g the Delta.She is found again appropriately assimilated to

Athene in a bilingual inscription of the 4th century from
a

Larnax Lapethos in Cyprus.

In the last inscription *Anat is termed £"/? /y ,'the 

strength of life f,which is rendered in the Greek ?*(*(£« /V*? 

As a life-giving power she is the fitting companion of Ba*al,
/

It is precisely to restore Ba'al to life and vigour that 

 Anat visits the underworld and deals so drastically with 

Mt,the inveterate enemy of Ba cal.She is iprbssd.bj.y with Jltrt 

the fostermother of the sons of El,Shr and Sim,and with

JAJbrt plays the same role in the nurture of the eldest son

* 4 5 of King Keret.Dussaud,again,has shown that in the passage

describing cAnat's blood-bath,this is not a case of mere 
t
wanton slaughter but is immediately related to the return

c
of rain and vitality to the earth.In another passage 

the goddess rejuvenates El by staining his head red with
i

blood.Thus in a very pointed sense cAnat was a deity who 

'kills and makes alive again!

1.Gordon, cnt,col.ii.
2.Montet;RB,xxxix,1930,pp.21-27.
3.G.A.CookejNSI,28,pp.80-82.
4.Ill K(Gordon,128),col.II,1.27.It is from this case that we 
may infer the role of *Anat in the text SS,where she is 
designated not by name but probably by the title r£my.

5.Dussaud;Les combats sanglants de *Anat et le pouvoir 
universel de El,RHR,cxviiiypp.133-139.

6.Gordon,*nt,col.v f 32-33.(1968)
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There are definite traces of the cult of <Anat in 

Palestine in the patriarchal period.This is suggested by

the place-names Beth-Anath in Naphtali^and Beth Anoth in
gJudah and possibly Anathoth,the home of Jeremiah just North

 

of Jerusalem.At Bethshan in one of the temples excavated by 

the University of Pennsylvania a basalt panel was found,the

dedication of a certain Egyptian Hesi-Nekht to 1 Antit,Queen
gof Heaven,Mistress of the gods! The name is apparently an

Egyptian variant on cAnat.It must toe admitted,however,that 

beyond these instances there are no clear traces of the cult
^.

of cAnat in Palestine and the Old Testament never names her. 

except in place-names and in the proper name Shamgar the son
A

of cAnath,which probably means Shamgar the man of Beth Anath.

Closely associated with *Anat probably is the goddess 

Astarte,deliberately mis-vocalized as Ashtoreth in the Old 

Testament where she appears as the fertility goddess,the 

Babylonian Ishtar.Her fertility functions at Ugarit were 

apparently usurped by cAnat and also the war-like character 

which belongs to Ishtar in Babylonian mythology.The latter , 

however,was probably preserved at Ugarit by cAt.tr,the male 

deity of the older stratum of religion from which the female 

deity cA_ttrt was probably a development after the occupation 

of the settled land.This deity plays but little part in the 

mythology of Bas Shamra but has a definite place in the pan-
c

theon since her name appears in offering lists.In the Keret

text the king,reviving from his recent grievous illness,
c 

rebukes his over-sanguine son and curses him,
yjtbr hrn ybn^
yt.br' hrn r> esk
'Itrt'£m b'l qdqdk

*May Horon break thy head,0 son, 
May «AVtrt,the hypostasis of Ba*al break thy skull!

1.Joshua xix,38.
2.Joshua xv,59.
3.Rowe;The topography and History of Bethshan,pp.52-33,pi.5u,
4.Judges v,6.
5.Gordon,5,1.17,3.19,16,22,6,23,4.In I K,11.146//293,the beauty

of Keret's bride is compared to that Sf 'Afc 
6.II K (Gordon,127),11.54-57.
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The designation of *Attrt as &m Ba'al indicates that she 

was a fertility-deity.The force of the parallelism with 

H&ron is not so clear though there does seem to be suffic 

ient evidence for taking Horon as a healing-deity,perhaps 

later known in the Phoenician pantheon as Eshman.Beyond 

isolated references,however,the goddess stands definitely 

in the background,her existence representing a stage in 

the adaptation of the cult of the male deity *Ajttr of the 

desert pantheon to the exigencies of the settled land where 

finally *Anat takes his place.

In Palestine,on the other hand,the relative position of 

c A^trt and fAnat seems to be reversed.In Palestine,more direct 

ly in contact with the desert and culturally more backward 

than the Phoenician coast,the development from the cult of 

'AJbtr to that of cAnat never quite advanced beyond the 

second stage,though the cult of cAnat,as the place-names and 

the inscription of Hesi-Nekht from Bethshan indicate,was 

not unknown.Still it was cAjttrt who was more prominent.Her 

fertility functions in the Old Testament are never in doubt.
v

Her warlike propensity,like that of the Syrian cAnat,is 

indicated by the fact that it was in her temple(at Bethshan ?) 

that the Philistines hung up the armour of Saul and his sons 

as trophies of the victory of Gilboa.

In the account of the reform of Josiah there is notice 

of'the Ashera 1 Associated with the cult of Ba^-al.This^ for 

which the women wove hangings,is translated in the AV  ; 

'the grove 1 .There are admittedly passages where the word 

does seem to signify some object such as a sacred pole,so 

called perhaps' because it stood straight or erect.Again,
>

however,the word seems to be a proper noun referring to the

name of a goddess?',or,where the article is used,as in the
/ 

passage just quoted,an image of this goddess or her symbol,

I.I Samuel xxxi,10. 
2.II Kings xxiii,4,6.



the sacred pole,originally a tree,as the repository of 

life and fruitfillness which it yields under the stimulus 

of Ba**l the male deity of storm and autumn rain.In this 

case any doubt on the reading of Ashera as a proper name 

rather than as a common noun is resolved by the Has Shamra 

texts which show 'AJrt as an active goddess of the fertility 

cult.As such she is associated with Ba c^l in the period of 

the JudgesTTo her Maacah the mother of Asa made a 'horrid

imagej J)$fy# : Ahab made /)?#/*/) at Samaria,the image of the','••,• ' i "•','
goddess or hiz symbol which is noted as still standing

4 after the revolt of Jehu.At Carmel Elijah challenged the
c 

prophets of  the Ashera 1 GO trial by ordeal.At Jerusalem
CL

Manasseh set an image, $<*j),of Aohera in the Temple.which was 

removed in the reformation of Josiah.The issue here is 

admittedly complicated by the double significance of /»&>/>
T " mm '*

as the goddess herself,her image or her symbol.In the light 

of the Has Shamra evidence we must insist on her definite 

personality alongside Ba«^l and Astarte with whom,as at Has 

Shamra she may tend to be assimilated.In Palestine,however, 

it would seem that she has almost yielded her identity to 

Astarte and is known mainly by her symbol,the sacred pole 

or stylized tree.

In. the Has Shamra texts ->A_trt is clearly established. 

Her regular sacrifice is noted in the offering-lists and she 

plays an active part in the mythological texts though her 

functions of fertility seem to have been to a certain extent 

taken over by the younger cAxiat.She too seems to belong 

to the older stratum of religion at Has Snamra with El,the 

senior god and her son *Ajttr.53ne appears as the consort of El

I.Judges iii,7. 
2.1 Zings xv,IS. 
3.1 Kxngs xvi,55. 
4.II Kings xiii,6. 
5.1 Kings xviii,19. 
6.II K±ngs xxi,7.
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and has the alternative name or title 'elat which appears 

occasionally in the texts in parallel to 'A^trt, not ably in 

Gordon, 49, col. I, 11. 12-13.

tsmfr'ht 'a^rt wbnh 
'elt wsbrt 'aryh

f 'A_trt and her sons will indeed rejoice, 
Even J Elt and the band of her progeny...'

As the consort of El the father of the divine family she is 

called the mother of the gods who are said to be seventy
-JLsn

in number. As such she is termed qnyt J elm, 'the Creatri*  of 

the gods J language which is reminiscent of the words of Eve
*

when she had 'gotten a man', d't 'J£V/^.The term, however,
T

has been taken otherwise. Connect ing the word qny with the
*

South Arabian root qny, 'to be master' ,Gaster renders 'the
o 

mistress of the gods!Nielsen,again, would take qnyt 'elm as

'the possession of Eljhis wife, taking the final m either as 

the definite article as it appears in South Arabian dialects 

ar as the enclitic m which stands in this position in Canaanite 

dialect as in Akkadian with prepositional force. It is imposs 

ible exactly to determine the meaning of qnyt 'elm in the 

present state of our knowledge, but that does not alter the 

fact that *A.trt stood in a very intimate relation to El 

and was thought of as the mother of the divine family as 

appears plainly from a passage dealing with the building of
•z

Ba*al's temple where we note bn (e) *atrt in parallel to 

* elm,

>en bt lb e l km >elm 
whzr kbn *ajbrt

'No house has Ba cal as the gods 
No precinct as the sons of 'Atrt...'

Nielsen does seem on solid ground, however, when he takes

1.Gaster;Ba f al is Bisenjan ancient Hebrew Passion-play from 
Has Shamra-Ugarit,Iraci,vi,1939,p.l29.

2.Nielsen;Ras Shamra Mythologie und Biblische The61ogie,p.32.
3. Gordon, 51, col. iv, 11. 51-52.
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with. El as representatives of the more primitive panth 

eon of the desert.Ba*al,the fertility-god of the settled land, 

is no son of hers and in the passage already quoted his 

death is thought to be naturally welcome to the goddess and 

her sons.While Ba cal languishes in the underworld it is 

*Attr,the son of 'AJtrt whom on the invitation of El she 

mominates to fill the vacant throne.On the analogy of South 

Arabian mythology Nielsen would take the title rbt 'Ajtirt ym,
;•&

which is applied to >A£rt,as 'Lady *Atrt the Sun! He would 

thus regard her as an astral deity,a view which is corrobor 

ated by her association with cAJbtr whom we regard as the

Venus star.Her enmity to the fertlity-deity Ba*al is 'further
by the fact 

indicated/ that the female who was to give birth to the

voracious monsters before whom Ba c al was to fall is called

>amt 'A^rt,'the maid of *A;trt! 2
3 v 

Dussaud has contended that *A_trt and Qds in the Has

Shamra texts were one and the same divine figure,the consort 

of the senior god El and the god Amurru who also appears 

as a deity in the texts,probably the god of the Amorites 

identified wit-h or assimilated to El.This he supports by 

citing certain representations of the goddess in Egyptian 

inscribed sculpture where she appears as Qodlsu,depicted as 

a nude female with Hathor head-dress holding serpents and

lotus-flowere and standing on the back of a lion.He compares
4 an almost identical figure on a gold pendant from Has Shamra

which is undoubtedly a representation of 'A;brt the mother- 

goddess as is indicated by the pair of serpents by which
g she is flanked.There is a certain text where we might read

1.H.Bauer notes that in the Mehri dialect of South Arabia 
ym means 1 SunIDie Gottheiten von RS,ZAW,N.F.,x,1955,p.92.

2.BH(Gordon,75,col.I,11.16-17.
5.Dussaud;Les decouvertes de ES...SAd.ed.,pp.106-109.
4.Schaeffer;Syria ,XIII,1952,pi.IX.
5.Gordon,129,11.19-20,fragmentary and restored.
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e in parallel to >elm,the whole passage recalling 

Gordon,51,col.iv,11.51 ff. where 'elm stands in parallel to 

bn(e) 'Atot.Again in the Keret text the king is said to be
\/ if

bn J el....sph Itpn wqds, f the son of El....the offspring of 

the Kindly One and Qadesh! We naturally assume here that

qds refers to the consort of El,'At;rt whom we find designated
o

in the same text as the fostermother of Zeret's heir.

We know already that >Atrt was commonly worshipped in

Palestine in the period of the Hebrew monarchy and the name
v 

of Abdi-Asirta indicates that her cult was current in the

Lebanon in the time of the Amarna Tablets.Evidence for her 

presence in patriarchal Palestine,however,is scanty though 

on the clue of the Egyptian sculpture and the pendant just 

cited we may be entitled to see in the serpent motif in Pal-
 z

estine a relic of the worship of the mother-goddess.In the 

earlier period,however,there is no hint of the goddess or 

her cult in the theophoric names of the Execratory Texts. 

In those names Isms,the sun,does occur as a divine name in
V *the compound smsw'ipijmjthe sun makes fruitful!There is, 

however,no suggestion of the identity of *Ajbrt and the sun, 

as Bauer and Nielsen suggest in the case of the Eas Shamra 

texts,nor is the sun here feminine as at Has Shamra,but masc 

uline, which is another piece of evidence of the significant 

difference between pre-Israelite Palestine and Bas Shamra.

Other deities less conspicuous in the Has Shamra texts 

are Dagon and Horon who seem to be attested in Palestine
 *

in the place-names,Beth-Dagon and Beth-Horon.
\ 

The former is known to have had a temple and cult at
T,

1.Gordon,125,11.20-22.
2.Gordon,128,col.ii,1.26.
5.This motif with the goddess is thought by Albright to be

represented on a piece of. worn sculpture in limestone from
Tell Beit Mirsim ,AASujx,AvII ,1937,pp.42-43,pi.21 a.
It is possibly attested too at Bethshemesh ,£.tyrant,
±'EJ>Qb,1929,p.2ua. 

4.Posener;Princes et Pays...E 44.He is the chief of Jb|j which
Dussaud takes as an abridged form of Jibleam,Syria,XXI,1940,
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Ashdod in the Early Iron Age^In the Bas Shamra texts he is 

named as the^' father of Ba<al which suggests the antiquity

of his worship and also,perhpps,the fact that he has been

%superseded.His temple,however,was discovered by Schaeffer

and it compares very favourably in size with the temple of 

Ba'al with which it was contemporary until the destruction

of the city by fire in the 14th century.He is named,moreover,
o

in the offering-lists generally together with but after

El and Ba^al.It is remarkable that this deity plays no active 

part in the mythological texts and it is possible that he 

had become largely assimilated to El.He is not named in the
f

theophoric names in the Egyptian Execratory Texts but appears

in the Amarna Tablets in the name of Dagan-takala who is
2 associated with Southern Palestine.We cannot determine when

and in what circumstances he was introduced to Palestine.We 

have trace of him,however,in names from the First Babylonian 

Dynasty and in the Mari Texts his name appears as the divine 

element in theophoric names of the royal house of Assur.He 

is,therefore,an Amorite deity.

Horon,on the other hand,who is named in an imprecation
 

in the Keret text and in a proper name in an administrative
4 tablet,is better attested in Palestine at least in the earlier

period,occuring thrice in the proper name Hw{n > ibw,the name
R fi 7

of chiefs at _T*pwn, cArq.a and at Laish and presumably in the 

place-name Beth-Horon.The deity ifi found named as the protect 

or of Ramses II in an inscription from his capital at Tanis 

in the Rorth-East of the Delta.That Horon on this inscription 

was a Semitic deity is strongly suggested by the known

I.I Samuel v,l-7.
2.Gordon,9,1.3.17,1.16.19,1.5.69,1.2.70,1.2.
3.Knudtzon,3l7,3l8.
4.Sfi*don,322,,col.vi,l.l.
5.Posener;?rinces et Pays....E 17.
6.ibidem ;E 54.1he name of the town in the texts is '
7.ibidem ;E 59.The name of the town in the texts is I sij
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predilection of Hamses for Syrian deities of whom we find *Anat 

and *Astarte named in Egyptian inscriptions of the period and

Seth worshipped in the guise of the Syrian Ba<al Saphon?This
,/ 

view is corroborated by the association of Horon with Besef
»

and <Anat in the Harris Papyrus cited by Albright?That fce w*E~wor
> 

shipped much earlier than the XlXth Dynasty is demonstrated
A

by Posener who adduces the evidence of the Papyrus Ermitage 

from the XVIIIth Dynasty and by Albright who cites inscriptions
f

on certain found££ion deposits of faience tiles from the 

temple in the proximity of the great sphinx at Grizeh.
%

The connection with Iklestine is suggested by the place-name 

Beth-Horon, the personal names cited from the Execratory Texts 

of the 19$h century, by the name n'//) 73.y on a Hebraic seal
5from the 8th or 7th century 'B.C. and finally from a Greek

inscription of the 2nd century B.C. from Delos6where the deity
I

is associated with ^M*'J^/" as a deity of Jamnia on 

the coastal plain. This last instance indicates the identity 

of Auftjfry with /e^tc-j1 the companion of Heracles who appears 

at Carthage as Asclepius.Asclepius, again, the god of healing, 

is the freek counterpart of tiie Phoenician Eshmun.This deity,

so characteristic of later Phoenician religion and cited by
7 Damascius as the eighth son of Suduk and one of the Kabiri,

the great gods, does not appear by this name in the texts. 

Hence it may be that Horon is a title of Sshmun,the god of 

healing who might very appropriately be invoked by Keret on

his recovery, ytbr £rn
yjbbr hrn 
fjttrt'im b*-l qdqdk.

'May IJoron break, my son,
May Horon break thy head,
May *Ajttrt,the hypostasis of 3a<al (break) thy skull.'

l.Montet:HB,xliv,1935,p.l54.Le Drame d 1 Avaris,1941,p.l42. 
2.Schaeffer;Syria,XII,193l,Pl.VI.
3. Albright; AJSL,mi.P»KW>*3?Zaip.l-12-.  
4. Posener ;JNES,iv, 1945, pp. 240-242.
5. Albright ;AJSL,liii,i*36-37,, pp. 4-5.
6.Virolleaud;Revue des etudes semitiques,1937 ,pp.39 ff.
7.Migne;Photius,332 b.
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It is suggested1 that the cult of Horon as a healing deity

was established in Palestine at an early period.In this connect-

ion we may note the place-name Yirpa^el in the vicinity.of
2 

Beth-Horon.Moreover,the brazen serpent in the local cult of

Jerusa-lem may indicate such a healing cult as we find it

associated with the god Asclepius in the Hellenistic age in
3 

Phoenicia where Asclepius was the Greek counterpart of the

native Eshmun.Eshmun,again.is given in the theogonies in

4 *-/Philo of Byblos as the eigrch son of Suduk who may well be

the deity whose name Appears in the names of two pre-Israelite
e /»

kings,Iv!elchisedeq and Adonisedeq and in the hypocoristic name 

Zadoq who was probably the priest of the local cult of
rj

Jebusite Jerusalem.

This case depends mainly on the identification of Horon 

with 'AoffrAf of the Delos inscription and his association with 

Heracles.This identification made by Virolleaud has not been 

questioned so far but has served as a starting-point for 

research on the question.lt may yet prove that we have been 

wrong in identifying ktifd^y with Horon though there is 

no other,known Semitic deity with whom the name would so well 

correspond.If,however,for the moment we should derive the name 

Horon from the root hwr,'to be whitejwe might explain it as 

the appropriate epithet of the moon or a conspicuous star. 

The female *Attrt in parallel to Horon in the passage in the*""" *

Keret taxt might suggest that Horon is c AJbtr whom we identify
'" V

with the Venus star in its twin manifestation of :>o Shr
V

and Sim.Here it may be observed that \lbright though in 

a different way arrives at the conclusion that Horon was

1.Gray;The Canaanite God Horon,JNES,viii,1949,pp.27-34. 
2.Identified with Rafat,five miles East of Beit-Ur el Fauqa, 
Abel,Geographic...II,p.92.

3.Baudissin;Adonis und Eshmun,1911,pp.329 ff.
4.C.Muller;Fragmenta Historicorum Graecorum,III,p.567, £ 20; 

cf.Damascius (Migne),Photius 352 b.
5.Genesis xiv,13 ff.
6.Joshua x,l,3.
7.Mowinckel;Ezra den Skriftlaerde,p,109,note.
RowleyjZadok and Nehushtan,JBL LVIII,1939,pp.l23 ff.



a chthonic deity identified with Nergal and Resef or Sulman
V n

or Salem,the deity of pestilence or the underworldTAs a 

further possibility it may b'e noted that in Arabic ;^^ is 

found referring to the planet Jupiter which is found in 

Mesopotamian incantation texts to represent Nergal,the 

Mesopotamian god of pestilence and the underworld.
Q

In 1932 the question was opened of the presence of a 

deity Yw in the pantheon of Ugarit though it was not until

1938 that the relevant textjwas publishedTDussaud immediately
4 / identified Yw with Jahweh and stated in 1940; f Les Israelites

faisant a haute epoque partie du groupe cananeen,ce n f est pas 

un dieu etranger que leur propose d'adopter Molsejil les in 

vite simplement "a preferer le fils au p*ere,substitution 

frequent dans l f histoire des religions mais que marque 

tou;jours une succession tres netteJHe supposes that Moees

thus led a movement of political secession from the Canaanites
5in the Negeb,rallying the Israelites to the name of Yw-Jahweh.

The text in its context is found in the tablet designated 

VI AB deciphered and transliterated by Virolleaud as follows.

n lt(p)n 'el d(p'ed. ............)
bny 'yw * el (t. ...................}

..................... *wp'r £m y(m
t*nyn lzntn{ . ......................
*at >adn tp c r(. ....................)
» anl£ Itpn ' el (dp > ed ................)
*1 ydm'p'rt (.......................)
{mk mdd ' el (.......................)

Virolleaud supposes that Yw is the son of Ltpn El dp' ed , 

El, the Kindly, the Merciful, the most high god of the Ugaritic 

pantheon. Of Yw we hear no more in this text.

1.Albright;AJSL,liii, 1936-37, pp. 10 ff.
2. An oral communication of Virolleaud qaoted by Dussaud in 

RHR,cv,1932,p.243.
3. Virolleaud in La Deesse Anat,1933.
4. Dussaud ;CRAIBL, 1940, p. 370.
5.Dussaud;Les decouvertes de RS....2nd ed. ,1940, p. 173.
6. Gordon, »nt, pi. x, IV, 11. '? .13-20.



In another tablet published by Virolleaud in 19371contain- 

ing a list of persons attached to a temple at Ugarit there 

is a passage which reads *bdy(...)bn y(t)tn.Virolleaud allows 

for one letter in the lacuna and suggests that <bdyw should 

be read which he takes to be a local variant of the Biblical 

name v^TjV.In view of the fragmentary nature of this text, 

however,this can hardly be cited as evidence for a deity Yw 

at Ras Shamra.The former passage,indeed,is open to the same 

objection since,as indicated in our transliteration,the latter 

half of the line and of every line in the context ia missing. 

Owing to this material damage and the uncertain meaning of 

several words in the passage it is a questionable proof-text.
Q

De Langhe suggests that we have a better titlejto read 

Yw in a certain Akkadian contract where a female is mention 

ed named Eli-iwwa which might conceivably be Eli-yw,the 

Biblical Elijah,though Thureau-Dangin,who edited this text,

makes no such suggestion.De Langhe draws the analogy between
4 this name and others cited by Th.Bauer from Mesopotamia in

the period of the First Babylonian Dynasty.Such names are Ya- 

ah-wi,Ya-ah-wi-el,Ya-wi-el,Ya-wi-um.Bauer,however,does not 

find any reference here to Jahweh but connects Ya-wi with the 

verb x?//7 'to exist.That he is right in avoiding the identific 

ation of Yawi with Jahweh seems clear from the occurrence of 

the name Ya-wi-Da-gan where the mention of the god Dagan seems 

to preclude that of Yahweh in the name.

Thus Dussaud's theory of a Canaanite origin of Jahweh 

and his occurrence in the Ras Shamra texts rests on the flim 

siest of bases*

In the'locus classicus' we are told nothing of Yw beyond

1.Virolleaud;Etats nominatifs et pieces camptables provenant
de Ras Shamra,Syria,XVIII%,1937 ,pp. 159-173.Gordon,80,col.ii, 1.18.

2.De Langhe;Un dieu Yahweh "a Ras Shamra}ETL,XIV,1942,pp.91-101.
3.Thureau-Dangin;Trois contrats de Ras Shamra,Syria,XVIII,1937,
4.Theo.Bauer;Die Ostkanaanaer,1926. pp.245 ff
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the fact that he was apparently the son of El and possibly 

of Elat,his consort.In no other mythological text is there 

any mention of a deity Yw.Thus if we accept Dussaud's view 

that the Hebrews adopted the son of the Canaanite high god 

as their national deity we are confronted by many difficulties. 

It is odd that they should have chosen such a nonentity. 

No doubt Dussaud 1 s view would account for the known fact of 

the contamination of Jahweh-worship with the fertility-cult 

of Canaan^but it makes <iuite inexplicable the equally well- 

established fact of the sustained conflict against that tendency?

The Hetorew traditions are unanimous in locating Jahweh 

in the Southern desert andi even East of the Arabah'; in the 

vicinity of Seir or Midian.They do admit that Jahweh was 4he 

god of a non-Israelite people but his-worshippers were not 

the Canaanites but the nomad Kenites.The Hebrews came to 

know Jahweh and bound themselves to his worship in their 

nomad days before they knew and settled Palestine West of
/

the Jordan.To suppose that they entered into a covenant 

with a minor Canaanite deity is only barely possible on the 

assumption that the Phoenicians had left traces of their 

culture in the Southern desert where the early Hebrew fathers 

had sojourned and where the people was found again in the days 

of Moses.This of course is the very corner-stone of the historical 

construction which Virolleaud and Dussaud put upon the texts. 

This theory,however,rests upon too many corrupt texts and 

dubious geographical equations and does not agree with establish 

ed archaeological finiings in the Negeb.
/

Dussaud appeals to the strong Hebrew tradition which 

associated the people in the time of Moses with Jahweh at 

Qadesh and Paran in the Negeb or North Sinai.He cites the

1.H.Bauer;Die Gottheiten von RS,ZAW,li,1933,p.94,Bauer suggests 
that the Yw element in theophoric names in the Samaritan 
ostraca may refer to this Canaanite deity rather than Jahweh.

2.The protagonists of Jahwism,the prophets and Rechabites, 
hark consistently back to the desert tradition.



Blessing of Moses,Beuteronomy xxxiii,2 which has every 

aspect of a genuine old source,emending to the following 

reading.

He translates, The Lord came from Sinai and rose (as the sou..). 

from Seir,he shone upon the mountain of Paran and came from 

Meribath Qadesh,from (or to)the South of Ashdod'. • The assoc 

iation that this reading establishes between Jahweh and 

Ashdod is particularly important in view of the mention which 

Dussaud and Virolleaud claim to find of Ashdod in the text

SS,the action of which they locate in the Negeb.In the case
i '  '

of thelocalities £ */ /)J'1j and 7 ~^> we have the uncertain-|   /,..,

ty of conjectural emendation unattested by the Versions and, 

in the first case,actually contradicted by the Septuagint 

which reads w fu>(i*ru ,suggesting the Hebrew 7)>22~> 'J*/m
* .^- '

There would,however,seem to be real point in associating
2

Jahweh with Meribath Qadesh,a desert shrine as the name sugg 

ests,but the reference to Ashdod seems to be pointless. 

Ashdod is by no means the last post before the open desert 

in the South but many more significant places lie between 

Ashdod and Qadesh.If Ashdod had been a shrine fallowed by 

patriarchal associations as Hebron or the wells of Beersheba

we might have understood the reference.Ashdod,however,had
2apparently no such associations.lt had not even the prestige

of. antiquity,taking its origin,in fact,only in the Iron
4 Age as archaeological sounding has demonstrated.Furthermore

l.Dussaud;Les Pheniciens au Negeb et en Arabie,d'apres un
'texte de Bas Shamra,BHR,cviii,1933,p.l6. 

2 Mowinckel maintains that he was specifically the oracle
"god of Qadesh.Sinai og Qades,NGT,ix,1942,pp.21 ff.

3.The shrine of Dagon at Ashdod,however,may have long ante 
dated the, Iron Age settlement.
4.Abel;Geographie....II,p.254.
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it had never any association with Israel either in patriarch 

al times or in the later history of the nation when it was 

in the heart of the Philistine country.

In the passage in the Blessing of Moses,the imagery
r

of Jahweh rising as the sun and shining forth supports the

conjecture tyfiit wtox J>tjf w /j't'tffor J)~ fit wyof the text/ /  <   '  /'/ *   ^ '' . .

and'?*'* yt'tof Dussaud's emendation.This description of Jahweh/ - I > .
would agree admirably with the theophany of Jahweh in Habakkuk 

iii.We note that here as in the Song of Deborah Jahweh is 

associated not only with North Sinai but with Seir and Edom 

East of the Arabah.

The view that Jahweh was a god adopted by the Hebrews 

.from another people^as much to recommend it.TJjie circum 

stances of the the'ophany to Moses,the covenant at the 

mountain in the desert,the:affinity of Moses with Jethro 

and the respect of Moses for his authority in spirit-.aaLl ; . . 

affairs all lend support to the view that specifically Jahweh

was the god of Jethro f s people,of Midian which the writer
S would identify with Cush,whieh he would associate with

Kwsw of the Egyptian Execratory Texts of Posenerfet is poss 

ible that there may., be a connection between the Kws'w and 

Qos whom we know from later texts as the national god of 

Edom.It is a remarkable fact that though Hebrew prophets 

had much to say in denunciation of their neighbours and their 

gods,Qos of Edom is never mentioned.Edom,indeed,may be denounced 

for cruelty but never for idolatry and the fact remains that 

the tie of racial kinship was acknowledged.Though the Old 

Testament mentions Kemosh of Moab and Milcom of Ammon and 

Hadad as the god : J of Syria,we know Qos as the god of Edom 

only through Edomite theophoric names in Assyrian inscriptions

1.Judges v,4-5.
S.Efirdmans maintains that Jahweh was the fire-god of Jethro ! s 

clan of the Kenites or desert smiths and the theophany at 
Sinai-Horeb n6t an earthquake and volcano but dispensed 
by human agency.The Beligion of Israel,1947,pp.10,14-15.

S.Moses'Cushite wife would thus be none other than Zipporah.
4,Posener;Princes et Pays,E 51,52.
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of Tiglath-Pileser III (745-727 )*Esarhaddon (680-669 ) 2and 

Assurbanipal (668-626 ) 3and in Greek inscriptions from the 

Ptolemaic period in Egypt4and the Shephelah?Is this silence 

on the part of the Hebrews concerning Qos of Edom simply 

fortuitous or discreet? Certainly Jahweh as the god of the 

fire and storm-cloud had much in common with Qos whom we 

encounter in his Greek guise as Apollo furnished in Greek 

mythology and sculpture with fiery darts and like Jahweh 

in Egypt and the desert dispensing pestilence. This is surely 

the figure with which Hebrew tradition is conversant rather 

than with a minor deity of the garden-plots of Phoenicia.

It may, however, be noted that in the Eas Stoamra text 

fw is apparently the son of El and >Ajtrt. These are gods 

of the older stratum in the pantheon of Ugarit whom Nielsen 

would associate with the desert. The passage in this case 

might be a relic of an older mythology related to the desert.

This theory might account for the dissappearance of Yw from
]

the texts except in such a remnant as we have before us.

Only on such a view could we possibly relate Yw of the text 

to Jahweh whom the Hebrews came to know in the deserts of 

Sinai and Midian. There are certain possibilities, then, arising
j

out of the association of Yw with'El and Elat in the family 

relationship, hence the greater the pity that the text in its
c

damaged condition tells us so little.

On the other hand, it has been long known that there was 

a Syrian god named V^^ in Eusebius,Praeparatio Evangelica,

as the god of Byblos whose priest Hierombalos is cited as 

the ̂ authority behinli Sanchuniathon- whom Philo of Byblos 

quotes. The Greek letters might reproduce the Semitic name

1.Luckenbill, Ancient Records of Assyria, II, 690.
2. ibidem; 690.
3. ibidem^ 876. ,
4.Miller;Eevue Arch«eologi<iue,1820,pp.l09 ff.
5.Peters and ThierschjPainted Tombs of Marissa,1905.
6.Bea concludes on this matter with reserve, 'ein latztes Wort 

lasst sich heute in der Prage noch nicht sprechenlArchaeo- 
logisches und Religionsgeschichtliches aus Ugarit-Ras Shamra, 
Biblica,xx,1939.

7.ed.Gifford,iy03,31 d.
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Yw which is found in the theophoric names Azri-jau of 

Jaud^and Jau-bidi of Hamath?It has been claimed that Jan 

in these names is a form of Jafcweh and G.R.Driver3suggests
i

that Azri-jau may have been a Jew who founded a small state 

in Syria which he called by the name of his home -land. This 

is not so improbable a suggestion when v/e bear in mind 

the Deuteronomic enactment forbidding the king to cause men 

to go tolMusri for horses. We can hardly imagine a Jew, however, 

rising to such eminence in a state so considerable as Hamath 

that he should have been able to rise with the support of 

the natives against the Assyrians. Thus the divine element

Jau in those names does seem to indicate a Syrian god who 
may be the^-y of Philo and the Yw of the Ras Shamra text.

A further manifestation of Yw of the Ras Shamra text

may be that deity mounted on a winged solar chariot which
c

appears in the 5th century coin from the vicinity of Gaza

and identified with Triptolemus who appears similarly repres-
g ented an an archaic Ittie vase. Here, however, there is a

difficulty. The survival of Yw to such a late date as even 

the time of Tiglath-Pileser 111(738 B.C.) would surely 

imply his worship at Ras Shamra at the date of the texts. 

Yet in the offering-lists we find no reference to any such 

deity which indicates % that if he were a god at all he must 

have been a member of the older pantheon together with El 

and >A_trt and her seventy sons together with whom he vanish 

ed from Ugaritie worship and memory remaining in such a

fragment of the older mythology as we have before us. The
>

worship of this deity may have been ^reinjiitodkce*!': .'when. "the

l.In an inscription of Tiglath-Pilesemi from Nineveh. Jaudi 
is not Judah but a state in North- .Vest Syria, Gressmann; 
ACT zum|AT,1909,p.ll3.

2. In an inscription from Sargon II,Gressmannjop. cit, p. 117.
3.G.R.Driver;ZAW xlvi, 1928, p. 8. Eerdmans , OTS, V, 1948 , pp. 1-29.
4. Deuteronomy xvii,16.
5.G.F.Hill;Catalogue of the Greek Coins of Palestine, 1914, 

p. 181, no. 29. The reading of the inscription JHW has been 
disputed. Sukenik would read JHD,on insufficient grounds 
in the opinion of the writer, Sukenik; JPOS,xiv, 1934, pp. 180 ff . , 
A.Beifenberg,JPOS,xix,1939,pp,59 ff.S.A.Cooke maintains 
that Hill's reading JHW is not yet disproved, ZAW,lvi, 1938, 
pp. 268-271.

6.Reitzenstein;Die Hellenistichenkysterien-Religionen,1927 ,
p. 106, note.
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*

Aramaean influx of the 15th-14th century brought his cult 

in again from the desert to central Syria where his name 

appears in the name of Jau-bidi,the king of Hamath in 720 

B.C. His cult may have gradually penetrated to the Phoenic 

ian coast where eventually he appears at Byblos if we may 

credit the evidence of Philo. There eventually he may have 

been assimilated to the Greek Triptolemus in the Hellenistic 

Age and taken South to Palestine by Phoenician colonistsv 

The Phoenician sources give us no indication of anything 

in the character or cult of Yw which suggested assimilation

with Triptolemus. H.Bauer, however, cites the oracle of
o 

Apollo of Glares from Macrobius which is given fully in

Beitzenstein where *6ftf 'fa , f delicate fae Jis the 

deity of autumn and the harvest. We do seem to have a point 

of contact with the cult of Eleusis and the agrarian deity

Triptolemus as the coin of Gaza suggests but from the Phoen-
of Yw 

ician side the case of identity/with Triptolemus or Jahweh

God of the Hebrews must remain incomplete before the in 

superable difficulty of silence.

1.The vicinity of Gaza was a Sidonian colony in the 5th 
century.At Eafia further South it is known that Dionysus 
was worshipped.The Gaza coin reproduces none of the feat 
ures «5." of Dionysus but quite definitely those of 
Triptolemus who appears on 5th century Attic ware as a 
bearded god on a winged chariot.Mlison,however,points 
out that there was a definite tendency to assimilate the 
Dionysiac cult to the Eleusinian.Here the cry of the dev- 
ot*es,Iakchos,was actually personified and given the 
character of Bacchus or Dionysus.lt may then be that 
YHW of the Gaza coin is partly a Semitization of the 
vocative of lakchos referring to Dionysus in his 
Eleusinian guise as Triptolemus,and partly a reproduction 
of the Phoenician deity Y$.

2.MacrobiuSjSaturn.i,18-g,O.Given more fully in Reitzenstein; 
op.cit.,p,148.



ii.The Cult.

In sorting out the various sources of the composite 

Pentateuch Wellhausen and his followers have been guided 

among other considerations by the natural supposition that 

an elaborate cult presupposing an established sanctuary 

is inconsistent with nomadic conditions and the ascription 

of such ordinances to Moses before the settlement of 

Canaan is an anachronism.Now that we have the culture of 

Canaan in the patriarchal period so fully documented at 

Bas Shamra it is time to review this position taken by 

the established school of Biblical criticism.Dussaud, 

having already undertaken to demonstrate on the evidence of 

technical terms in Phoenician and Punic inscriptions that 

the Hebrew sacrificial system as elaborated in Leviticus 

was not necessarily post-Exilic,welcomes the Bas Shamra 

material as confirmation of his thesis.He is careful to 

state,however,that he does not disagree with the work of 

Wellhausen as a literary critic.His objection is that 

the Wellhaueenist school confuses purely literary with 

historical issues.While accepting the now conventional view 

of the literary composition of the Pentateueh,Dussaud 

maintains that we have no right to suppose that simply because 

certain terms and'practices are a specific feature of the 

Priestly Code they necessarily date from that time.He points
i

out that the Bas Shamra texts attest a regular established
/ 

cult and built temple at least as early as the first quarter

of the 14th century and probably several centuries before^so 

that.at cult as elaborate as that in the friestly Code is

1.Dussaud;Les origines cananeennes du sacrifice Israelite,1921, 
2nd ed., 1941,pp.325 ff.

2.The temples of Ba'al and Dagon at J*as Shamra actually date 
from c.2000 B.C.
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conceivable at least in Syria several centuries before the 

time of Moses.Syria,however,as field archaeology has shown, 

is not Palestine which suffered from exposure to^ the 

desert on two fronts.Even if we accept the view that the tech 

nical terms of the cult are common to the Ras Shamra texts 

and the Old Testament the most natural conclusion is that 

tfce Hebrew invaders adopted them with the cult and settled 

life of the agriculturalist in Canaan.Dussaud,however, 

who holds fast to his view of the Northern migration of 

the Phoenicians from Palestine where they lived together 

with the ancestors of the Hebrews,would regard the supposed 

Phoenician parallels in the Hebrew cult as deriving from this 

period.

There are numerous grave difficulties in the way of 

such a theory.In the first place there is not nearly so 

much sound evidence as Dussaud suggests for the use of the 

same technical terms in the Ras Shamra texts as in the Penta 

teuch. Again, it is not without significance that the elaborate 

system which we ascribe to P is represented as an innovation 

of Moses,established by special divine decree and covenant. 

Now Moses never entered Canaan and the religious system of 

his day must therefore have reflected desert or at the most 

oasis conditions.In all probability we should associate 

this phase of Hebrew history with Qadesh and though traces 

of settlement have been found there in the form of a 

fortress there is nothing to indicate a sedentarry culture 

and permanent contacts with Palestine before the Iron Age. 

In the narratives of the patriarchs in Genesis it is

I.Lawrence and WooitieyjThe Wilderness of Zin,PEF Annual,1914-15, 
pp.64 ff.They suggest that the fort reproduces the plan of 
similar Egyptian works of the Xllth and XVIIIth Dynasties. 
They cannot,however,date the earliest pottery more precisely 
than between 1800 and 900.Glueck explored the site and 
dated the fort to the 10th-8th century,AASOR,XV,1954,pp.118-9. 
Olmstead suggests that this was one of the 'migdaloth 1 built , 
by Uzziah (II Chron.xxvi,10),History of Palestine and Syria, 
1951,pp.418-9.The date,however,seems earlier.Probably the 
fort was built by Solomon as an entrepot in this vital 
oasis between Beersheba g£<J &j§/fg|jgfries at Ezion-geber.
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significant that there is no hint of a regular cultus 

though the scene is laid within the limits of the settled 

land.The patriarchs worship as nomads,individually at appar 

ently no regular seasons and this simple cult is attached 

to primitive natural sanctuaries such as the terebinths of 

Mamre and Shechem and the rock at Bethel.It may be objected 

that this is an artificiality wholly in line with the idyllic 

setting of those narratives.Yet if this were so it is strange 

that we have no foreshadowing of what was regarded as the 

Mosaic system which according to Dussaud ought to have 

been already established in Canaan.As the case stands,the 

patriarchal narratives show no suspicion of the cultic technic 

alities of either the Old Testament or the Has Shamra texts 

which according to Dussaud took their origin from the 

time when the Hebrews and Phoenicians lived together,spoke 

the same language,shared the same legends and cultic practic 

es in Southern Palestine.On the other hand,the simple person 

al relationship between the patriarchs and God so aptly ex 

pressed in their theophoric names does suggest 'the circum 

stances implied in the Egyptian Execratory Texts where the. 

deity is commonly conceived of as the kinsman of the worshipp 

er. This suggests that the patriarchal narratives of Genesis, 

in spite of their idyllic cast,do faithfully reflect actual 

historical conditions.Thus the lack of correspondence 

between those narratives and the Has Shamra texts as far as 

concerns the cult must seriously militate against the theory 

of Dussaud.

The theory that the Ras Shamra texts illustrate the 

Levitical sacrificial system is based largely on the 

occurrence of the familiar technical terms.T.H.Gaster follows 

Dussaud in developing the theme of his 'Origines cananeennes 

du sacrifice israe'lite' and maintains that the same technical

l.The common type of name in the Execratory Texts referring 
to Syria and Palestine is identical with the patriarchal 
names either as full theophorics as Abraham or hypocoristica 
as Isaac and Jacob.
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terms of the cult found in later Phoenician and South 

Arabian inscriptions indicate a common origin in 1 that 

primitive Hebrew civilization from which those cultures

severally developed! 1©* the terms in question Gaster has
2 given a full list in the Dussaud Memorial publication

which must now be examined in relation to their context 

in the R*s Snamra texts.

Tuere are undoubtedly many technical terms common to 

aebrew and U^aritic and we are prepared for this as far as 

concerns the more general terminology. Tims dbh corresponds 

to nil ,mtn to fJPn ,ndr to ?// , while of the verbs the

causative sqrb corresponds philologically to ^'// and 

in meaning to ^ ;//? ,s'ly to /,?//'? and y bl which is found 

in I ^Aqirt, 1.214 corresponds to 7'J//? of .t^alm lxviii,50 

and Z&phaniah iii, 10, while 'ub 1, to do, prepare', , may possibly

be used in the sense 'to sacrifice* «.s /7«>y in Hebrew.
t 

Tnese , however, are general terms which might belong to
 \

the matrix of btmitic language in the ancient i*ear Kast. 

They are not sufficiently specific to establish a necessary 

connection between the cult of U^arit ana that of the tiebrews.

To turn to more specific terms, slm or slmm, which (Jester 

renders by 'payment off eringj occurs frequently in the Old 

Testamaat though there is diversity of opinion as to the 

exact significance of the term. 1 1, is taken variously to

mean f peace-offering 1 wnereby a man is reconciled to God,
31 welfare-offering ' ,a feature of which was a communal meal.

here as in other practices and terminology we probably have 

to reckon with a development in usage and language over a 

considerable period of time and in varying circumstances. The 

term in question is found in I Samuel xi,15, .tuodus xx,24, 

xxiv,5 (E),Amos v,22,Jushua viii,31 (J)) ,l>«uteronomy xxvii,7 

and loviticus x,14 (P),in sources, that is to say, ranging 

over a period of half a millennium. 1^ the offering-lists

1.Gaster;Melanges syriens offerts a M.Kwne Dussaud, 1939, p. 577.
2. ibidem, pp. 578-580. ,
3.Dussaud;L«s origines cananeennes du sacrifice Israelite, 

2nd ed., pp. 301-313.
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*/ 
from Ras Shamra the letter-complex slmm is found and,

though it may occasionally be read as an adjective,'sound 1 , 

qualifying the terms of sacrifice,it does seem in certain 

cases to indicate a specific sacrifice.Unfortunately the 

exiguous nature of these lists does not give us any context 

which would entitle us to particularize on the term.

  Gaster claims to find a reference to the 'wave-offeringJ 

/1J/JJ} 9 which is established as a technical term in the Priestly 

Code in Exodus xxix,27,Leviticus vii,34,x,14,xxiii,15,17 f 

Numbers xviii,ll(P).The Ras Shamra evidence,however,proves

on examination to be fragmentary and disjointed.In a certain
1 * offering-list a term snpt does occur which (raster takes as
^ 

a causative (Saphel) from a root npy.The verb with this

meaning,however,is not otherwise attested at Ras Shamra

and the verb in Hebrew,incidentally,is not /}'} but medial / .

Gordon seems nearer the truth in taking the word as a
v 

local form of the Akkadian sinipu,a corruption of the Sumerian
* 2sanabu meaning 'two thirds of a shekel!

Another technical term listed by Gaster as in use in 

ancient Ugarit is ^^r.The word is found as a sacrificial
7*

2 term indicating a restitution-offering in the Priestly Code.

It is probably not confined to that late source,however,as

it is found applied to the golden mice and tumours which
4 the Philistines returned with the Ark and again in II Kings

xii,17 where it was apparently of money and was the perquisite 

of the priests.In both of those cases,however,we must 

reckon with the possibility of expansion of the ea-rlier 

historical record by fcammentary reflecting later conditions. 

In the Has Shamra texts the letter-complex 'a_tm is attested 

in only one text which is very fragmentary.Gordon is obviously

I.Gordon,25,1.6.Another case not cited by Gaster is Gordon,1,1.10
2.Speiser;Of Shoes and Shekels,BASOR,77,iy*0,pp.lb-20.
3.Gray maintains that the idea of commutation or fine is pres 

ent in the term even in P,G.B.Gray;Sacrifice in the Old 
Testament:its Theory and Practice,1925,pp.37-33.

4.1 Samuel vi,3,4,8,17.
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undecided about the term taking it at one point in his  Ug 

aritic Handbook 1 as 'guilt-sacrifice,cf.Hebrew ^ f> f and
/ '

again declaring that it is 'Hurrian with nothing to do 

with D0t J 2Phonetically the terms might correspond?The* T

text,however,conveys no information.The letter-complex 

'aim occurs eleven times in that one text but never in a 

whole line and eight times *atm,itself a restoration,is 

the only word in the line.

'ihe term Jfr$ ,' that which opens the womb', the first-
" '/

born 1 ,attested in Exodus xiii,l-12 (J) as well as in 

Numbers viii,16 (P),is thought to have its counterpart

in Ugaritic sacrificial practice and terminology on the
4 evidence of one text where it occurs in a context which may

refer to offerings to sps,the sun.This text again is frag 

mentary so that it is not possible to fit the word pre- 

eisely into its context.The same may be said of the fancied

Ugaritic prototype of *'#£/), the regular morning and eveningif"
sacrifice attested in Ezekiel xlvi,15,Ezra iii,5 and

Numbers xxviii,6(P).Here no actual phonetic counterpart

was found but Gaster cites a line from the text SS (Gordon 52)

sJu. c db Isps rbt R 
wlkbkbm kn(.....),

rendering, ! Take an offering to the Lady Sun and the Stars, 
a perpetual offering!

He takes the fragmentary kn as from HO,'to establish which 

is possible but in view of the damaged text dubious as the 

sole evidence for the correspondence between Bas Shamra and 

the Old Testament in the matter of r*«^/>.

Libation,nsk,is well enough attested at Ras Shamra

1.GordonjUgaritic Handbook,1947,p.46. 
2.ibidem;p.2l6.
3.cf.Arabic £\ ,Qur>an,Surah ii,219,xxv,68,though the word 
means guilt without the connotation of the Hebrew' term. 
Albright is disposed to admit the parallel of the Ugaritic 
and Hebrew terms though otherwise sceptical of such corresp 
ondences, Archaeology and the Religion of Israel,1942,p.61.

4.Gordon,71,9.
5.Gordon,52,1.54.
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though probably not inr the sense in which it is used as 

an element in the sacrificial system of P.lix the 0±d T«st- 

ament itself,in fact,its usage in G&nesis xxxv,14 (E) in 

Jacob' t, consecration of the pillar at Bfcti*el and of David's * 

libation of water fromi: the well of B&thlehem. suggests 

that it had a more general application.Tue clearest evidence 

fore the ritual of libation at R«*s Siiamra is in a certain 

passage in the rAnat poems overlooked,strangely enough,by 

(raster,

st b cprm ddym 
sk slm Ikbd ^ars 
'arbdd Ikbd sdm'

*my....

We oner the roliowing translation.

* Place in the earth pots,
four thy peacfi-otlerings into the heart of the earth; 
Set many jars into the heart of the fields. 
Thine orcnards, tny trees, thy raliow will be with me... 1

Here we may place the practice in a definite context. The cult

is the cult of the dead which was intimately bound up with
4 the promotion of fertility as Schaeffer has no ted. Thus we

see the term used in a rather different context from the 

orthodox rite of Jf^ in the Priestly Code.

Tue term')<^#, which may mean a tenth part in general 

without any ritual connotation, appears as a technical term 

for a special sacrifice in Amos iv,4,i> c uteronomy xiv,22 

and in the Priestly Ooae in Leviticus xxvii,51 and lumbers 

xviii,24,28.Guster cites a certain text from the offering- 

lists at fi«s SJaamra, Gordon, 5, 1.12,

<jbtrt hr 
bt mlk 'Sr 'Ir

which he translates, 'When the sacred bride enters the cave...
Tithe tithes.... !

1.11 Samuel xxiii,16.
2. Gordon, *nt, col. iv, 11. 53-55.
3. Heading **rb dd and taking >arb as a causative, Aphel.
4.bohaeffer;Txie Cuneiform Texts of Ra.s Sixamra-Ugarit ,1939? 

pp. 46-56. He cites the myth of the Dujaaids.Tne connection 
between the cult of the dead and fertility has been worked 
out by W.B.KristensenjDe Hijkdom der A*rae in Mythe en 
Uui"GUS,M«aedeelingen der Kederlandsche AiLademie van Weten- 
schappen,Afa.Ltstterkunde,1942.
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' ^his,however,is a very obscure passage in a short text and 

the word *sr is susceptible of a different meaning,'to 

feast 1 ,as Ginsberg translates it in the Keret text.This
^

meaning is clearly suggested by the occurrence of y c sr 

in parallel to ysqy,'he gave to drink',in 'nt col.1,1.8 

and II Aqht,col.vi.,11.30-31.

No more certain is (raster's Ugaritic parallel to 

'jubilation offering',which according to Leviticus xix,24 

wws made every fourth year.^n I Aqht,214 Gaster read the 

words b'at bhlm,'Thou hast come with jubilation-offeringl 

Gordon,on the other hand,reads,in our opinion,more naturally 

'Thou hast come hither!

The term /?^ occurring in I Samuel ii ,28,Deuteronomy xviii, 

1,Joshua xiii,14(D) and Leviticus vi,10 and generally 5 in 

the Priestly Code is commonly taken as an offering made by
n

fire being derived from &% .Gray,however,suggests that it
. * 

was derived ultimately from the root ^V^jCf.Arabic ry^ >

and meant originally a 'fellowship-offering*though this sense 

has been quite lost by the time of its literary usage in 

the Old Testainent.lthe word does occur in the Has Shamra 

texts but the double s is uncertain and it may just as well 

be connected with the Arabic ^^,'a gift!

The word /)/7y-tf , the bloodless meat-offering,is probably
v : '

mentioned in Gordon,120,11.1,4 but its significance is not 

quite certain in that small text.

Thus it is apparent that on this evidence a very precari 

ous bridge,if bridge at*all,may be constructed between the 

sacrificxial system of ancient Ugarit and that of ^he 'Mosaic' 

law.In the nature of the case we should expect the Hebrew 

immigrants to adopt the practice and terminology of the local

1.Ginsberg;The Legend of King Keret,BASOR,Supplementary 
Studies, 2-3,1946^45, on II K,col.1,1.40,after Gaster 
Iraq,vi,1939,p.131,n.90 and AlbrightjBASOB,94,1944,p.33,n.10.

2.Gray;op.cit.,pp.9-13.
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fertility-cult of Canaan as the narrative of Gideon suggests 

or even when they developed their own ritual we are quite 

prepared to find certain common Semitic words used-in:a specif 

ic sense as well as conceptions common to the race,time and 

circumstances finding expression in the ritual system so 

developed.Where we find a development in meaning in such 

terminology in the course of the history of the Hebrews thSfem- 

selves,surely we should be prepared to admit an even further 

development and variation of meaning between the Ugaritic 

terminology attested from at least the 14th century and

that in the Priestly Code almost a millennium later.
* ' 

Furthermore,the evidence of field archaeology is unanimous

in demonstrating that Palestine,certainly until the time of 

Solomon,was a backward province compared with Phoenicia. 

We have no right,then,to assume that the well-developed 

religious system of Ugarit with its highly-finished mytho 

logy and its carefully adjusted offering-tables was known 

to contemporary Palestine,to say nothing of the deserts to 

the South or East where Moses guided nomad Israel.

The equivalence of technical terms is actually the 

weakest argument for a correspondence between the cultic 

systems of Israel and Ugarit.Dussaud,in fact,opens a far more 

fruitful field in citing certain passages in the longer texts 

which imply cuXtic practices which were established in 

Palestine and described(in detail in the Priestly Gode.

In the Keret text,which the writer prefers to treat as 

a saga rather than a myth .directly related to the cult, 

there is a clear reflection of certain ritual practices 

which could not be divorced from events of such public inter 

est as the wedding af the king.There we have a full descript 

ion of a sacrifice by the king on the roof either of his 

palace or the local temple,hkl,, which may be cited,

l.This is the substance of Gray's criticism of Hommel's
South-Arabian analogies with Hebrew ritual,op.cit. ',pp.63-64..
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yrt^is wy*adm 
yrhs ydh >amth 
>usb«th 'd tkm 
c rb bzl hmt" 
Iqh >emr"dbh 
bydh 11>a ki'atam 
kit Ihmh dnzl 
Iqh msrr *sr dbh 
ysq. bgl htt. yn 
bgl hrs nbT 
w<f ly*lzr mgdl 
rkb Jkmm hmt 
ns'a ydh smmh 
dbh Ijtr 'abh 'el 
srd b*l bdbhh , 
bn dgn bmsdh

We offer the following translation,
o 

'He washed himself and made himself red,
He washed his hand,his elbow,
His fingers,up to his shoulder,
He went into the shade of the tent,
He took a lamb for sacrifice,
In his hand a kid from the enclosure;
The whole of his me&fc of entertainment;
He took a msirr,a bird of sacrifice;
He poured wine into a cup of silver,
Honey into a cup of gold.
He went up to the top of the tower;
He mounted the rampart of the wall;
He raised his hands to heaven;
He sacrificed to his father,the Bull,El;
He served Ba^al with his sacrifice,
The son of Dagon with his food...... 1

Here,of course,there is no hint of any seasonal relation 

of the sacrifice.lt seems quite general in import nor. is 

there anything to relate it to any particular sacrifice in 

the Old Testament.On the contrary,the mention of honey is 

significant since the only time honey is mentioned in a 

ritual passage in the Old Testament it is prohibited?

In the sequel to this episode the king descends from 

the roof and undertakes certain measures which have been 

taken as military operations.The military aspect of Keret f s 

expedition is probably a convention to enhance the notion 

of 'the snatching of the bride I The passage may be arranged

I.I K,11.156-171//62-79.
2.i.e.with blood as a means of consecration,
S.Leviticus ii,ll.
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yrd krt Iggt 
*-db >akl Iqryt 
htt Ibt hbr 
y*ep Ifcm^dhms 1 
mgd jtdt. yrgm

We submit the following translation.

'Keret descended from the roof; 
He prepared food for'the city, 
Y/heat for Beth Hubur, 
He parched bread of the fifth, 
Food of the sixth month........ !

It is here submitted that Keret's baking served not 

only as a practical measure to provision his retinue and 

the community in his absence but was even more an essential 

element in ancient ritual.If we suppose that in fact or, 

what is more likely,in fiction Keret was engaged in a 

hostile enterprise his action might be explained-in the light 

of the Deuteronomic enactment where,in the event of war,

a man may stay until he has tasted first the fruit he has
2planted.lt is,however,questionable if this is the interpret 

ation of the passage.The subject of the text is Keret's 

bridal the consummation of which we might reasonably assume 

to be timed to coincide with the revival and marriage of 

Ba*al at the Autumn or New Year festival.Thus the baking 

of Keret might fall earlier in summer and might refer to the 

ritual treatment of the new grain at the end of harvest. 

From local experience at the present day as well as from
*

the evidence of the Old Testament and the Gezer Tablet it

is well known that there were two distinct crops,first barley,
<i 

then wheat reaped a month later.We suggest that in 'bread

of the fifth,food of the sixth month there is a reference 

to this double crop.^he rite would be that of f de-consecration' 

in order that the new crop might be released for common use. 

There is surely a connection between this rite and that in

I.I K,11.171-175// 79-84.
2.cf.Arabic .^^>
S.Deuteronomy xx,5-7,xxxviii,30.Here there is no mention of

corn but only of a vineyard.The verb used is ,^/7'to
desecrate,make common! 

4.This reckoning assumes that the New Year fell in October.



the Priestly Code of the offering of the two 'wave-loaves' 

at the Feast of Weeks^that is at the end of harvest. In the 

latter case no specific mention is made of wheat or barley 

but the doable portion of meal and of the loaves is in itself
 

significant.

It is well-known that the mythological texts, the prot- 

aganists of which are goffs,are highly anthropomorphic. We 

are thus prepared to find there a reflection of the rites 

and customs of the community of ancient Ugarit. This reflect 

ion is all the more clear and definite according as the myths

seem to be either the projection or accompaniment of cultic
o 3

practice. Though we agree with Eissfeldt and Baumgartner

that we cannot take the myths as no more than rubrics and 

accompaniments absolutely bound up at every step with the 

cult, myth and ritual do, nevertheless, of<*en coincide and the 

texts introduce us to scenes in the sacred pantomime. The texts 

concerning 'Al>eyn Ba*al and the goddess cAnat contain 

several such passages.
»

Closely connected with the 'de-consecration 1 rite 

just mentioned is cAnat's slaughter of Mt,the deity of 

summer heat and drought,

bn 'elm mt 
bhrb tbq cnn 
bhtr tdrynn 
b*est tsrpnn 
brhm tthnn 
bsd tdrynn 
s'erh It'ekl c srm 
mnth Itkly....."..

'She seizes Mt the son of El;
She cuts him with the sickle;
She scatters him with the shovel;
She parches him with fire;
She ,grinds him with the mill-stone;
She scatters him in the fields;
His flesh shall the birds eat;
His fate shall be complete.....'

Sere Dussaud sees the rite of the last sheaf at the end of 

harvest,designed to 'de-consecrate'the new crop and at the

l.Leviticus,xxiii,17.
5, The Mishnah,Menahoth xi I ,associates this offering with 
'the release of the new crop for use in the Temple service. 
The first-sheaf offering had the same effect of releasing 
the new crop for the use of the community,Menahoth,x.

2.Eissfeldt;Ras Shamra und Sanchuniathon,l939,p.75 ff.
3.Baumgartner;Th.Z.,iii,1947,pp.88 ff.
4.Gordon,49,col.ii,11.30-36.
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same time to renew by sacrifice of the god Mt tne spirit 

of tne harvestTln seeking an Oxct Testament parallel he 

naturally cites Leviticus ii,14 referring to the Hobrew 

offering of the first sheaf,'green ears of corn,dried by
%

the fire,even corn beaten out of full earslTnough appreciat 

ing the significance of this passage,however,Dussaud seems 

hardly correct in regarding it as the rite of the last

sheaf.TJae Hebrew parallels are even closer than he suggests.
23 4Piiilo,Josephus and the Mishnah all refer to a similar rite.

on the 10th of iMisan,that is at the beginning of. harvest, 

and dusephus indicate that the sheaf was of barley. 

Josephus and the Mishnah there is reference to the thresh 

ing, winnowing, parching by fire and grinding of the grain, 

after which it is explicitly stated that the new crop is 

free for public consumption.Tnus it seems obvious that 

the rite in question was the rite of the first sheaf and 

not the last.It inaugurated a ceremonial which was consummat 

ed by the double offering of the loaves at the sanctuary at

the JJ'east of Weeks.
gin a remarkable passage in the e Aiiat cycle,the

goddess is depicted indulging in an orgy of slaughter, 

bathing knees and breasts in the blood of the victims.In 

what precedes there is no indication of any reason for 

this blood-bath but in the sequel,11.40-41,dew and rain 

fall at  Anat's request.wuw in Hebrew rites destined to in 

duce rain there is no obvious reference to the efficacy 

of blood though we suggest t&at the extravagant self-
f!

affliction of the Ba'al-prophets on C-ormel was such a rite.

l.i;ussaud;ii6S decouvertes de RS....2nd ed.pp.137 ff. 
2.PnilojDe Sept.,ii,20. 
S.JusephusjAnt.,iii,250.
4.Meuahoth x.
5.Gordon, <i.t,col.ii,11.5-15. 
6.1 Kings xviii.



The efficacy of blood as a means of consecration is 

emphasized by Dussaud who cites the passage describing 

the sacrifice of Keret which we have already quoted.li 

we could take the verb t'adm to signify smearing with 

blood we should have a close parallel to the consecration 

of A^ron and his;sons in the Pxiestly Cude where Moses is 

depicted as touching the right ear ,right thumb and great 

toe of the right foot of Aaron and his sons with the blood

of the ram of consecration.This ritual,which owing to its
 z 

connection with the high priest Wellhausen was disposed to

assign to the post-Exilic period,may well have been establish 

ed in Canaan even before the time of Muses though it is 

attested in the Old Testament only in tue PneaSly Code. 

The seven-cycle unit of time is a feature common to 

both the Old Testament and the Has bJaamra texts.Occasionally 

in the las bnamra texts it seems a mere literary convention 

but again in certain passages it seems to be related to

ritual practice.La the ease of the purification period of
4 a woman after child-birth we seem to have an analogy in

the text SS (Gordon 52) where the offspring of El,Shr and 

Sim and presumably also their mothers sojourn seven years
K

in the 'holy desert!

Kemarkable as such correspondences may be,they do 

not establish Dussaud 1 ^ case for a common home and tradition 

of Hebrews and Phoenicians and we are still far from a sol 

ution of the question as to when I&rael adopted such elements 

of the cult of Uanaan.Tuat question is,of course,bound up

1.UussaudjL^s origines cananeennes du sacrifice Israelite, 
2nd ed.',pp.328-330.

2.Kxodus,xxix,20-2l (P),Lcvitieus viii,22934.
3.Wfcllhausen;Prolegomena,5thb ed.,p.91.
Leviticus xii,2.
5,Gordon,52,11.65-67.The analogy is not quite exact.It
might be better to connect the passage with tjae Leviticai 
law of tiie Juoilee ^ear when a fresh phase of usufruct 
of property was inaugurated,Leviticus xxv,10.
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with that of the significance and influence of local 

pre-is,raelite sanctuaries in Palestine. Shechem with its 

shrine of Ba l al-j3erith,Uphrah,Mizpah,nebron and Beersheba 

might all have reflected in some dag re e th.e u*naanite cult 

as we know it from the K-s biiamra texts, nor is there any 

reason to suppose that the cults|of Dan and Bethel , though 

known to us particularly only after the Disruption, were 

pure innovations of Jeroboam the s» of flobat.!^ the case

of D.JI it is expressly stated that it was already a 

Phoenician settlement and it is difficult to avoid the 

impression that Jeroboam' & calves were connected with 

the cult of Ba c al-.tiadad whose cult- animal was the young 

bull, bhiloh;. again, though directly attested as a shrine

of Jahweh and the repository of the Ark, had its non-Jahwistic
o 

vintage-festival, though the Danish excavations of Egaer

and Scmidt showed no trace of occupation before the Hebrew
2period in the first phase of the Early ixon Age. The 

significance of G-ibeon must have been great since even the 

Chronicler for all his devotion to Jerusalem and the Temple

cannot repress its associations with the cult and
4 cult-officials eventually established at Jerusalem.

The Old Testament evidence certainly reveals more Jahwistic' 

than Bu.'ailistie features at Gibeon but traces of the fertil 

ity cult do appear, notably in the incident of the 

immolation and exposure of baul'o^ seven sonsrUussaud 

has noted the association of this human sacrifice 

with the beginning and end of harvest 6and it may be that 

this is the survival of a crude practice where a human

1.Judges xviii,7.The writer, however, does not see sufficient 
evidence in the text IV AB (^ordon,75) to locate it here 
as Dussaud does,Uultes cananeens aux sources du dourdaiin 
d'apres les textes de KS, Syria, AV11, 1936, pp. 283-295.

2. Judges xxi,21.
3.h.Kjaer; PEPQS,1927 ,p.20d.
4.1 Kings iii,4,ll Cnronicles i,3,l3.Brinker seems to

exaggerate the case in suggesting a wholesale transference 
of the cult and its appurtenances from Gibeon to 
Jerusalem, Tiie influence of Sanctuaries in Sotrly Israel, 
1946, pp. 162-163.

5. II Samuel xxi. ,
6.l>ussaud;Les origines cananeennes du sacrifice Israelite, 

2nd ed., pp. 288-289.
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being was sacrificed either as a propitiation to the 

spirit of harvest or as embodying the corn-spirit who, 

as the fate of Mt and 'Aqht in the Has Shamra texts indicate, 

had to be killed at that crucial season.That such concept 

ions and practices were current in Israel after the settle 

ment in Canaan is indicated by the sacrifice of the Paschal 

lamb at the Feast of Unleavened Bread on the eve of the barley 

harvest.Finally we cannot overestimate the significance of 

Jerusalem as a pre-Israelite cult-centre in which capacity 

it probably attracted David in his policy of the unification 

of his realm.There is a certain amount of evidence in the 

narrative of Josiah ! s reforms for the worship of the Canaan- 

ite deities Ba'al and the mother-goddess 'Ajtrt at Jerusalem. 

The cult of Sim,however,itself attested at Eas Shamra,was 

apparently the specific cult of Jerusalem as the name of 

the city indicates.Beyond this Scriptural evidence of 

cult-centres in Palestine we may cite the evidence from 

various archaeological stations in Palestine in the Late 

Bronze Age.Sanctuaries have been discovered at Tell ed 

Duweir,Megiddo,Beisan,Taanach,Gezer,Ai and Tell Beit Mirsim 

but cult-objects are comparatively few and inconclusive. 

Altars for holocaust and incense have been found and 

clay figurines,naturalistic or stylized,of the mother- 

goddess 'At.rt which may not be cult-objects but rather amul 

ets to promote fertility and help women in childbirth. 

Beyond these .objects little tangible evidence has been

found but the bronze figurines of Ba ral-Hadad from Tell ed
12 3Duweir and Megiddo and the Mekal stele from Beisan <

identical with figurines and reliefs from Ras Shamra and
A *

Minet el Beidatsuggest that the mythology,institutions

1.J.L.Starkey;PEFQS,1936,p.
2. G. Loud;Kegiddo II,1^48,pi. 23b ,no.22,239.
3. &;:Bow£3^P-;^i^gr&$J^:i;a&& History of i Becthshan:,193JD.,p. 14, pi.33 
,4.Schaeffer;Syria XIV,1933,pi.XVI,Ugaritica,p.116,pi.XXV.
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and the cult-terms too of Phoenician Ba*al-worship may well 

have been known in Palestine.Nothing definite,however,is 

known and correspondence between Eas Shamra and Palestine 

is largely a matter of conjecture which must always be 

qualified by the fact of the comparatively provincial culture 

of Palestine.

'Vhatever may be the relationship between Eas Shamra and 

the Old Testament in the sphere of the cult,it is the 

differences rather than the similarities which impress. 

Such common features as may be established would most likely 

be known and practised by such of the Hebrew kinship as had 

been settled in Palestine from patriarchal times and as 

such adopted by the nomad invaders during the period of 

the Settlement.There is,however,nothing to suggest that 

Moses,whatever his significance,knew this tradition as a 

relic of the time when the ancestors of the Hebrews and the 

Phoenicians had a common history and home in the South of 

Palestine.On the contrary such an enactment as the rite of 

t)ie first sheaf 'when ye be come into the land which I 

shall give you 1 ^-suggests,as Gray has pointed out, that 

Israel knew nothing of such ritual until she settled in Can 

aan.

1-Leviticus xxiii,10.
2.G.B.Gray;Sacrifice in the Old Testament,p.330,
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CHAPTflit V.

Csuaaanite Myth and Saga as evidence of
Historical Conditions in Patriarchal fulestine.

i. The,Keret. Kpic. 
seeking to determine historical conditions in

ancient Palestine we cannot disregard such rare documents 

as may come to hand even though the main purport of these 

may be myth and legend.Such,in the main,is the nature of the 

tablets from Eas Snamra,though among them are certain texts 

which seem to bear more than most the stamp of genuine 

history.Or these the chief is the Keret text of which the 

first tablet was edited by Cnarles Virolleaud in 1936 as 

'La Legende de Keret,Roi des Sidoniensi
t

Tnis text Virolleaud regards as not purely mythological 

though he admits that it is no light task to disengage the 

strictly historical element from what he regards as its 

mythological matrix.In his aatual attempt Virolleaud shows 

less caution with the consequence that he has produced 

results more astounding than convincing to the student of 

ancient history.

Virolleaud finds in the first 6f the thsee Keret tablets 

the names of certain localities,peoples and persons which 

seem to localize the action and to relate it to historical 

people.In this historical interpretation Virolleaud is follow 

ed by DUE saujd7SchaefferiaLods,Ai bright, B«*umgartner,I)e L«.nghe,••&*
i»e Vaux,j«;issfeldt and Pedersen,though seriously criticising

i

the particular interpretation of the former,nevertheless 

maintain that there is a historical nucleus even though that

1.Virolleaud;La Le'gende de Keret...,1936,p.2. {pp.160 if,
2.Dussaud;RER.,cxviii,1938,pp.l63 ff. ,Les decouvertes.., 1941, 
3.Schaeffer;fik« Cuneiform Texts of R*s bhamra-U^arit,1939,p.73.
4.Lods;RES,1936,p.lii.
5.Aibright;BASOR,70,1938,p.23.
6.Baumgartner;ThX III,1947,pp.81 ff.
7.De Langhe;Les textes de RS...et...1'AT.1945,II,pp.67-147.
8.De Vaux;RB,xlvi,1937,pp.526-555.
9;Eissfeldt;Zum geographischen Horizont der fias Shamra Texte,

ZDMG,xciv,1940,pp.59 ff. 
10.Pedersen;Die KRT Legende,Berytus vi,1941,pp.63-106.
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is no more than the bridal of Keret.The text,particularly 

as interpreted by Ginsberg^falls rather into the category of 

domestic history.The geographical particularizations are 

likewise severely delimited,though De Vaux has his own geograph 

ical identifications to suggest in Galilee rather than the 

Negeb,in which he is followed by i)e Langhefwhile uiissfeldt 

would locate the action of I K at the headwaters of the 

Orontes.Hvidberg,though not using the Keret poem as a primary 

document,does venture to question the historical connection 

which is claimed with PalestinetGaster first subscribing to 

the historical interpretation of the Keret poem as interpret 

ed by Virolleaud,questioned the reference to Terah,Asher,Zeb-

ulon,and Ashdod in the text 1,She bixth of tne Gracious and
t; 

Beautiful fitods 1 and nas lately abandoned the position entire-
c 

ly.At the other pole a cultic interpretation is suggested by
7Mowinckel who,after stating that &eret is no historical king

but an Adonis-figure,a dying and rising vegetation-deity, 

qualifies his statement by classing the poem as'no longer
* >

a pure myth but a mythic hero-legend; the original god having
o 

become the mythical dynasty-founder.Jin^nell follows Mowinckel

but regards the poem as a pure cultic myth with no historical 

association in which he is followed by tfo Keicke.

majority of scholars, therefore, are agreed that the 

Keret-text is distinct from the other texts from Rus Shamra

l*Cria8berg;Tiie legend of ting Keret, a Cunaanite uipic of the .bronze 
Age, J5ASOR, Supplementary Studies 2-3,1946.

2. Lately ,*iwt Ugarietische tLertit-(redichte,Mibcellanea iiistorioa 
Alberti de Mtsyer,jjouvain,1946.

3.Jbiibsfeldt;J3ii« geographischen norizont. . . 2"JDMG,xciv,194u,p.81.
4.nviaberg;(jra*d og Latter i det (ramie i'eatamente,1938,p.62.
5.(^aster;ULZ xlii, 1939, col. 275.
6.Uaster;dQR xxxvii,1947,pp.2b5-293.
7.Mowinckel;Immannublprof etien d es.7 ,streiflys fra Ugarit i,

uttryXket JsAvaes' tjener,wTT Streiliys fra Ugarit il,

«.''Ikke lenger en egentug myte men en mytisk heltesagn 1 ,WTT,1941,
D 142 

9*jsngneil;bl;uuies in Divine kUugship,1943,pp.l49 ff.
10. Bo fieicite;Analogier mellan- Joseiberattelsen i Genesis och 

*Ras Shamra- text erna,Sveiisit Jfixegetisk Arsook x, 1945, pp. 27 ff.
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which are myths rather than sagas,and Ahe main impression given 

by the first Keret tablet is that here we are more in|touoh with 

sower history. AJeritical study of Tirolleaud's position will 

indicate the tremendous significance of his interpretation of 

this text for a reconstruction of patriarchal history while at 

the same time considerably modifying his claims.

The main purport of the tablet according to Tirblleaud,

ie. the conflict of Keret, the legendary hero of the Phoenicians
2

and probably the first king of Sidon, with the people of one
3

Terah whom he equates with the father of Abraham. This action,

he holds, culminates in the battle which is fought in ttgb which 

Tirolleaud identifies with the Biblical Begeb, the semi-arid

region in the south of Palestine, a portion of which, he is care-
4

ful to point out, bore the name Negeb fca-Kerethi which he assoc 

iates not with the Aegean invaders but with the earlier hero of 

the Phoenicians, Keret.

This battle involved great forces, the numbers cited in
5 

the poem being apparently three million. Here, of course, we

must allow for poetic exaggeration but even so a great number-of 

people is involved and Tirolleaud supposes that great ethnic and 

social upheavals took place as the result of this battle. He finds 

people such as Aaher migrating in good order,

* Asher went out two by two - 
Asher (went out) three (by three)"

4* ̂  while others such the Basis are more unceremoniously displaced,
+ v

" The people of Hasis went by thousands 
And by myriads"like yr » 7

1. So vocalised, probably incorrectly, by Tirolleaud.
2. Tirolleaud; op. cit., p.21-
3. Ibidem, p.2.
4. I Samuel, xxx.I4.
5. IK 89//179, tit mH rbt.
6. I K(94)*atr tn tn hlk 

(95)>aTrtlt
7. I K(92)hlk l^aTpm has 

wlrbt km yr.
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Finding that the theme of the battle of the Begeb is not 

sustained, Tirolleaud sus&ects that Keret and his people had
 «.

suffered a defeat. They next come into contact with Edom which 

is designated by two names, 'Udm-rbm and^Udm-trrt, and in this 

phase of his wandering Keret is brought to two towns or districts, 

§rn and Sa't which Yirolleaud supposes to lie beyond Jordan bet

ween Edom and the ultimate habitat of the Phoenicians on the
2 

Syrian coast.

From the fact that Keret is named King of Sidon only after 

feis campaign in the Negeb and his wandering in Trana Jordan, Viroll-

eaud concludes that he was regarded by the Sidonians as their first
3

king, so that in this tablet we hav«:,; conceivably, the narrative

of the original migration and settlement of the Phoenicians whom, in 

fact, Herodotus derives from the shores of the 'Red Sea'.

. The antagonists of Keret Virolleaud subsumes under the. 

authority of Terah who, it must be admitted, does not find a very 

conspicuous place in the text. In the passages in question, 

11.100-107,188-196 and 10-14, which on Virolleaud f s reading contain 

the only explicit mention of Terah, he seems to play the double 

role of moon-deity and legendary hero whose wife or wives Tin and 

Nikar carry out his orders and bear the brunt of the conflict. The 

last two names are significant, recalling Sin and Nin-gal, lunar

deities of Ur which according to Biblical tradition was the orig-
5 

inal home of Terah the father of Abraham. Here Tirolleaud admits

the fact that not only is Tin masnuline in form but in the Sumer-
6 

pantheon of Ur Sin was a male deity. So too, he points out,

1.VirolleaudjLa legende de Keret. ., p. 19.
2. ibidem, p. 20. 
5. Ibidem, p. 21.4. Herodotus, 1,1 t Wto &<Wf< is thought by some to be not the Red Sea

but the Persian Gulf.
5. Genesis xi,31.
6.Virolleaud;op.cit. ,p.28.
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was aps, the aun, which became feminine at Has Shamra. That ffikar- 

Kingal should step up from the secondary place she occupied in the 

Sumerian pantheon to share the honours of Sin should cause us the 

less surprise when we find another minor Sumerian goddess ITin-egal, 

»the Lady of the Palace 1 , occupying the chief place in the Jkmorite;

site of Qatna in the vicinity $f Horns between the middle and the
1 

late Bronze Age. It is more remarkable that Terah, more palpable,

according to Virolleaud's theory than his ethereal consorts, should 

yet presume -to direct their movements. If, however, in this they 

were subordinate to Terah, the balance is restored,to Virolleaud's 

satisfaction, by the fact that they took by far the more active part 

in the conflict with Keret and his followers.

Indeed it may well be, as Yirolleaud points out, that Terah f s 

real character, so far as it may be historical at all, is so ob 

scured in the mists of antiquity that the real facts of the case 

are much distorted   These facts may be that Terah was an Amorite 

chief who came, as the Biblical tradition maintains, from Ur in 

Sotthern Mesopotamia, bringing with him in his migration to the

north and west the worship of the lunar deities of Ur, Sin and
« 

Fin-gal. In course of time his relations with the deities, it is

supposed, were confounded in the memory of posterity. The political 

and personal exploits of the chief and the clan were shared with the 

deities who became to uncritical posterity the consorts of the

patriarchs while he, on the other hand, by a similar process ass-
2 

Timed their original divine attributes.

At first sight it appears that the poem of Keret affords us

1.B.Du. Mesnil de Buisson;Syria IX,1928,pp.6-24,81-89. 
Virolleaud;Syria^ IX,pp.90 ff.

2.Virolleaud;La legende de Keret...,p.23.
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invaluable clues to the conditions under which the forefathers 

of the Hebrews made their first appearance in Palestine. Holy 

Scripture, of course, makes no mention of Terah in Palestine 

but definitely associates Abraham and Isaac with the Uegeb, 

Where they encounter certain opposition among the inhabitants -

Again in the narrative of the conflict of the four kings against
 » 

fire Abraham is given a definitely military role. In the conflict

in the Negeb between the people of Terah and those of Keret 

which involves such a number as the ancient bard could magnify 

to three million men, has Virolleaud really found clear evidence 

of a great folk-movement involving the ancestors of the Hebrews 

of which we have at the best only faint traces in the sacred 

record ?

We should probably be right in regarding the infiltration 

of at least some of the Hebrew forefathers as something more than 

the sporadic movements of isolated individuals and there is not
»

lacking archaeological evidence for invasions of Palestine at the 

end of the third millenium. It is none the less the contention 

of this thesis that neither the Keret text nor any other of the 

Has Shamra documents can be cited as such evidence.

The crucial phase of the action described in the Keret 

tablet, according to Virolleaud, is enacted in the Negeb.

This land, occupying a triangle whose apices are the south 

end of the Dead Sea, Gaza and the head of the gulf of Aqaba, is 

not very inviting to the agriculturist. In the hinterland of Gaza 

good crops of barley are extensively grown at the present day by

1.Genesis;xii,9,xiii,l»xx,xxi,xxvi.
2.Genesis xx,2 tf. ,xxi,25 ff.,xxvi,14 ff.
3.Genesis xiv.



the semi-nomad tribes of the Hanajera and the Terabifc if the early 

and latter rains are favourable, and from the remains of numerous 

grain silos found by Petrie at Tell Jemmeh on the UTadi Ghazzeh, it 

seems as if the same conditions obtained at least as early as the 

Jersian period. One recollects in this connection that in the patri 

archal age Isaac throve as an agriculturist in the same vicinity. 

The patriarch's substance, however, was numbered not in crops but 

in stock and as one travels towards Beersheba one notices the arable 

land give way to desert steppe which in turn towards the  ast and 

South yields to the sand, gravel and rock of the desert. There 

is no direct evidence for regarding the nature of the Negeb as

otherwise in the last four millennia* Abundant traces of neo-
2lithic culture, it is true, are attested by Busy and Neuville in

the Negeb as far south as 'Ain Q,edeirat in the vicinity of Q.adesh
3

where Glueck examined a fort discovered by Lawrence and Woolley

and on the evidence of surface pottery assigned it to the period
4

10th - 8th century, and though De Vaux has noted that the fort

itself was built on an earlier installation he finds no evidence
5 

of Bronze Age occupation. It is established that with the except-
6

ion of the Egyptian miniof camp at Peinan there is no trace of•<**
Bronze Age settlement in the Negeb south of the line from Tell 

Far'a, 15 miles South of Gaza, to Tell el Milh, 15 miles Cast of 

Beersheba. In the later Roman period, when such places as 

Rhinocolura (El Arish), Rafa, ^usseima, Birein, 4Abda, Elaaa 

(Khalasa) and 'Sbeita flourished, we may trace '.; the relics of 

terracing, of hill-sides. and.the damming and distribution of

!  Genesis xxvi,12.
2. Buzy, R.B., xxxviii, 1929, pp.364-381.
3. Lawrence and WotfLey, The Wilderness of Zin, PEF Annual,

1914-15, pp.64 ff. They suggest that the fort reproduces the 
plan of similar Egyptian works of the Xllth and XVIIIth dyn 
asties, but the earliest pottery fragments are placed at the 
earliest in f the whole period 1800-900', p.67.

4. N.Glueok; AASOR, XY, 1934, pp. 118-119.
5. De Vaux and Savignac; Nouvelle Recherehes Dans La Region de

Cades, RB xlvii, 1938, pp.89 -100. A.T. Olmstead suggests that 
. this was one of the migdaloth built by Uaziah in the Negeb (HChr, 

xxvi,10), History of Palestine and Syria, 1931, pp.418-419. The 
date however seems earlier than the time of Uszah though not so 
early as 1500 suggested by Lawrence aid Woolley and accepted by 
Mowinokel, Sinai og Qadesh, NGT, ix, 1942, p.10.

6. Glueck; The Other Side of the Jordan, 1940 ,p.69.
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water, which abstained life and a considerable culture as evidenced 

by noble ecclesiastical edifices of which 'Sbeita boasts no less 

than three. But only under the imperial authority and technical 

skill of Rome and Byzantium could this standard of life be main 

tained in the Hegeb which was not held so much for its economic 

worth as for its strategic significance as a frontier province of 

the Roman Empire.

The Hegeb, however, though it had little in the main to 

offer the husbandman* had its own peculiar attractions.

In the Iron Age copper was mined and smelted at various

sites ranging the whole length of the 'Arabah, the peak of this
i
industry being reached in the 10th century when, under the ausp 

ices of Solomon, Ezion-Geber was built as a great factory site to
t r

refine and manufacture smelted ore into finished articles to be 

traded in maritime enterprises in the lands bordering the Red 

Sea and thejlndian Ocean. So far it must be admitted that only 

ot|e site has been identified which may be dated to the period 

to which the Keret narrative refers. This is Feinan and its 

adjacent mines of Umm el 'Amad which Professor Glueck dates back

to the end of the Early Bronze Age and the beginning of the Midd-
2 

le Bronze Period (2200-1900 B.C.). Such is the nature of the

terrain in the fArabah and its tributary wadis that other sites 

from this early period may well await discovery and indeed it 

would be strange if the Egyptians who had mined copper at Serabit 

 1 Khadim in Sinai since the days of Snefru in the Illrd ftynasty

l.C.BalysPEFQS,1935,pp.171-181.  
S.N.GrluecksThe Other Side of the Jordan,1940,p.69.



and particularly in the Xllth fcynaaty (2000-1788 B.C.),had not 

discovered and wrought the ye ins of the 'Arabah.

One respect in which the Uegeb was of supreme importance 

was as a link between the North and *  -:: West and the incense- 

bearing lands of Soath Arabia and the further East. That South 

Arabian trade did flow along this channel is demonstrated by 

the discovery at Tell el Kheleifeh (Ezion-Geber) of two frag 

ments of jars bearing incised inscriptions in Minaean charact-
2ers. Thdse isolated examples may seem at first sight not much

on which to base the supposition that the land in which they 

were found bore an arterial trade-route, yet on consideration it 

will be appreciated that the site in question was but a station 

for passing traffic which found its land terminals at Gaza or in 

Egypt. In any case, the Phoenicians seem to have maintained a 

close interest in this locality which, if not a link with their 

ancestral seats which Herodotus fixed on the shores of the Red 

Sea, possibly South Arabia, at least afforded them definite comm 

ercial opportunities.

It is highly significant that we find them, in the person 

of King Hiram, making overtures to the first kingdom which consol 

idated itself in Palestine, namely that of the Hebrews under Dav 

id. One wonders what the connection may have been between Hiram's
2

embassy to David and David T s reduction and garrisoning of the land
4 

of Edom over against the Negeb. However that may have been, we do

find Hiram's policy towards the Hebrew monarchy continued in the
5 

days rff Solomon when the resources of both peoples were combined

1.T.Canaan;JPOS ii,1922,pp.139-144.

S.Mpwinckel;Sinai og Qadesh,NGT,ix,1942,Mowinckel emphasizes 
the0 importance of the oasis of Qadesh on this route.In this 
light he would explain the- association of the Covenant with , 
Qadesh.

2.&lueck;BASOR,75,1939,pp.l9 ff.The sherds have been dated to
the 8th century. 

3.II Samuel v,ll. 
4.II Samuel viii,14. 
5.1 Kings vzl.
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in sea-borne commercial enterprise from Solomon's port of Ezion-
 K 

^W

Geber. In &he abortive enterprise of Jehoshaphat of Judah in the

8th century we find no explicit reference to Phoenician interest
un 

in the trade through the Negeb, but it ia hardly/reasonable to

suppose that Phoenician influence was behin£ the pressure brought 

by Ahaziah of Israel to bear on Jehoshaphat who had so recently 

been a vassal of Israel. One has but to recollect that the queen- 

mother was the Phoenician Jezebel.

The trend of the Phoenicians southward towards the Negeb 

and the Red Sea is again apparent in the Persian period (5th -4th

century) when we may trace their influence and probably their
3 

presence at Gaza in the coinage used at that town. Ascalon, too,
4 

in this period is named /%/*//  fa /w* by the geographer Seylax and

Jaffa together with Lor (modern Tantura) was granted by the 'Lord
5 

of Kings' to Eshmunazar of Sidon. In the latter inscription from

Sidon Eshmunazar makes specific mention of the hinterland of the 

two towns, and, indeed, it seems to the writer that Dor, Jaffa, 

Asealon and Gaza were esteemed by the Phoenicians more as land-
v

ports than as sea-ports, for on the inhospitable eoaat of Palest-
6 ine the harbours were of no account. This conjecture is borne

out by traces of Phoenician penetration as far inland'as Eleuther-
7 

opolis (modern Beit Jibrin) where the low hills of the Shephelah

slope away to-the Negeb.

I.I Kings ix,26-28,x,11 
2.1 Kings xxii,48.
3.Schttrer;The Jewish People in the lime of Jesus Christ,ET.vol 

ii,l,p68 note. " 
4.Scylax *104,ed.C.Muller,Geographi Graeci M*nores,I,D 79 
5.G.A.Cook:e;North Semitic Inscriptions, 1905,p 30 " 
S.Diodorus Siculus i,13,states that Alexandria was the only 

safe harbour between Libya and Jaffa. y 
7.Peters and Thiersch;Painted Tombs of Marissa.PEP Publio«-M n« 

1905,pp,!2 ff.They date the earliest known tomb that of
Sid°nian col°ny,to the Ptoiemaic period,
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When one comes to examine the text of the Keret tablet 

one finds that there are actually only two passages - and these 

parallels - where ngb is mentioned and in each passage the word 

is repeated.

Virolleaud takes as the occasion of tte preparation tak 

en by Keret to pwtfLsion his native town, an invasion of the Negeb 

on the part of »the people of the Five Portresses 1 which he would 

identify with the five cities of the Philistines.

'For the (People of) the Five Portresses in the sixth month
had invaded the Negeb f . 3.

Next follows the presumptive battle,

*And it will come out, the army, the army of Negeb, 
And it will come out (saying), bring forward your

army, 
(Then there will be) many 'ul,

1 Three hundred times ten thousand men, « 
Bedouin without number, tan beyong compute.'

Here,it will be noted, there is not a blow struck. In 

ths following passage Virolleaud claims to find a description of 

the ethnic and social upheaval consequent upon this crucial batt 

le.

'They have gone off in thousands (the peoplevpf)
Hsa,

And in myriads like yr, 
Asher two by two has gone, 
Asner three (by three)
All of them together closing each his house, 
The widow hires her services, 
The zbl carries beds „ 
The blind man tells fortunes. 1

1.dhms mgd Id! yrhm <dn ngb
2.wys»e sb>u sb'e'ngb 
wys'e *dn m« sb'uk. 
'ui m'ad 
tit. m'at rbt 
hp.t dbl spr 
inn dbl hg. /-  "

3.hlk 1'alpm hss 
wlrbt kmyr 
'atr tn tn hlk
latr ±11
klhm y£d bth^sgr 
'almnt skr tskr 
zbl *r^m y&'u 

mzl ymzl.
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Ij. after such prolix preliminary the poet were to 

dismiss the actual battle with such vagueness and brevity 

this would be quite a new departure in epic poetry and would, 

in fact be incongruous with the style of the Koret poem 

itself. 1'he nearest approach to hostile action id at 'Udm, 

the goal of the expedition of iUret.Ywt even here there is 

no actual fighting.On the contrary K.oret was expressly for 

bidden to attack 'Udm which was declared by Kx to be under 

his divine favour,

Oucim is the gift of Kl,the gift of the J^tiier of men.' 1 

i'hus on general grounds we should reject the view that the 

Kteret poem is a first-hand source for the history of folk- 

movements in patriarchal .fuxestine.'i'liere is sufficient inter 

nal evidence which it is proposed presently to adduce to ex 

plode this theory.Tnis may be found even in the first of the 

three K&ret tablets to say nothing of the second and third 

which contain nothing to suggest anything but a piece of 

domestic history of the House of Kcret.Indeed,if the second 

and third tablets had been published first we should never 

have suspected the possibility of a historical.document.

Before proceeding to a critical analysis and reconstruct 

ion of the first lioret tablet we may pause to note the suggest-
o

ion of i)tt La.nghe who would retain ngb in its geographical sense,

identifying it not with the Negeb in Soutnern i^xestine as 

is generally done by the exponents of the historical interpret 

ation of the poem,but with the region wogba mentioned in an 

inscription of Amtsuemheb,an officer of Tuothmes ill and

Amenhotep il.Tnis passage does,indeed,occur in a Syrian
«

context though Breasted himself took the passage as referring

to the 14th campaign of Tnothmes against the Snasu or Bedoujn

I.I K,ioo-136//iioB-259, l U(lin ytntt J el w'usn'ab 'aom, spoken,
however,by the emissaries of pbi mlk,king of 'uam. 

2.i)e L*nghe;LtsS Textes de KS et.. .1' AT,II,pp.Igg-125. 
3.BreastedjARE,iI,{.580.
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oi the biDlical w&gebi± De L-nghe is right in his iaentif icat- 

ion of ngb of the Keret poem with negba as a Syrian locality 

then it might be just possible to take JNcgba as neighbour and 

rival of kL^ret who opposed his projects by force of arms.'i'he 

fact remains, however, that no battle is described so that the 

view suggested i^ very much a matter of hypothesis.it is still, 

of course, possible to postulate great lacunae between the 

three tablets, though this is doubtful since even in their 

fragmentary state they do read as a unity. To say nothing of 

the uncertainty of the location of Hegba just cited from the 

Egyptian inscriptions , the local sense in which ngb has been 

taken in the passage in the Keret poem seems the least satis

factory interpretation and in fact quite unsuitable.
2The passage in question occurs twice, in vision and in 

fact, in 1 K,V9-91//j.71-179,

wyrd krt Iggt 
Kio >a£l Iqryt 
h-^t Ibt hbr 
y' ep l^m^dhms 
m&d tdt yrnm 

ngb wyl'e 
ub'e n

* ul m*ad 
tilt. m'at rbt 
Japt_ dbl spr 
twi dbl hg.

In this passage it is generally , accepted that Keret's 

first step was to provision his home town,<iryt,nence we are 

are in agreement with Virolleaud in translating the first
*

three strophes of the passage,

Ana let K«ret come down from the terrace. 
Preparing corn for. the city, 
wneat for Beth Hbr?I " !'"*' '  t\  ;>_ "j ":* ' ' " ''   '•' -• 

Ua the sequel Virolleaud reads y'ep Ihm as a parallel to

^ao'akl and (*db) htt, thereby missing the actual parallelism, 

in the opinion of the writer, and also a very important point

1. breasted ABE, il,^ 516-519.
2. The translation is of the passage in vision.
S.bt hbr was taken as 'assembly' ,cf.S. A. Cooke , North bo 

inscriptions, 1900, pp. 116, 345. 'Community* ioo has been 
on the evidence of the meaning of the word on «u*isn coins. 
flow it is found that the term is apparently a place-name in 
ill *,col,iv,19-2U,a-9 f unaracterized like *udm as hbr rbt 
ana nor trrt. 7 Wfc
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01 ritual.he proceeds to read

mgd tdt yrlp Mn ngo
'For tue Tpeoplfc 01 the)Five Portresses in tiie sixth montn 
naa invaded tne wegeb 1

This,01 course,is to abandon al± attempts to preserve parallel- 

ism 01 strophe and sense which is actually highly elaborated 

in these texts.Moreover it is open to philological criticism. 

The particle d used to introduce a clause in the sense of 

'because 1 in barely permissable even in Aramaic where it is

used most commonly with the helping phrase $2/)-}-> .in. the* /? r
present passage it is most natural to take d,as usual in the 

gas Shamra texts,as introducing a genitive.Virolleaud'a 

derivation of mgd from the root /vy which appears in hcbrew as

/Vyvy ,'a lortress'ib possible but improbable.l'ne word is 

better derived from the Arabic root ^^ ,' tu breakfast 1 or

A* 'to feed 1 .We may thus render,restoring the parallelism , «^*
 Lot him parch bread of the fifth(month) 
Food 01 the sixth month!

The grain 01 the fifth month would be barley and that of the 

sixth month wheat.The concoctions in two kinds of grain are

reminiscent of the offering of the two 'wave-loaves 1 at -- c , i'
2 the tfeast of Weeks.lt is therefore suggested that the passage

in the fceret poem refers to the rite whereby the king in his 

priestly capacity set the new crop free for public use.

fle^t follows the passage which contains the reference 

to ngb.tf.Lom our rearrangement of the strophes in the interests 

of metre and parallelism,it is apparent that ^-cu* can no longer 

be construed with ngb in the sense in which Virolleaud would 

read it 'had invaded the Wegebi 0!^ tue position to which we 

assign *dn,it is most unlikely that it may be a verb at all.

1.mgd Jbdt. yrhm,d probably omitted faefore jtd,t oy iiaplography 
after mgd.*

2.Leviticus xxiii,16.vide du$ ra,pp.161-162.
3.Virolleaud suggests 'occupy 1 as the meaning of 'an,deriving 

it from the Arafcic *-* ,' to abidei
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/

Unaer tne influence 01 tne equation ngb-i*egeb,the word has 

been equated with the Acadian edinnuja plain 1 but on this
X

reading it would require some verb which is lacKing.Again it 

has been thought tnat it might be connected witn the Hebrew 

Jly , 'dainties' ,referring to tne looa vvhicn in tne previous 

passage tLoret is to prepare.inhere is,indeed,a passage in 

il K where .the word seems to have tnis meaning and in the 

passage which is now before us,if *dn and ngb occulted only

in the first instance,a possible translation might be 'a noole
Q

feast 1 ,the phrase being used.in apposition to Ihm and mgd,

though the parallelism would be broken.Another interpretation 

is offered by the Danish scholar feaersen who takes 'an in 

the sense of ! Ausrustung}!quipment,probably under the influence 

of II Samuel 1,24 >?V7> ^ V£ ^'??f>? 3 

Another suggestion is to equate f cm in this passage with the 

Aramaic J'if which has the meaning 'time 1 fxum which is developed 

its usage as 'then'in the sense in which *^is used in
/

Classical Hebrew as marking a definite point in the sequence 

of events.If 'tin is used in this sense in the passage we are 

studying it becomes impossible to take ngb as a place-name
»

or an adjective.T&is sense suits fairly well in the first
v

instance but in ll'87 does not suit so well.Tnat the word should 

have the same meaning here and in 1.85 seems most natural. 

Hence the best solution of the problem seems that which 

A.Hterdner has suggested,all too diffidently,that ( dn here
5means'a crowd 1 ,akin to the Arabic^t^ .txinsberg has endorsed 

this view,taking the word in the first place as the imperative 

of a verb 'MuaterJWe QO not,however,agree with Ginsberg in 

reading ngb as a place-name as the object of cdn.Mlie.H«rdner,

1.11 K,col.iii,14. '
2.ngb is taken by Aistleitner and .Pwaersen as 'noble',Arabic
^_^^ e.g.sb'e ngb,Heerscharen von £aien,.f«aereen;Die K.rt
*Jiiegeiide,:Berytus VI, 19*1, pp. 63-105.
5.The reading of 4v/^ here is open to doubt.
4.A.Htsraner;Syria iilll,iy*£,pp.*7o-<s8o.
5.H.L.Ginsoerg;Tne Legend 01 tiing Keret... ,p.lo.



indeed,urefers to take *dn as 'then 1 but the word if taken in 

the sense 'crowd'might stand as a very appropriate parallel 

to sb'u.The -further suggestion of Mile.Herdner that ngb is 

a Niphal participle or perfect is very sound.She adduces 

the Akkadian word gabbu which means 1 a mass' and finds affinity 

with the Aramaic verb JJJ ,'to gather,rake together.accumulate! 

This as the description of a muster would be most appropriate

in the present passage.Thus after the provisioning of
i 

the town by ceremonial baking .the muster of Keret's retinue

is described of which we may offer the following translation, 

1 A throng is assembled and goes out.'

The sequel is read by Virolleaud as follows, 
wys'e sb'u sb'e ngb

which he translates 'And it will come out,the army,the army
of the Neceb.' 

Here,of course,it is impossible to ignore the case endings

of sb*u and sb'e which are as clearly defined as in Arabic. 

This is a difficult point but not,it is buggested,insoluble. 

We may take sb>u as the army and sb>e as the collective ' 

'snldiersja meaning which sb>u bears in Akkadian.An alternat 

ive is that suggested by Mile Herdner 1 1'elite de>l'armee' 

on the analogy of the Hebrew idiom fl">'?J Te .The repetition 

of ngb wyse may be an artistic convention of the poet to 

describe the muster of the various contingents and their
/

passing on in relays as is suggested in the sequel where the 

forces march in their thousands,in their myriads,two by two

ttoree by three f,as grass-hoppers occupying the fields,as
o 

locusts the confines of the desert! fhe muster complete,

the crowd or army moves off f,a mighty force'enumerated and

l.A.HerdnerjSyria XXIII,1942,p.278. 
2.1 K. 103-105 k''erby tSkn sd 

//192-194 km hsn p'at mdbr
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described with true poetic licence,

  Thus we may offer the following rendering of the passage 

according to the strophic arrangement given above.

'And let Keret come down from the terrace. 
Preparing corn for the city. 
Wheat for Beth Hbr, 
Let. him parch bread of the fifth, 
Food of the sixth month. 
Let the crowd gather and go forth, 
The mustered host of the warriors, ^ 
And let the crowd go forth together,. 
Thy host is a mighty force. 
Three hundred myriads 
Freemen without reckoning 
Yeomen without compute. 1

This rejUa is self-consistent and free of the difficult 

ies of Virolleaud' s reading which does violence to grammar 

and requires copious parentheses. Thus the Negeb and De 

Langhe's Negba as place-names vanish from the text. This 

critical analysis of the text supports the evidence of 

archaeology on the basis of which we had already rejected 

the theory of folk-movements in the Negeb as the subjeet 

of the first Keret tablet.

Similarly a critical examination of the text demonstrates 

that the theory that the antagonists of Keret in his conflict 

were Te^ah and his people rests on no more substantial basis.

There are only two passages where trh appears , though 

Virolleaud does not hesitate to find bi-forms of what he 

regards as the proper name Te rah, the ancestor of the Hebrews 

In the first case, Virolleaud reads Terah in I 1C, 12-14.

sdqh lypq mtr^t 
ysrh Jalrb trh. 

He translates this passage as follows.
'Let his Just one expel '> the women of the tribe of Te-rah 
Let his righteous one drive out the wife of Terah.'

Such a rendering is far from happy. There are certain ob 

scure passages in these texts but here the unrelated possess 

ive pronouns in sdqh and ysrh and these substantives themselves 

which appear quite unrelated to anything before or afCSr are 

too vague. Nor is one convinced by Virolleaud 1 s rendering of 

lypq as the optative of a verb akin to the Hebrew / /£ 

in the second sense of 'to bring out formally »att trh could

l.cf. Arabic Jail together! -. crowd 1
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mean » the wife of Terah'but mtrht in the derivative sense 

meaning 'the women of Te>-ah' can hardly be taken seriously. Tne 

form is obviously verbal and is best taken as a passive 

participle as has been done by Gordon*Albright,Ginsberg and 

others. The solution of the problem of mtrht is the key to 

that of trh too, as perceived by Gordon who demonstrates 

that the words have affinity with the -Akkadian terlmtu meaning 

'bride-priceja word which was actually in use in Canaan since 

it % occurs in a native gloss in the Amarna Tablets in the
dvfyWM/ tsi***tf 2

phrase/ab~alu trir , ' to gi^zfc^he bride-price! The form mtrht, , 
/ * ^^

however, which should be a passive participle, is not so easily 

understood. We should have expected the form mrht from rahu,the
V ^

Akkadian verb from which terhsitu is derived as a verbal noun.
kr

It is suggested, however, that the word passed from Akkadian 

into the Canaanite dialect in the form of the verbal noun ter- 

hatu from which the form trh was then evolved as a verb. This
* V

would admittedly be a strange process but not without parallel 

in Semitic languages and by no means so remarkable as the de

rivation of a form mtrht from Terah in the sense of 'wives«/ *
of Teraht*

The passage in the opening of the Keret poem may be
2 thus read with Albright

(I K 10-14) 'Take possession, 0 Keret, of the citadel 
Which is the abode of a woman 
V,hose rectitude truly befits a spouse, 
Whose virtue (befitsl a wedded wife.'

In the estimation of the writer Ginsberg's interpretation 

of the first intelligible lines of the Keret poem is the 

correct one but it is noteworthy that he agrees with Gordon 

and Albright in their reading of trh and mtrht. The translation

l.GordonjTBH TI and NKR in the Bas Shamra Tablets. JBL.lvii
pp. 407-410. So De Vaux,De Ianghe,Pedersen,Baumgartner,GBtze; 
Bea,Cassuto. ' ' 

2 . Knud tzon \ 19 , 48 : 27 , 14 ; 29 , 24$
3.Albright;BASOE.71,1938,p.38.
4.cf.^ ! to be seasonable, fitting! Albright suggests the 

alternative 'surpasses' from Arabic,
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of Ginsberg will be discussed at the appropriate point as 

the introduction to the passage in which certain commentators 

see a reference to Zebulon and other peoples in ancient 

Palestine. Meanwhile let it suffice to say that the writer is 

in main agreement with Gins fcerg at this point as against 

Albright whose interpretation still seems to savour rather 

of the historical interpretation of Virolleaud and Dussaud.

In the second passage where trh is found Virolleaud 

claims to find a reference to Terah in the double capacity of 

moon-deity and patriarch. The passage in question reads,

(I K 11.100-103//1L9-194), wys. 1 e trh hd_t -.?,'•
yb'r Itn * at th \ 
In nkr mddth. 

here Virolleaud translates,
'Ana Teran makes the new moon rise 
He makes it shine for Sin his wife 

±or jsjikar his beloved. 1

Virolleaud emphasizes the connection of Tcrah with his 

wives jfcn and nkr which he takes to be tue janaanite forms of 

Sin and his consort JM in- gal, the bumerian lunar deities of (Jr. 

in the Sumerian pantheon, however, Sin was a male deity whereas 

on Virolleaud 1 s interpretation Jbn is feminine, a remarkable 

change for such a prominent deity, to say nothing of the in 

dignity of subjection to Terah.lt would be strange, again, if 

Terah, whose jaame may , indeed, be connected with Yerah, should. 

cause the new moon to rise for In and nkr if they were them 

selves lunar deities. Furthermore, Virolleaud himself admits 

that the theophoric names compounded with Sin, such as 

Sennacherib and S*nballat are spelt not with v or & as in 

South Arabic but with 6 .There are two cases where <^ may be 

used in the name but neither of these is good authority for 

this spelling, iii Gene-sis xiv,the king of Adman is named

1.'Iuke possession^ K*ret,of a citadel, the home of a woman 
Tne word grds has been taken as a local form of the littite 
gurtas,'a f ortressIGinsberg renders this word 'is under 
mined ̂ admitting that this i& a pure guess, Tne L«send of" 
King K.eret,p.33. to

2.^.hommeljSud-Arabische Uhrestomathie,1893 ,p 132
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* which might be a theophoric of the type found in the
^ /  

Execratory Texts meaning ( Sin is (my) father'. On the oti:er hand 

its association with y?2 and y*7£ JIn sin ! and f ln wickedness 1 ,
^ /    '^* »

the kings of the proverbial and perhaps fictitious Sodom and
t

Gomorrah hardly substantiates the historicity of 2*j& which 

might be a corruption of^X/9 £ ', ' the name of one's father JIn any
/ *

case the fact that the name appears in the LTX as £V4>^> 

indicates that the Massoretic reading was in doubt. Apart 

from this doubtful case the only other instance in which the 

name of Sin may be rendered in Hebrew by </ is the name **l&%)f 

in I Chronicles, iii, 18. which is late and probably not reliable.
^

One apparently well-established case is the name Kw^dwsnw 

a Palestinian chief in Sethe 1 s'Aechtungstexte 1 but as this 

comes through Egyptian hieratic transcription and is the only 

possible attestation of the god in those texts it is somewhat 

doubtful evidence. Thus in the passage in the Keret poem, 

the equation of tai with the god Sin is strongly suspect. 

In the case of Nikar,or better Mkkar,the problem of

the change of sex does not arise as Nin- gal, with whom
» 

Virolleaud identifies the hypothetical consort of Terah,

was a female deity. The form too is quite a possible one. 

The n of the original might easily be assimilated to the 

hard g which followed as in the case of the ?'$ formation
£^uuA£A\4u —

in Hebrew. That the Akkadian g could pass into West Semitic 

as k is evidenced by the case of '->'// which is actually 

the Sumerian e-gal* 1 great houseJThere is in fact a goddess 

named Nikal in another text from Ras Rhamra,NZ'!'which celebrates 

her marriage with the moon-sod Yareh.Virolleaud goes on to 

find the deity named in Egvptian texts of the New Empire2 

in the actual form,Nikar. which he reads in the Keret tablet. 

There is, however, a more satisfactory solution of the

I.Gordon, 77.
2 'Iir0peaUd i 1'^ M?wd? de Keret ---»P-29.He is no more specific 

The lunar deity NiJral appears in the Neirab inscriptions 
from the viith century, G. A. CookejNSI, 64 and 65, pp 186-191
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problem. i'ne words la and nkr may be taken as infinitives 

of verbs._Tn has been derived from the verb _tny which
o

corresponds to the Hebrew 'V/,'to repeat'Tln Akkadian 

the verb s*nanu is paralleled by ragamu meaning 'to announce} 

stake one'a legal olaimlwow even according to Virolleaud's 

 interpretation nkr is regarded as a parallel to t& and 

if we give tin the meaning 'to claim 1 it is still possible
-z '

to maintain the parallelism.Gordon finds a clue in the 

Hebrew word which isn used of Hosea buying back his wifet 

To this example we may add that from I Samuel xxiii,7 

where Saul says of David '??'? ^'/'^ '^n ?JJ .The verb 

in this instance is rendered in the IXX by Zf%«<c .it we 

may argue on the analogy of Aramaic usage where the 

intensive of 7J7 means 'to sell' and the q.al ' oo buy' 

we should be entitled to read the passage in the Keret

text as 'He burns to claim his wife
Arid to acquire his beloved.'

Thus the hypothetical Terah may be stripped of his 

Suinerian associates ^in and Kin-gal a*nd the common ground

with patriarchal history drastically reduced.
6 7

In this passage Gordon and Albright take trh again as
V

It I

1 oride-price}reading in 11.100-101 wys><3 trh hdt and'  > ~~

translating 'And let him bring forth a new bride-price!
-t-

De Langhe,on the other hand,does not accept this

rendering finding a difficulty in the .-omission of the
W

copula w before yb*r and in the fact that a 

second bride - price was necessary,

1.bo JNielsentRas Shamra Mythologie und Biblische Theologie, 
p.94,though he agrees with Virolleaud in this passage in 
all but the identity of the'wives of Terah',the presumptive 
moon-god.

2.Hence Ijfy'n ,'teaching}tradition}literally 'repetitionl
o.Gordon;JBL,LVII,1938,p.40^.
4.hosea iii,2
5.i.e.by paying the bride-price.
6.Gordon supposes that Keret is remarrying his wife after 

losing her as a captive in war,JBI/,LVII,p.40b.
7.Aibright,BASO*,71,1938,p.39.
S.De Langhe;Les Textes de RS...et...1'AT,II,p.512.Tnis, 
'however,is no real difficulty since the imperfect is best 
taken with participial force of attendant circumstances, 
a familiar Semitic usage,especially in Arabic.
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tic notices that in the passage immediately preceding, 

which he takes not as the description of a general muster 

but of the popular enthusiasm for the enterprise of Keret 

various classes of people are mentioned together with their 

respective activities. De Langhe would read wy§'c trh with

mzl ymzl and would take hdjt not as an adjective quali 

fying trh but as the subject of yb'r in the sense of 

1 bride-groom 1 after the AK&adian 'iiadasatu 1 , ' a young 

married manitle would take trh as the Acadian word terhu,
V f

f a cowl 1 »»nich he takes to be a means of divination liice
2 the divining-cup of Joseph. I'his interpretation, of course,

is contingent upon the interpretation of c v»r wtL ymzl. 

Virolleaud suggested the translation 'the blind man consults 

the lots' or 'predicts good fortune ' oy astrology. He was led 

to tnis interpretation by tne resemolance of mzl to the 

Hebrew v?/'£/ >? of tne stations of the stars in the Zoaiak andr ~
 z

by a Greek-Punic bilingual from Larnax L^y ethos where

\yj 7;^ is rendered by '4>^ /7/^ .i'uis, however, though phonet 

ically possible is hardly a probable conception. Iu order 

to read the verb as Virolleaud does we must postulate a 

developed usage of the root which is not attested. Moreover, 

a blind man could not divine by the visual means suggested

here. G-ixxS berg translates mzl ymzl is 'lie blinks with one eye',
/ /^ 

connecting the word with the late Heorew £/•& , ' to squint 1 a

singularly pointless intrusion into an otherwise pointed
*

and dramatic piece. It is nere suggested that mzl is

a dialectic variant of the Araoic '^ , ' to oe excited 1 ,

1.De LangnejOp.cit.il, p. 515.
2.Gene&is xliv,5.
3.G.A.Cootte;flSI,2b,p.80.
4.(jiiibDerg;Tne Legend 01 King Keret. .. ,p.od
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or perhaps better ^ found in the II form in Olassical Arabic£j
meaning f to praise'Taking the latter suggestion the point 

would be that in the general activity where all strive to 

further the purpose of the king,even the blind man does what
*

he can by giving a favourable word (favet lingua).as the
*&* 

prophets at the ga$* of Samaria exhorted Ahab 'Go UP to

Ramoth Grilead and prosper! Thus with the abandonment of 

Virolleaud f s interpretation of mzl ymzl,De T.anghe's inter 

pretation of trh also falls and there is no difficulty in 

taking trh as*bride-price' as before.Indeed in the parallel
¥

passage in I K.189 we find a variant on the verb governing trĥ

Here wybl is used,indicating that wys'e in 1.10H is an 

Aphel or Gansative.lt is the merit of T.H.^aster2to have 

pointed out that wbl trh is a technical term for the payment 

of the bride-price,as in the Amarna Tablets already cited.

We may further note Gaster's interpretation of this pass 

age 'And if ever a man produce but recently the bride-ririce,
Yet do they drive forth his woman unto another
Even his beloved unto a stranger'

 z 
and that of Ginsberg

'And even the newly-wed bridegroom goes forth, 
He drives to another his wife, 
9?o a^stranger his belbvedj i ft

However we may disagree with the main conceptions of faster 

and Ginsberg in this passage,it is noteworthy that they 

agree in their reading of tn and nkr in which they see no 

reference to lunar deities as wives of Terah and in their 

reading of trh as from the Akkadian 'terhatu,'bride-price!
V  "

Prom the various commentaries cited above it is obvious that 
- \

we are far from limited to the interpretation of Virolleaud

who takes hdt as meaning the new moon.» m

I.I Kings xxii,12. For the significance of a favourable word 
c/spoken in such circumstances see A.R.Johnson;The flultic 
' Prophet in Ancient Israel,1944,pp54 ff.
2.T.H.GastersOLZ,xlii,col.275.
3.Ginsberg;The Legend of King Keret...,p.16.
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The objective of the expedition of Keret which is described 

in the first tablet is >udm.This word has been taken by - 

Virolleaua to denote the kingdom of Edom over against the

Negeb from which it was divided by the rift of the Arabah.
o

This view is endorsed by Bussaud who sees in the double designat

ion tudm rbt and *udm trrt a reference to the main kingdom 

kingdom of Edom and to those parts lying towards Mt.Seir 

Vir>olleaudir supposes that Keret and his confederates suffer 

ed a reverse in the Neereb and were obliged, like the Hebrews, 

to make a detour in their Northward migration by Edom.Dussaud, 

on the other hand, holds that Keret was successful in his 

operations in the Neseb against tne Terachitea or early 

Hebrew fathers in consequence of whose expulsion he was 

brought into direct contact with Edom.

There is in the first place a grave archaeological 

difficulty in making the equation >udm-Kdom.The date of the 

events in the Keret poem are still a matter of conjecture 

but must antedate by a considerable length of time the 15th-
2 14th centuries to which the actual tablets may be datedVsince

history has already become legend. The internal evidence of the 

text, however , especially the reference to the horse and Chariot, 

indicate that the original events cannot be dated much before 

the 18th century. Now Glueck in his thorough archaeological 

survey of the lands beyond Jordan finds that from the latter 

part of the 14th century the kingdoms of Moab and Edom.f i.-' : 

were very clearly delimited by lines of fortresses following 

the natural boundaries of the land along the Southern 

escarpment of the Seir massif, the WrfAi Hesy, which Gloeck 

identifies with the Brook Zared,the Northern boundary of Edom, and 

in the case of Moab the Wadi el Mo .lib or the Arnon.as well as

l.VirolleaudjLa ̂ egende de Keret. .. ,p. 19 ff.
S.DussaudjLes Decouvertes de RS et l'AT-2nd ed. ,1941,p.79.
3. A terminus ante quern is the first quarter of the 14th 

century, the tablets being contemporary with one from the 
king of Ugarit to Subiluliuma the king of the Hittites named 
in the Amarna Tabletsja terminus post quern is c.lSOfi B.C. 
before which the horse and chariot , named in the text, were 
unknown in Western Asia.
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on the strategic heights along the desert edge to the East. 

But from the end of the Early Bronze Age the land had been 

abandoned to squatters from the desert for some seven centuries. 

In the earlier stage of sedentary civilisation beyond Jordan 

in the 3rd millennium there was no such political delimit 

ation suchjas we find in the Iron Age when Edom fMoab,Ammon 

and the Amorite kingdom about Heshbon are clearly defined 

as separate entities. In the period to which the Keret

poem refers there was no kingdom of Edom.
P 

Under these considerations Albright takes *udm as an

imaginary city J the red cityjred being presumably a rich col-
* 

our with which imaginary subjects may be invested. Eissf eldt

suggests the site of Deir el Ahmar, f the Red Shrine J some six
1 4 miles Northwest of Ba calbak in Syria. Engnell, again, would even

take 'udm as a fertility-goddess, the consort of Pbl-mlk 

whom he identifies with Resef .
5 The Dominican scholar, De Vaux,on the other hand, main

tains that we may deduce certain positive information from 

the passage I K.108-114//210-218,

wtm&y 1' udm rbt 
wl>udm lrrt v 
wgr nn c rm srn 
pdrm s l t 
bsdm htbh 
bgrnt'hpst s l t "

bbqr mmlt 
dm ym wtn. .... 

De Vaux translates this passage,
And thou shalt come to Udmu the Great,
And to Edom the small. v
Abide then in the cities of Sarna,
In the towns of S i t,
In the fields of Htbh,
In the hollows (or'hoilow threshing-floors) of S i t,
At the spring of S'ebt,
At the well of Mimlat.
Remain quiet a day, the second day...

l.GrluecktThe Other Side nf the Jordan, p. 115 ff. 
2 . Al bright ; BASOT? . 63 , 1936 , pp . 30 f 32 1
3. Eissf eldt ;Zum geographischen Horizont der Ras Shamra Texte, 

ZDMG xciv,1940pc.81 ff.
4. En«nell; Studies in Divine Kingship, 1943, p. 164. EnKnell, how 

ever, offers this only as a conjecture.
5.De Vaux;Le cadre ge'ographique du poeme de Krt.RB,xlvi,1937, 

pp. 362-372.
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Here De Vaux agrees with Virolleaud in finding three localit 

ies named, 'udm.srn and s i t.De Vaiix then notes that in a certain 

area of Galilee a few miles Southwest of the Sea of Galilee 

three places are situated whicn by their names recall 'udm, 

srn and sH.Those places,moreover,are found within a radius

of some four miles.This coincidence is striking and having
o

the support of such an authority as De T,anghe merits consid 

eration.De Vaux goes further.In the last two strophes of the
V

passage just quoted he finds two more place-names,s'ebt 

and mmlt,which he identifies with Kefr Sabt,little over a mile 

Southwest of the site where he locates *udm,and Khi rbet 

Mimlat some eight miles North of the same site.Here,however, 

the writer cannot quite follow De Vaux.Khirbet Mimlat,it is 

true,is just over eight miles from where De Vaux locates *udm. 

From personal observation of the configuration of the land , 

however,the writer is able to state that it is quite beyond 

the locality in question,lying,in fact,beyond the watershed 

to the North of the presumed site of *udm and considerably North 

even of the deep ravine of the Wadi el Hammam,quite off the 

ancient trade-route either from the fords of theklpper Jordan 

or from the West by way of the Plain of the Battuf and 

Lubiyeh.In s'ebt,which Virolleaud translates as f a woman 

drawing waterJDe Vaux in identifying the word with Sabt 

notes two good springs in the vicinity,very important for an 

army of occupation in a region where water is so scarce.In the 

vicinity of Kefr Sabt he attests an ancient settlement where 

in addition to deposites of Graeco-Roman pottery sherds from 

the Early and Middle Bronze Age are found.The piace was occup 

ied, that is to say,in the period with which the Keret poem

1.De VauxiLe cadre geographique...,BB.xlvi,1937,p.567.
2.De Lan«he;Les Textes de BS et...1'AT.IT.p.135.De Lanehe points 

out that A na,srn.»nd pdnn. are governed by tgr nn.Heno* he 
would take the final m as the substitute for the ^reposition 
b as in Akkadian where it is a substitute for ana,ina and 
iltu.The common nouns bgrnm and bSdm are ordinary plurals. 
De T.anKhe:L f enclitique cananeenne -m(aKMaseon LTT,1946 ,89-111.
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deals.

-De VdUx's iaentiiication of 'uam,srn and s<-& as place- 

names must be critically examined. The Amarna Tablets and an
*

inscription of Tnothmes III meution a locality Saruna in 

JPalebtine but are not precise as to the location. Eusebius

mentions **(•<* which by his definition ?,'//// » ^/-^ 'tZ>1i"'ft,*S* if 

seems not so much a town as a region. The Arab geographer 

Yaqut (1179-1229 A.D.) mentions Saruniyeh as a village in 

the pass between Tiberias and Tubor.Saarisalo3in investigat 

ing the boundary between Ibsachar and ftuphtali notes the 

modern village of &arona,some six miles South-Weat of the 

South end of the Swa of Galilee. Mis burface exploration, it
\

is true, revealed only Byzantine and Arab remains but the 

absence of traces of an early settlement need not surprise 

us if up to the time of £lus>ebius in the 4th century barona 

was not a town but a region, foe^ .That srn in the Keret

tablet may De a region rather than a town might be indicated
4 ii we read *rm as. plural.

The same might apply to s*t,We look in vain for a single 

site with any traces of occupation in the period in question. 

De V*ux notes a Knirbet Sa^ad^cbel Sa^ad^Y-di S^ rad and 

a Knallet Sa^adiyeh a little to the North of Sarona.He sugg 

ests that the name is further attested in the A£rab bua*j.d 

in whose 'dira'or circuit those places lie.

The third site, which is the metropolis of the district, 

is ' udm, qualified by the terms rbt and .trrt generally taken

1.Eusebius;On«masticon,ed.Kiostermann,p.l62,11.4-5.
2. Yaqut ;ed.Wlibtenfeldt,iii, 9-10.
3.A.Saarisalo;Tne Boundary between Issacnar and w^phtaii, 

Finnish Academy of Science Publications, xxi, 3, J.^27, pp. 39
4.c±.D« Langhe who takes c rm as singular. If a particular 

town were denoted here it might be tne site on whicn tne 
Jewish colony ol Betn (r^nn now stands, a mile down t&e wadi 
from Knirbet /barona where Abel notes L»te Bronze and Iron 
Age sherd s,(Jeographie de la .P»iestine,II,pp.i4-l5.
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as 'the Greater 'and 1 the Less! but perhaps better after Aistleit- 

ner 'the ftreat' and 'the Well- watered; the Egyptian inscript 

ions of the tim« of Thothmes III. Ramses II and Sheshonk 

mention a place in Palestine which they name variously as » 

^Itmm^Tdrom^and >Ad-ma-mfof these the most important document
 

in the Papyrus Anastasi I from the time of Ramses II ( 1292-1225). 

"Prom this last reference it is clear that the place was a 

key point on one of the trunk highways through Palestine.

In the passage in the Book of -Joshua dealing with the por 

tioning of the land among the tribes of Israel we find refer

ence to a place called '^7,$ which is qualified by the term 

. Th** vocalization of the word is no real difficulty

though, incidentally Eusebius in the Onomasticon does speak
, 6 

of flffuff which indicates the form of the original dual which

may be denoted in the Keret tablet by Judm rbt and Ju*m trrt. 

Of more importance for De vaux f s thesis is the fact that this 

place was in the land of Kaphtali and that it is designated 

with relation to /̂/>^/?.In this connection it is interesting
/ ' »7 

that in his location of Saruniyeh, the Arab geographer. Yaqut

makes specific mention of the pass g «jyc ,from Tiberias to 

Tabor. In Arabic both %-+*-*• and <-^£> are used of mountain
^

tracks or passes.

In the vicinity of Sarona and Khirbet Sa*ad in the land 

anciently reckoned to Naphtali and at a distance of only 

two and a half miles North of Saroaa is the site Khirbet ed 

Damiyeh which was explored by Saarisalo in 1926. It was found 

to be a straggling site and may have originally been a double

s

I.Arabic *J> 'tn be abundant in moist ureJDussaud' s ^
quite impossible.

2. Amone the Galilean place-names in the inscription of Thothmes 
III in temple of Amon at Karnak,A.Jirku;T>ie aegyptisehen 
Listen palastinensischer und syrischer Ortsnamen . 
Beiheft,1937,I,36,XXV,12b.

3. ibidem, inscription of Sheshonk at Karnak,?xv,l28.
4. Breasted ;AHE TV.J714.
5. Joshua xix,33.
6 . Eusebi us : Onoma s ti c on , ed . Klo s t ermann , p . 30 , 1 . 18 .
7.Yaqut;iii,9-10.
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settlement and its occupation was attested for a period of 

roughly two millennia from c.30<">0 to c.10^0 B.C.

De Vaux emphasizes the significance of KMrbet ed 

Dan»iy*h on the Darb «l Hawarneh,the ancient trade-route 

from the coast at Acre through to the corn-lands of the Haaran. 

>udm was reached,according to the Kere+. text,on the seventh 

day after his departure from his home town and on the fourth 

day f s march from the shrine or shrines of *A£rt Srm and *Elt 

Sdynm (I K,197-210 ̂ Presuming that the expedition of Keret set
i

out from the more Northerly city of Sidon and marched South 

to the Litany River then turned inland,three days journey of

some 20 miles each day would have brought them to the
gHuleh basin where the shrines in question may have been.

A similarly regulated march would have brought Ke^et to Acre. 

Thence froM Huleh or Ao-^e a slower journey in strange territory 

by stages of some 15 miles each day might have brought them to .'
*

Khirbet ed Damiyeh.Thus the facts of the narrative,taken literally, 

would not be unsuited to De Vaux's location of >udm.Eissfeldt 

again,would locate the shrines not in the Huleh basin but at 

Tripoli in Phoenicia which,he notes.was founded as a joint

settlement of colonists fro/v^ Tyre, Sidon and Aradus in the
4Persian period but on an earlier settlementTEissfeldt would

thus regard Zeret ! s march as directed inland to the Orontes
i-

in the vicinity of Deir el Ahmar near Ba calbak about the 

headwaters of the Orontes.The interpretation of JAtrt srm« * j

and >"£lt sdynm is difficult since we do not tfnow whether 

the final m is a sign of the plural or the prepositional m 

so that it is uncertain whether we should render ! Ty-ians ! and 

Sidonians'or f at Tyre 1 and 1 at SidonlGrBtze,indeed,doubts if we 

may render the one or the other but offers no alternative

l.Saarisalo:op.cit.,pp.31-33.
2.>AJbrt and 'Bit may be names of one and the same goddess,in 
apposition. v

3.Perhaps ;ah smk of IV AB.the hunting-ground of Ba cal.Note 
Phoenician settlement there at the time of the Dan^te 
migration,Judges xvii,7.Vide infra,pp.2o4 ff.

4.Eissfeldt;Zuro fiteo^raphischen Horizont.. .ZDMrT.xciv.1940 BB 76 80
5.GBtzejJAOS.lviii,1938,pp.266-309.AlbrighttBASOH,94, "
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translation.
Insofar as this episode may be located in Palestine

the stastegic significance of De Vaux's location is appreciated. 

Another locality somewhat further South would also suit 

the interpretation of De Vaux.At one of the fords of the Jor 

dan where the river was bridged in Byzantine times as at 

the present day at Jisr el Ma.1amic,the Bridge of Assembly, 

there are two sites little over a mile from the river,the one 

Tell 'Idma.the other Khirbet >Idma,which may be *udm rbt and

>udm _trrt, though we are not bound to take this as a dual
1 '/Vi^- 

sitetlt is interesting to np^a village Sirin about two

miles Northwest of these sites which might indicate srn of ' 

the poem.That the crossing of the Jordan here was regarded 

as an important strategic point is indicated by the extensive 

tell of Bab el Muntar between Tell *Idma and the river. The 

Arabic name/the Gate of the Watches general and perfectly in 

telligible but gives no clue as to the ancient name of the site, 

so that it tco may be one of the places mentioned in the Keret 

poem.Moreover the Ghalcolithic and Early Bronze A£?e settle 

ment of Ehirbet Kerak at the South end of the Sea of Galilee
n

owed its importance to its position on this ancient traderouteT

Such precise geographical locations,however,involve great 

difficulties.They rest on an interpretation of the actual 

text which is still open to criticism.The seven-days 1 journey »
a

moreover,may be,as Pede-rsen supposes,no more than the familiar 

Semitic convention to express a long journey or even a shorter 

'cultic exodus 1 of seven stages as Engnell believes.As to the 

particular location of the >udm episode in Galilee which De

Vaux would urge,there are other difficulties.lt has been
5 6 demonstrated by Herzberg and Eissfeldt on the basis of

1.Eissfeldt:Zum geographischen Horizont...,Z"DMG,xciv,1940,pp.72-73.
2.C.N.Johns;Discoveries in Palestine since 1939,PT)Q, 1948,pp.83-84." 
S.PedersenjDie krt Lecende,Berytu» VI,1941,p.93.
4.En»nell;Studies in Divine Kingship,1943,pp.158-159.
5.H.W.Herzberg;Die Melchisedeq Traditionen,JPOS viii,1928,pp.!69
6.Xia.Eissfeldt;Der Gott des Tabor und seine Verbreitunc * 
ABW xxxi,1934. *'
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Denteronomy xxxiii,18-19,and Hosea v,l and Sanchuniathon-Philo 

that Tabor was a prominent sanctuary probably in the 2nd mill 

ennium. It is scarcely conceivable,then,that the episode in 

the Keret tablet,if located in this region,should contain 

no reference to this sanctuary.Again the phonetic correspond 

ence which De Vaux claims between his Galilean localities and 

certain words in the text are not strictly accurate.Indeed, 

Albright in rejectinglthis theory has observed that in only 

one out of five cases is De Vaux's equation linguistically 

satisfactory.Here as in most passages we must first arrange 

the strophes according to the formal structure which is so 

carefully observed in these poems,then we must faithfully 

observe the parallelism of phrase and meaning.In the passage 

in question the following arrangement seems most suitable.
 

wtmgy 1* udm rbt 
wl1 udm trrt 
wgr nn  rm 
srn pdrm « 
sit bsdm htbt*5 ' 
bgrnt hpst 
sH bn(p)k s>ebt 
bbqr mml>at

Here srn is best taken as a parallel to gr nn,both being 

emphatic imperatives of verbs,both of which have corresponding 

Hebrew rootsMand>/e>'meaning ! sojourn 1 and 'watchjfhis conjecture 

is corroborated by the obvious parallelism of *-rm and pdrm 

associated respectively with gr nn and srn.Again in such a 

perfectly elaborate poem as that before us the repetition of 

s*t as a place-name would be an incongruous barbarism.lt is, 

however,perfectly in order as a verb,the subject of which is 

htbt in the first case and s*ebt in the second,both feminine 

singulars perhaps used collectively.In the last couplet

1.Albright;BASOf?,70,1938,p.23.
2.ReAding htbt for Virolleaud's htbh,vide infra, p.199.
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s>ebt and mml*atused in conjunction with npk and bqr, 1 spring 1 

and f well' surely suggest the verbs'to draw 1 and f to fill 1 which

again have their exact counterparts in Hebrew -/**' and %$*{&")
" 7 -T

One other word requires explanation.In Virolleaud's copy and

transliteration htbh is read which as it stands is a masculinei •
participle with the pronominal suffix,probably the 3rd singular, 

feminine.This is not quite a suitable subject to the feminine 

singular verb sH, though in Arabic the broken plural of a 

masculine subject may be prededed by^verb in the feminine 

singular.The analogy,however,is not exact.Ginsberg suggests 

the reading htbt for htbh and in the photograph of the text 

this reading ,in the jugment of the writer,is more probable 

since only one horizontal stroke ( *" i.e. t) is decisively 

made instead of three such strokes ( - i.e. h).

^he translation of this passage thus arranged may be 

offered as follows.

'And thou shalt reach 'udm the great, 
Yea 'udm abundant in water, 
Then tarry at the»city,
Watch at the town . 5 
To and fro in the fields ply the wood-cutters g 
On the threshing-floor the women are cleaning grain 
To and fro at the spring ply the women drawing water 
Pilling (the jars)'at, the well.

Thus of the suppoed geographical locations only one remains, 

* udm,the objective of the journey of Keret and the home of his

bride mtt hry. " f v

1.GrinsbergjThe Legend of King Keret,p.38.Ginsfeerg renders the 
passage as follows,without,however,any philological notes 
on his rendering of the critisal gr nn,&rn and s*t.

Thou wilt arrive at Bdum the ^raa*
Even Udum the Grand.
And do thou attack the villages,
Harass the towns.
Sweep from the fields her woodcutters,
Prom the threshing-floors the straw-pickers.
Sw<=>ep from the spring the women that draw,
Prom the fountain the women that fill.

2.Especially as reproduced in Schaeffer;The Cuneiform Texts of 
Has Shamra-Ugarit.pl.XXXVTI.^here is no room for other two 
horizontal strokes of the same size though there does seem 
evidence of the deep ends of them.This,however,may be a 
fault in the clay emphasized by firing.

3.Final m prepositional in *rm and pdrm.
4.cf .Arabic s\*~ ,of bees flying to and fro.
5.Fuel-gathering , ^4^-=> a menial task left to women.Qur1 an cxi,4. 
6.Separating the clean grain from chaff and grits. 
7.Or perhaps filling the drinking-troughs as the daughter of 
Reuel,Bxodus 1i
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Our study of the Keret tablet and the rejection of the 

Nefebite and Edomite theories and that of the epic struggle 

of frPerah ! and his followers with the ancestors of the Phoen 

icians may seem to deprive the tablet of any historical 

value. There seems little doubt that »udm was a place-name, 

a fortified town as we should gather from the en/fcreatv of 

its kins pbl mlk in I K 131-134.

wng mlk Ibty 
rhq krt 1hz ry 
^al tsr Judm rbt 
w> udm' tart.

'Withdraw,0 King, from my house, 
Go far from my courtyard, 0 Keret, 
Harm not J udm the great, 
Even 'udm abundant in water.,

and again from the injunction of : E1 to ^"eret in I K,

tsfl <irth 
*abn ydk msdpt

* Shoot not up an arrow at his burg 2 
Nor a stone from thy hand at his fortress

Th« location of *udm in Galilee is in^Ltself quite possible. 

The narrative of the Daniit* migration indicates that the Phoenic 

ians occupied the Huleh region i& the "Early Iron Age though 

there is no direct evidence for their settlement further 

South. We could, however, conceive their interest in making an 

alliance* with the king of a place such as ?udm may have been, 

a key point on a trade-route.Th^s.in fact, seems the maximum 

historical deduction which we may make from the poem as far 

as it concerns Palestine.

While very critical of the particular historical
2interpretation of Vi^olleaud in the Keret poem,De vaux

is still disposed to admit the possibility that there

may be a reference to the peoples Asher and Zebulon familiar

as Hebrew tribes. Virolleaud himself is not quite sure of

1. Perhaps 'besiege 1 cf. Hebrew >/$' .
2.cf. Arabic ?j>£> 'tall'.
3.De VauxrRB xlvix,1937.p.446
H.S.Nyberg;ZDMG,xcii,1938,p.338
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the relation between Asher and Zebulon which he supposes to 

be mentioned in the "Keret tablet and the Hebrew tribes of 

that name.He suggests that the names may have adhered to 

certain localities once occupied by Aaker and Zebulon of 

the Keret text which were later occupied by the Hebrews who 

adopted the names.

There is a certain amount of external evidence for the 

presence of Asher in particular in the land before the Hebrew 

Invasion.Asher,moreover,is stigmatized in the Son# of Deborah 

for non-cooperation with*? the Hebrews who met and defeated
Q

Sisera,a situation which might well be understood if Asher had 

been associated with the Phoenicians from remote antiquity.
3Again it has been pointed out that Asher was after all not

of pure Israelite stock,being in fact depicted as the
4 second son of Jacob and the concubine Zilpah.

There is no doubt that there was Semitic penetration 

into Palestine from the desert long before the Hebrew Invas 

ion. So much the patriarchal narratives signify.The "Rgyntian
\

Execratory Texts demonstrate the same very clearly and by 

the peculiar form of theophoric names enable us to determine 

the social constitution of the people who occupied Palestine 

in the 19th century B.C.The Amarna Tablets further attest 

the presence of SA ftAZ in the district to which Hebrew 

tradition assigned Asher.Thus the independent evidence that 

tjjarta people of the same nomadic antecedents as the Hebrews 

and possibly of the same affinity had occupied the land 

before the Invasion might suggest that there might be Hebrews

l.VirolleaudjLa leffende de Keret...,p.13. 
S.Judses v,17. , ^
3.De T-anghe; Bullet in d'histoire et d'exegese de 1^^,7.1939, 

4.Genesis xxx,12-13. p.316. 
5.Kntadtzon:246,7,from Biridiya of Meeiddo.
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who were settled in Palestine and had never known a sojourn 

in Egypt with the other Jacob tribes.The records of Thothmes 

III referrine to the campaign which culminated at Megiddo 

in 1479 B.C. do refer to certain localities,Joseph-el and 

Jacob-el between Meeiddo and Shechem most likely,whose names 

suggest Hebrew affinities while the mention of the suppression 

of Israel on the stele of Merneptah (c.1225 B.O.^ confirms 

the conclusion that people of Hebrew race were established

in Palestine before the invasion of Joshua which we date
2about this time.Is it legitimate to suppose that we have some

trace of these in the Keret tablet where Virolleaud would 

read Asher and Zebulon?

Of Zebulon it cannot be said as of Asher that they found 

more community of interest with the Canaanites than with the 

Hebrews in the campaign of Harosheth of the Gentiles.The men 

of Zebulon are,in fact,singled out in the Sons of Deborah

and extolled for their hardihood.In the f "Blessing of Jacob, 1
4 however,Zebulon is closely associated with Sidon which hardly

corresponds with the delimitation of tribal districts in
/

Joshua xix,10-16 and the note in Judces i,30 which suggest that

Asher and not Zebulon bordered on Sidon.Here the writer is
5disposed to rely more on the*Blessing of Jacob 1 as -retaining

1.W.M.Muller:Asien und Europa,1893,pp.162-164.
2.Breasted;ABE,III,*602.
3.vide au|i'ra,p. 90 ff.
4.Genesis xlix,13 (J).
5.Th« f Blessing of Jacob*is part of the J tradition of the 

PentateuQh and therefore goes back, in its present form to 
the 9th century most likely.In its present state it seems a 
composite work but the reference to Reuben and most notably 
to Simeon and Levi suggests that there are elements which 
must be among the oldest tribal traditions of the Hebrews. 
The reference to Sim«on and Levi seems an echo of the incident 
of Shechem and comes from the time when Levi was still a secular 
tribe associated with Simeon in the settled land of the centre 
of Palestine as distinct from the Southern steppe and the memory 
of their violence and subsequent curse was still fresh.Thus we 
are the more disposed to credit the 1 Blessing of Ja^ob 1 which, 
as against the statement of Joshua and Judges attests Zebulon 
as settled on the sea-shore and associated with the Si^onians. 
There are,of course,earlier as well as later elements in the 
'Blessing of Ja^ob 1 bui the contrary statement of Joshua 
and Judges indicates that the 1 Blessing of Jacob*in locating 
Zebulon on the coast is here retaining an earlier tradition.
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the oldest tradition of Zebulon.On this view some colour is 

lent to the view of Virolleaud and De vaux that Zebulon 

was indeed related to the Phoenicians.

In the Keret text there is only one passage where there 

is any claim that Zebalon is mentioned.The passage has been 

deciphered thus by Virolleaud.

I K,14-21. .....Jatt trh wtb*t t>ar >um
>akn Ih'mtljtt kfrm 
tmt mrb*t zblnm"' 
mfcmst y'etsp rsp 

- i mtdtt glm ym 
^ mfb^thn bslh ttpl...

»

He cives the following translation.

f ..(the wife of Terah)and she who pursues her mother's
flesh

I will assign him the Kosherites threefold 
Thou shalt kill the Zebulonites fourfold 
Fivefold (the tribe of) Yetsep-resef 
Sixfold (the tribe of ) Solam-yam .. 
Sevenfold shall they fall under the lance.. I 1*"

Here Yirolleaud obviously takes the various tfcrms in an 

ethnic sense in line with his general interpretation of the 

Keret tablet as a historical document.He takes'Y*etsep-resef f 

as a tribe,recalling Joseuh-el of Thothmes'Megiddo inscription
«

and the parallel 'G-olam-yam' he assumes to be another tribe. 

As for the 'Kosherites 1 and f Zebulonites' he finds them
N

associated in this way in the Egyptian Execratory Texts where

they occur under the form Kwsr and Zbinw,according to his
2 v 

quotation.Certainly we do find those names Kwsr (Sethe e5)

and Tblnw (Sethe eG) 3^ connection with the Swtw well known 

from these and other Egvptian sources as the nomad inhabitants

of the Negeb.Dussaud cites further the name Tbjwhddi from
5 Posener's texts (E16) on which he remarks that in face of

air that evidence it is useless to refuse to admit the mention 

of Zebulon in the Has Shamra Texts.

1.VirolleaudjLa legende de Keret...,p.35.
2.ibidem,p.15.
3.Sethe;Die Aechtung.....,pp.46-47.
4.Dussaud;Syria,X1T,1940.p.173.
5.Posener;Princes et fays....,p.73.
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not peoples but chiefs of the S*tw,if,at least,we may take 

the imprecations upon them as conforming to the general 

formula where the chiefs are named after the localities 

they govern.H^re the names seem best taken as hypocoristicsa , 

of the general type of name in the texts which are theophoric
«

Thus JTbjnw is probably the truncated form of the full name 

JTb'nw-ilu,   El is noble 1 or perhaps jTti^waddi which we have 

just cited meaning perhaps.   tne nobility of MuaacL'.An exact

parallel may be Zi-iD-ia-an-um irom the Amorite period at
PLarsa where again we must understand tne name o± a god quali 

fied by Zblnw which is well known from the flu& Snamra texts 

as the title of Ba c al and of his adversary Ym.Kwsr might be

similarly taken or,again,might be the divine element ,a
 z 

hypocoristic of such a name as ktr mlk.Tiiis deity is familiar

in the fias Snamra texts as the divine craftsman ktr whssi ~ 

which Ouermann so happily translates 'the bfcilful and Per 

cipient Oneiiia the Execratory Texts,of course,it is open
* v 

to take j?b$nw and Kwsr as the tribes of the Swtw which may

be named after their prominent chiefs.Tnis,however,is less 

likely than that they designate individuals according to 

the general type of these texts.

In the actual text where it is thought that Zooulon is 

mentioned,the passage follows the doubtful section where 

Virolleaud claims to find the first reference to Terah which 

has been already contested.Tne passage is generally taken 

to refer to the sufferings which Keret would have to endure 

in order to fulfil the destiny revealed to him in 

the previous passage .In the passage under review we have

l.Sethe;op.cit. ,p.47,admits the equation .Tbjnw-Ztebulon only 
as a possibility.Equally feasible would be the readings
JAi6 and ]ht> .Another possible reading is /^^/ which is 

cited by Th.B^uerjJJie Oatkanaanaer,pp.47 ff.,as a name 
from the Amorite period in laesopotamia.

2. (i8tze; BASOR,95,1944 ,pp. 23-24.
3. (TO ra on, 314, rev. 1.5.
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obviously a list of subjects of various kinds of ordeal.

Here Albright^firstjsaw a. succession not of races or peoples
gbut of classes ,who,as he thought,would be sacrificed in

Keret's enterprise.He notes that,though we have the climactic
<f

progression complete from the numbers tfcree to seven,the number

two is lacking so for the doubtful reading wtb ct t'ar 'Mm,he
3 would read wtb*t tn rdm which he translates 'and two leaders

A
shall be stricken 1 .The climax is reached in the phrase 

msbHhn bslh ttpl ,' seven fold they shall fall by the lance!

Here there is no suggestion of peoples hence Albright
5would take ktrm as 'skilled craftsmen' and zblnm as 'patric 

ians!^: ^Glnn yur he takes as 'the child of the sea',the sub-
' V

ject of y'etspr.      and in-apposition to rsp,the god of war 

and pestilence.The meaning which Albright assigns to zbln

here is the regular one in the tezts where in the form zbl
\ 

it is found as an epithet of Ba*al.To take the one instance

of zblnm in the Keret passage as the sole authority for

the mention of the tribe or district of Zebulon in the Has Sham-

ra Texts,as Virolleaud and Dussaud do,is indeed precarious.
3Ginsberg follows Albright in his interpretation of this

passage as referring to classes rather than peoples.Ginsberg, 

however,differs otherwise from Albright in his interpretation 

of the piece,He takes the poem as opening with the lamentable 

news of Keret's wife and family stricken down and his hope 

of succession destroyed.Here we may indicate our general agree 

ment with this interpretation and proceed to note Ginsberg 1 s 

translation of the passage following where the presumed refer 

ence to Zebulon occurs.Ginsberg' retains Virolleaud's 

reconstruction of the damaged text but for 1 akn reads 

tkn which seems quite justifiable in the damaged state of

1-. Albright ;BASOR, 71,1938, pp33-39.
2.'akn,AiDhel of kn cf.Hebrew ;O,7 ,Isaiah xiv,21.Zephaniah i,7.
3.<' *>££>£?£t fwr-*^t£* jy*f -Virolleaud's reading is 
preferable since there is not sufficient room for Alb-right's 
n ***• instead of Virolleaud's 'a ^^ .

4.Albright connects tbH with Hebrew .?>a ,'to strike,with apo 
plexy', BASOR,71,1938,p.38,note 31.

5.cf .Hebrew /nt'3 ,Albright,op.cit.,pp.38-39.
6.Ginsberg;The'Legend of King Keret.
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the text. He takes wtb*t as the predicate of *att in the

previous line where he reads >att trh wtb<t. f he married a wife""  *

and she departed 1 then he rearranges the teat as follows.

Var *um tkn Ih 
mjtltt ktra tint 
mrbjt zblnm 
mhmst y'etsp j. .-. L. 
rip mtdt. glm 
ym msb'thn bs"lh 
ttpl....

This he translates.

'Flesh of kinship had he, 
One third died at birth, 
One -fourth of sickness, 
On** *•*  Pth the pestilence fathered 
Unto itself -one $i*th the sea 2 
Engulfed, one seventh thereof fell by the sword...

•z
Gaster follows Ginsberg in taking zblnm in the sense of 

f ln sickness! read ing zbln as a noun from the verb zbl,'to bearj 

with final m preposi ti onal.In both ktr  and zblnm Ginsberg 

sees a parallel to bslh in the final strophe, hence he takes
f

ktr and zbln as the means or circumstances of the death of

s off spring. Ginsberg arrives at his meaning of k^trm in

an admittedly tentative manner. He recalls that ktrt in other » 
4 texts from Eas Shamra are women attendant at child birth, hence

he takes ktr as -referring to birth.. Al bright is surely nearer 

the truth in seeing a connection between ktr and the Hebrew 

y??J and with the name of the divine craftsman Ktr wHss. 

The ktrt of the texts ^ Aqhat and Nikal-and Kotarot a~e

so called not from the birth but from their skill either in
5 incantation or in midwifery. Gaster with great plausibility

renders ktrm after the Syriac v*^, ! in full vigour!

Prom the general construction of the passage it is certain 

that ktrm and zblnm must be taken as parallels.lt is suggest 

ed here that we take them as plural adjectives, ktrm referring 

to 'physical maturity 1 and zblnm to 'princely dignity* , or 

again in .apposition, 'legitimate sons, royal princes' .Y' etsp rsp

l.A euphemism for 'she died'. 
S.tinsbergjThe Legend of King Keret, . . ,p,14.
3. Gaster ;JQR,xxxvii, 1947, p. 291.
4. II Aqhat, col. ii, 26-40, NK,Hymne phenicien au Dieu Nikal et 

aux Dresses Kosarot,Virolleaud, Syria, XVII, 1936, pp. 208-228.
5.Gaster;JQR,xxxvii,1947,p.291.



means obviously 'Resef gathered onto himself,an allusion

to a plague which had reduced the royal house.As mrb't zblnm

stands in parallel to mtlffc Ittrm tmt so intdtt glm ym without

the verb stands in parallel to mhmst y*etsp rsp.glm ym has been

taken by Albright as 'the Child ofr the Sea',a descriptive title,
V v

presumably of Resef.It is true that the name Eesef has sur 

vived in Palestine to the present day in the name of the 

derelict site Arsuf,the Greek Apollonia,some ten miles North 

of Jaffa on the coast-,but in antiquity there is no connection
y'

known to us between Resef the god of pestilence and the sea.
/

Ginsberg therefore takes glm as a verb meaning 1 to overwhelm, 

veil,hidejas in Hehrdw.lt seems to us at first sight natural

that at Ugarit so close to the sea the sea should claim its
» 

victims.In these texts,however,it is rather surprising how

small a part is played by the sea.Gaster,therefore,would 

seem to offer the best solution of the word glm by taking 

it as the equivalent of the Arabic y*^" and the Hebrew Af£ 

meaning 'darkness of day',the result of their ingathering to 

Resef,the god of pestilence and the underworld.

The translation which we accept here is the following.

'Flesh of kinship had he, 2 
Threefold they died in physical maturity, 
Fourfold in princely dignity, 
Fivefold: Resef gathered them to himself, 
Sixfold darkness of day, 
Sevenfold they fell by the sword...'

Our conclusion is that while the'Blessing of Jacob' 

does suggest that Zebulon was originally associated with 

the Canaanites on the coast about Acre and the Execratory 

Texts indicate the circumstances and period af a settlement 

here by people of the same traditions as the Hebrew nomads 

among them possibly Zebulon, on the subject of this people 

the Ras Shamra texts are absolutely silent.

1.Gaster;JQR,xxxvii,1947,pp.289 ff.
2.Alternatively 'legitimate sons//royal princes!
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In the case of Asher,traced by Hebrew tradition to the 

union of Jacob with the concubine Zilpah,we can well imagine 

that the associations v ould be perhaps stronger with Canaan 

than with the Hebrew stock who invaded Palestine at the end 

of the Late Bronze Age.Certain Egyptian inscriptions of the 

XlXth Dymasty have been cited to prove the presence of Asher 

in the district where the Book of Joshua locates them.In these 

inscriptions the name *isr occurs,it is true,but though'

Muller applied it to Asher,Sethe rejected the equation and
Pread the name as Assur while De Langhe maintains that however

+j
we may vocalize *isr it occurs in a North Syrian context hence

 z

cannot apply to Biblical Asher.It is noteworthy that Dussaud 

himself,who finds so many contacts between Palestine and the 

Ras Shamra matter,rejects the identification of Muller.

thus it is very doubtful if the Egyptian documents are 

sufficient authority for Asher's settlement in Galilee 

before the Invasion.The Execratory Texts,however,indicate that
&(

here and practically everywhere in Palestine there were
h~

from at least the 19th century people of a Semitic stock,

some more,some less akin to to the Hebrews in race and in 

nomadic tradition.

In the Ras Shamra texts there is only one passage where
4 a reference to Asher has been claimed.In the first tablet

of the Keret poem,Virolleaud supposes that'the People of the

Five Fortresses' had invaded the Negeb.After a great battle

which involved 3,000,000 men,Virolleaud imagines a great

ethnic and social upheaval which is described in I K,92-99//180-187,

1.Mailer;Asien und Europa,pp.l62-164.
2.De LanghejLes Textes de RS et.,l'AT,p.476.
3.Dussaud;Les decouvertes de RS et l'AT,2nd ed.,1941,p.l63,note4.
4.G.A.Barton thinks that there is another reference to Asher 

in II A<ihat,co3,vi,36 and III Aqhat,rev,28 in the word 
'atryt which he takes as 'the women|of Asher'.It is better 
taken as the Arabic $^.2* >lot,inheritance',vide infra,p. 
The view of P.Humbert may be noted.Ho cites the text Gordon,67 
col.vi,11.24-25,where I 1 em bn dgn is found in parallel to 
hmlt Jatar b c l.he supposes that >a£r was originally a divinity, 
then transformed in tradition to the eponymous hero of a dis 
trict in Canaan and finally became the eponymn of a Hebrew 
tribe,KES,1941,pp.61-64.Tnis theory breaks down when we 
recognize the preositional force of -5a.tr,vide infra,p.210.



This passage and its sequel Virolleaud transliterates as 

follows.
V* *"

hlk 1'alpm hss 
wlrbt km yr 
'atr tn tn hlk 
'aTr Iljb
klhm yhd bth / sgr 
>almnt'skr tskr 
zbl trsm ys'u 
*wr mzl ymzl. ....

He offers the following translation.

 They went by thousands (the people of)Hasis, 
And by tens of thousands like yr , 
Asher went two (by) two, 
Asher three (by three went), 
All of them closing his house, 
The widow serves for hire, 
The zbl carries beds, 
The blind man consults lots.... 1

This construction, of course, is contingent upon our

acceptance of the Negebite theory of Virolleaud. As to the
J* y 

identity of Hasis Virolleaud cannot, indeed, particularize
v «S

but confines himself to noting that Hasis does occur else 

where in the texts as the name of a people. This citation,

however, really damages his own case since the text in which
vV 2 

hss occurs is the 'Proclamation of Seleg! The language of

this text is still a problem. Only a few words which recur 

as a kind of refrain can possibly be Semi tic. The rest is 

in a non-Semitic tongue probably a Hurrian dialect and the v 

whole is concerned with North Syrian, possibly even Anatolian 

peoples?It should be noted, however, that Virolleaud himself
J* ^1 m I

seems to fjeel the difficulty and suggests4 that hss jjsk/the 

Keret text may be a nickname. Dussaud, however, cites tne 

mention of a people Hsswm in the Execratory Texts of Posener
V

where again he finds a people kmyr which he equates with v

1. Virolleaud ; IA legende de Keret. .. ,pp. 18, 175.
S.Syria XV, 1954, pp. 147 ff . , Gordon, 60.
5. Perhaps the name is connected with the river Issus.The form 

of the name with the sibilant ending is peculiar to non- 
Semitic place-names in North Syria, Alt,ZDPV,ixvii4^945, pp. 122 ff.

4. Virolleaud; La legende de Keret. .. ,p. 18.
5 . Dussaud j Syria XXI , 1940 ,pp . 178-179 .
6. Posener P6, Princes et pays. . . ,p,96.



km yr of the Keret text. This correspondence , indeed, seems no 

more than a coincidence.

The decision on this matter rests upon the arrangement
tf

of the text and an interpretation which does justice to the 

literary style of the piece. Thus we suggest the following 

rearrangemant of the passage.

hlk l?alpm hss 
wlrbt kmyr 
>atr tn tn hlk

til kla*
bth^sgr ,

^skr tskr 
zbl irsan ys'u 
*wr mzl ymzl ....

Here Al bright holds that 'a_tr stands in parallel to the verb 

so proposes to 'read it as a verb meaning, as Assyrian asaru 

and Hebrew *>^fc (pi'el)Jto go straight on, march! This certain 

ly gives an intelligible and graphic picture of the people 

of Keret marching out in their regular ranks. The weakness 

of the reading, however, is that the omission of a .second .tit

spoils the -effect which is intended to be conveyed. Hence
2Ginsberg seems nearer the truth when he renders

4f After two two march
After three all of them. !

The word hss has been the subject of considerable 

speculation.The Dutch scholar Lettinga suggests a connection 

with the ArabiCjr^,L^&.,'common people 1 im which sense he would

take it in parallel to *atr which he connects with the 

Arabic r^f\ ,meaning 'noblel,' , an interpretation which the
V tiwriter had already considered but rejected since hss is 

paralleled not by 3 a_tr but by kmyr.41bright f s'translation

l.Albright;BASOR,BS,1936,p.29,note 37.
2.So Pedersen,Die ©p*.^jLegende,p.79,Engnell;Studies in Divine 
Kingship,p.157. *

3.Ginsberg;The Legend of King Keret...,p.l6 f ,
4.Perhaps an adjective from a verb akin to the Arabic ^ 

f atr is used thus or perhaps even as a preposition in 
Gordon,62,7$67,col.vi,24-25jand especially 49,col.ii,28-30, 
klb t'at 1'emrh 'As the heart of a ewe to her lamb 
km l¥ *nt >ajbr b 1! So the heart of «Anat after Ba c al!

5.J,Lettinga;Ex Oriente Lux,IX,1944,p.120.
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of hss,'they hasten; does not bring out the parallelism 

between hss and kmyr^The latter word Aistleitner takes as 

equivalent to the Hebrew /??/' /«? and renders'like raindrops 1
* * 

f\ ^ t

to which Gaster takes hss as a parallel,connecting it with

^ VV/7 which is found as a parallel to Itf* in Zechariah x,l.' '*' 

This would yield quite a suitable translation.

'They march in thousands in the manner of a shower, 
And in tens of thousands as the early rain!

Ginsberg tentatively suggests that hss in this passage may
V

be connected with hst which occurs in another text between 

rh and,according to Ginsberg, c rpt,'wind' and 'cloud I He
*

rejects Master's suggestion,however,on the grounds that 

hsS might have'been used as a simile like kmyr but not as 

a metaphor.He nevertheless preserves the parallelism of 

the two words,reading * serried'and'massedJKmyr ,after the
*" V

Akkadian kamru is quite possible but hss,'serried^' is a guess. 

It is true that the Semitic languages are not given to 

metaphor but here we must admit that a comparative particle 

before hss would upset the metre of the strophe,hence we 

believe that Ginsberg is hypercritical.Gaster f s translation 

then seems fairly satisfactory or ,as an alternative the follow 

ing may be offered,connecting hss with the Arabic 

and k Ayr with the Arabic »»* ,'a dust-storm!
ti

'They go in thousands like the shingle, 
And in tens of thousands like dust in a storm!

This is admittedly a difficult passage and all attempts 

to solve the difficulty by comparative linguistics are hinder-ed

1.A1bright translates,BASOR,63,1936,p,29, 
'They go by thousands,they hasten, 
And by Myriads like spawn of fish 
They march two by two,they go; 
They march three(by three...'

2.Gaster;Beview of Eeligion,1945,p.276.
3.Ginsberg;The Legend of King Keret,pp.37-38.
4.Gordon,6,34.
5.The text is fragmentary and, *rpt,'cloud'is a restoration from 

( *lpt.The sibilant in hst does not correspond to those 
in hssT

6.A possible connection may be with the Hebrew /f/?
of.p..i«»ii t l9 ,.,,;, ^  
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*V" -P

by the peculiar sibilants in h^s,which are more a feature of
v

non-Semitic languages in Northern Syria without precise 

equivalent in the Semitic dialects.Perhaps the whole word,
 

in fact,is a non-Senitic word.Such features of spelling and 

vocabulary are not uncommon even in the Semitic texts of

which we may name especially HK and,indeed,even in the first
o

Keret tablet we have such non-Semitic words as httv* ^**

So much is clear,however,that Virolleaud f s view of 

a great displacement of peoples including Asher as a result of
»

the f Battle of the Negeb'is quite without foundation. 

The purport of the poem seems to be the following.

The house of Keret has been wiped out by plague and the death
3of his wife.The king is encouraged fcy El to go forth and win

4 another wife,the daughter or grand-daughter of "King Pbl of

*udm,who is named nrtt hry.This may mean 1 a free-born damsel f j 

on the other hand it is to be taken for granted that a royal 

maiden and bride of a king is free.Hence it is here suggested 

thMt hry in this case means Hurrian and we have here a ~(^:;^. 

reminiscence of the union of Semites and Hurrians which was 

a feature of Eas Shamra as the administrative texts indicate. 

This view is born out by the peace-offering which the bride's 

father or grandfather,Pbl preferred to Keret,a chariot and 

three horses.It is well-known that this equipage was not 

native to the Semitic West but was brought in by the Aryans 

and their Hurrian confederates who established themselves as
i

a sovereign state named Mitanni in Upper Mesopotamia.They

were not confined,however,to this region but penetrated through

Syria and Palestine to Egypt to a certain extent in the latter

1.Gordon 77.
2.The Hittite word for f silver 1 .Another such Hittite word is 

in the general estimation,g*ds of I K,11,thought to be the 
Hittite gurtasja fortressjThe writer,however,thinks that 
it might be connected with the Arabic j.=> ,'to be stripped 1 , 
with the Akkadian adverbial ending s. ^

3.1s tb*t a euphemism for death or perhaps divorce of a wife 
who^is past bearing ?



period of the Hyksos occupationtwherever »udm may have been

Keret musters an impressive retinue which has the semblance
o

of an army to preserve the fiction of 1 snatching the bride*.

His departure is sped by general festivity and enthusiasm 

in which even the widow,the invalid and the blind share.
«z

Keret f s journey to 'udm is broken at the shrine (or shrines) 

of 'Atirat of (or at) Tyre and *Elat of (or at-) Sidon,where
i

he makes a vow,conditional upon line success of his enterprise. 

He proceeds to ! udm where he wages a 'war of nerves' and eventu 

ally wins his bride.The two following tablets deal with the 

domestic history of Keret and the family which mjtt hry bore 

him-.Since they contain nothing capable of such a historical 

interpretation as Tirolleaud and those who follow him have 

put upon the first tablet they will not, be discussed here. 

In the first Keret tablet the text must be divested of 

all such suggestions of historical associations with the Hebrew 

patriarchs.The theme may be the diplomatic alliance of the 

Phoenician king with the daughter of a house ruling in a 

strategically important town in Palestine such as ed Damiyeh 

as De Vaax suggests,but that cannot be substantiated.In any 

case the poem is not a reminiscence of a phase in a Northern 

migration of the Phoenicians,nor of the cult-migration of 

the astral religion of Ur and Harran associated with the 

Hebrew patriarchs by prominent French scholars.The mention of 

the shrines of (or at) Tyre and Sidon certainly seems to 

reflect a period long after the settlement of Phoenicia and 

the development of the polity with which we are familiar on 

the Syrian coast.It is our final conclusion that the poem 

was composed to mark an epoch in the symbiosis of Hurrian and
/

Semite in ITorth Syria and beyond this it is impossible to 

particularise.

1.For a qualification of this view,vide supra,p.
2.Pedersen;Bie Krt Legende,Berytus,VI,194l,p.l02.
5.In the poem,after three days,but on this we cannot particularize

any more than on ! a year,a year,a year but barely three*of
the ballads.



ii.SS

Farther evidence of conditions in early Palestine is claimed

by Virolleaud and Dussaud in the text SS,so called by the initials
" v

of Shr and Sim,the deities whose birth is celebrated in part of<  '

the text.Here the action of the poem has been located in the 

Negeb of: Palestine where certain localities are thought to 

be mentioned in the poem.

Virolleaud volunteers no interpretation of this most difficult

text as a whole and is generally soundly conservative in his
2 

commentary.He does,however,claim to find a reference to Ashdod

in 1.65 and and taking mdbr q.ds in the next line as the desert 

of Qadesh Barnea he is led to locate the action of the p&em 

in the Negeb.He finds confirmation of this view in the repeated 

reference to rrbm which he takes as Arabs.Another proper name

which he reads in the text is 'Etrah which he assumes to be anotherf
form of Terah,the father of Abraham. The wife of Etrah-Terah,

destined to play such a large part in Virolleaud f s interpretation
v 3 of the JCeret text,is here taken to be the mother of one sb'ny

whose function Virolleaud takes to be the building of Ashdod . 

The actual significance of this text is still very much
t

a matter of speculation.lt consists of one tablet inscribed on 

the obverse and the reverse in the local alphabetic cuneiform,a 

significant feature being the division of the text by means of 

horizontal lines.Often the portions thus divided have no connect 

ion with one another and they do not seem always to be in them 

selves complete.The most reasonable assumption is that here are

ritual directions or rubrics with catch-lines of prayers or
4 

longer poems which were recited at appropriate points in the

»

l.VirolleaudjLa naissance des dieux gracieux et beaux,Svria TTV 1933,pp.128-151.Gordon,52. au*,oyna ilY , 
2.1.65,ybn >as(d)d.
3.1.64.wl(d) sb<ny >att »etrh,varia lectio,wltsb'n y'att >etrh 
4.Albright;The iiyth of the Gracious Gods,JPOS .fxiy,p.l35. *

1934



ritual.The longest section in the text(11.37 ff.)deals in full 

detail with the seduction by El of two women and the birth of 

Shr and Sim whose infancy was spent on the confines of the desert, 

'f*at mdbr.lt is the concluding passage,especially 11.61 ff. 

which is most strongly suggestive of the historical,though only 

on the reading of Virolleaud which is by no means generally 

admitted.Virolleaud himself,indeed,in his translation and comment 

ary observes a commendable reserve though he reaches too hasty

a decision in reading Ashdod in a text which he himself admits
1 V 

to be much damaged and in equating mdbr ^ds with the desert of

Qadesh Barnea,while in the case of  rbm which Virolleaud renders, 

'Arabs',Dussaud,the chief exponent of the Uegebite interpretation 

of this text,renders 'those who enter!

Virolleaud's suggestion that the action of the text was 

to be located in the Negeb was taken up by Dussaud who proceeded
0

to elaborate the theoryTThough admitting the strong liturgical

element in the tablet,he still regards it as containing certain
«

historical data relating to a period long before the 14th century,

when the semi-arid region to the South of Palestine,he holds,was 

not the desert it now is but contained certain well-developed 

oases such as Beersheba and Qadesh.This was,he assumes,the work, 

of the Phoenicians who were vitally interested in securing their 

lines of communication and commerce between the Mediterranean 

and the Red Sea.The Bas Shamra tablets,in the view of Dussaud, 

reveal so intimate a knowledge of this region that he regards it

as the primitive habitat of the Oanaanite group who later emerge
4on the coast of Syria as the Phoenicians.Dussaud would disting 

uish two phases in the history of the Phoenicians,first as 

inhabitants of Southern Palestine trading with caravans between

1.Virolleaud;Syria,XIV,1933,p.!50. / , v v
2.Dussaud;Le commerce des anciens Pheniciens va la lumiere du poeme

des dieux gracieux et beaux,Syria XVII,1936,pp.58-66. 
3.ibidem,p.59. 
4.ibidem,p.61.



tne Kfed Sea and the ivieuiterranean where their terminus was 

Asndod,then,from about tne beginning of the 3rd millennium 

B.C., when they occupied Tyre,biaon and Byblos and pursued 

their commercial enterprises on the sea.Dussaud takes as 

the basic theme of the SS text an episode in the preparation 

of an old Phoenician caravan route through the flwgeb.

'i'itis objective he takes to be set out in the opening
\

of the piece at 11.3-4,

ytnm q.rt l
bmdbr spm yd (........ )r.

tie translates the passage as follows.

 They will establish a town for the journey up 
Into the desert L^of the (Sea of )Heeds. '

This town may either have been a base, as he supposes Ashdod

to have been, or an entre-pot in which case it may have been
^Beersheba which Dussaud would associate with sb<jay which

hew-.tt-v. takes to denote a person, the son of the '.life of 

istrah* and the builder of Ashdod. tits finds, moreover, reference 

to the construction of an i d in 11.65 ,67, 70, which he takes

to be some enclosure or caravanserai affording shelter and
o

refuge. This place he would locate in the midst of the desert

of Q»desh,btk mdbr q.dsyhence he supposes that it was an 

oasis. Thus we may understand the reference earlier in the 

text to.i agricultural ritual. Dussaud finds allusion to the 

double purpose of the *d as a refuge and a source of refresh 

ment in 11.6-7 where he reads

Ihm blhm4 (Ja)y wsty bhmr yn >ay 
Sim mlkt slm mlkt *rDm wtnnm,

which he translates,

 But bread,here J Drink wine,here I 
Tne king'b peace 1 trie king*w peace I 
To those coming in and those going out.

Such a place would naturally be under the protection of the
gods

1.Dussaud cites Stephen Byzantius who states'that Ashdod was 
founded by refugees from the Red Sea,tio correlates this 
statement with that of tiorodotus that the Phoenicians came 
from the shores|of the'tfea Sea',HtiR,cviii,-grt33,p.24.

2.cf.Arabic 
3.1.165.
4.The text which Dussaud handles rather freely is actually 

slm tmlk slm mlkt.



and in the reference to the field of *A£rt injl.13 Dussaud finds 

a clear indication of oasis husbandry.He reminds us of the Arabic 

usage which distinguishes between irrigated land and land watered 

by rain.The former is called Ba*al-land and the latter *athari 

which Dussaud would connect with the land of >a.trt in our text* 

a most unlikely phonetic equation.The caravanserai-cum-oasis 

may conceivably be Beersheba which,according to Dussaud,may also 

be 'the town for the:journey up into the desertlDussaud finds 

further support for his view of the Negeb as a land-bridge between

the Red Sea and the, Mediterranean traversed by the early Phoenic-
i , 

ians injll.58,61 where he reads with Virolleaud 'agzr ym bn ym,

! I will divide between sea and sea. 1

Dussaud finds it remarkable that the legends of the Phoenic-
/

ians and vthe narratives of the Hebrew patriarchs should have so

many localities in common.He has thus no difficulty in concluding
2that the twoi peoples had originally common ground in the Negeb.

Indeed,he goes on to speculate that the caravan traffic over 

the isthmus between the Bed Sea and the Mediterranean may well 

have given rise to the tradition of the crossing of the Red Sea 

in the days of Moses and of the Jordan in the time of Joshua which 

Dussaud takes as a variant of the former .

This theory localized in the Negeb was later elaborated in 

Virolleaud 1 s interpretation of the first Keret tablet.

Resting on the same basis of the local interpretation of

>as(d)d and mdbr qds and the reading of sb*ny and Jetrk as proper
2names is the theory of Barton.He does,indeed,appreciate the lit 

urgical nature of the text but taking slm,especially in 1.7,as 

a place-name he elaborates the theory that the text is the 

liturgy of the spring festival at Jerusalem,to be related to

l.W.R.Smith;Religion of the Semites,1894,pp.99-100,note.Here it 
is suggested that ^.^ f>* is connected with ;^ ,an 
irrigation channel.(mere may be a connection with the god <^-M*ar 
wno , houfcver, is quite distinct from Htirat. J f

2.So,too,Nielsen;Ras Shamra Mythologie und Biblische Theologie,p.96.
3.A liturgy for the Celebration of the Spring Festival at Jerusalem 
in the Age of Abraham and Melchi*edek,JBL liii,1954,pp.61-78. 
Barton translates 1.7 'Salem,thou shal£ be queen,Salem,queen 
of those who enter in and pour a libation.1 'He would relate this 
ritual to an altar discovered by the North wall of Jerusalem by
Macalister and Duncan. in 1923.
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the passage in Genesis xiv,18-24}lt is difficult to reconcile 

this localization of the ritual in Jerusalem with the mention 

of other localities which Barton finds in the poem, such as 

Ashdod in the coastal plain and Qadesh in North Sinai. Barton f s
**»  

view, in brief, is highly improbable though in two particulars he

is right in our opinion, namely in emphasizing the fact that the
o 

liturgy was for a spring festival and that f in a number of

passages its contents afford points of contact with patriarchal
,3 

tradition and perhaps' the starting-points of some of them.

Dussaud claims to find his first geographical note in 

11.3-4 where the text reads

ytnm q.rt
bmdbr spm yd (...... )r

Heither in his translation nor his commentary does Virolleaud 

suggest that any particular desert region was indicated. He does, 

indeed, take q.rt in the sense of 'town' and suggests that Asnddd, 

which he finds in 1.65, may be the town in question. He suggests 

an alternative reading,

'They give them beams 
To make an upper chamber.

This is quite a feasible reading and if established would 

make the passage less particular in its historical import. 

Indeed, in view of the strong ritual emphasis of the poem, the 

reading gains more colour as a direction concerning the

erection of a ceremonial booth as at the Hebrew Feast of Tab-
4 5 ernacles in the Autumn. Gaster and Engnell see in this text the

libretto of a ritual drama at the Autumn Feast of Tabernacles or 

its Oanaanite counterpart. We must, however, disagree, in view of 

the references in the text to vine-cultu±e and stock-raising

1.Barton;op.cit. ,p.68.
2. ibidem, pp. 68-69.
3. ibidem, p. 75.
4.Gaster;An Ancient Semitic Mystery-Play. .. ,SMSH,X, 1934, pp. 156-164
5. Engnell -Studies in Divine Kingship, 1943, p. 150.
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The pruning and grafting of the vines, which seem to be indicated
' ^ 

in 11. 9-10, are operations of the spring and at this same time

the young of the flock are born and milk and butter are plentiful. 2 

It is here submitted that in SS we have the myth appropriate to 

the spring counterpart of the autumn festival, commemorating the 

beginning of the shepherd's year and the despatch of the spring 

caravan, as the autumn festival marked the beginning of the frusband- 

man f s year.

Dussaud ignores the possibility that *ly...is the remnant 

of a word *lyt corresponding to the Hebrew /V7y,an upper chamber.
/ ' ,

He reads *ly as a verb which he relates closely to the phrase 

bmdbr spm in 1.4. Here, however, he pays less tha n fitting respect 

to the fragmentary condition of the text half of which is wanting. 

Indeed, in the word *ly even the final y is a matter of conjecture. 

Thus in relating l cly directly to bmdbr s'pm Dussaud is making a 

very bold assumption. He goes further and finds in spm a clue 

to the location of the particular desert which is mentioned in 

the text. He identifies the word with *)' & and equates the phrase 

mdbr spm with the Hebrew 9'/<J $1 ?This is somewhat daring. The 

sibilants do not correspond; spm in the plural does not quite 

correspond to the collective *)•'& ;the expression 9' 7 ^ 3*_ \ the 

Sea of weeds or tangle 1 is natural but 'the desert of weeds 1 is 

not. To omit the word ! sea f is to deprive the phrase of any meaning 

unless <)"'k is a proper name which the plural spm is not likely

to be. It seems safer to follow Virolleaud's suggestion that

spm is substantially the same as the Hebrew fbi 'meaning 'bare,
t +* r

windswept', a natural epithet of the desert with which it is, 

in fact, associated in two passages in Jeremiah.

This is as far as speculation on such a mutilated passage 

Bay go.Qrt,if it means a city, must remain indefinite. The same 

applies to the desert in this passage which only by coincidence

1.11.9-10, yzbrnn zbrm gpn
y(s)mdnn smdm gpn

Pruning is done most 'commonly in January-February, though Balman 
attests it in the Mer^ Ayyun as late as March, Sitte und Arbeit 
in Palas±ina,I,i,pp.264 ff.

2.1.l4,tbh g)d bhlb *a(?)nnh bhm'at.
3. Exodus x, 19 jNumbersxiT, 25 -Deuteronomy ii,l
4.Virolleaud;Syria,XIV,1953,p.l57.
5.Jeremiah iv,ll,xii,12
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may be the desert in the vicinity of f'* >' .1^ the text, 

however,there is nothing to suggest this.

Ashdod,which directed Virolleaud 1 s attention to the 

South of Palestine,is,as he himself admits,a conjecture.

The first d,as (Jinsberg recognized,may quite as well be
o

l.Tue word thus read was taken by (Jinsberg as the first

person singular imperfect Snaphel of yld,meaning 'I oegetl 

Tue preceding ybn which Virolleaud took as 'ne will build 1 

is taken as a vocative and the whole letter-complex is read 

y bn >asld meaning '0 sonls) whom 1 uegatil'nus we may dispose 

of Aahdod which,far from being situated as an advance base 

for caravans on the desert edge,is actually twenty miles 

worth of Gaza deep in the heart of the fertile corn-land and 

orchards of the coastal plain.At the old tell a little to 

the West of the modern village of Kodud there are no traces
 z

of occupation earlier than the ixon Age.

in the latter part of the same line Vo.rolleaud reads

s>u 'd(b)tk mdbr qds.

Here again the text is damaged,d of 'u as well as the 

following b being a matter of conjecture,Accepting Virolleaud 1 a 

reading for the moment and leaving aside meanwhile the quest 

ion of the reading and meaning of 4 ct,we may question his
/

conclusion that mdbr qds refers to Q-tdesh Barnea. Tiiere were 

several places named Qadesh such as Qadesh .Naphtali in

the worth of Galilee and Qadesh on the Orontes where Ginsberg
4 would locate the present reference.There was another

Qadesh in Galilee between the Lake and Mt.T^boir where De 

Vaux locates > udm of the kUret t ext. Ax bright, on the other 

hand,declines to particularize and is content to translate 

f the pure desert'flu seems highly probable that in mdbr qds
*

we have a technical cultic term.it may well be that

1.Virolleaud;Syria,XIV,1933,p.150.
2.(jinsberg;Tiie birth of the Gracious and Beautiful Gods, 

JRAS,1935,p.71.
3.AbeljGe'ographie ae la Palestine,II,pp.2b3-*.K 4. 
4.0itea by Axbrignt in BASOE,71,1938,p.3*,note 24.
5.Knirbet Qedeis on the high ground overlooking the South

end of the bea of Galilee.
6.Albright;BASCE,71,1938,p.37.



just as the Hebrews after their settlement in Canaan cherished 

their desert antecedents and related their festivals to the life 

of the desert the Phoenicians too may have preserved reminiscences 

of the desert from which th*e stock was ultimately derived. Their 

santuaries, though in the settled land ; may have been considered 

incomplete without some vicinity ceremonially if not actually 

desert. Or again it seems natural that the precinct of a sanctuary 

should have this character of 'desert* as a place exempt from 

cultivation or any ordinary human use.Albright in his rendering 

'pure desert' seems to come nearest to the truth though he does 

not elaborate his interpretation beyond citing the phrase 

1 seru asru elluJHne desert, a pure place', from Akkadian ritual 

texts.

Another passage which is taken by Virolleaud and Dussaud
•t

to refer to. definite personalities if not actual places is 1.64, 

wl(d) sb<ny >aU Jetrh.

This text is damaged inrr the second and third letters and restored
V

thus by Virolleaud who renders 'And bear Sb*ny,0 wife of Etranl 

Virolleaud supposes that this Sb fny whose name he derites from 

the number sb£, seven, was the seventh son of a family. Dussaud at 

this point suggests that Sb*ny may be the eponymous hero of Beer- 

sheba which may be'qrt l*lyj'a town for the journey up ,..',or 

perhaps the cd or caravanserai of 11. 65, 67. If Dussaud were right 

in his conjecture concerning Beersheba and the Negeb as t^e
i

setting of the piece, Beersheba might better eorrespond to *d 

than to q.rt which indicates a fortified town.Ashdod,if Virollead's 

reading were correct, might better fall' into this category of q_rt. 

Field archaeology, however, can demonstrate no such settlement at 

Ashdod until the 13th century, while Beersheba was no more than
*

an open market-village for the Bedouin of the Negeb until the

l.AlbrightsJPOS xiv, 1934, p. 137. The physical circumstances of birth, 
  moreover, demanded purification as is recognized in Hebrew ritual 
ordinance. Thus mdbr q.ds may denote a precinct of the sanctuary 
associated with it yet ceremonially distinct where the hietodules 
brought forth their off spring. Such a birth may be that described 
here and in the Hunting of Ba*al,BH, Gordon, 75, where the language 
is reminiscent of the present passage.
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Roman period when it was occupied by a fort and a camp.

A second presumable point of contact with patriarchal

history is *att >etrh which Virolleaud takes to be 'the wife~  *

of Etrahjthe mother of 'Shib'any.He has no hesitation in 

identifying 'Etrah'with ! Terah ! of the Keret tablet whom 

he regards as the father of Abraham.Further than this Vir 

olleaud does not meanwhile commit himself.Dussand,however, 

identifies 'Etrah'-'Terah' with the forefathers of the Hebrews whom ] 

he depicts as living together with the ancestors of the fhoen- 

icians in the Negeb until their growing influence roused 

the opposition of the Phoenicians who expelled them from the

towns and established direct political and commercial con-
Q

tact with Edom.The tablet SS,according to Dussaud,represents

the stage at which the Phoenician and Abrahamid group* lived 

in amity.The patriarchal';', legends,in his view,represent an 

attempt on the part of the ancestors of the Hebrews to secure 

the hegemony of the Negeb,an echo of this phase being found 

particularly in the strife of Abraham and Isaac with the
3ruler of G-erar. Dussaud takes the Keret poem as the record of 

the Phoenician reaction to the growth of the Hebrew power 

resulting in the expulsion of the latter from the towns and 

fortified places.They were,he supposes,relegated to the status 

of nomads occupying the desert marches.Here he depicts the an 

cestors of the Hebrews continuing in long obscurity until in 

course of time they overflowed into Egypt with the Hyksos
5invaders - if,indeed,they were not themselves the Hyksos.

1.Abel:Geographie de la Palestine,II,p.263.
2.Dussaud:Les de'couvertes de Eas Shamra et l'AT,2nd ed. ,1941,)jl78.
3.Genesis xxi,22-34,xxvi,13-33.
4.1 K,103-104 k>erby tskn sd 'As locusts occupy the field,

km £sn p'at mdbr As grass-hoppers the confines od
This is a Homeric simile describing the the desert 1
muster and departure of Keret and his retinue. 

S.DussaudjLes decouvertes...,2nd ed.,p.l90.
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It must be admitted that there is little evidence 

in Scripture for these conditions and Dussaud's theory 

is really founded on the very questionable reading of 

'etrh as a proper name,a variant of Terah,whereas it is 

most naturally taken as a verhal form from the root trh, 

'to pay the bride-price,to marry!The words >att 'etrh may 

thus be rendered 'wife (or wives)whom I wed!Albright1regards

*at.t as a dual,the form being construct as usual in certain 

Semitic languages in the case of the antecedent of a relative 

clause where the relative pronoun is omitted.

In that part of the text which precedes *ajtt 'etrh,
^

wld sb*ny which Virolleaud renders 'And bear Shib*any' 

is read by Ginsberg wltsb*n y *aVt 'etrh and translated 

'and be ye filled,0 two wives whom I have wed I This reading 

comes very aptly after the passagelin 11.61-64 describing the

ample nurture of the sons of El.Thus with the resolution
v

of Sb cny,the eponymous hero of Beersheba^into the imperat 

ive of a verb with a following vocative yet another link with 

the Negeb and with patriarchal history is broken.

The crux of the piece in the sense in which Dussaud 

interprets it is 11.61-69.This passage contains the presum 

able reference to'Ashdod 1 , f the wife of Etrah 1, f Shib cany' and 

the f desert of Qadeshlln 11.65,67.and 69,according to the 

reading of Virolleaud,there is mention of something called

*d.The word also occurs in 1.12 where Virolleaud,though 

leaving it untranslated,suggests that it represents ' 

'quelque edifice ou edicule sacre in which he is followed by 

J.W.Jack who cites Joshua xxii,27 where <d occurs in the 

sense of an altar which would be most appropriate in SS,

1.Albright:BASOR,71,1937,p.37,n.21.
2.Ginsberg: dKAS.1935 ,p.6u,a conjecture.
3.Virolleaud:Syria XIV,1933,p.139.
4.J.W.Jack:The Ras Shamra Tablets and the Old Testament,1935, 

p.37.
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1.12,sb c d yrhm *1 ^d,'place the crescents on the altar'.In the 

later passages,however,especially at 1.69 not an altar but a 

shrine seems to be indicated.Dussaud derives the w&rd from 

a root which appears in Arabic j»* 'to take refuge',this 

appearing best to suit the meaning of the word in Ugaritic 

as altar and shrine.He elaborates the theme of a caravanserai 

in an oasis as a fort and a provisioning station.In the latter 

of these passages,wp1$h wprs b'dhmjit is possible to see a 

reference to the opening,pth,and dissection,prs,of victims on 

the altarMf ( d in this case means altar the pronominal suffix 

would refer to the gods worshipped or consulted in augury.On 

the other hand b*dhm may mean simply'after them' or 'on their 

account}the fragmentary text giving us no further clue.

In 1.67 Virolleaud reads tmt ^tmn nq.pt *d *elm n^mm,trans 

lating,'thou shalt kill the eight nq.pt of the *d of the gracious 

gods'.He still takes ^d,though untranslated,in the sense of a 

building or monument but he obviously takes nqpt as something 

animate though he does suggest the connection with the Hebrew 

root *7/'J in its secondary sense as 'to encircleiAbout the only 

thing that would satisfy the conditions of Virolleaud's inter 

pretation would be the sacred serpents as guardians of the cd 

which we know to have been associated with the early Semitic 

fertility-cult.It seems better,however,with Dussaud to take 

tmt in the sense not of 'to kill' but 'to completeJDussaud 

takes sb* snt as the subject of tmt and rearranges the passage

to read sb* snt tmt ,^-fe,, 
tmn nq.pt

He translates.'Seven years will have elapsed,
In the eighth
Thou shalt inaugurate the *d of the gracious gods! 

With reference to nq.pt he reminds us of the rite of circum-

ambulation as a means of dedication.lt is possible,however, 

while agreeing with Dussaud's arrangement of the text,to take 

nqpt as referring not to space but to time,ncipt being either

l.wpt(h)h wprs b^dhm,rendered by Virolleaud 'and open it and 
penetrate into their **.'
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a noun parallel to snt in the sense of circuits of time or 

the Niphal of a verb nqp parallel to tmt.This is the inter 

pretation favoured here^The word <d then might bear the sense,

'appointed time* which is found in the Hebrew word '. 

The passage thus read might be translated,

'Seven years will have elapsed, 
Yea eight will have come full circuit, 
The appointed time of the gracious gods...'

The last passage where *d is read may also be rearranged. 

It too is damaged at a critical point. At 1.65 Virolleaud reads

s>u. *d (b)tk mdbr (ids.

This Dussaud accepts as a reference to a caravanserai in the 

desert of Qadesh Barnea.Here it must be observed that though 

Virolleaud notes the corruption of the text in the case only 

of b of btk,the previous letter which he reads d in *d is 

not quite certain either. If we may accept, however, the reading

of Virolleaud, it is still open to question his grouping of
2the letters. Here Albright suggests the attractive reading

J V
s'u *db tk. mdbr qds

 *
which he translates, ' bear ye an offering into the pure desert!

Thus the desert entrepot which Dussaud imagines to have 

been constructed in the Desert of Qadesh Barnea in a space of 

seven years is seen to rest on rather insecure foundations.

Finally 11. 53-59, 61, read by Virolleaud,

'agzr ym bn ym

and translated by him 'I will1 separate sea from sea', contain 

for Dussaud a definite reference to > the tsthmus of the 

Negeb between the Eed Sea and the Mediterranean which he suppos 

es to have been traversed by Phoenician caravans. If this were 

indeed the interpretation we should be confronted with a

l.In support of this interpretation we may cite a similar 
passage from BH,The Hunting of Ba*al (Gordon, 75, II, 45-46 ), 
sb* fent 'el ml'a (......)
wtmn nqpt 'd(. ..........).
Another interpretation is that of Ginsberg who takes
tmt as an adjective 'whole years', nq.pt as 'anniversaries'
and *d as a verb 'they return' of. Arabic \&* . JRAS,1935 ,p.71.

2. Albright jBASOR, 71, 1937, p. 37.
3. Generally 'equipment Jhere perhaps in the technical sense of 
'sacrificial equipment.'
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very abrupt statement -almost an interjection - with no 

apparent connection with the context.

The passages in their context are the following.

! §§» tqtnsn ftldn
*' tld '(?)(>elm) n«mm 

*agzr ym ton ym 
ynqm b'apfs'd st)

1.60, ...^elmy(?) n'mm 
61 ^agzrvym bn ym 

ynqm b'ap id St

Another possible case is the fragmentary passage at 1.23,

(,.... )ym ynqm b'ap sd *atrt.

Dussaud with great ingenuity regards this as a reference to 

the oasis in the desert land- bridge of the Negeb as he 

indicates in his translation,

.'I shall divide sea from sea 
(So that) they may be nourished in the field of

St (of Ajtirat) 
In the passages above cited it will be noticed that the

letter-complex 'agzrym bnym in the first two instances follows 

immediately after 'elm n*mm and if after Virolleaud we 

restore the text in the third instance, as we should probably 

do, the sequence would be the same. Under this consideration 

it seems probable that we have a phrase qualifying the gods 

in question. This is the sense in which De Langhe takes the 

passage, reading

'elm n*mm 
>agzrym bn ym 
ynqm b*ap sd It (*ajtrt). 

He translates the passage,
'Ihe gracious -gods,
The courageous sons of Yom,
Who suck the breast of the Ewe (JA_tirat).

De Langhe thus takes 'agzrym as an adjective connecting the 

word with the Hebrew V?5 and citing in support the passage
7 t

in Proverbs xvii.ll where the phrase 'VJ^ ?*£* is found.
' ' < /   , ; -

^he adjective V>>^ in Hebrew conveys the meaning rather of7 1 ~ .
truculence than courage which scarcely gives the ideal parallel 

to n'mm,Me does find support, however, in Gesenius -who gives 

the Hebrew word as meaning f courageous or heroic 1 and, indeed,

l.De Langhe ;Les textes de HS et. . . .1' AT, II, p. 187.
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it is possible that the connotation of the word developed 

in the time between the Has Shamra texts and Biblical Hebrew 

as in the case of ?/.*;» ,CU which in Hebrew means 'mighty man 1 

and in modern Arabic means 'a bully or tyrant!

Albright,on the other hand, reads ;agzrym bnym, connect ing 

the phrase with what follows, namely the suckling of the 

progeny. He takes *agzrym as a feminine imperative dual of 

the Aphel of a verb gzr which he compares with the Hebrew 

verb found in Isaiah ix,19 in the sense of 'to eat greedily* 

(A. V. ! snatch' ). The actual form of the word in the text he
«

gives as >agzry with the enclitic m and he renders bnym,

somewhat questionably in our estimation, as 'my two sons!
p Ginsberg suggests the translation 'They cross a sea,

They traverse a main. . \ 
offering the alternative, 'A day goes by,

3 A day passes by..! 
Niels en makes the interesting suggestion that 'elm n*mm 'agzrym

should be taken together meaning 'Gods gracious, gods cruel!
* 

This would be a most apt description of the twin-gods, Shr and
v
81m whom we would identify with the deeert god cA_ttar of

Arabian mythology, the god manifest in the morning and evening 

star. That this deity, always thought of in his double hypofctases

is the guide in the ghazzu as well .as the herald of the gracious <; ;
4evening is apparent in inscriptions as at Palmyra where they

appear as '/JJZ , Arabic t ~(\ , ' the Gracious' and ''J'/y 

'the Pierce! This is the interpretation which we prefer. We may 

further indicate that we accept the rendering of Nielsen who

takes bn ym as 'the sons of Day' , under standing by Day the Sun,
g the manifestation of *A.tirat in South Arabian mythology. With

such possibilities of interpretation before us we are far from

1.Albright;BASOE,71,1937,p.37.
2. Ginsberg; JBAS, 1935, p. 70.
3.Nielsen;Bas Shamra Mythologie und Biblische Theologie,p.28 ff.
4.H.Ingholt;Studier over Palmyrensk Skulptur,1928,pp.42 ff.
5. For this connotation of *Vy in the OT *ee-GJay-,JN£S,VIII ,!9t9, 
S.H.Bauer notes the usage in the Mehri dialect of South Arabia' p. 75 
where yom means the sun,ZAW,neue Polge,x,1933,p.92.    
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committed to that of Dussaud which is actually among the least 
probable.

/

The text as a whole must thus be divested of the local 
and historical particularities with which Dussaud has invested 
it.Nevertheless it remains one of absorbing interest.lt 

seems,as Nielsen suggests^the relic,adapted,indeed,to later 

needs,of *hei-mythology of a society more primitive than the 

sedentary society of Bas Shamra in the middle of the 2nd 

millennium.Hence the desert is a prominent feature in the 

text.It is the nursery of the gods. Though tlie myth was adapt 

ed to the sedentary life,the fertility-gods are conspicuous 

by their absence.El is more active in this text than in any 

other in the Ras Shamra mythology and his activity is 

creation -through procreation,a theme which is echoed in the 

Old Testament in Job xxxviii,7,in Genesis vi,l-4 and possibly 
also in Genesis ii,4 where creation is described as 

fl*}f )*»&$ 7)'7f/J) .The theme of the desert sojourn of heroes 
is one which is not confined to this text but is repeated in 

BH(the Hunting of Ba cal) and this common theme may have lent 

colour to the narration and record of Ishmael and Esau in

the patriarchal age and seems to underly Isaiah's theme of
2the'Messianic 1 figure Immanuel who shall eat butter and honey.

It may even be that the account of the desert sojourn of Moses, 
of the tribes of Israel,of Elijah and of Jesus in the days of 
his temptation,however-historical,may be coloured by the same 

theme.This,however,is as much contact as we are prepared -to 
admit between the Bas Shamra texts and the patriarchal narrat 

ives; what they have in common is not historical but literary.

l.Hieisen;op.cit.,pp.67 ff, 
2.Isaiah vii,15.



iii. BH.

Somewhat reminiscent of the text SS is that designated 

by Virolleaud as BH and edited by him in 1935 under the title 

! Ies Chasses de Ba<alJ In this text only one geographical 

location is claimed by Dussaud^mdbr '61s in col. 1, 21-22, which 

with Virolleaud he -would identify with Alush mentioned in
A

the Book of Numbers as a station in the desert wandering of 

the Israelites between Sinai .1 and the wilderness of Sin. 

Here again Dussaud would see a reference to a phase of 

Phoenician occupation of the Negeb or North Sinai and he 

discerns here as in SS the theme of the building and equipment 

of a caravanserai as a stage in the crossing of the Southern 

desert. This reference , according to Dussaud occurs at col. II,

11.44-45,
bnt sdm shrfct). ......)
sb* snt *el ml' a (....)
w tmn nq.pt *d (........)

He gives the following translation,

! I have laid out the desert country
During seven years which £1 has completed
And in the eighth year I have equipped the *d!

c

The passage, of course, recalls 33,11.66-68 which Dussaud 

takes to refer to the exploit of ' Shib*any ' , the eponymous

hero of Beersheba in equipping an oasis in the desert between*
the Bed Sea and the Mediterranean. This interpretation , however, 

turns on the meaning of *d which we connect with the Hebrew 

verb 7y> , f to appoint* rather than with the Arabic j»^ > f to 

shelter! The reference is probably to a 'probationary period 

spent in the desert rather than to the building of a caravan 

serai. Hence we should offer the following translation,
c

'I have been healed in the plain of the desert. 
Seven years has El completed, 
Yea, eight circuits, the alloted span. 1

1. Virolleaud; Syria XVI, 1935, pp. 247-266. Gordon, 75.
2.Dussaud;Les d£couvertes de RS et l'AT,2nd ed. ,1941, p. 79.
3. Virolleaud 5 Syria, XVI, 1935, p. 253.
4. ̂ umbers xxxiii, 13-14.
5.sb c snt tmt

nqpt
elm .

6.m of idm not the plural ending but a preposition.



When we turn to the text of Numbers,however,we find 

that that the older MS authority of the Septuagint attests 

the reading 'Adf/f for the Massoretic ?'•<$& which suggests 

that the original reading may have been J'fj .As this is

the only passage where £>'-•}* is mentioned - and that among
/

desert localities hardly possible to identify1 - we must 

beware of drawing the hasty conclusion that in Alush of 

Numbers xxxiii,13-14 we have a point of contact with mdbr 

of the Has Shamra text BH,always presuming that this is a 

valid reading of the text which we are not prepared to admit.

Actually in BH col.4,1121-22 Virolleaud's reading mdbr 

'els is far from certainly established.The cuneiform text, 

which is well preserved at this point,reads not mdbr but mlbr. 

Virolleaud supposes that we have to reckon with a scribal
k

error, HP (1) being written for jj£ (d).De Langhe,on the other 

hand,a determined critic of the South Palestinian theory of 

Virolleaud and Dussaud,does not admit this explanation.In texts

of the nature of the Sas Shamra Tablets errors do not often
o

occur but are not unknown.De LangheTtherefore,doubts the

solution of Virolleaud and would take mlbr as a derivative
/

of the root Ibr which is found in Akkadian meaning ! to grow 

old!In the passage in question it is not easy to see how 

t&is meaning would suit the context where mlbr occurs after 

the letter-complex btk which must surely be a preposition. 

Later in the text at col.I,1.35 the same reading is found.

At 11.34-35 we read b*l ytlk wysd
yh p'at mlbr... 

This passage suggests a similar one in SS,11.67-68 where we

read ttlkn sd
tsdn p'at mdbr... 

Thus Virolleaud f s reading seems vindicated,though it is

peculiar to find the same scribal error repeated in the same 

text.
 

1.Mowinckel doubts the reliability of the Scriptural information 
of the desert wandering.Noting that the immediate objective 
of the Israelites was Qadesh mentioned in Numbers xx and 
Exodus xvii,he maintains that the intermediate portion is 
an interpellation which he terms a 'wandel-sagnja wandering 
saga,a theme which tends to be elaborated in the Pantateuch. 
Mowinckel maintains that the desert wandering was actually
a gravitation about the sacred springs of Qadesh»NGT,ix,1942,p.2.

2.De Langhe;op.cit.,11,p.192.
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Though we admit the reading mdbr,however,we are not 

committed to read >els as a place-name. VirolleaudHiimself 

suggests that 'els may be actually a verbal form connected

with Itls in col.I 1.14 which Virolleaud takes as f thou
2shalt kneadTthough it is difficult to fit this interpretation

into the context.The whole passage,in fact,is notoriously

difficult and even such a competent scholar as De Langhe
2hesitates before it.GasterThowever,approaches the text with

more confidence and using Arabic and Ethiopic mainly as

a c-lue to the vocabulary offers an ingenious translation

which has at least the virtue of intelligibility and consistency,

if a somewhat daring flight of poetic imagination.According

to Gaster's interpretation Virolleaud's reading mdbr 'els

is quite unjustified;there is no place-name involved which

might be identified with Alush in the Southern desert 'nor
v Vis 'els a verbal form from the same root as Itls in 1.14 

which Gaster translates 'hie thee away',deriving the word from

the Ethiopic Ins.Gaster reads the passage as follows.
4 5 e b*abn tkm

btk mdbr8 * 
!s*ey kry...

He translates 'And go forth,couch thee upon stones
In the midst of the wilderness,fearsome, 
Waste and full of pits.' 

This text^like so many others on which the particularist

theories of Virolleaud and Dussaud have been based,is frag 

mentary and only the main purport of the poem may be conject 

ured which is here indicated by the title 'The Hunting of Ba<al' 

by which Virolleaud designates it.After nine fragmentary lines

1.Virolleaud;Syria,XVI,1935,p.253.
2. He brew 6>'il
3.Gaster;Acta Orientalia,XVI,1937,pp.41-48.
4.Gaster;op.cit.,p.45,b'abn for b'aln,// (b) for f'i (1) which is 

badly formed in the text.
5.From the root wky with the enclitic m jis in Akkadian,cf. 

Arabic X?,'to recline!
6.cf. % >;>'>,?*> ,
7.cf .Hebrew ty- ^", 'Devastation,waste,Isaiah x,3,xlvii,ll)Zeph.i ,15; 

Nanurn i,5.
8.cf.Hebrew )>J ,'to dig.'
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and a couplet which possibly connects with that portion, 

the first column continues with the rather summary dismissal 

by El of a female called >amt 'ajtrt (11.16-17),the maid of 

Atirat,to the desert where she bears certain monsters,'the 

devourers and the voracious ones',*klm... Cq.qm,who are first 

the quarry of the huntsman Ba*al and,as appears at the end 

of the poem,finally bring about his downfall.

In the passage where Dussaud finds a reference to the 

Negeb we may offer a reconstruction of the piece on the 

basis of a fresh re-grouping of the letters and a new strophic 

arrangement in col.I,11.12-53.

* el ^zhq. bin Ib 
wygms bm kbd 
z'e 'at Itls 
'atm yrh Idmgy 
Jamt 'ajbrt qh 
ks'ank hdgk htlk 
wz>e b'abn tkm 
btk mdbr 'el 
s'ey kr y >amt 
Cpr izm yd 'ugrrn 
hi ld'*aklm 
tbrkk wld cq.qm 
'elm yp cr Smthm 
bhm qrnm km jtrm 
wgb^t km >ebrm 
wbhm pn b c l....

We submit the following translation.

*E1 laughed in his heart, ,
He wa§ inwardly doubled up with mijth. 
"Weave^thee a basket of palm-leaves; 5
Plait thee a crescent(-shaped handle);
0 maid of A_tirat take
Thy seat,they stool,thy swaddling-bands 7
And wrap them up?0n the stones thou shalt couch
In the desert of ggd.
Take UB the burden,0 maid,
Ardent,strong is the love of >ugrm.
Travail and bear the devourersj ,
Squat and bear the voracious ones; 1Q
Let the gods declare their destinies.
On them are horns like oxen
And humps like bulls,
Arid on them is the face of Ba*al... f

l.So Gaster;op.cit.
2.cf.Arabic tu> , ! to weave,not,however,a hamzate but defective verb
3.cf.Arabic .^ ,with enclitic 1 as in Arabic.
4.cf.Arabic ̂ £0 ,'to plait*
5.Thus instead of 'maid of the moon-god' which presupposes the
corruption of 'atm from *amt. 

ff.So (Jaster;op.cit. 
e.cf. Arabic .\j> , f bundle! 
9. cf.Arabic !L* ,*to roast,make intensel 
.Expressed lay names.
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There is a certain reminiscence here of the Hagar in 

cident in the patriarchal narrative and it is not impossible 

that here and in other cases the Scriptural narrative may 

have gained such accretions in the course of oral transmiss 

ion so that in its finished literary form it is coloured 

by certain features of the mythology of ancient Canaan.This 

view is expressed in a somewhat extreme form by Bo Reicke1 

who would see in this text BH in the downfall of Ba*al before 

the 'devourers and voracious ones 1,whom he takes as the half- 

brothers of Ba cal,an analogy to the fate of Joseph at the

hands of his half-brothers. This,however,is a ~$eliu.ous case
o

and rests upon doubtful exegesis.

In view of the doubtful reading of mdbr 'els' in the 

text which is capable of such varying interpretations and 

the doubtful occurence of the plaoe^name Alush in the passage 

in Numbers Dussaud surely commits himself very rashly in 

accepting Virolleaud's mdbr *els of BH,col.I,1121-22 as
99

f parmi les toponymes significatifs et faciles a identifierJ

l^Bo Eeicke. ; Analogier mellan Josef-berSttelsen i Genesis 
och Has Shamra Texterna,Svensk Exegetisk Arsbok,x,1945,p.ll.

1.-Here it is contended that the Joseph cycle in Genesis and 
the Has Shamra texts are cult-legends.

2.As for instance when he assumes that the monster's- born to 
>amt >atrt are the offspring of El hence the half-brothers 
of Ba<al on the assumption that yzhq. in col.I 1.12 is used 
with a sexual significance.

3.Dussaud;Les decouvertes de ES et PAT,2nd ed.,1941,p.79.



-iv. IV AB

There are other texts which are thought to be located 

nearer the Phoenicia of history in Galilee.The chief of 

those,probably,is IV AB published by Virolleaud in 1936 

under the title <Anat et la Ge/nisse! 1The text consists 

of a tablet of three columns of which the first is so badly 

damaged as to be practically unintelligible and the second 

the -best preserved but still fragmentary.The subject of the text 

is not quite plain.According to Virolleaud the scene of such 

action as may be described is 'ah Imk where cAnat flies and 

is joined by her brother Ba<al.There a heifer *arh is selected
V

by *Anat which gives birth to a bull for *Anat and another 

probably for Ba*al who meanwhile has withdrawn to his citadel 

ml'e (col.Ill 9 11.8-9)*Anat then sings a paeon and with the 

news of the birth of a bull for Ba*-al ascends to *arr and spn ,

col.iil,11.50-31. wt<l bkm b'arr
bm Jarr wbspn. 

The poem is admittedly difficult to explain in detail
2

and is mythological in purport.Hvidberg would relate it to

the fertility-cult but does not particularize further and Gaster 

claims that the piece divides easily into acts and scenes,

a bold claim in such a fragmentary text.There seems nothing, 

however,which would serve as a link between the myth and any
A

known ritual in spite of Dussaud's claim to find here an 

indication of the bull-cult practised at Dan in the days of

Jeroboam I«- and the cult of Pan at the source of the- Jordan 
* v

which probably does go back to the early Semitic cult of Ba«al 

as the deity of rain and springs and the vegetable and'animal 

life they nourished.

l.VirolleaudjSyria,XVII,1936,pp.150-175.
S.HvidbergjGraad og Latter i det Gamle Testamente,1938,pp.66 ff. 
5.Gaster;Iraq vi,1959,pp.115-114.
4.DussaudsLes cultes Canau*neens aux sources du Jourdain d'apres 

les textes de Has Shamra,Syria,XVII,1956,pp.285-295.



For Virolleaud the main theme of the poem is the birth of 

young balls for <Anat and Ba*al from the heifer which <Anat finds. 

De Langhe,on the other hand,finds the crux of the action in

__ , dbjatk b<l ymsh 
1 b<l ymsh hm b*rp 

nt*n b'ars 'eby 
wb^pr qm *ahk. 

which he translates 'The horn of thy strength Ba*al will scan,
Ba*al will scan.Behold in the wink of an eye 

A We shall cast to the earth my enemy,
Even to the dust the adversary of thy brother!

This theme,however,is not elaborated though it is possibly lost 

in the lacunae with which the column ends.
o

The text has been reconstructed by Gaster on the basis of 

parallel- passages from other texts but,brilliant though this 

work is,it must be taken with reserve.According to Gaster, 

the first column,which is also the most fragmentary,deals 

with the announcement of rainfall rdt smm (col.t,1.5) 

and the return to the earth of Ba c al who has been ousted from 

his throne.^Anat is informed by Ba^al's servants,glm b<l (col.ii,1.3 

that the god is not in his temple but has gone on a hunting

expedition, Jen b*l bbfcth
(>el)hdd bqrb hklh 
q.st hn 'ahd bydh 
wq.s*th bm^ymnh 
> edk lyjn pnm t y 
tk 'ah sink ml (at r)umm 

Gaster translates, f £a*al is not in his house,
The god Hadad is not in his palace.
He took his bow in his hand,
His bent bow in his right hand,
Then he set his feet
Towards >ah Smk,full of wild cattle. 1

Here it may be observed that the temple of Ba*al is already 

built.Since the building plays a conspicuous part in the autumn 

ritual,it is here suggested that insofar as rainfall may have 

been,as Gaster supposes,the theme of the piece,the rain is 

not that of autumn but of spring which is,in fact > suggested

1.De Ianghe;Les textes de ES et..,l f AT,II,p.217.
2.Gaster;Ba«al is Risen,Irafc,vi,1939,pp.125-130. v
3.Gaster notes this meaning of *\^~* in Arabic and samutu in 
Akkadian.

4.glm collective or perhaps a broken plural as Arabic



in col.iii where it is said that the cattle drop their young. 

We should, therefore, not suppose with Gaster that Ba (al is 

ousted from his throne. Anat seeks and finds him not as a corpse

in the underworld but in his hunting-grounds in *ah sink. /
The journey of *Anat is described in col. ii, 11. 10-16 where

we read, ts'u knp btlt *nt
ts'u knp wtr b<p

ml'at (...)

wys'u *nh wy'n
wy<n btlt *nt
n*m;b bn *aht b«l. 

This passage may be translated,
'She lifted the wing, the Virgin <Anat, 
She lifted the wing and turned in flight 
To 'a£ sink, full (of wild cattle). 
Then Ba'al the Mighty lifted his eyes 
Then he lifted his eyes and espied, 
Yea he espied the Virgin *Anat, 
Gracious among the sisters of Ba*al.

Ba*al greets his sister affectionately and, ever sanguine, 

suggests that together they take up his feud,

nt*n b^ars *eby 
wb c pr qm 'hk

which may be rendered, 'Let us fell my foe to, the ground
To the dust the enemy of thy brother!

This suggests anything but the shadowy existence of Ba*al in . 

the underworld to which he was consigned by Mt in the summer 

drought before the autumn rains and confirms our view that 

the season is not autumn but spring.

Gaster supposes that the theme of col.iii, again fragment 

ary, is that *anat is asked by the gods to bring Ba cal back from 

f ah sink to his home, as an inducement to which she calls on 

the wild cattle of the region to be^et a bull for her sacrifice 

and one for Ba*al. Gaster takes the view that Ba cal, languishing
i

in >ah smk,was revived by <Anat and the glad news of his re 

vival brought to the divine assembly on spn.Here it may be 

remarked that Ba*al was apparently himself on spn and was the
 

recipient of 'Anat's good news. This is indicated by the closing 

l.cf. Arabic ~ £ , 'people , enemies J



passage in col. ill, 11. 30-58,

bkm b>arr 
bm 'arr, wbspn 
bn cm bgr t'(l)'eyt 
ql lb<l ttnn 
bsrt >el bSr b*l 
wb£r htk dgn 
w'ebr'lb'l yld 
wr'am Irkb *rpt 
ysmh >al'eyn b'l.

This passage may be translated,
f And she goes up even unto *arr,
Unto >arr and unto spn ,
Unto the pleasant place, the mighty mountain.
Her voice she utters to Ba*al. 
"Good news,0 godJGood news,0 Ba*al!
Good news,0 son of DagonJ
For a bull is born to Ba c al,
Yea, a wild ox to him who mounts the clouds.
Let Ba c al the mighty rejoice! 1

In this text it must be frankly admitted tfrat there is 

little to support any geographical particularization. There 

are, however, two geographical points, 'ah Imk,the hunting-ground 

of Ba*al and the objective of *Anat in col. ix, indicated as 

a .locality by the preposition tk,and spn where cAnat returns
4

to announce her good news in col. iii. With this we are in entire
/ 

agreement. We dif fer, however , from Virolleaud and Dussaud in their

location of both localities in Palestine.

The first term may be taken to signify the water-meadow

of smkah corresponding to the Hebrew ¥fl# and the Akkadian ahu
* 7

V
which means either river banks or water-meadows. Smk is then 

taken a,s a proper name suggesting at once to Virolleaud the

Huleh Basin in Northern Palestine, the Z//^^/ 7*// of Josephus

and *3V&7 bVtt Of the Talmud?It must be admitted that Josephus

even is somewhat late -if not on that account quite invalid -
4 V

authority for the name ah smk as applied to Huleh at such an

early date as the time of the Has Shamra texts. The Amarna Tablets
v v 

mention a place Samhuna whose chief Sammu-Adda corresponded with
3 the Pharaoh. There is, however, no certain indication of the

1. Josephus; Ant. XV, x, 5.
2. Talmud Bab. ,Yebamoth,121 a .One notes the discrepancy between 
c.,the^of the Talmud and the s of the Bas Shamra text. This, however, 

is the less significant perhaps, owing to the lapse of time 
between the two and the known vagaries of the Babylonian Talmud 
in the spelling of place-names in Palestine.

3.Khudtzon,225 and also, perhaps ,224.



1 y
location of the place.In another letter Sammu-Adda is associat 

ed with Zutatna of Akko in the robbery of a Babylonian cara 

van near Hinnatuni.If the Sammu-Adda of this letter is identic-*
al with the chief of Samhuna and if we are correct in identif-

V

ying Hinnatuni with Khirbet el Beidawiyeh at the West end of 

the Plain of the Battuf2it would seem that Samhuna must be
V' 3 

located much nearer Acre than Huleh.Thus we are left with

the late authority of Josephus and the Babylonian Talmud for 

the location of smk of the text IV AB by Lake Huleh.

The term'ah smk is qualified,according to Virolleaud, 

by the adjectival phrase ml'at r' unrni,the feminine ending 

being a further indication that ̂ ah smk is a place-name which 

is generally feminine in Semitic languages.Furthermore ml'at

r'umm most aptly characterizes the swamps of Huleh and the
- %

Upper Jordan which abound to this day in wild life and until 

recently sustained large herds of cattle and water-buffaloes. 

In the text,however,we find that the reading ml'at r'umm, 

however,probable,is never actually fully attested in connect 

ion with 'ah smk.as our transcription shows.
y

The other presumably local reference in this text is 

to spn where cAnat returns and announces the success of her
 

mission in col.Ill,11.30-38.Dussaud,taking spn-in the sense of 

North as in Hebrew,identifies the spn of the text with the 

Lebanon which closes the Eastern horizon of Tyre and Sidon and 

bounds the land of Palestine to the North.He is thus able to 

find support for his location of this text in the Huleh Basin 

and at the same time to substantiate his general thesis 

of a Palestinian theatre for the myths and legends of the prim 

itive Phoenicians.lt must certainly be admitted that all the

l.Knudtzon,3.
2.So Alt;PJB,1926,pp.63 ff.
3.A suitable site is Tell Semuniyeh in the Galilean foothills, 

five miles West of Nazareth and seventeen miles from Acre,

fee Abel;Geographic....II,p.15.This is probably the mw cnw of the Execratory Texts of Posener,Princes et Pays., 
p.91.



semblance of a strong case can be made out for Dussaud's 

Palestinian theory in this text.

It is true that in certain passages in the Old Testament 

v3£ does indicate the direction North.'Ah smk has the onomastic
If V

evidence of Josephus and the Talmud and the identification 

of the place with Ard el Huleh gains colour from Virolleaud's 

reading ml*at r'umrn.Furthermore the Danites when they migrated 

to the Upper Jordan found there a settlement of Sidonians. 

Dussaud is probably right in supposing that Jeroboam the son of 

Nebat in sponsoring bull-worship at Dan was not so much innov 

ating as building on the foundation of some local cult already 

long established.This cult may have had some connection with 

the myth IV AB,though the precise relation cannot be traced 

and to adopt the conclusion of Dussaud is to beg the question . 

finally we must note that there was a place Beth-*Anath in 

Upper Galilee which by its name suggests that it was a shrine

of c Anat,who is the heroine of the text 17 AB.This place has
2been located by Sir George Adam Smith at Ainetha 10 miles

3North-Worth-West of Huleh and by Abel at el Ba c aneh 12 miles

North-North-East of Acre and whether we agree with one or

the other location,the fact remains that this ancient shrine
*

of 'Anat was in the orbit of Naphtali and within reach of 

Ard el' Huleh.

The identification of spn,however,with the Southern Leb 

anon is questionable support for the location of ah sink at
A

Huleh, though it seems that Baumgartner shows a. certain prec 

iosity in holding that the location of spn elsewhere than in 

the immediate neighbourhood of Ard el Huleh rules out the loc 

ation of 1a£ smk in that region.Granted that y/J$'in the Old
\

I.Judges xviii,7.
2.See map to Historical geography of tie Holy Land.
3.AbeljGeographic de la Palestine,II,p.266.
4.Baumgartner;Ras Shamra und das Alte Testament,Theologische 
Rundschau,XIII,1941,p.15.



Testament often signifies simply the North,this seems to 

be a developed meaning rather than the original one. 

Eissfeldt first suggested that the term originally referred 

to a particular mountain in the North of Syria called by 

the Greeks Kasios.This mountain was regarded in Canaanite 

mythology as the seat of the gods,a Canaanite Olympus,and 

as such it passed into tradition.The Hebrews knew the 

tradition of the Northern home of the Canaanite gods 

without probably having any clear notion of its particul 

ar origin and seem to have used the term spn in this sense
2as Isaiah did in his denunciation of the king of Babylon.

2 De Langhe after WincKLer,Langdon,Weidner and Naster,cites

the Assyrian text of a treaty between Tyre and Esarhaddon 

(681-669 B.C.) where a god Ba<al Sapuna is invoked.Further 

reference to the same deity is noted in the records of 

Tiglath-Pileser (745-727 B.C.)and Sargon II (722-705 B.C.) 

which by the context makes it plain that a mountainous region 

in North Syria is denoted.Spn of those texts had its local 

Ba'al like other localities but the fact that Ba'al; spn 

was singled out indicates the place of honour he held in 

the Syrian pantheon and the special regard in which spn was 

held as a holy place.

In the excavation of Bas Shamra there came to light

first in the shape of an Egyptian votive stele4 to Seth of Sap-. ' <
una and then in the various tablets the word spn which by 

its recurrence suggested to the archaeologists that this may 

have been the ancient name of the site.Indeed,so closely 

was spn associated with the site of Eas Shamra that even after 

the place had been identified beyond dispute with Ugarit of 

the Amarna Tablets spn was thought to denote the region of
. «

which Ugarit was the metropolis.

l.Eissfeldt;Ba<al Zephon,Zeus Kasios und der Durchzug der
Israeliten durchs Meer,1932. 

2.Isaiah xiv,12-15.
3.De Langhe;Les Textes de RS et...I 1 AT,II,pp.219-220. 
4.Schaeffer;Ugaritica,pp.39-40,fig.30.



De Langhe1cites a fragment of Philo of Byblos from 

the original of Sanchouniathon which associates Mount 

Kasios in North Syria with a deity together with Lebanon and 

other mountains.Is Mount Kasios,then,as Eissfeldt supposes, 

the spn of the Bas Shamra texts ? On the Northern horizon 

of Ras Shamra rises a prominent peak,Jebel el *Aq.ra which is 

indicated by the Greek geographers as Mount Kasios.The 

sanctity of this place seems authenticated beyond all doubt

by a large mound on the top of the mountain noted hy Seyrig
\ 2inQ.931 and examined by Schaeffer in 19377His soundings reveal 

ed traces of sacrifice and burning and the various levels 

were clearly defined by contemporary objects such as pott 

ery fragments and in the later period by Greek and Homan 

coins.Unfortunately work never proceeded beyond the sound 

ing stage so that Schaeffer could not pronounce definitely
4

on the situation in the earlier period but sufficient was 

revealed to make it apparent that the mountain,Kasios of 

the Greeks,was invested with a peculiar sanctity down through 

the ages.

In the course of the season 1938-1939 at Ras Shamra 

certain documents were found in Akkadian as well as in 

alphabetic cuneiform which named the districts and towns 

in the kingdom of Ugarit.From these it is apparent that 

the Akkadian HUE-SAG Hazi,'the mountain Hazi corresponds
* f y

to spn in the Ugaritic cuneiform parallel which must also
 z 

in this case be a mountain.The American scholar Goetze
4saw in Hazi the original of the Greek Kasios and De LangheTv

/

incidentally,arrived at the same conclusion independently. 

Thus the hypothesis of Eissfeldt that spn of the Bas Shamra

l.De Langhe;Les textes de RS et.. .1 ! AT,II ,p,228.
C.T.Mfiller;Fragmenta historicorum Graecorum,1851-1853,
III,p.566,fr.II,7. 

2.Schaeffer5Syria XIX, 1938,pp.323-327,pi.XXXVI.
3.Goetze;The City Khalbi and the Khapiru People,BASOR,79,1940, 

pp.32-34.
4.De Langhe;op.cit.,11,p.230.
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texts was actually Mount Kasios in Northern Syria was 

strikingly confirmed.

To this evidence may be added the fact adduced by Duss- 

aud that there is at the present day a village named Sapftnni 

at the foot of the mountain , a name which surely perpetuates 

that of the holy mountain.

Thus in the light of cumulative evidence it is obvious 

that spn must be sought further North than the Lebanon in the
*

vicinity of Huleh.As the closing passage of the text IV AB 

indicates it is the seat of the gods par excellence,hence 

spn-Hazi on the Northern horizon of ancient Ugarit.

Thus the real fixed point in the text IV AB is spn in
> * 2 the far North.In this case ah smk may be,as Baumgartner

has suggested,the swamps of the Orontes nearer to spn-Kasios^ 

though the more distant Ard el Huleh is not excluded.We prefer, 

however, to leave the question of the location of 'ah smk 

open.It seems quite probable that long before the days of 

the Judgesjthe Phoenicians knew, the H til eh Basin and occupied 

a station such as Laish on the Upper Jordan on the trade-route 

to the great land-port of Damascus or to the rich corn-land

of the Hauran on which their posterity depended in the
2time of Herod Agrippa.The text IV AB is definitely mythologic 

al but in itself it leaves us vague and even if we are prepar-
4 ed to understand it,as Dussaud has done,as a sequel to I AB v

where *Al?eyn Ba'al mates with a heifer in the pastures,there 

seems to us no clear connection with any known ritual or
V

with historical conditions in Palestine.

1.Dussaud5Topographie historique de la Syrie antique et medi-
eyale,1927,map IX,A,2. 

2;BaC&tigartner;TB,Aiii,1941,p.l3.
3.Acts xii,20.
4.Dussaud;Syria,XVII,1936 ,pp.290 ff.



v.

In 1936 Virolleaud published four fragmentary tablets
/ , 1 

under the title 'La legende phenicienne de Dan' el } the theme

of which is broadly as follows.Dn'el mourns that he has no
*

son like his brother to perform the filial duties and succeed 

him, but in due time a son JAqht. is born (II 'Aqht ,coU.) .He 

excites the goddess < Ana t, however, who contrives his death by 

the agency of her henchman Ytpn (III 'Aqht).A drought ensues 

(I 'Aqht , col. i, 38-48) which indicates clearly the mythological 

nature of the text and its character as a piece of Tammuz 

liturgy. Dn* el seeks the vestiges of his dead son in the 

intestines of eagles, eventually recovering them in the inside 

of Sml the mother of eagles and burying them with due rites
 

and mourning for seven years. His daughter Pgt undertakes to 

avenge her brother and the scene closes rather oddly with what 

appears to be a reconciliation with Ytpn the murderer which
 

is pledged in a carousal.

It is not proposed to go into an exposition of this 

text but simply to indicate that so pronounced is its mytho 

logical character 'and so obviously is it bound up with 

agricultural ritual that we can scarcely expect to discover 

echoes of political history in the text. It is noteworthy 

that Virolleaud makes no such claim beyond pointing out that 

the memory of such a legend around a primaeval king Dn*el 

must have been known to Ezekiel who names him according to

the name in the Ugaritic text '7,as a legendary sage 

together with Noah and JobTHere, however, we must exercise 

caution.lt has been stated that Dn'el in this text is a 

primaeval champion of justice. The proof-text is II 'Aqht ,col,v,
 

11. 6-8// I 'AcLht,col.i ,1121-28.
ytis'u ytb b'ap tgr
tht Jadrm dbgrn
ycln dn *almnt H ,,v
y_tpt .tpt ytm.

1.Virolleaud;Mission de Ras Shamra,t.I, Gordon, Aqht.
2. Ezekiel xiv,14,20;xxviii,3.



The following translation may be offered,

'He rose,he sat at the opening of the gate, 
Under the stately trees which are on the threshing-floor, 
He decided the case of the widow, 
He judged the suit of the orphan.

This,however,simply indicates the revival of Dn>el and his 

ability to discharge his kingly functions with dignity and 

efficiency.The theme of judgment is not amplified and it 

is noteworthy that precisely the same is said of Keret.

The impression of Dn'el made on Ezekiel,therefore is probably
o 

due to the philology of the name rather than to anything

in the Ugaritic text.
3DhonneYhowever,would see in Dn'el of the Ras Shamra

text the eponymous hero of the Israelite tribe Dan whose 

name as transmitted in\the Hebrew text he takes quite plaus 

ibly as a hypocoristicon of Dn>el.There is a certain prima 

facie case for the view that the Hebrew tribe of Dan in its 

remote origins shared common ground with the ancestors of 

the historical Phoenicians.Dan was settled at the springs of

the Jordan at Laish which was,in fact,occupied by the Sidon-
4iansTHere too to the West was settled the tribe of Uaphtali,

a brother of Dan,according to Hebrew tradition,of the 

same concubine-mother Bilhah.This last fact may suggest 

that Dan had perhaps as close Canaanite a&sooiatf©ne- 

Israelite affinities.Again,of course,it must be remembered 

that,concubine-tribe or no,Dan like the rest of his brothers 

except Benjamin is represented as being born%f: beyond
/

Canaan in Aram-Naharaim and assettling in the North after
i

migration from the South of Palestine.On the other hand,the 

Song of Deborah upbraids Dan %* standing aloof from the

Israelite confederacy against. Sisera and the Canaanites,
6 ' 

! And why did Dan remain in ships ? f

l.II Z (Gordon,127)11.45-47.
2.'B1 judgesJThe name might also mean 'El is strongJcf.Akkadian
3.Dhorme;Syria,XVIII,1937,pp.105-106,note, dannu.
4.Judges xviii,7.
5.Genesis xxx,5-3.
6.Judges v,17.
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De Langhe cites this reference as evidence that Dan was still 

in the South as in the time of Samson.This,however,involves 

us in the fiifficulty of supposing an Israelite penetration 

to the coast which in effect cannot be demonstrated even 

in the days of Samson when events and conditions of the 

Hebrew settlement in this area are most fully documented. 

The passage in the Song of Deborah could quite well refer 

to fishing in Lake Huleh in the Northern territory of Dan 

in later , times and it is significant that here Dan is men 

tioned along with Gilead in Northern SransJordan and Asher 

domiciled in Western Galilee.The settlement of Dan at the 

headwaters of the Jordan,however,is represented as the 

result of a migration due,most naturally to the pressure, 

of the Philistines from the coastal plain to the interior 

and far from sharing common ground and traditions with the 

Phoenicians,the associations between the Danites and the 

Sidonians at Laish are represented as hostile.lt may be thought 

that a migration from the South-West to the North-East was 

strange if there was nothing to mark out Laish and its vic 

inity as a natural objective for Dan.Are we to suppose that 

there may have been Danites there before the migration of 

their kinsfolk from the South ? This would account for the 

reference to Dan and ships in the Song of Deborah,though 

it must be admitted that there is no other scriptural

evidence for this,in the patriarchal narratives in Genesis,
2 3 nor in the Blessing of Jacobfthe Blessing of Moses,nor in

4the narrative of the Danite migration.There is,indeed,a ref 

erence to Dan in the North in the description of Moses 1
5 view of the fromised Land from Nebo but that is so obviously

1.De Langhe;Les textes de RS et...1'AT,II,p.482.
2.Genesis xlix. 
S.Deuteronomy xxx. 
 4.Judges xvii,xviii. 
S.Deuteronomy xxxiv,!.



the epilogue to that comparatively late compilation that 

it is no valid evidence.The same value may be attached to 

the mention of Dan in the account of Abraham's Northern 

pursuit of the confederate kings in Genesis xiv.Y^e need not 

assume that there were Danites in the North before the actual 

migration ,however,since the natural place for the migrant 

Danites to settle would be in proximity to their kinsmen of 

Naphtali in a region occupied by an isolated Phoenician 

colony whom they might easily displace with the support 

of their brother-tribe,

The historical interpretation of these texts based 

on particular geographical references finds expression 

again in an article by G.A.Barton.Barton would locate the act 

ion of the Dn'el or *Aqht tablets in Galilee and finds 

reference to qds in II, 'Aqht,col.i, 11.44 ff. .^col.ii,!!. 16 ff. 

which he takes as Qadesh JJaphtali.Ih III *Aqht,col.vi, 1.31 

he takes mgdl as Magdal at the South end of the Plain of Kinn- 

ereth by the Sea of Galilee,though actually the text is too 

fragmentary to support his reading and mgdl,'a keep or tower 1 

is quite a ^'.edmmoA-'v . feature in Syria and Palestine and 

not at all distinctive.In I 'Aqht,11.163,165,111 Aqht,col.ii, 

1.30 he takes qrt *ablm as'the city of Abel 1 ,Abel beth Maacah 

of II Samuel xx,15 which is called Abel Maim in II Chronicles 

xvi,4 in the account of the raid of Ben-Hadad of Syria on 

North Israel in the days of Asa.Barton sees further reference 

to Galilee in what he supposes to be a reference to the 'wom 

en of Asher' in II >Aqht,col.vi,1.36 and III >Aqht,reverse, 

1.28 and to Dor on the coast in I > Aqht, 1.1.154,162,168. 

He notes zbl as a title of Dn*el and conjectures that 

Dn>el was the ancestor of the Zebulonijtes.He would find 

further reference to Galilee in I 'Aqht 1.147 which he reads

1.Barton;Dane1,a pre-Israelite Hero of Galilee,JBL,lx,1941, 
pp.213-225.
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..... wyqbr 
wyq.br nn bm dgt 
bknrt. .........

This passage Barton translates,

'And he buriedjthtan, 1 
Yea he buried him 
In the fishing-place of Kinnereth.

These are bold conjectures and hardly supported by the 

context. Actually q.ds occurs in the famous passage where the 

duties of a loyal son are described, many of which are rites

to be performed at the sanctauary , qds, which is the translat-
p

ion which Virolleaud favours. Upon mgdl occurring at the end

of the tablets in a very fragmentary context it is impossible 

to particularize and qrt 'ablm occurring in the passage after 

the death of 'Aqht and immediately before the description of 

Dn'el's mourning rites,! *Aqht, 11. 170-180, seems almost cert 

ainly to mean f the city of mourners or mourning! In the same
 z

passage pdr dr,to which Virolleaud offers no solution, means 

1 the city of eternity ',' that bourne whence no traveller returns} 

rather than* the town of Dor 1 South of the Carmel Head, the 

modern Tantura of which there was no occupation before the 

last phase of the Bronze Age (14th century) and which, in any 

case, is quite beyond the locality in Upper Galilee where Bar-
/

ton would locate the action.

The 'women of Asher' , too, are rather out of their proper 

geographical setting so far North in Galilee. >A.tryt, like

'Ifiryt to which it stands in parallel, suggests by its endingtf
a gentilic term. The ending, however, also appears in ordinal 

numbers and in such kindred words as the Hebrew •%'&** and

.This would give the best sense here. The preposition-
g al use of *atr, 'after' , has already been noted. This would give

1. Barton takes as the object the eagles which he supposes that 
'Aqht used for augury .'Aqht, accord ing to Bar ton, was the enemy 
of Dn>el.

2. Virolleaud; La legende... de Daniel, p. 189.
3. ibidem, pp. 165, 169.
4. Abel 5 Geographic de la Palestine, II, p. 308.
5. vide supra, p.
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an excellent parallel to 'uhryt in the sense of 'latter end! 

We are in entire agreement with Gordon^who reads here,

mt Juhryt mh yqh 
mh yqh mt Jatoyt, 

which he translates,
'Man, as his lot what does he get ? 
What does man get as his destiny ?'**

This is an apt reply to the blandishments of the goddess

*Anat and her extravagant promise of immortality 9 in the passage

immediately preceding.

Barton himself admits that his readings of these 

passages are open to doubt. He maintains, however, that 

Kinnereth, which he adopts for Virolleaad* s knkn,'a great jar 1 ,
 z

is beyond doubt. Virolleaud admits the difficulty of decipher

ing th&ss; damaged portion of the text and suggests knkn,

after the Akkadian kankanu, which is apparently a reduplicated
4 form of kknt found in another Ugaritic text in parallel to

rhbt with the same meaning. As the reference is to burial 

rites this seems a fair interpretation. On examination
«»

of the text, however, we prefer Barton's reading knrt.The refer 

ence to burial rites must, however, be kept. Thus for the passage

read, wyqbr yqbr nn 
. bm dgt b knrt 

we offer the translation,
'And he buried him, yea he buried him 
In the darkness in a linen shroud.

Thus again a critical examination of the text with 

respect to the whole context leads us to reject a theory

which strives after geographical and historical particularism.
7 There is a high probability that there was, as Barton claims,

a comparative unity of culture from Galilee to Ugarit as 

becomes more and more apparent as we study the Has Shamra 

texts and determine the customs and conceptions which they

l.GordonjUgaritic ̂ andbook, pp. 216-217.
2 . cf. Arabic ^t»S ! inheritance « .
5. Virolleaud; La *1 eg ende. . ,de Dan1 el, pp. 164-165.
4. Gordon, 49, dol.i, 1.39.
5. cf. Arabic ''x^> , 'thick darkness!
6. cf. Arabic *?!& > ! Piece of 
V.Bartonjop.cit. ,p.219.
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reflect but we cannot find any reference to historical 

events or personalities or to geographical points in 

Palestine.



vi. Rp.

An echo, of Old Testament tradition in the Bas Shamra 

texts most interesting yet most problematic is the case 

of the rp>um which recalls the Rephaim of Scripture.

The term is met with in the place-name,the Valley or 

Hollow Plain of the Rephaim in the vicinity of Jerusalem. 

There is,of course,nothing in this usage to suggest that 

that persons rather than inanimate objects such as physical 

features are denoted.Elsewhere,however,the term is found 

quite clearly denoting persons.In Genesis xiv,the Rephaim 

are found along with the Zumim (Zamzumim) and the Emim as 

the victims of the punitive raid of Chedorlaomer and his
*

confederates in Transjordan but in spite of the possibil-
o

ity of a historical nucleus in this narrative,the passage
2owing to the circumstances of its composition is doubtful

authority.In any case the association of the Rephaim with 

the Emim, f the Terrors', and the Zamzumim, * the Howlers'does 

not suggest their historicity.

In Genesis xv,2o,2l the Rephaim are in more palpable 

company,being numbered with the Hittites,Perizzites,Amorites, 

Canaanites,Girgashites and Jebusites as the pre-Israelite in 

habitants of Palestine.The Targum Onkelos,however,still 

treats the term as a general rather than as a particular 

ethnic one,rendering it by /?»->24 »' giant sjand the LXX 

generally follows this rule rendering Rephaim by yitevrtf 

or 77r«i/// ,thus clearly relegating them from the realm 

of history to ^hat of myth.In the Prophetic books and the 

Wisdom literature the term is used as a synonymn for the 

dead as in Phoenician funerary inscriptions of the 4th and

l.II Samuel v,18 etc,I Chronicles xi,15.It is identified 
with the Bi<i*a to the South-West of modern Jerusalem in 
the vicinity of the railway station,

2.Glueck has endeavoured to rehabilitate this passage as 
sober history on the basis of his finding that the Early 
Bronze culture of Transjordan was brought to a summary end 
about the end of the 3rd millennium B.C.The Other Side of 
the Jordan,pp.15 ff.

3.vide supra,pp. 84-88.



5th centuries^l-iAe Septuagint in rendering R«phainr here 

variously as ft* Mr and ftfwttf seems to perpetuate the 

tradition of a departed race of supermen which is echoed 

again in Puiilo of By bios?

Virolleaud claims to have found a point of contact 

between this scriptural tradition of the Rcphaim and

the ancient C*naanite milieu elucidated by the R<*s
3 

Shamra texts. la III K,col.iii,11.3,14,in the promise of

El to Keret of a numerous progeny, one is designated 

'tall among the Kephaim of the landlVirolleaud assumes that 

we have here the familiar tradition of a race of departed 

supermen and would regard the Rephaim as the indigenous 

population of the land* The passage in question, though it 

may fairly certainly be restored from a parallel passage^ 

is not well preserved and immediately follows after a 

lacuna of some ten lines so that it affords us no clue 

to the nature of Rephaim if indeed they were more than 

a medium of comparison in this one phrase. Virolleaud 'a 

reading, of course presupposes that rp*o,the actual form 

of the word } is a collective. Ginsberg, on the other hand,

takes rp'e in the sense of 'community 'from a root rp) uf
, 4 

which he thinks the primary sense is ' i/o join 1 .

main evidence for the Kephaim in the ancient 

C*naanite world comes in the form of three fragments 

found in the season 1930 at K*s bhamra and published 

by Virolleaud under the sigla RpI,Rp.II,Rp. III?Tnese are 

the subject of a monograph by Virolleaud in 1940. The 

editor fully admits the difficulty of the texts which

1.G.A.Cooke;NSI,pp.26 ff ,30 ff.
2. Bas^blusjPraoparatio Evangelica, I-,o* a,e«t !.tiiiio-ra,iyX)3.
3. Virolleaud ; Syria, XXII, 1941, pp. 1-30.
4. Gins berg; The Legend of King Keret. .. ,BASOR supplement, 

2-3, 1941, pp. 23, 41. He reads btk rp' e >urs
bphr q.bs dtn.

'Amidst the community of the land, 
1^1 the number of the population

of the realm. . '
Tne parallelism supports his meaning of rp'e.we should 
question his theory that the word is associated with the 
Arabic t>j which .is a defective verb with a weak final ^
and not a hamzat* as Ginsberg'a equation would demand.

5. Gordon, 121, 122, 123, 124.



are not easy to fit into any larger context^Wnat does
t

emerge, however, is that the rp'nm may no longer be regarded
 

merely as the spirits of the dead and still less as a 

prehistoric people.

We learn from the texts cited that the rp'um were few
P in number, perhaps eightfcomprising seven and one singled

out by name, according to Virolleaud,as rp'u b c!5who may 

have been the chief of the group. Virolleaud compares the

name and status of this figure to that of Raphael in the
4 Book of Tobit,one of the seven angels who stand as inter

cessors before the Holy presence, his specific mission being
5 healing. The rp'um in the texts are associated by Virolleaud

with healing. he considers the possibility of treating the 

word as an active participle but favours the passive 

interpretation 'the healed onesJDussaud,on the contrary 

takes the participle as active, 'the healers J citing 

analogous names such as Raphael just mentioned and 

Shadrapha from Palmyra which seems to suggest that rp*u 

b'al should be taken as'Ba^ai heals 1 or, as the writer 

opines, 1 'the healer of Ba^alitlowever this question may be 

settled the limited number of the rp'um indicates that they 

were not an ethnic group but rather a guild or, as 

Virolleaud suggests, a family.

In the texts the rp>um are associated with a shrine,
a

a^tr which, however, does not seem to be dedicated to

any worship of them but is visited by them. They harness
7their equippages and horses and journey three days to

8 the threshing-floors and plantations and probably assist

1.Tney seem, however, to belong to the JAqht cycle, as is 
indicated by Rp I (Gordon, 121) , col. ii, 1.7 where D^'el 
is mentioned.i)n>tel, incidentally, is termed mt rp'e.

2.Rp I,col.ii,l.l.tmn bqrb hkly,' seven in my temple!
3.Rp 111,13 (Gordon, 124), 1.8.
4.Tobit xii,15.
5. ibidem, 14.
6.Rp I (Gordon, 121 ),fiol. 11,1. 2. Ja.tr//iikl,cf.Absyrrian,asirtu <
7.Rp I,col.ii,1.5 f probably not to be taken literally but in 

a cultic sense, as the context suggests.
S.Rp I,col.ii,11.6-7.A.J.W«nsinck has demonstrated the 

significance of the threshing floor in Semitic religion, 
Some Semitic Rites of Mourning and Religion, 1917.
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at the enthronement of £a 4 *l though in the fragmentary state 

of the text it is not possible to be positive on this point.

One epithet or synonymn which is found in parallel 

to rp'um is >elnym.Virolleaud suggests1 that this may be an 

ethnic title. tie goes on,however,to elaborate the theory 

that the term may be derived from )/"/* ,the sacred terebinth, 

an interpretation which Dussaud also considers?Virolleaud 

recalls that there was one such tree at Snechem where,accord 

ing to Hebrew tradition,J^cob buried the '-strange gods 

or idols of his people when they left Snechem.tie would find 

another reference to Shechem in fipjB(Gordon,124),11.4-5, 

tm tkm bm tkm * ahm qym * el
   -    y *w

which he translates,

1 Tuere is anechem;in bhechem the brethren wait on god.. 1 

This passage is by no means clear but it is almost certain 

that the repetition of 'Shechem 1 would be a barbarism imposs 

ible in the Has Shamra texts.A more natural translation 

of .tkm bm .tm would be 'shoulder to shoulder \ recalling 

the expression 7#* to<? apparently meaning 'unanimously 1
f * *' /

in Zcphaniah iii,9.

It would seem/ at first sight more natural to take 

>elnym,as Dussaud does,in the sense of 'gods' which is

well attested in later Phoenicians inscriptions such as
4 that of Yhw-mlk on a stele from Byblos and that of Eshmun-

c
*azar of bidon on his sarcophagus.In the latter inscription 

the word refers to Astarte,Eshmun and Ba^l Sidon.Thus there 

seems to be no doubt as to the significance of *elnym as 

divine figures, i'uis is borne out by the possible occurrence 

of ' elm as a parallel to Jelnym in the texts,a word which

1.YirolleaudjRevue des etudes semitiques,1940,p.782.
2.Dussaud;Les decouvertes de HS et l'AT,2nd ed.,p,185.A

connection with 'Eylon 1 (Aijalon ?) is suggested by Dussaud.
3.Genesis xxxv,4(E).
4.G.A.Cooke;NSI,no.3,pp.l8 ff. 
5.ibidem,no.5,pp.30 if.
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generally,though not invariably,means 'gods!In view,however, 

of certain other considerations which prevent us from 

regarding the rpJurn as essentially divine,we prefer to 

consider them as divine in function rather than in nature, 

representatives of divinity rather than as themeelves divine. 

Virolleaud sees yet another reference to a locality,

if not actually in Palestine,at least on the Northern
p horizon of the land.In a passage which apparently deals

with the anointing and enthronement of Ba*al Virolleaud 

on the evidence of one line locates this at Amurru 

which he identifies with Mt.Hermon.Tnough he does 

acknowledge that the Assyrian texts refer to Syria in 

general as Amurru Virolleaud,who thus reads.* amr in the

text Hp III,would apply it specifically to the Lebanon
2 which is probably named in the text.Admitting again that

the Lebanon extends to over eighty miles,he would

nevertheleas further particularize the reference to Mt.
4 Hermon.ii.LS authority for this is a certain passage

t

where there is clear reference to Lebanon with its wood 

and Siryon with, its pleasant cedars, biryon is noted in 

Deuteronomy iii,9 as the biaonian name of Hexmon.Tiie fact 

that another name is noted,Senir,by which the Amorites 

knew the mountain indicates that it was in their orbit. 

In the text R# 9 however,Virolleaud is taking unwarranted steps. 

i'.i.rst it is not certain that >«.mr of the text refers to 

Amurru in the geographical or political sense.Even if 

we were justified in taking the word as Amurru in the geo 

graphical sense there is not sufficient ground for under 

standing the term otherwise than as the Assyrians used it,
> 

to apply to the whole of Syria. Vj.rolleaud, again,himself

1.e.g.in a late Phoenician text from Ma*^ub where >elm is 
"applied to the envoys of the goddess iVUk-Aatarte, 
tt.A.Cooke,iMSI,no.lO,p.48,dated 222 B.C.

2.ftp III,col.i,11.14-18 (Gordon,123) f very fragmentary.
3.Ep III,col.ii,11.20-25 ((jurdon,124), Ibnn is named as the 

source of certain foodstuffs.,,not as the scene of action* 
4.II AB (Oordon^51),colvi,11.18-21,Ibnn w f sh

sryn mhmd >arzh.
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notes that the site of the enthronement of ba*al was spn 

or Mt.u*sius in the North,the modern J^bel *Aqra on the 

Northern horizon of U&arit.I^ the Ey texts there is no 

reason for locating the enthronement of Ba^al -if,indeed, 

we are justified in seeing a reference to that event - 

elsewhere than on this mountain.

lit conclusion to his study Virolleaud writes.'Mais il 

reste acquiSjdu moins,que la legende des Rephaim -telle 

q.u' wile est relat^e dans les poemes de R«.s SJaamra - me ratt- 

ache par beaucoup de liens at des liens etroits aux croyances 

et aux sites de la Palestine,et qu'elle n'a.ppartient en

aucune maniere au monde de la Syrie du Nord....Et I 1 on
/ v

est ainsi amene,une fois de plus a cette conclusion....

q.ue les legendes de Has Siiamra se sont formees en Palestine - 

depuis i'yr et Sidon et 1'ttcrmon jusq.u'd.u pays d'Edom et 

aux abords de la jjder Rouge - et cela a une epoq.ue bien plus

ancienne que celle ou les Hebreux ont pris possession de 

la 'lerre de Promise!

Tue connection here as in other respects between 

conceptions in Palestine as indicated in the Old I'^stament 

and in ancient U^arit revealed by the texts,we freely 

admit.We cannot admit Virolleaud 1 s theory of the localiz 

ation of the texts in Palestine or his view of Palestine 

as the original home of Phoenician culture.

l.VirolleaudjR^vue des etudes semiti(iues,1940,p.83



CHAPTER VI. 

Txxe Independence of Canaanite iCythology.

The possession of such a considerable body of literature 

as the Ras Shamra texts invites a re-examination of the 

literary inter-relation between Canaan and Mesopotamia from 

which ample records have survived.No law-code has so far 

been recovered from Canaan of the patriarchal age so that 

in this particular we can only compare the later legislation 

of the Old Testament with the directly attested Mesopotamian 

codes and are impressed rather by the difference than by the 

similarity,though the patriarchal narratives do reflect 

certain laws which are attested in Sumerian,Amorite and 

Hurrian procedure at Ur,Babylon and Nuzu.In mythology,however, 

a fuller comparison between the literature and ideology of 

Canaan and Mesopotamia is possible.

In the first flush of discovery of the literature of 

Sumer and Akkad it was the similarity with the Hebrew trad 

itions that impressed men.The Creation was attested in the 

Assyrian version of the myth ! Enuma ilish 1, the Pall in the 

Myth of Adapa and the Flood in the Gilgamesh Epic.The Etana

myth where the hero seeks the plant of potency suggests the
4 

theme of the Tree of life and the free of Knowledge in the

Paradise story in Genesis and the legend of the birth of 

Sargon born in obscurity and committed to the river in a 

pitched reed-basket suggests that the narrator of doses' 

early life^knew the earlier Mesopotamian theme,Granted that 

there are significant differences in the use of this material,
\

1.Pound in the library of Assurbanipal (668-626 B.C.) at 
Nineveh but going back at least as early as the Amorite 
Dynasty of Babylon as is suggested by the pre-eminence of 
Marduk,the god of Babylon.Certain Sumerian words indicate 
an even earlier Sumerian origin.See A.Heidel;The Babylonian 
Genesis,1942,pp.3-4.

2.Gressmann:AOT und B zum AT,1909,pp.34-38,Assurbanipal's
3.library,a fragment as a copy-text among the Amarna Tablets.
s!ln the Xlth Tablet,Gressmann,op.cit.,pp.50-57,from Assurbanipal 1 s

library*4. knowledge'is possibly used in the sexual sense, \\'2'# being
a gloss.

5.Gressmannjop.cit.,p.79,from Assurbanipal 1 s library,
6.Exodus 11,1-4 (E).
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the fact remains that in the early narratives of Genesis 

certain motifs familiar inn Mesopotamian mythology recur 

in such a way as to suggest di»ect contact.In the case of 

the P source in the Pentateuch we are prepared for such 

conditions.In the J document from the 9th century,however, 

we are set a problem as to the circumstances in which 

Mesopotamian mythology became known to the West.

Certain facts seem to suggest that the Mesopotamian 

mythology was known in Canaan in the 2nd millennium B.C. 

In endeavouring to demonstrate that Canaan was from an early 

period saturated with Babylonian tradition Gunkel cites the 

fact that the Adapa myth and a fragment of the myth de 

scribing the marriage of Nergal and Effcikigal are attested 

in the Amarna Tablets in Egypt among the various political 

despatches from Palestine.The fact that the Akkadian script 

and language are employed in those and similar documents 

from Taanach and Has Shamra and in business tablets from 

the latter site and legal documents from Shechem of the same 

period certainly indicate that the tradition of Mesopotamia 

was not unknown to the West.As for the content of that trad 

ition, the positive evidence is extremely scanty.The Adapa 

and Nergal fragments contain none of the striking parallels

to any of the themes in Genesis,the only common feature
hero 

being in the former where the/is deluded into rejecting

the offered fruit of immortality.Again it is not certain 

that those texts were used in Palestine.They were found in 

Egypt and in the Adapa text there are certain strokes in 

the text in red Egyptian ink which suggests that the text 

was used for the learning of the diplomatic language and
n

script fif AkkadianTSuch copy-texts may also have been used 

in Canaan but of this there is no direct evidence.

Mowinckel3after Stade has suggested that the Mesopotam 

ian mythology reflected in the early chapters of Genesis

1 H Gunkel;SchBpfung und Chaos in Urzeit und EdZeit,1895,pp.150-
151 

2^Heidel;op.cit.,pp.Ill ff.
3.Mowinckel;The Babylonian Matter in the pre-Deuteronomic 

primeval History,JBL,lviii,1959,pp.88 ff.
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came to the notice of the Hebrews only later when Assyria 

pressed Westwards on her course of imperial expansion.If we 

seek a definite date for the first contact of Israel with 

Assyria we should naturally think of the time of Omri whose 

name was synonymous with Israel in the Assyrian records until 

thej end of the Northern kingdom in 721 B.C^Mowinckel's 

suggestion,however,probable enough in itself 7 seems some 

what gratuitous in view of his suggestion that this was

'possibly a reimportation of matter which had come to Canaan
t

before.He elaborates this theme ,of a strong Babylonian infl 

uence in Canaan before the Hebrew Invasion,'as has been 

confirmed again by the Bas Shamra investigationsJWhatever 

else may suggest Mesopotamian influence in Canaan in the 

2nd millennium,the Bas Shamra mythology suggests quite the 

reverse of what Mowinckel supposes,as we hope *•.:.., to demon 

strate.
o

Albright,on the other hand,would associate the Mesopot 

amian features in the early treditions of Genesis with 

the patriarchal age.He supposes that the matter came West 

through the Amorites from the region of Upper Mesopotamia.
/ *

2 This seems a development fcf the thesis of Clay who held that

the Babylonian Creation epic 'Enuma #Lish' was an amalgamat 

ion of Amorite and Sumerian traditions and such features as 

it shared with the Hebrew Creation narratives were the 

specifically Amorite features already developed in the West. 

Where there were common racial elements it is natural to 

expect a certain community of tradition.In the earlier 

Biblical source J,however,as against the late P source,the

1.J.W.Jack notes that Tyre and Sidon were tributary to 
Adad-nirari by the middle of the 9th century B.C.He 
suggests that Omri and Ahab were brought into alliance 
with Assyria through their relations with the Phoenicians. 
In face of the fact that Ahab fought in the West-Semitic 
alliance against Assyria at ^a'j.qar in 355 B.C. he suggests 
that this was under local compulsion,Samaria in Ahab's Time,
1929* ,pp.119 ff.

2.Albright;JBL,lviii,1939,pp.94 ff.
S.A.T.ClayjAmurru,the Home of the Northern Semites,1909,pp.53-54 

" n-ricHn nf "Biblical Traditions, 1923,pp.23 ff.
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common ground with Babylonian mythology is not so extensive 

and in the Ras Shamra mythology we find not only a marked 

absence of Mesopotamian themes but comparatively little 

common ground of language.We should have expected a closer
%

correspondence in that particular if the Amorites had been 

mediators of the traditions of North Syria to Mesopotamia, 

as Clay suggests,or of the tuitions of Northern Mesopotamia 

to Palestine as Albright maintains.Albright,indeed,in his 

anxiety to f rule a West-Canaanite origin for any appreciable 

part of Genesis i-xi completely out of court{makes the 

somewhat sweeping statement that between the Ras Shamra 

mythology and the Old Testament there is not a single parallel 

We may certainly not neglect the strong tradition which links 

the Hebrew patriarchs to Upper Mesopotamia in the narratives 

of the wooing of Rebekah and Rachel and the sojourn of Jacob

with Laban,a tradition which is corroborated by the genea-
2 

logical details in Genesis xi,28-36 (J) where Abraham is

related to Nahor and Hafran which are the names of towns in 

that area.It does,however,seem thatif the myths in question, 

had indeed come West at this period we should have had some 

trace of them in the temple library of Ras Shamra rather than 

in Palestine where,according to Albright,they were carried 

by the nomadic patriarchs.

In view of the paucity of evidence the reserve of 

Mowinckel is justified.Leaving aside for the moment the 

Ras Shamra material and the Adapa myth in the Amarna 

Tablets,such themes as the Creation,Pall and Flood are 

certainly attested in documentary sources in the West no

1.AYbHgnV,JBl,lviii,1939,p.94,BASOR,70,1938,pp.23 ff.
2.Those personal-geographical relation-ships elaborated 

in Genesis xi,10-27 (P) may have a political signific 
ance, perhaps an appeal to the various elements of the 
earlier and later Israelite and Judaean Dispersion in 
Northern as well as Southern Mesopotamia.
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earlier than the 9th century.In fact the earliest Meso- 

potamian evidence so far for any of these themes is an llth 

or 10th century document,a fragment of Enuma elish from 

Ashur.In the state of the evidence,then,Langdon 1 s statement 

is surely very bold that '...there are only two large groups 

of Semitic religions;on the one hand there is the Minaean-Sab- 

aean-Qatabanian including Abyssinian and the Thamudic- 

Minaean religion;on the other hand there is the Babylonian- 

Assyrian religion of Mesopotamia which from pre-historic times 

moulded the mythological and theological concepts of all 

Semitic races of the Northern and Western Semitic areas,in 

Syria,Phoenicia,Palestine and TransjordaniaJThis statement 

was published in 1951 just on the eve of the publication of 

the Ras Shamra material 'which was to explode Langdon 1 s thesis 

so completely and demonstrate, that there was after all an 

independent Canaanite mythology.

As the mind of the poet transcends the limits of time

and space,he is not absolutely bound by local convention
/

and is never loth to appropriate poetic^devices and concept 

ions from other literatures with which he may by some means 

or other become familiar.Thus we are prepared to find cert 

ain features common to the poetic myths of Ugarit and Mesopot-
2amia.Gordon has cited cases from the Gilgamesh epic chiefly

where the parallelism of diction and sense with its variat 

ions has its counterpart in the Ras Shamra poems where the
JT

parallelism,as appreciated by Baumgartner,is far more complic 

ated than in the Old Testament.The device of numerical 

progression from one to seven,familiar in the Ras Shamra 

texts in the account of journeys or sojourns,is found too

1.B.Langdon;Semitic Mythology,1931,p.15.
2.Gordon;Ugaritic Handbook,1947,pp.201 ff.
3.Baoamgartner;TlaZ iii,1947,p.94.



in the Gilgamesh epic and Gordon goes on to adduce certain 

expressions and conceptions common to both Ugaritic and 

Mesopotamian literature such as Keret's baking1and the 

similar operation of Adapa who,however,not only baked with 

the bakers of Eridu but also steered the boat,fished and hunt 

ed for the community.The parallel is more apparent than real. 

In the case of Adapa we read that his baking with the bakers
V' 3 

was a daily duty;Keret's duty was in our opinion a seasonal

profanation rite releasing the year's crop of barley and wheat

for common use.Other cases noted by Gordon are the con-
4 ception in the Keret text of eight sons of one mother to

which he finds a somBwh&t loose parallel in the Gilgamesh 

epic.The houses of Ba<al and Enki,he notes,were both built 

of precious stones.These are not the most striking parallels.

In Enuma elis Marduk,the hero,is nurtured 'sucking the
5 

breasts of goddesses;the same divine nurture at the breasts
V »/ £*

of *Ajtrt ;:,.;-. ' Vv .,; is given to Shr and Sim,the twin sons of
7 El in the poem SS and to the first-born of King Keret.As

8 antagonists of Marduk Tiamat bears monstrous beings;Ba ral's

adversaries are monsters,'devourers and voracious ones' with 

horns and humps of bulls and the face of Ba*al,borne in the
Q

desert by the 'maid of *Atrt! Marduk mounts the storm-cloud 

as his chariot; Ba*al is repeatedly designated in the 

Bas Shamra texts rkb <rpt,'the cloud-rider' or'he who mounts 

the cloudsJThe animals who draw Marduk's chariot are named 

according to the desired effect 'the Destructive,the Pitiless,

I.I K,11.80-84//172-175.
2.Adapa A,11.10-16,Gressmann,AOT zum AT,£909,pp.35 ff.
3.Adapa A,1.12. ' 
4.1 K,1.8.
5.Enuma elish,I,ia5,Heidel;The Babylonian Genesis,p.11.
6.Gordon,52,11.24,59,61.
7.Ill K,(Gordon,128) 11,25-27.
8.Enuma elish,!, .11.133 ff.,Heideljop.cit.,p,13.
9.BH(Gordon,75)I,11.25-33. 

10.Enuma elish,IV,1.50.



the Trampler and the Pleet^the maces made by the divine

craftsman KJbr wHss for Ba f al are named according to their

purpose(smt) ygrs,ygrs and >aymr,>aymr?After the triumph of

Marduk the gods sit in solemn assembly to fix his destinies
3 

and proclaim his names;SI similarly 'proclaims the name of

Yw'who is apparently his sonflhe dwelling of El in the Sas 

Shamra texts is f at the welling-up of the rivers' ;in the 

Gilgamesh epic Ut-napishtim who had survived the Flofcd 

lives far away at the mouth of the rivers?Again it is hard 

to credit that the dying god Tammuz is not represented at 

Has Shamra in Phoenicia where he is later so common a feature. 

It is true that he is never actually named in the texts but 

it does seem that as a corn-spirit and ill-starred lover of

Isht&r Tammuz or Dummuzi has much in common with Dn^el's son
7 

lAqht who falls a victim to his association with fAnat,the

warrior-goddess whereupon there was a drought with
Q

f no dew nor rain nor up-surging of the lower deep.' 

' Similarly Sumerian lamentations for the dead Dummuzi
Qrefer to the sterility of nature.Another Mesopotamian theme 

of which we seem to have an echo in the Has Shamra liter 

ature is the descent of Ishtar to the underworld.Here,again, 

there is mention of mourning for her young lover Dummuzi. 

This suggests the recovery of the body of Ba cal by 'Anat 

though it must be admitted that there is no detail in the 

comparatively elaborate Mesopotamian poem to suggest a correspond.

l.Enuma elish,IV,1.52.
2.Ill AB A (Gordon,68) 11.11-12// 18-19.
S.Enuma elish,VI,1.145,VII.
4.Gordon,«nt,pi.x,IV,11.12 ff.
5.mbk nhrm//'apq. thmtm,the welling-up of the rivers// the fount 

ain of the lower deep!Gordon,49,I,5,51;IV,2l-22.II >Aqht, 
11,47-48.

6!ana pi-i naratijGilgamesh XI,1.204. ,
7.Dussaud;Les Origines cansu*neennes du Saerifice Israelite, 
*2nd ed.,1941,pp.336-337.S.H.Hooke notes that the closest 

> iaffinity between Sas Shamra and Mesopotamia is in the Tammuz 
'myth and ritual,The Origins of Early Semitic Ritual.This 
applies only to the general theme of a dying and rising god 
and not at all in detail.

8. I 'Aqht,col.i,11.44-45,bl tl bl rd
bl sr' thmtm.

Ginsberg has used this passage to illustrate and annotate 
the Gilboa passage in David's lament for Saul and Jonathan, 
A Ufcaritic Parallel to 2 Samuel,i,21,oi5L,ivii, 1938,pp.20^-213.

9.Bhorme;Les religions de Babylonie et d'Assyrie,1945,pp.us ff. 
10.Grressmann;AOT zum AT,pp.68-69.



ence with the Ras Shamra mythology.Nor is the part of Dummuzi 

in the former text at all clear.This deity,it is true,cor 

responds rather to >Aqht in the Ugaritic texts than to Ba'al 

though this does not present an insuperable difficulty.The 

Ba*al cycle and the *Aqht text at Ras Shamra may be local 

variants of the same tradition from different ages and 

different elements of the composite population of this North- 

Syrian city.

Such common features are sufficient seriously to qualify
1 2 the view of Albright and Eissfeldt that there is no trace

of Babylonian mythology in the Ugaritic literature.lt is 

nevertheless true that that such common elements are not 

particularly striking and the discoveries at Ras Shamra do

entitle us to speak of an independent literary and mytholog-
2 ical tradition in Canaan.Here it may be noted that Dussaud,

who apparently still believes that the Keret text contains 

references to a cult-migration from Ur to Canaan,declares that 

Canaanite mythology as attested in the Sas Shamra texts was 

little influenced by the mythology of Babylon or Egypt.

It is questionable if even the cosmic myths of Mesopotamia 

were the fruit of philosophic abstraction rather than the de 

velopment of the verbal accompaniment to seasonal ritual.This 

character of myth is more immediately apparent in the Eas
A

Shamra mythology,though over against Engnell who would 

attach the text absolutely to the cult,Baumgartnejr is un 

doubtedly right in asserting that the length of the^texts 

and their redundancy does not indicate that they were absol-
'N-VV

utely bound to the ritual which they accompanied and Eissfeldt f s

\

l.This is implied in Albright's view that there is no parallel 
"between the Ras Shamra mythology and the Old Testament where 
he admits Babylonian correspondences.

2 EissfeldtjMythus und Sage in den Ras-Shamra-Texten,Arabistik, 
."semitistik und Islamswissensclpft, 1944, pp. 271-272.
3 Dussaud;La Religion des Pheniciens,1945,p.357.
4 Engnell;Studies in Divine Kingship,pp.103 ff. 
5!Baumgartner;ThZ,iii,1947,pp.88 ff.
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view certainly recommends itself that'in the mythological 

poems of Eas Shamra considerable licence was taken by the
*

poets and indeed was expected of them.Nevertheless the poems 

do reflect the ritual which again had the very practical 

purpose of securing the co-operation of the natural powers 

in the harmonious succession of seasonal operations to win 

the produce of the land and thus to secure the welfare of 

the community.This object was the manifestation of the triumph 

of Cosmos over Chaos which is the theme of the Mesopotamian 

Creation myth, En tuna elish. There this cosmic event was particul 

arized in the viatory of Marduk over thejprimeval monster
i

Tiamat,his investiture with the tablets of destiny and his 

enthronement,order being inconceivable without kingship.In 

the Has Shamra texts too the husbandman 1 s New Year begins
>

in Autumn after the drought and devastation of the Syrian sum 

mer with the revival of Ba ( al and his enthronement on the 

height of spn,the holy mountain.BaCal,like Marduk,is a king 

whose enthronement guarantees the welfare of the community. 

Apart from this common theme,the content of the two mytholog 

ical systems is quite different,each reflecting,as we should 

expect,the life of the respective lands in which they were 

developed.^In Mesopotamia a riverine economy and urban civil 

ization is reflected.The emergence of land from the watery 

wastes reflects the experience of the floods of the Euphrates 

and Tigis and the accumulation of alluvial soil in which to 

this day man aids nature in the swamps of the Lower Meso 

potamia. In the Bas Shamra texts it is claimed that the same
2theme is represented in a certain text celebrating the victory

l.Eissfeldt;Ras Shamra und Sanchuniathon,JL939,pp v75 ff.
2.Ill AB A, (Gordon 68),so Dussaud;Les elements dechaine'e,Syria, 

XVI, 1935,pp. 196-204.Montgomery;The Conflict of Ba«-al and he 
Waters,JAOS,LVI,1935,pp.268-277.Albright;Zabul-Yam and Thapit- 
Nahar in the Conflict between Ba £ al and the Sea,JPOS,XVI,1936, 
pp.17-21.Gaster relates it to winter floods,The Battle of 
the Rain and the Sea..., Iraq. IV, 1937, pp. 21-32. Hooke suggests 
a parallel with Jahweh 1 s triumph over the waters especially 
in Ps.xciii,and Habakkuk iii,The Origins of Ewrly Semitic 
Ritual,1938,p.37.
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of Ba*al over an enemy termed zbl ym (//tpt nhr) which is 

usually translated Prince Sea (//Judge River).The analogy, 

however,would not be quite exact,at least in the case of the 

sea since the phenomenon in this case at Ras Shamra would be 

rather flooding as the result of an earthquake.Actually we 

know nothing about the context to which this short text 

is to be related and Nielsen has suggested that the adversary 

of Ba cal may be not Prince Sea but Prince Day-star which

might be expressed either by ym as in the Mehri dialect
o 

of South Arabia or by nhr which means 'day'in Northern Arabic.

Even if we do admit the meaning f sea'and 'river 1 we are still 

confronted by the fact that Ba*al*s triumph over his adversary 

is not,as in the Mesopotamian Creation myth connected with 

creation which is a theme not represented in the Ras Shamra 

texts.The Ugaritic texts reflect quite different circum 

stances in a land of mountains and wadis where agriculture 

depended on the early autumn and latter spring rains,where 

irrigation was not generally practicable as in Mesopotamia 

but where the drought of summer contrasted very sharply 

with the humidity,freshness and fertility of winter.Thus 

the conflict of Ba*al and Mt,and the death and res^-urrection 

of Ba<al plays a predominant part in the Syrian texts.

In appraising the worth of the Ras Shamra texts for
t

L 3 Old Testament studyfeaumgartner has emphasized the fact that

the Ugaritic literature has no suggestion of the Creation,
4 Fall or Flood which Albright too had noted concluding that

the Hebrew sources for these themes could not have been in 

Canaan but in Mesopotamia.

1.Nielsen;Ras Shamra Mythologie und Biblische Theologie,1936,
pp.29 ff.

2.H.Bauer;Die Gottheiten von Ras Shamra,ZAT>7,n.f. ,x, 1933,p.92.
3.Baumgartner;ThZ,iii,1947,p.95.
4. Albright jJBL, Will ,1939,p. 94.
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So far no trace has been discovered of the Creation theme 

in the Bas Shamra texts except possibly in the text SS 

celebrating the birth of the twin sons of El,the supreme 

god in the Ugaritic pantheon.Nielsen maintains that here we 

have the mythology later revealed in S«th Arabia where 

the moon-god first begets t!..e sun-goddess of himself and
*¥  "

then begets by her ^Attar,manifest in the morning and even 

ing star as the first-fruits of creation which is conceived 

of as procreation.Certainly there is much in the texts,we be-
V v

lieve,to indicate that Shr and Sim of t 1 e text SS were 

really ^Attr.The case of the mother-goddess 'Atirat,however,

is harder to substantiate,though it may be noted that in SS
2the twin sons of : E1 are the foster-sons of *A_tirat7However,

this text may be interpreted it is obvious that there is

no reflection of the Babylonian cosmogony as that is loosely

followed in the P version of Creation* in Genesis i,l-ii,4a.
V v

The gods Shr and Sim are born into a world already furnished 

as Man in the J version of Creation was created in a world 

already formed and developed.This latter,more naive version 

of J has been taken as reflecting a Palestinian milieu or
•X.

perhaps an oasis civilization,in which particular there is 

something in common with the scene in the latter part of the 

Ugaritic text SS but the fact remains that this common 

ground is slight and never is the creation of Man touched 

upon in the Ras Shamra texts.In comparison with the mighty 

conflict of deities as the preliminary of Creation in Enuma 

elish,there is a comparative simplicity in the mythology of 

Eas Shamra.Though nowhere except possibly in the text SS is

1.vide supra,p.125.
2.>Atrt,however,is also called in the same terms the foster-
*mother of the first-born of King Keret,III K (Gordon,128),col.ii
11 25-27.

3.J.I)e Groot would locate the scene in the Jordan Valley,
*Un Paradis palestinien,Melanges syriens....,1959,pp.67-72.
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the subject of Creation actually raised,the supremacy of 

El is everywhere assumed and he alone of the Ugaritic pantheon 

is termed 1 Creator of Created Things! Men are directly related 

to him on a physical and moral basis;he is 'Father of Man] 

Here the Ugaritic mythology is much nearer the monotheism of 

the orthodox Hebrew faith than the polytheism of Mesopotamia. 

Likewise the various deities of the Ugaritic pantheon in the
 z

mythological texts as apart from the later offering lists are 

either closely related or strictly subordinate to El.

In his review of Virolleaud's edition of the Dn'el or
4 f Aqht text,Dhorme has justly noted the distinctive character

of this text.Dn1 el,as Keret,is not god but mortaljthe prot 

agonists are thej.goddess *Anat and her agent Ytpn and >Aqht.
•*'

the son of Dn'el who has the traits rather of a corn-spirit 

than a mortal.Nevertheless the poem differs no less from the 

regular mythological pieces in the Ugaritic literature than 

from the Keret cycle which is saga rather than myth.Dhorme, 

therefore,with some justice regards the Dn'el or JAqht text 

as analogous to the Mesopotamian myths of Adapa,Etana or 

Gilgamesh,the hero Dn*el being in the same category as the 

heroes of those myths,an ancient earthly king moving in the 

world of the gods,the issues decided being not,as in the Keret 

text,matters of internal and external politics in the earthly

state but rather the renewal of the vital forces of nature.
5 The closest analogy,according to Dhorme,is found with

the Etana myth.Dhorme notes especially a motif common to this

1.bny bnwt.
2.*ab 'adm.
5.The religious situation is vastly more complicated in those 

texts.Here,however,we are dealing with documents which, 
like the administrative tablets,refer to the curre'nt situation 
about the time the tablets were copied,i.e.about 1400 B.C. 
when Ugarit under foreign domination had a composite 
population and international contacts as a flourishing commerc 
ial city in the Amarna Age when Babylonia of the Kassites, 
Aryan-Hurrian Mitanni and Egypt were in direct correspondence.

4.Dhorme,-Syria,XVIII,1957,pp.104-113.
5.ibidem,p.107.
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myth and that of *Aqht,that of the association of the hero 

and an eagle.To this we may add the eager desire for pro 

geny which is expressed in the opening of the 'Aqht poem and 

in the Etana myth where Etana applies to the parent eagle 

to give him V* the herb of potency to remove his reproach 

of childlessness.This latter feature,however,is nothing 

distinctive,It is commune desiderium especially of kings 

and Orientals and is no less prominent in the Keret text and 

in the Old Testament.The eagle motif in*the Etana myth and 

in the *Aqht text is indeed a coincidence but only in the 

biflfcdest sense is there any analogy.The correspondence is more 

apparent than real as even a cursory analysis of the texts 

reveals.

In the myth of Etana the king is sent by the gods to a 

certain mountain where an eagle and a serpent,after living 

together amicably with their families,had fallen into deadly 

feud.The parent eagle,against the advice of one of its 

precocious brood,had eaten the young of the serpent which 

had taken revenge with characteristic cunning.The eagle in 

consequence lay starving and disabled in; a pit on a mountain 

top.To the eagle Etana is now directed and after feeding and 

reviving the starving bird persuades it to help him to obtain 

the herb of potency and eventually to carry him up to the seats 

of the gods in heaven,when,weak mortal,he falls again to the

ground.

To any familiar with the >Aqht text there is the very 

minimum of common ground here and that confined to mere 

externals.In the Ugaritic text Dn'el's declining powers are 

accentuated by the lack of a son.In response to his prayers 

a son is born,named 'Aqht.The youth incurs the jealousy of

l.DhonnejLe Mythe d f Etana,Textus fieligieux assyro-babyloniens, 
*1907,pp.102-181.



the goddess cAnat who contrives his death by the hand of her 

retainer Ytpn.Dn'el in his grief seeks for the remains of the 

body of lAqht1 in the intestines first of hrgb,the father of 

eagles,and then inside sml,the mother of eagles,finding them 

in the latter.Dn*el is now convinced that his son is dead 

and after burying and mourning him incites his daughter 

pgt to the duty of blood-revenge.

Here we note the difference between the Ugaritic and 

the Akkadian myths.Etana heals the wounded* eagle which is 

introduced as a deus ex machina to convey the hero to the 

seats of the gods.Dn*el has the two eagles - or vultures - 

^brought down to open them up in his search for evidence of 

the death of his-son 'Aqht.After he has found the evidence 

the eagles play no more part in the poem which has nothing 

further in common with the Etana myth.This is but another case

of the relative independence of Canaanite mythology.Even such
cs> 

slight similarities »*e there may be between the Etana and

'Aqht myths are no more than incidental.

Perhaps nothing better illustrates the significant 

difference between the culture of Mesopotamia and that of Can 

aan than the respective conceptions of communication with the 

deity and in the apprehension of the divine will.Again the 

situation in the West is notably simple.In Southern Mesopot 

amia augury in its various forms,espeeially by examination 

of entrails and liver,was a highly specialized science while 

in Assyria and later again in Babylonia an involved astrology 

developed.This practice,indeed,an erroneous application of 

a vast amount of acute and really scientific observation,was 

so closely associated with the culture of ancient Mesopotamia 

that in the Latin authors Chaldaei became a synonymn for 

astrologers. In the 7/est such arts were less developed

I.I *Aqht,col.i,131,139-140,smt w c zm, f form and bones!



In the >Aqht text there is a possible reference to 

astrology in the first tablet where the daughter of Dn>el 

is described as 1 knowing the course of the stars'The context, 

however, cannot be understood in this sense. The passage reads

pgt _tkmt my 
hspt ls<r tl 
yd*t hlk kbkbm...

This we should translate,
 

'Pgt who bearest on thy shoulder the water, 
Who sweepest the dew from the barljy 
Who knowest the course of the stars...'

Pgt is here addressed as an industriaus maiden, diligent at the 

daily task at the well, active from sunrise to nightfall.
o

In the Keret text we have already annotated cwr mzl ymzl f 

which we translate 'the blind man gives his benediction', 

connecting mzl with the Arabic r,\f* rather than with the 

Hebrew and Phoenician 7)ifo% ,as is done by Virolleaud who 

would find a definite reference to astrology.

In the 'Aqht text a certain passage has been taken to
 z

contain a reference to hepatoscopy. After the death of JAqht, 

as we have seen, Dn* el asks Ba f al to break eaglefe' wings and 

bring them to earth. He thus continues,! ' Aqht,11.109 ff . ,

'ebq* kbdthm w'ahd 
hm *et, suit 
hm ** et <zm 

  Jabky'w *aq.brnh
bhrt 'elm *ars...

This passage we may translate,

dr- f l will cleave open their livers and inspect 
If there is any form, 
If there is any bone, 
That I may weep for him and bury him 
That I may put him in the niches of the divine beings

of the earth. . f 
The first stiche suggests hepatoscopy , indeed , and this impress

ion seems to be corroborated by smt which might be related to 

the Akkadian simtu, meaning ' destiny !,a sense in which it probably

I.I 'Aqht, 51, 55, 199-200. 
2.1 K, 11. 99-100, 187-188.
3. Barton supposes that Dn*el's operation on the eagles is a 
'means of frustrating the augury of 'Aqht whom he takes as 
the adversary of Dn'el,Danel,a pre-Israelite hero of 
Galilee, JBL,lx, 1941, pp. 213-225.



occurs in certain other passages in the Eas Shamra texts.In 

the *Aqht text,however,we feel bound to take smt in the liter 

al sense of f form}specifically 'bodily form 1 .The parallelism , 

which in those highly-finished literary texts is seldom 

violated,precludes any other interpretation.Indeed,whatever 

other clue Dn*el may have sought of the fate of his dead son, 

the references to mourning rites and burial prove beyond all
*

doubt that he was seeking for the remains of his son in the 

insides of the aagles.Thus there is no evidence of hepatoscopy 

in this or any other text from Eas Shamra and such evidence

as there is in the shape of the few specimens of clay liver
2 34tablets from GezerfTell Beit Mirsim and Megiddo is the only

clue to the practice in Canaan.

Actually both Keret and Dn*el,both kings and as such 

intermediaries between fitod and their people,do receive direct 

revelation from the deity in dreams.There is the presumption, 

stronger,indeed,in the case of Dn'el than in that of Keret,

that the information was not fortuitously conveyed but the
g dream was induced by ritual incubation.Even so,however,we

are far from the elaborate ritual of omen-interpretation 

familiar in the Mesopotamian texts°and are in substantially 

the same simple world as that of the patriarch Abraham who 

received revelation directly by the simple medium of a dream 

which,significantly enough,concerns his progeny precisely as 

the dreams of En*el and Keret.

The question next arises as to how far the independent 

Canaanite mythology of the Bas Shamra texts finds expression

l.lspecially III AB A (Gordpn,68) ? where the divine craftsman 
'ktr w Hss, f the Skilful and Percipient One}fashions a pair 
oT weapons for Ba*al which he names in such a way as to 
suggest and facilitate the fulfilment of their purpose, 
wyp*T smthm, ! and he pronounces their destiny!

2.R.A.S.MacAllisterjGezer 11, -i-^12 , fig..-35.
3.Albright;AfO,v,1929-1930,pp.119-120.
4. Loud,Mtt*iddo li,1948,pi.255,nos.l and 2.
5.Montgomery;Eas Shamra Notes VIjThe Danel Text,JAOS,LVI,1936,
'pp.440-445.

6.C.J.Gadd;Ideas of Divine Rule,1948,pp.51 ff.



in the Old Testament.In discussing the sources of the myths 

in Genesis i-xi,Albright asserts that there is not a single 

parallel between the Has Shamra mythology and the Old Testa 

ment,a position which he maintains still in his survey of 

tfce Ras Sfcamra material in 1945?It is true that in the 

passage of Genesis cited it is rather the Mesopotamian myth 

ology which is suggested.Albright's statement,however,is 

a broad generalization and like all such generalizations 

is somewhat misleading.Indeed,it is not strictly accurate 

even in the limited field of Genesis to which Albright applies 

it.

The J source in retaining the tradition of the union of
2the 1 sons of God f with the daughters of men surely re-echoes

 

the mythology of the Ugaritic text SS where El is the pro 

genitor of the morning and evening star.This conception of 

creation is presupposed in God's reply to Job,'Where wert 

thou when I laid the foundations of t&e earth ?.....when 

the morning stars sang together and all the sons of god 

shouted for joy?'4

Again certain of the Ras Shamra texts exhibit the motif

of desert nurture as preparation for a special mission.In the
/ 

text SS (Gordon,52)the twin sons of El spend their youth on

the confines of the desert and in.. BH (Gordon,75} the monsters 

to whom Ba<al is to fall are borne by a female who goes out 

to the desert for this very purpose.This theme seems strongly 

represented in the Old Testament where as a prevalent liter 

ary motif in Canaan it may well have coloured the thought- 

forms adopted by the Hebrews and even their historical 

records as in the case of Abraham,Hagar and Ishmael,Moses in

1. Ubright;BASOR,70,1938,pp.23 ff.JBL,lviii,1939,p.94. 
2.idem;The Old Testament and Canaanite Language and Literature, 
*CBQ,vii,1945,p.27.

3.Genesis vi,l-4.
4.Job xxxviii,4-7.
5 Especially SS (Gordon,52) and BH (Gordon 75).
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Midian,Elijah at the Brook Cherith and at Horeb and even 

David in his youth as a shepherd.The theme seems to find 

further expression in the 1 Messianic 1 projsfcecy in Isaiah vii 

ooncemng Immanuel who was to eat butter and honey which 

Mowinckel has shown to indicate a return to Bedouin conditions. 

In Psalm civ,3 Jahweh is described as/Jvj? 4'^y^/J which
/ » * - •»•

re-echoes the Ugaritic rkb *rpt,the stock epithet of Ba<al. 

Isaiah's denunciation and doom of the King of Babylon as

^/^'M* ?fv? is generally taken to reflect some episode in 

the mythology associated with the divine morning and evening 

star at Ras Shamra.In agreement with our view that ^-Ajttr
« * o

was the hypostasis of the twin deities Shr and Slm,we would 

suggest that the episode in question is the temporary enthrone 

ment of c Attr as the substitute for Ba'al and his consequent 

degradation on the revival of Ba<al.The throne in this pass 

age, as in Ezekiel's denunciation of the King of Tyre,is on 

the height of Saphon which is now known from the Ras Shamra 

texts to be the seat 'of Ba cal,not merely the North in general

but specifically Mount Kasios of t£e Greeks,Jebel cAqra on
 z 

the Northern horizon of Ras Shamra;In the Ezekiel passage

the wisdom vaunted by the King of Tyre is compared with that 

of Daniel (sic) whom we have found as a semi-mythical figure 

in one of the great mythological texts of Ras Shamra.There 

are numerous other strong affinities in style and language 

between the poetic passages particularly in the Hebrew liter 

ature and the Ras Shamra texts.Where there was so much 

borrowing on the part of the Old Testament writers it is but 

natural that themes as well as technicalities should have 

been borrowed.Beyond the instances noted,however,there does

1.Mowinckel;Immanuelprofetien Jesaia 7.Streiflys fra Ugarit I, 
NTT,xlii,194l»PP.135 ff.,after Jaussen,Coutumes dea Arabes,1908

2. Gray'The uebert God *A.ttr in the Literature and Religion of 
' Canaan,JNES,VIII,1949,pp.72-83.

3.vide supra,pp.25b-242.
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not occur any striking topical correspondance with the Old 

Testament literature, least of all in the theme of the 

Creation, Fall and Flood.

Gunkel, confronted by the fact that the Hebrew Creation 

narratives in Genesis showed notable divergencies from what 

he still regarded as their Mesopotamian proto-types, looked 

elsewhere, in the poetic portions of the Old Testament, for 

the missing elements. In Genesis, for instance , there is no 

suggestion of God's victory over any monster which might 

reflect Marduk f s victory over the powers of primeval chaos 

represented by Tiamat and her monstrous allies Kingu and the 

rest in the myth Enuma elish. Gunkel claims, however, that this 

theme is definitely reflected in the Psalms, Prophets and the 

Book of Job.

The passages in question may be cited. 

Isaiah li,9,ff. /)/,?» yh?*y ><*2> ' )'>

'Awake, awake, put on strength, arm of Jahweh, 
Awake as in the days of yore, the generations of old. 
Art thou not the arm which cleft Sahab, which wounded TanninS 
Art thou not the arm which dried up the sea, the waters

of the great deep ? 
Who made the depths of the sea a way for the redeemed

to pass over ? f

Here Bahab and Tannin, presumably a sea-monster, are ass-
i -

ociated with the waters of the great flood ,>27 J*7,*»of v.10
2which Gunkel assumed to be the equivalent of Tiamat. Presuming 

this to be so, there is still no indisputable connection with 

Sreation, though there is a reference to Jahweh' s victorious 

exploits in remote antiquity. The obvious reference, however, 

of the end of the passage is to the deliverance from from 

Egypt and, indeed, Sahab and Tannin both may refer literally

1.Gunkel;Scli8pfung und Chaos in Urzeit und Endzeit,1895 ,§>jp.29 ff.
2. ibidem, p. 52.
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to crocodiles and similar aquatic creatures and figuratively 

to Egypt as in Isaiah xxx,7.Gunkel considers this view but 

rejects it. Again we have to reckon with the known tendency, 

particularly in Deutero-Isaiah to regard the miraculous 

Deliverance at the Red Sea as analogous to Creation.

In Psalm lxxxix,10 ff.the connection between the victory 

over Rahab and Creation comes out more clearly.

'Thou art the Lord of the proud- swelling sea: 
When it lifteth its waves, it is 2hou that dost still them. 
It was Thou that didst pierce and crush Bahab in pieces, 
And scatter Thy foes by Thy mighty arm.

Thine are the heavens, Thine also the earth, 
The world and its fulness - 'tis Thou that didst found them, 
The north and the south - 'tis Thou hast created them j 
Tabor and Hermon shout praise to Thy name. 1

Here Gunkel appears to have a stronger case for the identific 

ation of Rahab with Tiamat,the primeval adversary of Marduk. 

He does not fail to note the plural, enemies, in parallel to 

Rahab which may refer to her allies as in the Mesopotamian 

myth where Tiamat rallied a monstrous brood to her side in 

defiance of the gods. In this last particular a clearer refer 

ence is in Job ix,13,

'God will not revoke His anger, 
Under him bowed the helpers of Rahab.'

Rahab,again,is associated with a serpent in Job xxvi,12-13.

'By His power He stirred up the sea, 
By His wisdom He smote clean through Rahab. 
His breath ma4^. the heavens fair;   
His hand pierced the serpent that fleeth!

1.Gunkeljop.cit.,p.38.
2.J.E.McFadyen;The Psalms in Modern Speech,3rd ed. 
3.idem:The Wisdom Books in Modern Speech,2nd ed.
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It is presumed that the same background is presupposed 

in Psalm Ixxiv,l3 ff. where the triumph of Jahweh over the 

unruly sea and a ; many-headed monster is celebrated.

7\

OX

*Twas Thou didst divide the sea by Thy might, 
Thou brakest in pieces the heads of Taninim in the waters. 
'Twas Thou brakest in pieces the heads of Leviathan1 
Giving it as food to the folk of the desert. 
Thou cleavedst a fountain and a wadi, 
Thou didst dry up perennial rivers. 
Thine is the day, Thine the night, 
Thou hast established the light and the sun. 
Thou hast setiiithe borders of the earth 
Thou has made summer and winter. !

In this passage Jahweh 1 s victories over the many-headed 

Leviathan and Taninim are associated with Creation and the 

context might well suggest the conflict with Rahab.Bahab, 

however, is not named and on the other side neither are 

Tanin or Taninim nor Leviathan iri Enuma elish, though a^'

seven-headed dragon such as Leviathan was known to Mesopotam-
2ian mythology and is the decorative motif of a Sumerian

3 mace-head and a cylinder- seal illustrated by Heidel.

Actually there is nothing in the evidence cited by Gunkel 

to establish the identity of any of these monsters with Tiam- 

at in the Enuma elish myth though such a passage as Psalm 

Ixxiv, 13-17 does suggest that the victory over the monsters 

Leviathan and Tannin or Tanninim were associated with Creation, 

Heidel examining the evidence sees only two features which 

suggest the identity of Tiamat and Rahab or other '-similar 

monsters, the mention of the helpers of Rahab in Job ix,l3

1.This spelling which the writer believes to be a scribal
corruption of the Canaanite Iwtn is preserved in translation 
from Hebrew texts.

2.Gunkel;op.cit. ,p.42.
3.Heidel;op.cit. , figs. 15, 16.
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and the reference to the netting of the Pharaoh who is. 

explicitly compared to Tannin in Ezekiel xxxii,3.In the former 

instance we may have a reference to Marduk's conflict with 

Iiamat,her lieutenant Kingu and other monsters spawned for 

the conflict .In the latter case Tannin may simply be the 

crocodile, an apt figure in the case of the Pharaoh. The 

reference to the net need not have any such particular 

significance as an echo of Marduk's netting of Tiamat,the 

more especially as there is a reference in the parallel 

stiche to angling with a hook.

In the state of the evidence Heidel' s conclusion is

warranted that there is nothing in the material assembled by j- 
Czunkel to prove his thesis that in early Hebrew mythology

the Babylonian conception was current of a a conflict against 

a monster typifying the power of Chaos by the Creator-god who
n

prevailed and established Cosmos?

Gunkel's stimulating study stands now to be revised in 

the light of new evidence from Has Shamra where in the native 

mythology of Canaan which shows such striking divergence from 

that of Mesopotamia a seven-headed monster Itn' is mentioned 

in suchja a way as to leave no doubt that the Hebrew poets in 

Isaiah xxvii,l-2,and Job xxvi, 12-13, borrowed this concept 

ion directly from Canaanite mythology.

In Isaiah it is said,

/lo ic'% r
'In that' 1 day -;wl 3.1 Jahweh punish with his sword... 
Leviathan the fleeing serpent, even Leviathan the

tortuous serpent. 
He will slay the Tannin in the sea.'

l.Heideljop.cit. ,p.94.
S.Ringren has recently contended that those elements survived 

in the cult in Israel and generally in Canaan where particul 
arly in the New Year or Enthronement Festival they typified 
the power of Chaos overcome by the god who typified the 
power of Cosmos which he guaranteed by establishing the 
royal line. Though it is beyond doubt that the triumph of 
Jahweh over his enemies and those of the king does play a 
striking role in Mowinckel's 'enthronement Psalms', the dragons 
Rahab, Leviathan and Tannin are comparatively seldom mention 
ed and never in those psalms, while in the Has Shamra texts 
where Itn is mentioned the reference cannot be attached to 
any enthronement ritual. A. RingrenjDen bibliska Skappelse- 
ber-taktelse och dess religionshistoriska bakgrund,IhA;.liii ,1943

pp. 1-25.
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In Job we read,

'By His power He stirred up the sea, 
By His wisdom He smote clean through Rahab. 
His breath made the heaven fairj 
His hand pierced the serpent that f leeth. '

The latter passage has a past reference so that the slaying, of 

Rahab and ' the fleeing serpent 1 might have a connection with 

Creation. Again we note the parallelism, Rahab and 'the fleeing 

serpent ! who is definitely named as Leviathan in the former pass- 

age. The Isaiah passage, however, has a future reference which

hardjy suggests that the slaying of Leviathan was connected with

Creation, though G-unkel maintains that cosmogony or creation 

and eschatology,Urzeit and Endzeit,are closely bound up and 

of the eschatological purport of the Isaiah passage there can 

be little doubt.

The connection between Leviathan of the Old Testament 

and Itn of the Ras Shamra texts seems certain.In one of the 

myths concerning the seasonal conflict between Ba cal and Mt 

the text runs

Gordon,67,col.i,; 1-3//26-30, ...........)efnk
ktmhs Itn b_tn brh 
tkly'btn *q.ltn 
slyt d¥b c t r'asm..

This passage may be translated, f I will pierce thee
As thou didst smite Itn,the

fleeing serpent 
As thou didst despatch the

2 tortuous serpent, 
The potent one with seven heads.'

Here though the passage is well enough Attested in the text 

strikingly to demonstrate the correspondence with Isaiah xxvij.,1-2 

we are unfortunate in not being able to place the passage 

clearly in its context.The passage,as indicated,is in duplicate. 

The first opens the tablet on which it occurs so that its

1.1 AB(Gordon 67,col.i.
2.Alternatively,'foul-fanged'cf.Arabic *
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connection with matter on any of the other tablets must always 

be open to doubt.The column,again,where the duplicate passage 

occurs ends in a lacuna of some 30 lines and the following 

column has suffered almost as badly at the end.Of the thi'rd 

and fourth columns the second half of every line is wanting . 

the fifth column ends in a lacuna of about 30 lines and the 

last column begins with a short lacuna.It is not surprising, 

then,that it is so difficult to place the Itn passage in its 

context.So far as we may judge,however,the passage deals with 

an exploit of $pn w >Ugr,the henchman of Mt and may be a threat 

of Mt to Ba'al by the mouth of Gfin w 'Ugrjthe second passage 

being part of Ba c al's reply.In any case the slaying of Itn does 

not seem immediately related to the main action of the piece 

and as the exploit of Mt or his servant G-pn w 1 Ugr it can 

hardly be an element in creation.In fact it may well be related 

to the activity of Mt,the regnant power in the dry Syrian 

summer who dries up the wadis.The river might well be thought 

of as a serpent,winding and ever-fleeting.This theme of the 

drying up of the waters related to that of the slaying of 

a monster may indeed be represented in several of the Old 

Testament passages just cited.

In general it may be said that though the Has Shamra texts 

indicate that there was an independent Oanaanite mythology, 

this is reflected only sporadically in the Old Testament. 

That it is not more fully expressed in Hebrew literature should 

not astonish us as it was expressed in literature immediately 

related to the fertility cult of Canaan against which the 

orthodox circles,from which the Hebrew literature emanated,active- 

ly protested.This seems to account for the fact that when,as 

certainly in the narratives of the Pall and Flood,the Hebrew 

writers utilize current myths they go beyond Canaan to 

Mesopotamia.Albright f s view that the Me'sopotamian traditions
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were brought to Palestine by the patriarchs is not impossible 

but highly improbable and in any case cannot be demonstrated. 

L.W.King maintains that the close correspondence between the
/

myths in Mesopotamia!! literature and Genesis does not suggest 

oral transmission by nomads alien to the urban circumstances 

where the myths had developed and were preserved.The didactic 

nature of the myths in Genesis i-xi,even in the earlier J source, 

surely indicate conscious borrowing and adaptation at a later
9

time rather than that they were current in Canaan as early as 

the time of the patriarchs.We should therefore adopt the main 

thesis of Mowinckel that these traditions in Israel date to 

the Assyrian period,possibly to the period just after Elijah 

and represent a deliberate turning away from the Ganaanite 

nature-cult and its mythology against which he had rallied 

concrete opposition at the ordeal on Carmel.

l.L.W.King;Legends of Babylon and Egypt in Relation to Hebrew 
"Tradition,1918,p.137.
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VII.

The Significance and Affinities of the

Hebrew Patriarchs.

In ̂  the light of our research into conditions in 

patriarchal Palestine and the neighbouring lands we may now 

endeavour to appraise the significance of the patriarchs 

themselves. Since we have -^Ireaay adduced reasons for 

associating Jacob and the tribes of Israel with the Aramaean
i

penetration of Palestine of which there is probably notice 

in the Khabiru inroads in the Amarna Tablets, our present in 

vestigation will concern the earlier patriarchs who do not 

so obviously fit into any known historical context.
t

As to the significance of Abraham there are various 

theories which do more or less justice to certain features 

of the traditions as these are recorded in the Old Testament. 

The difficulty is to present those theories consistently.

WooUey who excavated Ur emphasizes the urban back 

ground of Abraham whom tradition derives from Ur of the Chald 

ees.He stresses the fact that Abraham did not merge with 

the local inhabitants of Canaan but maintained contact with 

his second home in Hrjfrran which reflected the culture of Ur. 

The le^al system regarding concubinage and inheritance of the 

offspring of a concubine and the clauses safe-guarding .the 

status of the legal wife with relation to the concubine 

are taken by 7/ocHey to be part of the Sumerian law.'Voolley

would thus understand Abraham's treatment of Ilagar and her
o

son Ishmael which he regards as inconceivable by the code

of the Semitic nomad. Certainly in the latter case Hagar 

would be safe-guarded in an Arab nomad community as v^"> pi
' T

'the mother of male issue 'but it is equally true that the 

legal wife would have her peculiar rights as we find defined

1. Genesis xxiv,3/J).1. Geness xxv,.
2. Sir L.Woolley, Abraham; Recent Discoveries and Hebrew Origins, 

1955, pp. 145-156.



in the Amorite Code of Hammurabi and in the tablets of the 

Hurrian community of Nuzu.Both of these systems may well re 

flect the earlier system of the Sumerians though in one 

notable instance at least,that of Rachel's theft of the 

teraphim of Laban as a means of securing his inheritance to 

Jacob,no Sumerian nor indeed Amorite counterpart has been 

found.Thus in the instance of Abraham and Hagar there is 

nothing specifically Sumerian and WooILey f s theory of an 

urban environment and tradition of Abraham would thus appear 

to rest on rather a weak foundation.Beyond deriving Abraham 

from Ur pf the Chaldees and associating Isaac and Jacob with 

Haflfran,the Old Testament gives no suggestion of urban ante 

cedents but on the contrary cherishes tha memory of a nomadic 

past. It is noteworthy that when Jacob went to Hsaran it was 

not to the town but to nomad tribes of the neighbourhood that 

he went and while the servant of Abraham seems to visit a sed-
r>

entary family,that of ^ahor and Bethuelyon his matrimonial 

quest we do not get the impression of an urban community. 

In later Israel there is no trace at all of Sumerian ante 

cedents.What does astonish us,in fact,is,how slightly Syria 

and Palestine were touched by the brilliant civilization 

of the Sumerians.Apart from Qatna in the Orontes Valley

which was a centre of the worship of the Sumerian Nln-egffl
3 until the middle of the 2nd millennium there is little tangible

evidence of Sumerian influence.Sven at Has Shamra in the 

extreme North of Canaan one of the most noteworthy features

is the complete independence of the Canaanite mythology
4 from that of Mesopotamia.if we were able to accept the

interpretation of Virolleaud and Dussaud of the Keret text 

where they read a reference to Terah,Sin and Nikkal,Woo]ley' s

1.'...everything in the organization and mentality of the 
of the Hebrews goes to show that their ancestors were 
genuine Bedouin and not citizens broken away from civilization! 
A.Lods;The Religion of Israel:0rigins,Record and Revelation, 
1938,p.200.

2.Genesis xxiv,10-28/J).
3.Du Hesnil du Buisson;Syria,IX,192#,pp,9 ff.,SI-39, 
Virolleaud;Syria IX,1928,pp.90 ff.

4. A possible exception is the text NK (Gordon,77) desribing
the marriage of Nikkal with *ne moon-god.The only Sumerian 
feature,however,is the name ^



view of Abraham as the bearer of the cultural torch of 

Sumerian Ur might be more feasible but that is what we cannot 

do. Abraham is a nomad. Isaac * s sowing in the l^egeb is specially 

noted but he is still a tent-dweller like the Hanagira and 

Terabin Arabs who cultivate the plains behind Gaza but still 

live in tents.The movements of Jacob too are the movements 

of noBmds,mainly federated tribes who come as a disruptive 

element into the settled land,plundering and destroying as 

in the case of Simeon and Levi at Shechem.Again the affinity 

of Abraham with Lot the ancestor of Ammon and Uoab scarcely 

suggests the urban culture of the Sumerian cities of ^eso- 

potamia.Nor does the worship of the patriarchs £ive any indic 

ation of the sophisticated cults of Mesopotamia but centres 

about holy trees,wells mountains and rocks or knows the deity 

in the simple personal relation of tribesman.

Hebrew tradition in the P source does indeed derive the
i 

early fathers of the race from Ur of the Chaldees.There seems

no sufficient reason to locate this place elsewhere than in 

Southern Mesopotamia at el Lluqayyar excavated by Wooley.JProm 

this locality Terah and his family are represented as migrat 

ing Northwards to HaXran from which point the trend in the 

case of Abraham is West and South through Palestine to the
\

confines of Egypt.

It is a notable fact established by archaeological 

research that both HsKran in the North and Ur in the South
•i

of Mesopotamia were centres of the cult of the moon-god Sin
2and his consort Nin-gal and their satellite deities.Dhorme

suggests^that this identity of cult in two places so widely
9

distant implies either political domination or folk-movement. 

There is no evidence either from Ur or/ from elsewhere of

i *

1.Genesis xi,31-32 (P).
2.Langdon;Semitic Mythology,1931,pp.156 ff.
3. Dhorme; Involution religieuse d'lsraeljLa religion des Hebreux 

nomades,193 ,p.70



a Sumerian empire embracing Northern -Mesopotamia. In these 

circumstances the second explanation seems more likely , 

that the cultic correspondence of Ur and Harran was due to 

racial migration.

Dhorme finds in the Biblical tradition of the migration 

of Abraham and his family from Ur to Harran certain facts which 

seem to indicate the close connection of the Hehrew fathers 

with the astral cult which is attested at Ur and Hairan.The 

father of Abraham is Terah which Dhorme connects philologic- 

ally with Yera£,the moon; Abraham' s wife is Sarah and his

sister-in-law, the wife of his brother Nahor,is Milkah. Dhorme
^ 

connects tha last two~t names with the Akkadian sarratu, 'queen 1

and malikatu, 'Councillor 1 , which suit the character of Kin-gal 

the consort of the paramount moon-deity. Again among Abraham's

kindred is Laban which might be here as elsewhere in Hebrew
o

an epithet of the moon and is, in fact, attested by Lewy as

ah element in theophoric names from the old Assyrian period 

at Kultepe?Dhorme then cites in support of this thesis the

mention of Terah,Sin and Nikkal in the Has Shamra texts,
4 I K,SS and NK.It is true, indeed, that Terah plays no part in

Hebrew tradition after the migration to Hatran.This ,

Dhorme would explain by supposing that while it was possible

to reduce the other patriarchs to human proportions, the divine

nature of Terah could not be so obscured hence he was summarily
5 eliminated from the narratives. Certainly there are, in our

opinion, clear traces in the Has Shamra texts of astral 

worship though not such as are found by Dhorme, Virolleaud 

and Dussaud.The occurrence of Terah as a proper name in 

the texts has already been considered and emphatically reject- 

ed.Etymologically the name may be connected with Yerah but

1.DhormejLa religion des Hebreux nomades. . . ,p.72.
2.T.H.Eobinson;History of Israel, 1932, p. 52, note, on suggestion 

of G.R. Driver.
3.J.Lewy;Les textes paleo-assyriens et 1'Ancien Testament, 

RHR, ex, 1934, pp. 44-45.
4.Dhorme;op.cit. ,p.74.
5. ibidem, p. 74 ,so too DussaudjLes^ decouvertes de Ras Shamra 
"etfL'AT,2nd.ed. ,p,157,CMest bien a tort que les redacteurs
de la Genese ont fait mourir ce dernier en i,iesopotamie; 
peut-etre ont-ils voulu par la couper court a un souvenir 
genant.
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Aiurignt nas conjectured tnat it may equally well and

perhaps better be connected with the Acadian terhu,'i,n«*
ibexibucn a name, indie a ting perhaps, an original state

of totemism,is no exception among jiwbrew proper names, such

as iUiohel, /77 , ' kiie ewejand .uean, //>, , ' t,ne «iia

out two out of many instances. If indeed Teran were, as unorme 

supposes, the moon-god and Sarah and Mi lean nis consort 

Nin-gal,the migration of the patriarchs would be a signific 

ant cult-migration and might even be a major folk-movement 

of which the Biblical narrative shows no trace, representing, 

as it does, the forefathers of the n^urews as individual 

so j earners in a strange land. nevertheless it is possible that 

this initial migration of tee tie Drew fathers from the vicin 

ity of Ur in Southern Mesopotamia was of larger proportions 

or at least has to be fitted into a larger movement 01 

peoples. That tnere was such a movement .^©twe&n the desert 

ana the sown.> is well eu.ou.gn attested in Mesopotamia
V

wnere towards tne end 01 tne &cd millennium B.C. we find 

a marked decadence in tne material culture of such sites as 

Ur, which definitely suggests an invasion from the direction 

of the desert. The same is suggested by the strata of Has 

Shamra2and is generally indicated in other sites in Syria and 

Palestine?'i'Jais disruptive element was apparently the 

Amoritee or, as Dnorme maintainstthe Amorites and Arab 

associates from the confines of the Syrian debert.At any 

rate in the subsequent period of settlement in the beginning 

ox the 2nd millennium the pan tue on and proper names in
t

Syria and Mesopotamia show notable common features. We cannot, 

of course absolutely determine wnetner we may associate the 

migration of 1'erah and Abraham irom Ur with this pnase of 

tne Amorite invasions. The only explicit note ox tne date 

ox Abraham is based on a series of numbers of the ages of

l.Gr.B.GrayjHebrew Proper Jiames,itt»6,pp.bt> ff,
2.Scnaeffer;Ugantica,p.i3.
3.ScJiaeffer$i* stratigraphie comparee. . . . ,1948, p. 555.
4.Dnorme;Los Amorrheen8,HB,xxxvii ,1928, pp. 162 ff.
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the patriarchs in P ana the statement of I Kings vi,l that 

the Temple was built 480 years before the Exadus.Tne obvious 

defects of this over-simplified system of dating have been 

already noted. if by chance, however, this tradition is correct 

the migration of Aoraham falling at the end of the 5rd millenni 

um might be associated with the movement of the Amorites. 

The Amorite movements, however, were not confined to that 

period but continued to make their repercussions felt throughout 

the i^ear £ast until the second half of the 18th century. The 

correspondence oftottari in the time of zimri-liia, the contemporary 

of Hammurabi ol Babylon makes ireq.uent reierence to the 

movement of tribes and peoples along the desert edge to tne 

boutn as well as -co the .North ot tne cityTAmong these are the

Beui-imina who have been identified with the Hebrew tribe
2 of Benjamin, prematurely, we maintain, since the mention of :

Beni-simali indicates that the term simply refers to 1 those 

of the South 'as Beni-simali refers to 'those of the iMorth.'
 

The Egyptian JSxecratory Texts again indicate by the plurality 

of chiefs in the same localities that political and racial 

conditions were still in a fluid state in Palestine in the 

18th century. W« have already shown that here we have an 

exact analogy with conditions in the iNegeb where Abraham 

and Isaac are depicted as the potential rivals of Aoimelech 

of Gezer. further evidence that this movement from the desert 

had not q.uite subsided in the beginning of the Middle Bronze 

Age is found by Glueck in Txans Jordan where the first .phase 

of sedentary civilization came to a summary end in the 19th 

century. Tnis Giueck associated with the narrative of the mid 

of the Eatern kings in Genesis xiv which a^urew tradition 

relates to the life of Aoraham.Thus the tieurew migration 

associated with the name or Abraham may have been something 

far larger than the scriptural tradition suggests.

'.toLeS strchives e'pistolaires du palais de M*ri, Syria
1938. pp. 105-126. , 

2.i>os8in;Ben;jamites dans les textes de M*ri, Melanges syriens,
1939. pp. 981-996. bo too UussaudjLee decouvertes de KS...,2nd. 
ed., pp. 82, 176-177.
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The Amorites like Aoraham in the .Book of (Jt^esis are found 

in Southern and northern Mesopotamia, in Palestine and the 

Delta. Tiie political situation implied in the Ji^ecratory 

Texts, particularly those of Sethe,is exactly that which 

Genesis depicts at (ierar.Tne theophoric names, of ten hypocoristic, 

in those texts are of the same type as those of the patriarchs; 

indeed, one chief is actually named Jibwrhny which Dussaud 

takes as local variant of Abraham? *

The difficulty lies in determining how closely Abraham 

and the hebrew fathers were associated with the larger move 

ment of the Amorites. Two facts, however, must be borne in 

mind. .First we must allow for privateering bands of smaller 

tribes and communities displaced and attaching themselves to 

major movements. Secondly we must not imagine folk-movements 

necessarily to be co-ordinated invasions, especially where 

the people in question had, as the Amorites, tribal antecedents. 

Indeed, even af^-ter the Amori-tes had settled down to urban 

civilization in Mesopotamia and Syria the M^ri texts show 

that their polity was not empire but a number of independ- 

ent city-states such as £-.bylon, Eonnunna ,L*.rsa,Assur,BUri, 

Y*mkhad,Ugarit and Qa tana, jealous and even hostile to one 

another and at the best loosely confederate. By considering 

the migration of the Hebrew forefathers against this larger
T

background we may understand the considerable elements 

common to Hebrew culture and that of the Oanaanites of Has
9

Shamra and of other members of the We at- Semitic family, and 

at the same time better appreciate Israel's distinctive 

development*

On the basis of the OJLQ Assyrian texts from KtiiLepe 

in Cappadocia, which have been dated to the 20th century B.C., 

Lewy^would appraise the value of the patriarchal narrative 

as a faithfulj reproduction of historical condition* in the

l.The cnief of bmw*aiiw (moaern bemuniye)i ?),Pusener £ ob.
X . Dua baua ; Syria , jQLI , iy<fcO , p . iy to .
S.Lewy;Le& textes paleo-astyriens et 1* AT,RHR,cx,i93«k,pp.fctt n.
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beginning of the 2nd millennium B.C.

Without actually asserting the quondam divinity of 

Abraham,Lewy would nevertheless place the patriarch in 

the circle of divinities,the eponymous founders of towns 

such as M«ran,flahor and berug and heads of septs of the Heb 

rew kinship such as Laban.Hto cites the mention in the Kultepe 

texts of a goddess aarranatum with a regular cult and priest 

and on the analogy of Anu,the male counterpart of the 

goddess Anatu who appears in theophoric names of the First

Babylonian Dynasty he deduces that hsrran which appears asi
the name of a town must have been originally the name of a

p
deity,the male counterpart of the goddess Harranatum. In

the same region in Upper Mesopotamia one might further cite

the place-name Til-sa-Turahi attested in inscriptions of
 z 

bhalmaneser III in the 9th century.For the divinity of JN*hor

and berug Lewy can produce no evidence and while a certain 

interpretation of the Ras Siiamra texts would produce the 

necessary evidence for the divinity of T«rah,a more thorough 

and consistent exegesis would reject such a view.Tiiere are, 

other instances,however,where Abraham seems more clearly to 

be associated with divine kinsfolk.barai appears as the title

of £he moon-goddess and L^ban is found with the same lunar
4 significance in theophoric names.To cap his argument for

the.divine associations of Aoraham Ltwy quotes the Has Shamra

1.Theo.Bauer5l)ie 0*tkanaanaer,p.73.
2.Lewyjop.cit.,p.«$.Analogies of towns named after gods, 
Lewy cites Tyre and Sidon which he would associate with 
bidanum and Tura which occur as divine names e.g.Ta-ra«ili 
in the Kliltepe texts,Lewy,op.cit. ,p.49,and the Biolical 
instance of b*lem,Genesis xiv.That the eponymn of a city 
might also be human is apparent from Genesis iv,17 (J) 
where a city JSnoch is named after the third-born of Adam 
and Kve.

3.Luckenbill;AEA 1,^ 543,610,646.
4.L^wy;op.cit.,pp.44-45.
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texts I K ajacl sS where according to Virolleaud and Dussaud 

Terah the father of Abraham is mentioned as the consort of 

Tji and iMfcr,taken as Sin and Win-gal.such evidence,however, 

which we definitely reject,rather damages L&wy'o case.

When we examine his evidence apart from the Has Shamra 

evidence which we may safely ignore in this particular,we find 

little to support his thesis that Abraham's associates in 

Upper Mesopotamia were divine.Tue keystone of the theory 

seems to be the original divinity of H»rran,the town in 

Upper Mesopotamia and the name of Abraham's brotherTThe 

divinity of H»rran,however,is not directly attested but is 

inferred by Lewy on the analogy of Anatum-Anu which itself 

is not definitely established.Terah,again,is not necessarily, 

as Lewy supposes,a derivative of yrh,the moon,but may equally 

well be connected with terhu,an ibex.In the case of Sarai and 

Laban it is noteworthy that these words are primarily predicates 

and not subjects.Therefore in the case of the divinities so 

named and the wife and nephew of Abraham,they may have this 

significance and the case,therefore,may be no more than a 

simple coincidence.Or even if we suppose that the predicates 

had attained the significance of proper names of deities,it 

is still possible that the names as applied to the patriarchal 

figures may be no more than simple hypocoristica.JMo one would 

dispute the divinity of B*  *l in Syria yet no one supposes 

that B***l mentioned as King of Tyre in Eoarhaddon'a inscript 

ion was divine.

../ '.; ;*u ,lf the family relation of Abraham with S«rug,Harran 

and jNahor in Genesis xi,22-28,proves anything it is that in 

the Abraham saga tribal history is subsumed under the name 

of an individual.Tnis in itself is not impossible but one

1.Genesis xi,27 (P).
2.Gressmann,AOT,1909,p.l23.



notices at once that the passage cited is part of the late 

P source when we might expect a certain artificial schematiz-
/

ation.Indeed,it is possible that these north Mesopotamian 

relationships may have been elaborated at a time when it 

was the earnest desire of the early 'Zionists 1 to unite the 

dispersed remnants of Israel,both the Jews who had been 

departed by the Babylonians and those who had been earlier 

deported at various times from North Israel.Hence in res- 

p*frect of the source and the conditions of the period,the 

passage cited by Lewy must be used with reserve.

I'iie most valuable part of Lewy f s work on the Kliltepe texts 

is his demonstration that they illustrate the religious 

situation of 5 the Hebrew patriarchs in Palestine.As against 

Alt's thesis that the patriarchs Abraham,Isaac and Jacob were 

founders of cults,each of his own god which were then 

ized with local num&na \and later synthesized into a single 

god of the patriarchs,Lewy demonstrates that the Kditepe texts 

demonstrate a situation exactly that of the Hebrew patriarchs 

in Palestine.He cites cases of contract tablets where the 

parties call to witness Assur anct their own particular ^deities 

among whom 'the god of my father(s)'is occasionally named. 

Here we see that an itinerant commanity might acknowledge the 

paramount god of the land without surrendering the independence 

of the god of their fathers.Again the *®xts indicate that 

the use of the term'the god of X or Y'need not imply that that 

A or Y was the founder of the cult of the god so named.

The use of such language in the case of the Hebrew patri 

archs would seem to imply their individuality and definitely 

to divest them of any suggestion of divinity such as is at 

least implied in Lewy's association of Abraham with persons 

and places in Northern Mesopotamia which he would identify 

with divinities.The same may be said of his interpretation 

of Genesis xiv as a true picture of historical conditions in 

Palestine at the beginning of the 2nd millennium which, he 

claims,is intelligible in the light of Mosopotamian evidence



Even if his case were established, however, we should still 

have to reckon with the problem of the origin and affinity 

of this enigmatic passage which seems best understood as 

iMyberg and Rowley^take it, as an authentication of the adoption 

of Jerusalem with its pre-iaraelite tradition as a political 

and, cult ic centre in the early monarchy.

Tiie patriarchs again have been regarded as ancient 

local gods who have lost their divine status, a view which 

derives its chief support from the close association of the 

patriarchs with primitive shrines and holy places in Canaan 

such as Mamre-H«bron,Bbersheba with its wells and Luaechen 

with its sacred terebinth.TMs view was maintained by von

who regarded Abraham as the numen of the terebinth of 

Mamre,S»rah the deity of the cave of Machpelah and Isaac 

the local god of B«ersheba. Here, however, it may be objected 

that though the <//*» key* of these ancient shrines may 

have to a certain extent been incorporated with the traditions 

of the early fathers of the Hebrews, the view of von Gall can 

not be consistently presented, since the patriarchs are 

not invariably associated with such sanctuaries. A great part 

of the life of Abraham and Isaac is located at G«rar which ' 

had no pretensions to- sanctity while in the sojourn of 

J»cob and his sons in Egypt we are in the domain not of

religion but of secular history.
4 Oesterley and Robinson take a somewhat similar view to

von Gall, suggesting that the patriarchs were originally
f

deified ancestors. Certainly , as the nomenclature of the 

Execratory Eexts indicate, there was a stage, and that roughly 

in the earlier patriarchal period at which the deity was 

conceived of as the patron and kinsman of the tribe or 

individual.Tnus there would always be the possibility of

1 .H..S . Ny berg ̂S tudien zaim iBeiigiQiiskamjf im ,A1 ten, . Testaiaeut , 
.ARW,XXXV,193b,pp.32y-5b7.

2.Hh.Bowley;Zadoq ana J4enusntan,JBL, LVIII, 1939, pp. 123 ft.
3.A.VOU GalljAltisraelitische Kultstatten, 1898, pp. 49-58.
4. Oesterley and Robinson; Hebrew Religion, .its origin and Develop 
ment ,1930, pp. 126-127.
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confusion between the divine kinsman and an especially 

favoured or beneficial human ancestor who might the more 

easily tend to be confused with divinity since he was buried 

commonly in the rprecinct of some shrine.Tnis tendency may 

be observed to the present day in Palestine in the case of 

local welis,one of the best instances being in the hills West 

of Jerusalem where the tomb of a notorious brigand of the last 

century,Abu Gnosh,has become a shrine and the dead brigand 

a living weli.Alt clearly recognizes this possibility,admitt 

ing that it is not always clear whether the patriarchs belong 

to legend or history.tie would regard them,however,as individ 

uals explaining their association with the various holy 

places as due to their significance as receivers of revelation 

and founders of cults,a view with which we do not totally agree. 

Btthl>too,sponsors a view of the patriarchs neither as 

degraded deities nor as deified ancestors nor as ethnic 

elements subsumed under the name of individuals but as 

actual individuals.His argument seems to the writer to hold 

good that the frank representation of the patriarchs as mere 

sojourners in the land of Canaan and as subject even to 

moral lapses as in the case of Abraham and Isaac when they 

surrendered t&eir wives to secure their personal safety 

certainly does not suggest their divine status.

Iu contrast to the view that the patriarchal narratives 

are the record of historical conditions and relationships 

in the age in which they are cast is the thesis that they are 

projections into the past of aims,ideals and conceptions curr 

ent in the period of their composition. La the case o± trad 

itions which are known to us in a literary form which took
i

shape half a millennium at least after the events described
«

l.A.Ait;Der Oott der VAter,1929,p.50.
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we may,of course,expect anachronisms.we may further expect 

that the traditions were thus crystallized not so much in the 

spirit and method of critical research but rather with a 

praatical end in view.The practical end thus served has been 

thought by some to be religious and by others political.!1*!* 

first view finds expression notably in the work of Causse, 

the latter in that of Galling?

Causse,elaborating the thesis of the prophets as the 

defenders of ancient tribal customs and the ethico-social

traditions in protest against the corruptions of urban life
,<-

and syncr^tistic tendencies in religion,maintained that

they-harked back to the nomadic past of Israel,not,indeed, 

in the fashion of the Reehabites,who came dangerously near 

to mere nihilism,but in a more positive way.Tiie traditions 

of the patriarchs,according to C^usee,were cast against a nom*

adic back-ground,worked over and published as an expression/
of the prophetio ideal in the 8th-7th century when the 

community of Israel was undergoing certain social crises pre 

cipitated notably by the Syrian wars.Oixe of the Pentateuchal
 

documents,J,is taken by Cuusse to be t&e work not of several 

antiquaries nor yet a growth over a considerable period of

time but a compilation and redaction of a single person
*• 

representing the prophetic tradition,'un Eiie,sans doute

plus apaise,un poete et un penseur religieux! 0

CXu such a view as this the patriarchs as we know them 

in Scripturekight be supposed to be not so much historical 

persons as the moral reconstructions o± reformers.lu nis 

study of the life and times of Abraham Bbnl realizes this

difficulty and discerns four main stages in the transmission
4 of the traditions of the patriarchs,the first stage,which is

in the category of the mythological,lively,colourful and any 

thing but monotheistic,the second of the nature of idyllic

1 A.Causse;Les prophetes et la crise sociologique de la
religion d'Israel,EHPnfi,1932,pp.97 ff. 

2.K.Galling5Die ErwHiilungstraditionen Israels,1928, 
3.0ausse;0p.cit. ,pp.l05-ij.b. 
4.£.M.Tn.Bonl;Das Zeitalter



family history, the third, the prophetic-monotheistic revision 

through which the wnole took on itsjethico-religious character 

and its didactic tone,and finally,a rationalistic revision. 

Without entering into a critical analysis of Bohl's scheme, 

it does seem that we must reckon seriously with the prophetic 

revision of the patriarchal narratives,a fact which serious 

ly complicates the task of recovering the historical nucleus 

of the tradition.iMttvertheless,as the view of B5hl suggests, 

the patriarchs are more than theological figments of even 

prophetic imagination.Bbhl notes that if the patriarchs 

were primarily the moral and religious reconstruction 

of prophetic reformers they would not have been associated 

as they were with sacred trees and wells,the familiAr 

features of O^haanite nature-worship against which the prophets 

directed their polemic.On the other hand,this objection would 

hardly apply if,as Gausse implies in his single prophetic 

authorship of the J document,this revision were made in

the 9th century. JjUij ah, after all,worships at the same sanct-
o

uary on Gunnel as the priests of Bu<^l and Eiisha is associat-
 z 

ed with the local 'prophets 1 at the spring of Jericho.

Bflhl's objection,then,would only be valid if we imagine the 

distinctive prophetic revision of the patriarchal narratives

to have been made after the Dcuteronomic reformation.That
c \ 

a tendentious revision was made at this time is generally

accepted and since we know the main principles of that revis 

ion, the fact that such elements as the multiplicity of sanctu 

aries,and those located on 'high hills' and ' eireen trees; 

survived in the patriarchal narratives surely indicates the 

well-established authenticity of the tradition and the

1.Bfihl;op.cit.,p.59.
2.Tiiis was a regular sanctuary and not a site chosen for the 

occasion since there was an altar which Elijah repaired, 
I Kings xyiii,30.

3.II Zings ii,19.



agents and is a strong argument for the thesis of Alt that 

the patriarchs were intimately associated with the sanctuaries 

probably as founders of cults.ii,again,the patriarchs had 

been largely the creation of the prophets or later 

reformers,the latter would have been at pains to eliminate 

the moral lapses of the patriarchs and they should certainly, 

as BbJal points out^have invoked the authority of the patriarchs 

more frequently and more explicitly.Tiiere is indeed,a marked 

similarity in the religious conceptions and communal ethic 

of the patriarchs and those of the prophets and while we 

must admit the influence of the latter in shaping the trad 

ition in the J and E sources this is not the whole truth. 

F*r irom being cited as authorities the patriarchs are never 

mentioned in the prophetic works except to personify Israel 

and in the familair titles of God as the God of Abraham,Isaac

and Jacob nor do they figure much more prominently in the Psalms
2 

as Grilling points out.Amos,in fact,definitely harks back

not to the patriarchal age but.to the desert period after

the Exodus.His rhetorical question,'Did ye bring me offering
2 and sacrifice these forty years in the desert 1 , seems c- :.--. J,

quite to ignore the patriarchal tradition where sacrifice at

various rural sanctuaries plays a conspicuous part.Indeed,
4from such a passage as Jeremiah ix,3 b,we might even be entitl 

ed to see a certain disparagement of the patriarchal tradition. 

The patriarchal narratives,even after the Dtsuteronomic 

revision may be didactic but not patently so.It seems 

nearer the truth to suppose that the patriarchal religion 

represented a communal ethic based on the worship of a god 

conceived of in the kin-relationship before the incisive,

l.uBhljop.cit.,p.43. 
g.Gallingjop.cit.,p.5 ff.
S.Amos v,25.
4,Uited by G*lling;op.cit. ,p.67.Tue a/ussoretic text is a 

pun on the names Jacob and Rachel.



uncompromising force of militant Jahwism was experienced by 

tiie Hebrews.TiAte prophets,though they represented the latter 

tradition^were yet heirs of the former wisely conserving 

much in it which found expression in their plea for social 

justice.l-uis is a view which gains probability in the lignt 

o± the religious,or rather ethical relationships of the 

Amorite population of Palestine witn tneir gods on tne basis 

01 kinship implied in the nomenclature of the jiUecratory Texts
*

which may coincide with the period of Abraham .Tnus we may 

say that the prophets owed more to the Patriarchs than the 

patriarchs of literature to the prohets.

Galling emphasizes the comparative absence of references
2 

to the patriarchs in the.works of trie projxbelet-who look

back rather to the Exodus than to the primitive religious 

experience of the patriarchs.This indicates that the 

Exodus and its sequel and not the religious experience of 

the patriarchs was the real basis of the national faith* 

As I'or the patriarchal narratives Galling agrees with ' 

C»usse to the extent of admitting a prophetic representation 

of the patriarchal age in «J and £ which projectsllater 

conceptions back into the past, but with Eissfeldt he

distinguishes an earlier source which,being written from a
3 

purely political viewpoint,is named the L source{Laienquelle).

The various, souorces J,E£D, ana P are variations on the theme 

of L which,according to Galling,has as its general purpose 

the unification of the various elements of the ttcbrew people, 

mainly the tribes of Israel in tne worth and Juuah and her 

kindred elements in the South of Palestine,This was done by 

elaborating the theme of family relationship between Abraham 

who is a Judaean figure and Isaac and Jacob whose associations 

are with worth i&rael and the desert hinterland E»st and

1.0ausse;op.cit.,p.98.

5*.jfii8&feldt;EinlVitung* in das Alte Testament,1934,pp.217-222.



North of the Jordan.The process is completed when all the 

Patriarchs thus united as a family are associated with all 

the primitive shrines of .tviestine,with Bfeersheba,Heoron,.bethel 

and bheciiem.ttfere we may discern the purpose of L,uot merely 

to quicken a sense of unity amomg the tieurew elements in Pal 

estine but to legitimise their claim to the land.It is an ex 

pression of national feeling elaborating as it does the theme 

which recurs in the later sources,one ancestor,many sons,one 

people.

By general consent the oldest literary source of the 

Pentateuch,whether we regard it ss J or distinguish between 

J and L,is not earlier than the 9th century.T&us the source 

post-dates the Disruption the influence of which on life 

and thought of Israel (railing justly emphasizes. Tliat the 

cleft between Israel and Judah was never effectively bridged 

is a well-known fact of history.lt is,however,equally true 

that there were those who cherished the hope of union 

between the two elements of the Hebrew people.According to 

(railing the source J,or L,is an expression of tnis aspiration, 

'die gross-israelitische lde&',ab ne terms it.

we ao not doubt that the view of Sailing does empnasize 

certain aspects of the truth but maintain that he errs by 

over-emphasis.The source in question probably does reflect 

the aspiration for a united I&rael but not obtrusively.il 

the purpose of the writer had been as positive as Galling 

suggests surely his style would have been more trenchant 

and his purpose more apparent.As political propaganda it 

must be admitted that the source is rather anaemic.Moreover 

in a work of this nature and purpose emanating from Judan we 

should have expected some explanation of the Disruption 

and an apologetic for the cult at Jerusalem if not some 

reference to the House of i^vid.As it is,the ascendancy of 

Judah is touched upon somewhat obsurely in the Blessing of 

Jacob^nd there is no explicit reference to Jj^vid or his
*

1.Genesis xlix,8,10 (J).
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line and Sellin observes1that of the disruption or the Temple 

in Jerusalem there is not the slightest hint.O^ the other 

hand,it may be suggested that the work may have been under 

taken at the instance of the tLing of Israel at a time when 

Juaah was a vassal state of Israel under Omri's Dynasty,

a situation which might adequately explain the mildness of
o

the tone and the absence of any reference to the House of

David, and the royal sanctuary at Jerusalem.

Tiie most serious objection to a purely nationalist inter 

pretation such as Galling offers is that the inveterate 

enmity of Israel and Syria-Aram in the 9th and 8th centuries 

was such as certainly to preclude the mention of Aramaean 

affinities of the patriarchs unless here we had an objective 

fact.Kven so,it might well have been suppressed if the purpose 

of the work had been propagandist.Uettainly the work is 

accepted as that of a man of Judah not of Israel,hence the 

same enmity to Syria would not be felt perhaps.Yet if the 

nature of the work were as Galling suggests the mention of 

Aramaean relations would be most tactless and mischievous. 

Tnis is one of the facts which betray a substratum of object 

ive tradition regarding the patriarchs who,largely ignored 

by the prophets and somewhat tendentiously treated in the 

various sources of the .Pentateuch,had nevertheless an;, independ 

ent existence and character which it is possible in part to 

recover.As Hcmpel states,the J^hwist may have himself become
•at

part of tradition but he was originally bound to tradition, 

it is noteworthy that the two great authorities in tfee 

patriarchal field,£8iil and Alt agree in attributing to the 

earlier patriarchs Aoraham and Isaac a significance not 

mythological nor ideal not ethnic but individual.Ait regards 

the patriarchs including J«.cob as individuals who received 

special revelation and became founders of the cults associated

1.jsi.Sellin; Jfiinleitung in das Axte Testament,4th ed.,1925,p.34.
2.Pzburning that a man of Judah had been commissioned for the

work
3.'Just as the Y»hwist was bound to tradition,so he himself

became a part of tradition:J.tiempel: Record and Revelation, 1933

P.53.
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with their names, as the expression 1 the God of Abraham, the 0od 

of Isaac and the God of J^cob 1 auggests.Bttm. does not elabor 

ate this view so thoroughly as Ait but he still suggests that 

the religious motive may have determined the migration of 

Abraham which he compares to the Hejra or withdrawal of Muh-
o

ammad from M^cca to Medina. This, of course, cannot be establish 

ed or controlled. buch spiritual independence on the part of 

Abraham is not , indeed, impossible though BOnl seems to be in 

danger of anachronism in attributing such a degree of 

spiritual individualism to Abraham. his view of the exclusive 

physical affinities of the patriarchs with their kinsfolk 

in IN ur them Mesopotamia as implying the existence of an esoter 

ic religious community has parallels only in much later times, 

has no Scriptural basis and is not consistent with the fact 

that the scenes of the theophanies to the patriarchs seem

already hallowed by the worship of local deities in Palestine
 z

who, as in the case of the theophany to Abraham at JHUmre,

are not one but several deities.

I'lie facts that the localities associated with the patri 

archs are the familiar scenes of primitive non-ibraelite 

nature-worship marked by the common features of sacred 

trees and wells as at bhechem,M«mre,Moriah and 

and that the revelation to the patriarchs was not of

the one God of Israel but probably of the local Q'ff is
4 admitted by A^t to constitute a serious tfiough not insuperable

objection to his view of the patriarchs as founders of cults.

it is true , indeed, that almost without exception the patri 

archal narratives concern sanctuaries, revelations or cults, 

a fact which is especially significant and gives a valuable

1.AltjJJer Gott der Vater,p.51.
2.ti^Ll emphasizes the' phrase ;J;V '''^ *>^. &?$$ where he

takes fc^ in. a Spiritual sense, the 'phrase then signifying 
 the converts they had madeja possible but not normal' 
readingt i>*s Zwitalter Abrahams, pp. 41-42.

5. Genesis xviii,l-5 (J).
4.AltjOp.cit. , pp. 52, 65.
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clue to the truth of the' situation.it must, however, be pointed 

out that the patriarchal narratives are not exclusively 

located in sacred localities nor concerned with the themes 

of revelation and cult. This remark applies notably to the 

episode or episodes of Sarah and Kebekah and Abimelech of 

G-erar in the earlier period, while the Jcxcob-Iarael saga is 

largely concerned with the political history and affinities 

of the tribes and their movements between the Upper 

Mesopotamia and the confines of Egypt.

Alt 1 ^ case for the significance of the patriarchs as 

receivers of revelation and cult-founders rests mainly on

the analogy of the expressions U-od of Abraham, Pear of Isaac
2and Mighty Une of Jacob with certain i^bataean and ^almyrene

inscriptions chiefly from the H^uran where a god is not named
i

but designated with reference to certain individuals such
»
as 'the god of Arkesilaos 1 , f the god of Aumosjetc.lt has

3been objected that this is not a valid analogy since tne 

flabataean and Palmyrene texts come from the last century B.C. 

and the first three centuries of the Christian era. This 

objection, however, is more apparent than real and is anticip 

ated by Alt who emphasizes tnat such features must not be re 

lated mechanically to time but to locality and the social 

conditions of the subjects. He reminds us that the inscriptions in 

question came from the desert marches and relate to a people 

still in the tribal stage of development f facts which are so 

far true but must be somewhat qualified in the light of what 

we know of the close relations of Rome with her frontier 

provinces as well as tne w^bataean kingdom and the contacts 

that this remarkable pommercial people had with Egypt, 

South Arabia and Home. Tne very fact that many of the inscript 

ions cited by Alt are bilingual, (zreek as well as flabataean,

g J»»
lwS textes paleo-assyriennes et l ! AT,KMR,cx,±934,p.51.
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snould warn us against taking too seriausly Ait's view 

that we are dealing with primitive communities isolated 

in the desert. It is nevertheless true that the imscriptions 

concern people who are somewhat nearer the nomadic stage 

than their neighbours West of the Jurdan where, incidentally 

the inscriptions find no parallel. T^ie personal names, more 

over, with one exception noted by Alt are all Arabic. 

Nevertheless we may still question the analogy of faf A*f«rt 

and 1?'>2% ' r% .The god in question may have been no more
/ ' / '' *'/

than the /ox? or 'Goou Fortune 1 of Aumos,a common Graeco-
/

Human conception which we find expressed in coins of the 

period where the 7^/j of various cities is actually
f •

represented as an Anthropomorphic figure. Such coin- types 

are found both East and West of the Jordan.

Alt supposes that such persons as Aumos were the 

recipients of a special revelation and as such were the 

founders of the cult of the god designated by their names. 

here, however , we are in the realm of pure conjecture. 

Insofar as the inscriptions may indicate not thank-offerings 

to the Tvxn °^ private individuals in the common Graeco- 

Eoman tradition, but may concern a definite cult, we need not 

postulate that the individuals such as Aumos or Arkesilaos 

were cult-fo under s.Tney may have been eponymous ancestors 

of tribes which is suggested by inscriptions from the same
-*" Y ' 2 

period and places to yttf «Aif4tf .Again, as Dussaud suggests,

they may have been heads of priestly families.Tiius ' tne 

god of Aumos'uaay have been, not the god whose cult Aumos 

founded but the god whose cult Aumos and his .priestly

descendants propagated. Alt rejoins by pointing out that
^ in a certain inscription there is indeed a priest Aumos

named but the inscriptions 'to the god of Aumos 1 are

l.Alt;op.c. ,p..
2.1>ussaud;Les Arabes en byrie avant l f Islam, 1907 , p. 148. 

idemjLu topographie historique de la Syrie moderne,1927,
p. 351 

3.Alt;op.cit. , p. 81, no. 40.
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attested for more than a century before this inscription 

which is dated in 520 A.D.Tnis,however,is hardly a valid 

objection to Dussaud's suggestion since Aumos could still 

be a hereditary name as,indeed,would be not improbable in 

a line of hereditary priests.There is thus nothing to suggest 

that Aumos or Arkesilaos were cult-founders of a god 

designated by their names any more than the JN^bataean inscript 

ions to Dusares, f the god of our lord 1,indicate that the 

flaoataean king was the founder of the cult of that god. 

Alt's study,in our opinion?justly emphasize the
i

association of the patriarchs with cult-centres but his 

main thesis that the patriarchs were primarily cult- 

founders rests on a very doubtful basis.

Oii the whole we prefer to follow B6hl in his 

view of Auraham as an individual but think that round him 

various traditions of the early Hebrew fathers over a 

period of two'centuries gathered.lt is possible that 

the family of Terah left the vicinity of Ur under pressure 

or in. anticipation of the K-tSsite invasion which took 

place in the eigfcith year of Samsu-iluna of Babylon, 

probably in the middle of the 18th century.Woolley,again,
Q

suggests that the migration from Ur may have taken place 

when Hammurabi had risen to power over his neighbours and 

was able to control or block the trade-routes between South 

and Worth Mesopotamia.Tnis control would be complete 

after his reduction of M»ri on the mid-Euphrates in his 

thirty-fifth year which according to the dating given 

by Sidney Si£ith would fall in the middle of the 18th century. 

Tnese events in the North would intimately concern the 

family of Abraham if,as Wo&lley supposes,they were nomads 

settled in the vicinity of Ur who were engaged in transport 

ing merchandise for the merchants of the town.Both these

1 Iii 1741 B.C. according to the reckoning of Sidney Smith:
*Alalakh and Cnronology,1940,p.24. 

2.Woolley:Abraham...,p.!40.
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theories of the circumstances of the migration of the fam 

ily of Abraham agree with the buriptural account in 

limiting the scale of the movement and leaving it,on 

the human side,to the initiative of an individual.At the 

same time they make it still possible to connect the Hebrew 

fathers,as their names suggest,with the Amorite movements 

attested in the E*ecratory texts in Palestine from the 

latter half of the 19th century. He cannot,however,assume 

that the modest account of the patriarchal migration in 

{Scripture covers any great folk, migration or the diffusion 

of the lanar cult of bumerian Ur Westwards to Palestine.
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